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PREFACE.

r
I
IHE following Commentary differs from many of its predeces-

-^ sors in tlie greater weight given to the interpretation of the

LXX., and the closer investigation of their peculiar renderings. In

many cases these strange renderings on the part of the LXX. are

dismissed by commentators as simply errors. But this is not con-

sistent with what true criticism ought to do. The LXX. is not only

the oldest translation we have, but also the only one made when

Hebrew was yet a living language. Its peculiar renderings then

deserve our most serious attention. The investigation of them will

fully reward the inquirer. This, then, is the cause of the special

line of interpretation adopted in this Commentary.

With regard to the Book of Ecclesiastes itself, the writer must

confess himself Iwmo unius libri ; for some years past all his Hebrew

and Greek studies have been devoted to the investigation of the

meaning of this one book in the Sacred Canon, and all his conclusions

must be taken with the reservation that they apply, directly, to this

one book alone. Such a concentration of effort may be expected to

produce results which might not be arrived at by a far wider and

more extensive research, just as a few rays of sunlight concentrated

by a small lens will burn where the sun himself will only warm.

Nevertheless, this book does not profess to be anything in the

nature of a new discovery. Sense is attempted to be made of difficult

passages by what may be called a microscopic attention to the grammar

of the writer, and a minute and careful analysis of every form and

expression he uses. The test of the correctness of the meaning thus

found is displayed in the way in which it falls into place in the
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context, and squares with its tenor. Bvit nothing novel in the way of

Hebrew grammar is urged, or anything which may not be found in

ordinary commentaries, except, perhaps, it be the fact of the differ-

ence of signification between the contracted and full relative pronoun

—a usage which is peculiar to the Book of Ecclesiastes. This has

hitherto been dismissed by other commentators as evidence of late

composition, witliout giving it the notice it merited.

Many points of interest are started in these pages, which would

well repay a more careful investigation than I have either leisure or

learning to follow out. They are only presented so far as necessary

to illustrate and clear up difficulties in the interpretation of that

marvellous book which is the subject of this Commentary. If I have

succeeded, the Church will be benefited ; if I have altogether failed,

my book will only add a few pages more to the vast literature which

this, the scientific treatise of the Divine Word, has elicited.

London, Oct. 1873.



INTRODUCTION.

DATE AND AUTHOESHIP.

rpHE title or superscription of the book is, chap. i. 1, 'The words

-^ of Koheleth, the son of David, king of Jerusalem,' and this is

further explained in verse 12, by ' I Koheleth was king over Israel

in Jerusalem.' The only person in Jewish history who answers

exactly to this description is Solomon, and accordingly the whole

ancient Clmrch, Jewish as well as Christian, have regarded Solo-

mon as the undoubted author of the book. With this conclusion

even modern criticism is so far agreed, that it is universally ad-

mitted that Solomon is the hero or personated author, even though

it is denied that he was the real writer. It is alleged that internal

evidence is against the supposition of so early a date ; for that

the language and tone of thought in the book point to a writer

further on in Jewish history. The favourite opinion amongst Ger-

man scholars is, that Ecclesiastes was composed towards the end of

the Persian dominion. Ewald, indeed, considers that, so far as lan-

guage and style is concerned, the book might be the very latest

written in the whole Hebrew Scriptures.

A detailed history of the exposition of the book will be found

in the Cohelcth- of Dr. Ginsburg, together with a complete discussion

of the reasons for and against Solomonic authorship. It will be

unnecessary, therefore, to go into detail on this point. We shaU

only add what concerns the immediate object of the present Com-
mentary, remarking that several most competent English-speaking

scholars remain unconvinced by arguments which have apparently

fully satisfied their German brethren. Dr. Wordsworth, Professor

Plumptre, Dr. Taylor Lewis of America, argue that the book is really

Solomon's, while even in Germany D. H. A. Hahn {Com. ubcr das

Prcdigerhucli, Leipzig, 1860) is strongly on the side of the Solomonic

authorship.

The principal arguments in favour of later date derived from

internal evidence, arise from {first) the state of violence and misery

h
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depicted iu the book with so much bitterness, and which, it is

alleged, cannot be made to harmonize with what we know of the

reign of Solomon ; and {secondly) the strongly Aramaic character of

the language, which assimilates itself to that of the books of Daniel

and Esther. With regard to the first point (if we have at all found

the real interpretation of the book), it seems improbable that any-

special description of a particular period could have been ever

intended, or even any aUusion to the special circumstances of any

people. So far also from supposing a time of trouble in the mind of

the writer, on the contrary the point and moral of the book will

be enhanced if we suppose it to be written rather in a time of pros-

perity than of adversity or oppression. Thus, if we turn to the

expressions of chap. iv. 1 we shall see that to give any special refer-

ence to them, and suppose them peculiar or out of the way, would

weaken the force of Koheleth's argument. Human life generally,

under the very best of external circumstances, always exliibits the

spectacle both of oppressions by the wicked, and of oppressed with-

out comforters. Now underneath this statement lies the difficulty

that He who permits this is the merciful Author of Nature Himself,

and it is this difficulty which is especially discussed. There is no

necessity to suppose the concluding years of Persian tyranny to be

pointedly alluded to, because it is not under an Asiatic despotism

alone that hypocrites come and go from the place of the holy

(chap. viii. 10), or servants are seen on horseback, and nobles, like

serfs, walking afoot (chap. x. 7), or that men continue in prosperous

wickedness (chap. ix. 3). Indeed, the same may be said of any other

of the similar providential difficulties advanced in this book, for the

very same occurrences may be witnessed now in this age of civilisa-

tion and progress. The reply then to the assertion that it is ' impos-

sible to reconcile this state of things with the age of Solomon ' is

simply this. There is no need even to make the attempt, because

there is no reason to believe that, considering the author's stand-

point, he intended that the instances of human suffering and

disappointment he cites should be taken otherwise than perfectly

generally. What he adduces of this nature is in sufficient measure

true always, at the best of times. It would blunt the point of his

reasoning if it could be shown that the difficulties he starts were

exceptional or temporary ; but this is not so. Koheleth's repeated

declaration is that all—that is, the whole of human life—is vanity or

evanescence.
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The argument from Aramaic words is much more formidable, and
would be conclusive if our knowledge of the successive stages of the
Hebrew language were less fragmentary and uncertain than is really

the case. It is quite true that such words as nn^, p''y"i, mj?i, 133,

pr, DJriD, have an Aramaic colouring ; but we must set against this the
fact that, as Ewald remarks, we have in Ecclesiastes a new philo-

sophical terminology, wliich has modified the Hebrew of the book.
And again, it will be seen by referring to the places where these pecu-
liar words occur, that they are introduced either for the purposes of

expressing new ideas or terms not found in the language elsewhere.

Sometimes the more usual word would be out of harmony with the

context, e.g. the word pr replaces the more ordinary nyio, because not
only is the latter used to signify 2.fmst, but the root-meaning of the
former is just what is required by the argument. Again, 133, as

w^ill be seen stated at length in the notes, is used in the purely
technical sense, of ' this present,' and not in the ordinary meaning
of ' already.' The unusual n^n, chap. vi. 6, also is apparently intro-

duced for the sake of the alliteration with vhr\ in the next clause, and
the once occurring OJ? chap. iv. 3, for the sake of the equivoke to

which its use gives rise. All these Aramaic words are noticed as

they occur in the body of the Commentary, and we think that

the conclusion which results from what there appears is to weaken
very considerably any argument as to date which can be drawn
from them one way or the other.

Again, the object of the book is so peculiar, and so different from
all the rest of Scripture, and especially from those which, supposing
Solomon was the author, would stand related to it in point of time,

that we may well expect some difference of language and colouring.

Again, also, there is another reason. The books immediately subse-

quent to Solomon's era are all prophetic. Now it seems natural

that prophets should use an antique style, which would be tinged

with that of the earlier religious books, while if, on the other hand,

as the LXX. seem to imply by their translation of the word
Koheleth, and appears also from the alliterations in the book itself, it

were an address orally delivered, it would no doubt contain collo-

quialisms. There are strong indications that it does so. Now these

colloquialisms would certainly have an Aramaic cast about them.

Thus the difference of diction between the Hebrew of Koheleth and
a contemporary prophet woidd be exaggerated, and any estimate of

date due to this difference proportionately uncertain.
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On the whole, for myself, I have no theory to support either way.

I am content to let the matter rest, as I believe the Scripture itself

leaves it, which, after all, nowhere refers the authorship to Solomon.

In accordance with this, both to save space and to conduce to clear-

ness, I have always referred to the author by the name Koheleth,

and to the book itself as Ecclesiastes, in the course of the subse-

quent Commentary.

DESIGN AND METHOD OF THE WOEK,

The design of the book is no other than argumentatively to work

out the concluding aphorism of the whole :
' Fear God, and keep

His commandments, for this is the whole problem of Humanity.'

This truth is never for a moment lost sight of, not even in those passages

which sound most sceptical or Epicurean. We may compare this

marvellous book to an overture, and say that this truth is its sub-

ject. This overture, however, is written in a minor key ; it is almost

always plaintive ; sometimes it descends to what sounds like absolute

discord ; but this subject floats through its wildest and strangest

melodies, resolves its harshest discords, connects its most erratic

wanderings. Koheleth is a perfect master of sarcasm. A certain

grim and bitter yet grave and holy satire runs through his book.

He makes his readers think whether they will or no. For this pur-

pose he sometimes descends to plays upon words, equivokes, allitera-

tions, possibly also proverbs in ordinary circulation. He certainly

writes in the ' vulgar tongue,' But these equivokes always help the

sense. If Koheleth appears in the guise of a popular preacher, he

never loses sight of the moralist and philosopher. His sermon, for

such we believe it to be, will bear comparison with another wonder-

ful sermon found in Holy Scripture, with which it has some striking

points of resemblance, and yet how wonderfully different

!

The book then opens with an exclamation which serves as a text

or topic
—

' Vanity of vanities,'—and forthwith proceeds to state the

question, and work out the conclusion which this topic suggests.

Has mankind any advantage (in the sense of a result in the future)

by reason of his toil or anxiety (the technical word here used is ho)i,

by which word is meant the same thing as the Greek expresses by

yuipiixva, cares of this life. Matt. xiii. 22) ? This he answers in the

negative by eight aphorisms, four drawn from observation of nature

and four from moral considerations, which we have called the eight
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tMibeatitudes of the sermon. This constitutes the first part of the

proof. Koheleth then goes on to discuss the question, Can any

solution of this providential difficulty be discovered ? This, in the

first place, is attempted to be answered by an autobiography, in

which Koheleth shows in succession that wisdom, mirth, accumula-

tion of wealth, etc., are alike evanescent and unsatisfactory, as his

own experience (and no one was likely to do better) abundantly

displayed. These together form the first great division of the book

—Chaps. I. and ii.

In the next five Chapters, in. to vii, the same question is discussed

from another point of view. Koheleth remarks on the unalterable

character of Providence, and shows that even if it were possible that

human wisdom could cause change (which it cannot), that the altera-

tion could only be for the worse. He begins by enumerating twenty-

eight times or seasons—that is, a fourfold seven—of which the last is

' a time of peace.' This is especially worthy of remark, as it is an in-

stance of one of those hopes of better things which Koheleth allows

to appear, as it were by stealth, amidst his most melancholy utter-

ances. He then argues this matter, and through a long and sustained

l/ course of reasoning, the conclusion of which is, that God must right

the wronged.

But there naturally arises the objection, If this be so, why does

impiety and oppression exist so continually in the very places or

circimistances where we ought to expect the reverse ? To this

Koheleth offers tw^o solutions, which, however, are neither satisfac-

tory ; the second indeed would lead to absolute scepticism. The true

deduction is however stated in the last verse of chap, iil (22), which

is, that if any result is to be accomplished by human toil, it can only

consist in present gratification.

Koheleth then turns to the consideration of oppressions or afflic-

tions, this turn of thought being that present enjoyment is marred by

the existence of so much irremediable unhappiness ; that if this

world be aU, the dead are better off than the living ; that the result

even of success is envy rather than pleasure ; that it is useless

labouring for posterity, and no avail in the present. Koheleth here

sarcastically points out that labour for others does give some advan-

tage, the only instance where he sees the possibility of any at all.

He carefully limits, however, all this to the present Hfe, this formula

' under the sun,' i.e. in this world of labour and toil, being introduced

frequently, showing that all he says is to be taken with this proviso.
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In Chapter v. Koheleth begins to display the great remedy for

human ills—that is, piety, patience, and submission to the Divine

will, cautioning against foolish sacrifices, rash vows, rash speeches,

selfishness and avarice. This display of the remedy, however, is as

yet subordinate, the main object being to show that all arguments

conspire to prove the vanity or transitoriness of human existence.

With this Chap. vi. ends, and with it the more argumentative portion

of the treatise.

Chap. VII. opens with a paradoxical statement of seven good things,

which look like evil ones, and on this Koheleth develops the thought

that man does not know a good thing when he sees it. He shows

that even wisdom itself will not necessarily produce happiness in

this world, though this, he is sure, is a good thing ; but he is very

bitter and sarcastic on those who, because right does not always suc-

ceed, resort to impiety ; this, he shows, is a great and fatal mistake.

Though the proposition that piety is happiness is not formally stated

or worked out argumentatively, nevertheless this is proved so com-

pletely that Koheleth is able at the end of the whole to cite this as

the real result of his argument.

If, however, piety be the remedy for human ills, early piety is

essential to tolerable ease and quiet in this world. This is set forth

in the same paradoxical and sarcastic way as before. We are advised

to avoid certain evils while we can. These are described with great

pathos in Chap. xii. It is however, we believe, quite a mistake to

imagine that the close of the book contains an allegorical descrip-

tion of old age. The weakness and other trials of age are, no doubt,

brought before us in very poetic and picturesque language. There is

an Oriental richness and floridness about this language at first strange

to Western ears ; but the images employed all admit of resolution by
an appeal to the usage of Scripture elsewhere, and can be shown to

be quite in place. The conclusion of the whole is significantly the

same as the topic at the beginning, ' Vanity of vanities, the whole is

vanity.'

The Epilogue, chap. xii. 9, follows. This has been pronounced by

some to be an interpolation, the work of a later hand ; but we could

no more imagine a book of the Old Testament ending with such an

aphorism as vanity of vanities, without doing violence to our critical

instinct, than we could believe that the Gospel of St. Mark was ever

intended to end with the words ' They were afraid ' [e(f)o/3ovvTo jdp,

Mark xvi. 8]. It is rather the bold, open statement of the truth,
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whicli has in a more or less covered manner formed tlie subject of the

whole book. The aphorism, ' Fear God and keep His commandments,'
contains the only possible solution of providential difficulties or

remedy of human ills, and it is in vain to look for any other. The
reasons for this mystery we must leave to God alone. He will bring

into judgment— z.e. into adjustment or declared consistency with
justice—every mystery, whether to our notions good or evil. With
this assurance the book appropriately ends.

GEAMMATICAL PECULIARITIES.

The Book of Ecclesiastes being a didactic and argumentative

treatise, and the only work of its kind in the Scriptures, its Hebrew
is modified to meet the requirements of that which is a new philo-

sophy, so that we may fully indorse Ewald's expression, tiiat

' Koheleth uses the Hebrew language as a flexible instrument for the

expression of novel ideas.' This naturally implies a usage of words

and phrases peculiar to this book, and accounts for the large number
of unusual forms and once occurring words and the like which here

meet us. It will be apparent to any who will diligently examine

the text, that Koheleth confines himself very strictly indeed to the

rules of his own gi^ammar, and uses articles, prepositions, and tenses

with an accuracy not inferior to Greek itself For example, there is

a real distinction to be discovered between the usage of masculine

and feminine forms, where a substantive is of both genders. It is

not a matter of indifference whether the full relative is used or the

contracted form ; on the contrary, it will be seen that the contracted

relative gives an optative or subjunctive sense ; or whether a verb

governs directly or through the intervention of the particle riN ; a dis-

tinction which the LXX. were quite aware of, and which gave rise

to their adverbial <jvv. What, for want of a better term, we have

called distributive plurals— ?:.<?. a singular noun and plural verb in

agreement, or vice, mrsd— are exceedingly significant. They have a

peculiar shade of meaning, according to circumstances and position

in the sentence. It is too a matter of some consequence whether

the nominative precedes or foUows the verb ; hence in the running

translation this order is never reversed, even where our idiom requires

it, but explanatory words are introduced. All these matters are,

where necessary, pointed out in the notes—perhaps some may imagine

pressed too far, and repeated ad nausmm ; but the excuse must be that
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on these minutipe depend the evidence of correct rendering. If thus

a good sense is made out, as it were spontaneously, and which, more-

over, is found to fall into place as it occurs in the context, we have

strong evidence that we have hit the real meaning.

Connected with this grammatical usage is a peculiar terminology,

also to be expected in a scientific treatise. Thus nm is very com-

monly rendered in this Commentary by ' reasoning,' the exact idea

implied being a matter or thing reasoned about, with the further

notion or conclusion that this reason will become ground of action.

No single English or even Greek word will render it, but once let

us master its real significance, and the force and cogency of many
passages will become manifest. Again, }>2n, which has the sense of

' an agreeable occurrence,' ' a providence,' and then generally of ' any

event,' in this book denotes a 'providential occurrence.' Again, ht2)3

is not exactly toil, but the fatigue, distress, or anxiety that comes

of it It differs from pjy, which is also anxiety, but that kind of

anxiety which comes of uncertainty as to a future result. Two most

important words are rwh'^D and nii'^n : the former is that kind of

folly which has the appearance of wisdom, clever folly, or foolish

wisdom ; the latter is that kind of folly which is begotten of a false

expectation of the result, as in our expression ' made a fool of.' So

again "i33 is not an adverb ' already,' but rather a substantive,—this

present considered as now existing. These technical words are

all noticed as they occur, and a sense given, the proof of the

correctness of which is that appropriate meaning is made in

every place in which they occur. As several are found nowhere else

in Scripture, this is the only true method of coming at their

meaning. It is also worthy of notice that these words occur

usually seven or ten times, or some other round or mystic number.

This happens so frequently that it can hardly be accidental, but I

have seldom been able to trace any rule or law in this circumstance.

On the whole, however, it may be taken as an axiom that when
Koheleth uses a peculiar word, he intends to express a peculiar idea,

and his meaning must be sought accordingly. Careful attention to

this point clears up many difficulties.

Alliteration and paronomasia occur with great and characteristic

frequency, a proof surely that the book was intended to be

preached or delivered as an address. It is, of course, very difficult

to give these in the English version. Sometimes in the paraphrastic

translation this is attempted by means of rhymes and alliterations.
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I can hardly pronounce these quite successful, and often have felt

inclined to return to a more literal rendering, but then this most

characteristic feature of the book would have been lost to the

English reader. Every one who has ever addressed an assembly

knows how very telling these hits are, and moreover they are of real

importance to the commentator, as bringing the words on which the

alliteration depends into artificial prominence. There is a danger,

no doubt, that when once the mind is aroused to this, that equi-

vokes should be found where they were not intended ; but of this

the reader must judge.

This perhaps is the best point at which to discuss the meaning

of the word Koheleth. In its present form and pointing ripnp is the

active feminine participle of Kal of the verb h^\>, occurring as a

verb only in niphal and hiphil. The fem. noun occurs Deut.

xxxiii. 4, ripni?

—

i.e. this word differently pointed—which the LXX.
render by avvaywyrj'i. i^?'"!!? occurs Neh. v. 7, rendered eKKkrjalav.

"With this before us it seems beside the mark to seek a meaning out

of the root hr\\>. According to the usage observable in this book,

feminihes (we should prefer to call them abstracts) in n differ from

those in n—comp. mioy, chap. i. 4 ; the abstract in this form again

becomes as it were a concrete. Thus we should incline to indorse

the view enunciated by Preston, who considers the word to be

represented by ' collector ' or ' concionator ' in Latin. Both these

meanings we believe are contained in the word, and it is quite

consistent with what we know of the style of Ecclesiastes to admit

that both these meanings were intended to be conveyed. The

discourse is a collection of separate but connected aphorisms on

the trausitoriness of human existence—the author is thus a collector

of them ; and as the discourse was delivered apparently when
collected, he is a concionator or preacher also. The word used by

the LXX., eKKXrja-iaarrjt;, occurs nowhere else, either in the Old or

New Testaments, so that the precise meaning they affixed to the word

is unknown. In classical Greek it means preacher.

The repetition of a word, whether substantive or particle, in the

same sentence, of course gives emphasis to that word ; to translate

accurately, therefore, when this occurs, we have to add some English

equivalent, such as ' this ' or ' as well,' and so forth, see Com. passim.

A careful attention to this rule will often considerably help to clear

up obscure passages.
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ON THE PECULIAR RENDERINGS OF THE VERSION OF THE LXX.

The remark of Delitzscli on the translation of the LXX., affixed to

the Book of Psalms (Delitzscli on the Psalms, Clark's Library, Edin.)

may be introduced here :

—
' This translation, as being the oldest

key to the understanding of the language of the Old Testament

writings, as being the oldest mirror of the Old Testament text, and as

an important check upon the interpretation of Scripture handed

down in the Talmud and Midrash, and in that portion of the

national literature not originating in Egypt, is invaluable.' Eor

this remark applies to the rendering of Ecclesiastes in an equal, if

not greater degree, and may be offered as an excuse, if one be

needed, for the comparatively large space assigned to the discussion

of the Septuagint renderings.

A peculiarity which meets us in this book is the occurrence of

the preposition uvv followed by an accusative, and in one case a

genitive, and which seldom if ever occurs in other books. This

apparently trifling circumstance, which is usually treated as a

barbarism, will give the clue which will lead to some curious and

interesting facts connected with the methods of translation adopted

by the LXX.
If we examine carefully and in detail the wording of the LXX.

we can hardly fail to be struck with the excessive care that is taken

to render in the exact order of the Hebrew—a remark which may
be extended to other portions of this version, the Book of Job being,

however, a striking exception, (and when there is any considerable

departure, in almost every instance hitherto examined a serious

variation of text in the different recensions of the LXX. will be

found to occur.) In Ecclesiastes this order is so strict that, with

hardly an exception, it would be possible to print the Greek text

as it stands as an interlinear translation. This most interesting

point deserves further investigation than appears as yet to have

been given to it. • My own impression from this circumstance, is

that the version of the LXX. was made with the idea that those

who used it had the Hebrew before them, and this hypothesis, for in

truth it is notliing more, will I think group together more facts

tlian any other suppositions which have been adopted to explain

these strange renderings met with in the LXX.,—as, for example,

variation of original text, wilful corruption on the part of the

translators, Hagadic influence (of which more presently), and the

like. The LXX. have executed their work so well, that notwith-
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standing this restriction which they thus h\id upon themselves, we
have a very good translation, which for many centuries was used as

the sole representative of the ancient Scriptures, and on which the

whole fabric of ancient theology was erected.

This interlinear character, as we may call it, of the version of the

LXX., will explain why they render the same Hebrew word by such

very different Greek equivalents. In an interlinear translation

there is no special value in uniform rendering ; rather the reverse.

It is better even to study variety than uniformity, although we

believe that the LXX. do neither the one nor the other, but simply

endeavour to give the best possible rendering of the passage before

them. For example, the word fan is rendered in chap. iii. 1, 17, v. 8

(7), viii 6, by irpa^fia, and in the other three cases in which it

occurs, viz., chap. v. 4 (3), xii. 1, 10, by deXrjfia. Now the real

meaning of this word, as we have shown, is an agreeable providential

occurrence, or, since all providential occurrences imply the Divine

Avill on their side, any such whatever. The LXX. use the one

rendering or the other as best suits the context. This book con-

taining -so large a number of technical words, the meaning of which

is to be sought by a careful comparison of all the passages in which

they occur, the renderings of the LXX. become of special interest.

The meaning compounded of the meanings of the LXX.'s renderings,

to use a mathematical simile, will give us often the precise shade of

signification of the Hebrew of whick we are in search, and this will

then approve itself as coiTect by its suitableness in every instance.

The same observation applies to the grammar of the Greek as re-

presenting that of the Hebrew. There is no attempt whatever to

render Hebrew grammatical forms with any uniformity. Hebrew

perfects are rendered by Greek presents, aorists, or perfects ;
Hebrew

presents by aorists or perfects. Participles are rendered sometimes

by participles, at others by principal verbs. The same Hebrew pre-

positions are sometimes rendered by different Greek prepositions, and

sometimes simply by case-endings. The relative is rendered by the

relative, by the pronoun, and by on. The Hebrew conjugations are

not represented on any settled principle ; Piels are sometimes indeed

apparently marked by a preposition compounded with the verb,

sometimes not noticed at all. In certain cases in which the root is

doubtful, as for example in ain vaw, and ain ain verbs, the LXX.

do not always follow the Masoretic pointing and derivation. On the

whole, however, the deviations of the LXX., from both pointing and

accentuation, are more apparent than real, and may be explained, for
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the mofet part, on the principle that the translators felt themselves

obliged to follow the order of the words in the original.

We must, however, bear in mind that the present text of the LXX.
is of all texts the most time-worn, and often requires correction.

Most providentially we do not depend on one recension ; we have in

existing copies the remains of several, and we may make use of them

to restore the original readings. The problem in this case differs

essentially from that which meets us in revising the Greek text of

the New Testament. Here diplomatic evidence has not the same

Aveight as there. Emendations may be detected, even when better

readings of the Hebrew, by want of conformity to the Hebrew order

(and the temptation to make such kind of alterations, when the version

was used independently, would clearly be very great), or again a com-

parison of the various readings will enable us to guess with tolerable

confidence what the Hebrew originally was. In this way, when the

Hebrew text is doubtful, we can ascertain the correct reading by

searching for that common origin from which the variants in the

LXX. were derived, and we may then turn round on the version with

the help of the Hebrew, and show how the changes successively arose.

An instance of this will be found at chap. x. 1 ; how far I have suc-

ceeded the reader must judge. We must also bear in mind that

what we should now denote by marginal renderings are in the

ancient versions inserted in the text. The interlinear character of

the version enables us to detect this : we find two Greek words

standing in place of a single Hebrew equivalent. The result of all

this, as applied in the Book of Ecclesiastes, is to vindicate the

accuracy of the received Hebrew text, and, in a less degree, of the

pointing and accentuation also. Only in a very few instances is it

needful to projDose an emendation of the Hebrew text, and that

where the ancient versions are apparently unanimous in requiring it.

There remains another point, however. Dr. Ginsburg (and from

his extensive acquaintance with Jewish literature no one is better

qualified to give an opinion) considers that Hagadic influence

must be taken largely into account in explaining difficult passages

in Ecclesiastes ; amongst other points he notices the rendering of

nx by Gvv, which has been referred to already. ' Commentators,'

he says, ' have been perplexed to account for this barbarism, and

violation of grammatical propriety, but a reference to Hagadic

exegesis will show that this Hebrew particle was looked up to as

having a mystical signification, because the two letters, N and n, of

which it is composed, are the Alpha and Omega of the Hebrew alphabet.
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Hence the anxiety of the translator to indicate this particle in Greek,

when a passage appeared to him to be fraught with special mysteries.'

But, as he remarks, it is only in twenty-nine instances out of

seventy-one occurrences of this particle that it is so rendered by the

LXX. Moreover, Dr. Ginsburg has not shown that these passages

are specially mysterious. They are in fact neither more nor less so

than some others in which this particle is not so rendered. An
examination of these passages will show, we think convincingly, that

what the LXX. wished to do was to point out that ns was emphatic

and with the meaning of ' respect to,' or the like, as will be seen

by reference to the Commentary, especially chaps, ii. 17, iii. 17, vii.

26, viii. 8, 15.

The Hagadic influence, according to Dr. Ginsburg, is still more

evident in the peculiar rendering of chap. ii. 12, as well as chaps.

ii. 17, iii. 15, iv. 17, v. 1, all which are fully treated in the Com-
mentary, and the renderings of the LXX. explained and elucidated,

it is hoped satisfactorily. So far from the true explanation of

these renderings being found in the Chaldee paraphrase, as Dr.

Ginsburg imagines, that version gives distorted interpretations of

passages but partially understood. Again, the gloss of the LXX. at

chap. ii. 1 5 is shared by the Syriac, and is a marginal reading ; chap,

ii. 1 7 is a verbatim reading of the Hebrew in every particular ; and

the gloss at chap. ii. 9 is too evidently foisted in from the margin to

make it of much value in any argument. See note there.

Holding as I do the paramount authority of the LXX., I have

not scrupled to follow them against the Alasoretic interpretation

when the sense of a passage seemed to require it, and I deem it a

sufficient answer to any objections on this head, that the rendering

proposed is supported by the LXX. On the whole, however, these

differences are, as remarked above, not very great, and we have rather

occasion for surprise, not that there is here and there a divergence,

but that on the whole there is so substantial agreement. The point-

ing which we have in our Hebrew Bibles embodies a most valuable

and venerable tradition, but in its present form younger by

centuries than that furnished by the rendering of the LXX. While,

therefore, we admit its great value, we ought not to make its authority

absolute, and this is done to all intents and purposes by those who
reject without question the ancient interpretation because it conflicts

with the present pointing. No language is too high to characterize

our obligations to those Jewish fathers who have guarded so faith-

fully that special trust committed to them—the oracles of God. But
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the Synagogue is no more infallible in matters of criticism than is

the Church. Neither the Masorets nor the LXX. are inspired, though

inspiration has been by their respective partisans vehemently

claimed for both. Each party, also, has unduly depreciated the other,

and the Hebrew scholars have been for centuries divided into

punctists and anti-punctists. But as there is no royal road to learn-

ing, so there is no short-cut to certainty ; the whole evidence, let it

come from whence it may, must be diligently weighed and compared.

So far as the version of the LXX. is concerned, this is not done until

their errors, or supposed errors, have been at least duly explained and

accounted for, even when their renderings are rejected.

OTHER VERSIONS OF ANTIQUITY.

Next in order in point of antiquity to the version of the LXX.
stands the Syriac Peshito. This I have sometimes quoted in the

present Commentary, having considered it my duty to make myself

acquainted with this version, so that if I am not in a position to offer

anything of my own, I can follow other commentators, and test their

accuracy. The citations are made from the edition of Dr. Lee,

published by the Bible Society. As might be expected, the Syriac

version stands midway between the LXX. and Masoretic text, agree-

ing sometimes with the one and sometimes with the other. It is

often assumed that the peculiar renderings of the Syriac which

agree with the LXX. against the Masoretic rendering, arise from

corrections of the former text by the latter ; this, however, is not

proved. The existence of such an element of correction may well

be admitted, but it is only one out of many, and in some cases we
shall, I think, have reason to conclude that the sense, set aside as of

no critical value by some commentators, does in fact embody the

real meaning of the passage under discussion. See chap. x. 10 for

an instance of this.

The Vulgate is generally accessible ; its value is subordinate as

compared with the above-mentioned versions, being only, as is well

known, corrected from the Hebrew by Jerome. Sometimes, however,

the evidence it affords of an ancient reading is all the more valuable

on this account. See the note at chap. x. 10.

The fragments of the ancient Greek versions of Aquila, Sym-
machus, and Theodotion are often of the very highest value, and

diligent use has been made of them. The edition used is that of

Field, Originis Hexapla, ed. Frid. Field, Oxon. 1867, vol. ii. The
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God(^x Syriaco Hexaplaris, H. Middedorpf, Berol. 1835, has also been

examined.

THE TRANSLATIONS OF THIS COMMENTAKY.

Two translations of this book are here offered to the reader, the

first, dispersed through the notes, denoted by bold-faced type, is

absolutely literal, even to utter baldness, and rigidly follows the exact

order of the Hebrew. In the accompanying running commentary
the construction of the sentences is carefully pointed out, the render-

ing of the LXX. noted where peculiar, and the attempt made in all

cases to account for the peculiarity, either by showing that they have

preserved the true interpretation, or else explaining how the error arose.

The sense thus obtained is embodied in the paraphrastic version

printed at the head of the page. There has been no attempt made to

adopt, in this latter translation, the phraseology of the Authorized

Version ; rather the reverse, as it is not intended to be independent,

but is to be regarded as of the nature of an explanatory commentary
or an English Targum upon the text. It also seeks to render idea for

idea rather than word for word, and gives in every case the meaning

which on the whole seemed most probable, and squared best with

the context. It attempts also to represent equivokes and allitera-

tions in the original, by corresponding equivokes and alliterations

—

not necessarily in the equivalent words of the translation,—and points

out, by figures, italics, and other typographical signs, instances of

artificial arrangement of topics and the like ; see Chaps, i. and li.,

etc. To the English reader a caution is here needed. The very

nature of such a version requires that all be made to run quite

smoothly ; thus, however obscure the passage, a sense is given, and

difficulties are put out of sight. But after all this only represents the

meaning the commentator thinks most probable, and he may be quite

wrong, and altogether mistaken. Such a version is after all a

Targum—in other words, a well-meaning attempt at explanation,

with some amplification, of the sacred text. In dealing then with

it let the reader imitate the Jews of old, who, when they read the

sacred text itself, did so with every outward manifestation of respect

and deference ; but when they came to read the Targum altered their

manner, and showed by posture and gesture that they clearly regarded

this as but a mere exposition of the Divine Word, and of no authority.

The following works are assumed to be easily accessible to English

readers:

—

Ecclesiastes, Theodore Preston, Lond. 1845; Commentary
on Ecclesiastes, Moses Stuart, New York, 1851; Cohcleth, hy Chih-
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tian D. Ginsburg, Lond, 1861 ; Ecclcsiastes or Kolieleth, by Dr.

Otto Zockler, edited by Prof. Taylor Lewis, LL.D., Edin. 1870;

Commentary on the Bible, C. Wordsworth, Bishop of Lincoln, Lond.

1868. The work of Dr. Ginsburg especially will be found indis-

pensable. Dr. Ginsburg has stated at length, and for the most part

in the \vriters' own words, the different opinions of critics, Jewish

and Christian, who have written on this book. His vast reading and

erudition are thus made available for future scholars. Once for all,

I must acknowledge the deep obligation I am under to his work.

If in many of my renderings I am compelled to differ from him, I am
not the less indebted to him on that account. If I have really seen

further than he has, it is only because he has, so to speak, allowed me
to mount on his shoulders. Any one who takes the trouble to compare

my work with his wiU see that most of my renderings could have

been supported by a name of weight. If, however, I have the autho-

rity of the LXX. in my favour, I am content, and cite no others. I

have, however, not failed to resort to such of the commentators in Dr.

Ginsburg's list, German and English, as well as some published since

the appearance of his book, as would be likely to give additional light.

The work of Dr. Graetz, Kohclct oder der Salomonische Prediger,

von Dr. H. Graetz, Leipzig, 1871, did not come to hand until the

larger portion of tliis commentary was in type.

The texts made use of are tliose contained in the Polyglottcn

Bihcl, zum praktischen Handgchrmich hearbeitet von E. Stier, und

E. G. W. Theile, Dritte Auflage, Bielfeld, 1864.

The following notation of MS. and Editions from the above work

is adopted in the commentary :

—

A Alexandrine text.

A^ Alexandrine Manuscript.

A^ Alexandrine Edition, Grabe, Breitinger, Eeineccius.

B Vatican text.

B^ Vatican Manuscript.

B^ Eoman Edition, 1587.

C Codex Erid. August, (of Tischendorf.)

D Codex Ephraemi rescript, (of Tischendorf.)

E Editio Aldina, 1518.

F Complutensium Polyglot,

X Other MS. not especially named.

It may also be noticed that all citations are from chapter and

verse as in the Authorized Version ; where these differ from the

Hebrew, the latter is added in a bracket—thus chap, v, 9 (8).
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CHAPTER I.

THE words of the Preaclier, the son of David, king of Jeru-

salem.

2 Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher, vanity of vanities ; all

is vanity.

3 What profit hath a man of all his labour which he taketh

under the sun ?

I. (1.) The words of Koheletli, the son of

David, king in Jerusalem. The meaning of

the term Kolieleth, and the question of author-

ship of the book, is discussed in the intro-

duction. We have only to remark here on the

nse of the word "llT as it occurs in this book

in the technical sense not only of a 'word'

or ' reason,' but also including the matter or

thing which the word represents. Usually

it refers to words, reasonings, and matters

connected with the mysteries of Providence

—the whole treatise itself being argumenta-

tive and didactic, discussing the vanity, that

is, the transitoriness, of human existence, as

its topic.

(2.) Vanity of vanities, said Koheleth ;

vanity of vanities (very emphatic), the

whole p^n, with the article giving a slightly

different notion to ?2, the ' whole collectively

'

therefore ; the word is equivalent to the

Greek t6 irdv, with the limitation however

to human life in this world, as will become

manifest in the course of the book) is vanity,

(p^n, that which is ' evanescent ' or ' transi-

tory,' but never used in the modern sense of

being Irivolous or empty.) There is nothing

of scoffing epicureanism in this book ; the life

of man is ever spoken of in the most serious

and solemn tones. There is, indeed, much

sarcasm, but it never touches upon light-

ness or indifference ; it is always grave and

solemn, and even when to superficial ob-

servation appearing equivocal or sceptical,

proves, on further examination, to hide pro-

mises and hopes beneath its bitterness.

Tliis first verse may be looked upon as the

text or topic of the discourse ; Koheleth

next proceeds to work out the argument

suggested by it in detail.

(3.) What is? (expecting the answer no,

and so nearly equivalent to a denial) the

profit (pin^, a word peculiar to this book

—

occurs chap. i. 3; li. 11, 13 twice; iii. 9;

V. 9 (8), 16 (15) ; vii. 12 ; x. 10, 11—i.e. ten

times in all ; it is a technical word, and is

used to signify that which remains over

and above after the act is performed, and

apart from its present results. Koheleth

uses frequently these nouns ending in \)
—

thus "ID'' ' to extend,' ' run over,' piH^ ' re-

mainder,' "13f ' remember,' )1"l3T ' remem-

brance,' etc. These nouns are in their

nature abstracts, but diifer from the ordi-

nary abstracts ; see chap. i. 14) to man
(mX?, this word occurs in its different com-

binations forty-eight times in this book, and

always with the signification of man as a

member of the human race. There is a tone

of personification about the word similar to

that which occurs in the expression ' the old
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THE discourse of the Preacher, the sou of David, kiug of Jeru-
salem.

Section I.

—

The vanity or evanescence of all things human.

Utterly evanescent, utterly evanescent, saith the Preacher ; tlie

whole is evanescent.

Is there any profitable result to Humanity in all his cares, over
which he ever moils, in this hot work-day world ? [No, for]

Adam

;

' when this generic character is not
to be expressed, then U^'^X or ti*1JX is used
instead^ see chaps, i. 8 ; ix..l4 and 15), in

aU his toU (i^Oy, a favourite word of Kohe-
leth, and used as frequently in this book as

in all the rest of Scripture put together.

The exact meaning to be affixed to it, and
which, carefully kept in view, will be found
to explain more than one otherwise obscure

passage, is that toil, care, or anxiety which
labour produces, and answers to the idea

contained in our metaphor 'takes pains;'
see chap. ii. 20), which he toils at (this is

the first instance which occurs of the con-

tracted relative "t^ joined to the word.
Koheleth uses also the full relative ")t^>X,

but with a slight difference of meaning.
The contracted relative refers to the word
only which it joins, and in case of verbs
often gives a subjunctive or optative mean-
ing

;
the full relative refers back to the

whole idea or clause. Hence the meaning
of this passage is this, ' Is there any abiding
advantage to humanity of the pains of his

labouring in so far as he does take pains, or

toils') under the sun (or in this present
state of existence). The phrase ^12^7] T\nT\

occurs twenty-five times in this book, and is

always expressive of a limitation. It shows
that what is aflSrmed is to be understood as

confined to its relation to this sublunary

existence only. The idea implied is that
of man toiling under the sun in the heat of
the day in the sweat of his brow (Gen.
iii. 17), and earnestly desiring the shadow
(Job vii. 2), which shadow is yet the symbol
of decaying life. It is true that Ecclesiastes

is never quoted in the New Testament, but
there are certainly several allusions to it,

more or less direct ; one of these apparently

occurs Rev. vii. 16 : Oi) Treivda-ova-iv i'ri, ovd^

dL^rj(Tovcnv ert, oi)5' ov jutj iriari iir' avroi/s 6

TJXios, ov5^ ttSlv Kavfia— ' They shall hunger
no more, neither thirst any more, neither

shall the sun light on them by day, nor any
heat.' The Chaldee Targum expresses this

idea quaintly but forcibly :
' What advan-

tage is there to a man after his death from
all his labour which he laboured under the
sun in this world, except he studied the
word of God, in order to receive a good
reward in the world to come from before the

Lord of the world ?' In order to remind the
reader of this meaning of the words ' under
the sun,' I have whenever they occur para-

phrased them by 'in this hot work-day
world'—not that this paraphrase is quite

satisfactory, but it is the best I could

find.

To answer the above question, Koheleth
cites eif/ht different instances ; four from
natural, and four from moral experience.
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4 One generation passetli away, and another generation cometli

:

but the earth abideth for ever.

5 The sun also ariseth, and the sun goeth down, and ^hasteth to

his place where he arose,

6 The wind goeth toward tlie south, and turneth about unto the

north ; it whirleth about continually, and the wind returneth again

according to his circuits.

7 All the rivers run into the sea
;
yet the sea is not full ; unto

the place from whence the rivers come, thither they ^ return

again.

8 All things are full of labour; man cannot utter it: the eye is

not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled with hearing.

9 The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be ; and that

which is done is that which shall be done : and there is no new thing

under the sun.

10 Is there any thing whereof it may be said, See, this is new?

it hath been already of old time, which was before us.

^ Heh. pantetli. ^ Heb. return to go.

These we miglit call the eight M/ibeatitudes

of this sermon.

(4.) A generation comes [i.e. proceeds

;

the word occurs five times in the passage).

A generation sets (using exactly the same

word as for the setting of the sun in the

next verse), but the earth to the age

at)ideth {i.e. remains the same as it was ' to

the age ' D?J?7—this word is used in a tech-

nical sense, and occurs chaps, i. 4, 10 ; ii.

16 ; iii. 11, 14 ; ix. 6 ; and xii. 5 in this book.

The LXX. render hy aitjjv, which Bengel

says is 'steculum prfesens, mundus in sua

indole cursu et censu.' Hengstenberg ob-

serves that it is not an absolutely endless

eternity, but only a future of unlimited

length. Bengel's definition, ' the present

period in its quality, course, and account,'

is exactly what the word signifies in this

book. It is to be noticed that each instance

of change is followed by a sentence which

points out that this change is resultless. Tn

the first, the fluctuating and fleeting gene-

rations or life-periods of man contrast with

the absolute endurance of an unchanged

order of things). ' The great mill-wheel of

existence only revolves for the same cogs to

come uppermost again and again.'— [Hamil-

ton, Royal Preacher.}

(5. ) And rises {i.e. ' bursts out ' or ' irra-

diates') the sun, and sets the sun (as 'sun'

is repeated, the second is equivalent to that

same sun) and towards his place panting

(this word ' pant,' ^Sti*, occurs Job vii. 2
;

Ps. Ivii. 3 ; Ps. cxix, 131, and denotes

earnest desire : the metaphor is a very

beautiful one in tliis context)

—

rising (irra-

diating) is he there.

(6.) Going {i.e. 'walking,' 'proceeding,' as

in ver. 4) towards the south (the quarter of

warm winds), and turning round towards

the north (the place of cold), turning turns,

going the wind (there is in the Hebrew a

concourse of sibilant letters imitating the

sound of the wind, which is attempted to

bo rendered in the paraphrase), and in its

turnings returns the wind (that is, ever

goes round in the same circuits, as the A. V.

translates). Thus we have an allusion to

the four cardinal points of the universe, N.

S., E., and W.
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I. A generation comes, and that generation departs. But the

earth the same abides.

II. Bursts forth the sun, and sets that sun again; and wearily

advancing, bursts forth as he did before.

III. Going southwards, and twisting northwards, twisting, twisting

goes the blast ; and so with all its twistings the wind returns.

IV. All the torrents are running towards the sea, that sea which
never overflows; to the place where these torrents are hastening,

thither they are only returning to go back.

v. All matters are fatiguing; impossible for any one to reason

out. Never is the eye satisfied by seeing, nor ever the ear filled

with sound.

VI. "Wliatever has been ? 'tis just the same as will be ; and what-

ever has been done ? 'tis just the same as will be done. So there is

nothing altogether new within this work-day world.

VII. [No doubt] there occurs a matter such that people say, See,

now this is really new. The present was it once in some age before

our time.

(7.) AU the torrents (?n3, a mountain

Btream especially) are going to the sea,

and the sea it is not fuU (equivalent to

' tbat sea which is never filled or any fuller'),

to the place to which the rivers (contract

relative, meaning these same rivers) are

going, thence are they returning to go

back. (So the LXX. ; others with the A. V.

translate, 'Thither they return again.') It

is to be remarked that this fact is scientifi-

cally accurate in statement. The Targum
has the gloss that the rivers flow into' the

ocean which aurroxinds the loorld like a

ring, and that they return again through

the subterranean channels, but Koheleth

knows nothing of such false philosophy.

(8.) All the words (with the article, and

therefore generic ; 'matters' or 'things,' in

the technical sense of things reasoned about,

see ver. 1) are fatiguing (so the LXX. and

Vulgate; Ginsburg has 'feeble;' Preston,

' in activity ;' and Hengstenberg, ' all w'ords

become weary ;' but the ancient Vv. make
better sense with the context), not possible

is it for a man (not D1X here, but D"'X =

'one,' or 'any one') to utter them ("l3"I?j

' to speak rationally concerning them,' and so

to account for their existence or explain their

nature. The impossibility of exhausting a

subject by talking or reasoning about it is

here the point, as is evident from the order

of the words) ; not satisfied (answering to

the ' not possible ' above) is the eye with
seeing, and not is filled the ear by sound
(or by what it hears). So then, while the

consideration of any matter is pretty sure to

produce weariness, it is quite certain not to

produce satisfaction.

(9.) What is that which has been? it

is the same which will be ; and what is

that which has been done ? it is the same
which will be done (so the LXX., literally

following the Ileb. text), and there is no-

thing aU new under the sun. The A.V.
understands by this 'no new thing;' but the

peculiar position of this word ' all ' seems to

imply that 'nothing' must be taken with some

shght qualification,—nothing morally new.

The next verse admits material novelty.

(10.) There is {V", which is so far different

from ^^^ that it assumes the existence as a
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1 1 Tlte,Tc is no remembrance of former things ; neither sliall there

be any remembrance of things that are to come with those that shall

come after.

12^1 the Preacher was king over Israel in Jerusalem.

13 And I gave my heart to seek and search out by wisdom con-

cerning all things that are done under heaven : this sore travail hath

God given to the sons of man ^to be exercised therewith.

14 1 have seen all the works that are done under the sun; and,

behold, all is vanity and vexation of spirit,

^ Or, to afflict tberu.

fact, ' There really are matters which are

called new') a matter whicli one says (con-

tracted relative joined to the verb, and giving

an emphasis to it, equivalent therefore to

our ' of which it may be said, indeed ') see

this new it is (emph.) tlie present (133

occurs eight times, viz., i. 10, ii. 12, 16,

iii. 15 twice, iv. 2, vi. 10, and ix. 6, 7—in

Ecclesiastes only ; it is a technical word used

to denote the present state of things, that

part of the DPJ? or ' age ' which is now in

existence. In the later Hebrew and Syriac

it is used as an adverb, ' already,' but that

is not its use here. This remark is the more

important because it is one of those so-called

Aramaic words, the occurrence of which is

supposed to indicate the late period of this

book's composition. A careful observance

of its real import will throw considerable

light on several very obscure passages.

Generally, it may be taken for granted that

if Koheleth uses a new word or form not

known in other parts of the Scriptures, it

is because he desires to indicate a new idea.)

It was to the ages which (full relative,

referring back, therefore, to the whole sen-

tence) were from before ua (as we have

ages in the plural, followed by a singular

verb, HTI, the meaning is some one of the

ages). This thing which is said to be new

is really one of those forgotten matters which

existed in one or other of the eras which were

before our time.

(11.) There is nothing of remembrance
(or memorial) to former events (or persons)

and in addition to succeeding events which

wiU be. There wiU not be to them (emph.)

a remembrance (the repetition of this word

shows it to be the prominent word of the sen-

tence) amongst those which shall be to [i.e.

belonging to) the last of all (so the LXX.)
We have here the fem, form, ilJint^. Kohe-

leth usually expresses the abstracts by this

form, and so here. Thus, then, we find that

history always repeats itself: not so, how-

ever, that its events can be anticipated, but

always so that its teachings may be for-

gotten.

This then forms the first division of the

book. By these eight instances Koheleth

proves the existence of unceasing toilsome

care and resultless progression in all human

things. He proceeds in the next place to

give his own personal experience, in the

form of an autobiograi^hy to the same effect.

All commentators, even those who deny

that Solomon himself was the author of this

book, are agreed that he is the hero, and

that his life and experience form the ground-

work of what is here set before us.

(12.) I (emphatic) Koheleth was king

over Israel in Jerusalem. Ginsburg sup-

poses that by this declaration that he was

king, he intends to imply that he was so no
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VIII. There is no remembrance of former matters ; and so also

with regard to subsequent ones which will be, there will be no re-

membrance with those who will succeed them.

Section II.

—

Containing a more formal discussion of tlwprdbhm of

human existence, draivii from the Preacher's own ohservaiion and

experience.

Now, I myself, the Preacher, was king over Israel in Jerusalem,

and I took the greatest pains to seek out and to investigate by means

of wisdom everything that is done within the limits of this world

;

how it is a painful uncertainty appointed of God to the human race

that they should be distracted with it. I perceived with respect to

all the actions whatsoever, in so far as they are performed within

this work-day world, that they are certainly all of them (1.) evan-

longer ; but not only does the LXX. render

by an imperfect, but the same word occurs

in precisely the same form at Ex. ii. 22,

and clearly at the time there mentioned

Moses continued to be a stranger in Midian.

The object in stating this fact is rather to

show that as a king he possessed peculiar

facilities for making the investigation, an

account of which follows.

(13.) And I set my heart (gave great

pains to, or thought much on, see i. 17,

vii. 21, viii. 9, 10; Dan. x. 12 ; 1 Chron. xxii.

19) to inquiring (C'lH, being used of

something lost or hidden. Gen. xxv. 22,

Deut. xxii. 2) and to investigating (IID,

refers to spying out or searching, Num.

xiii. 15, chap. vii. 25) in wisdom (the

A. V. considers that wisdom was the means

by which inquiry was made) concerning

WV, over) all which (equivalent to ' all

that which ') is done (but being niphal

it has an objective sense, and includes

what is suffered) under the heavens (this

formula occ. chap. ii. 3, and iii. 1, and is

of larger import than under the sun) it is (' I

mean that ' is the equivalent expression in

English) uncertainty Q"^^]!, this is another

technical word, it occ. eight times, chap,

i. 13, ii. 23, 26, iii. 10, iv,8, v. 3 (4), viii. 16,

and a careful comparison of places will show

that the meaning is ' uncertainty,' accom-

panied with ' anxiety ' as to what is to

happen in the future) which is an evil (for

it is without the article) given of God

(without the article ; because God is here

used personally, it is nom. to JDJ of course,

but as the nom. follows the verb, this is the

best way of rendering in this case) to the

sons of the Adam (the ' whole human race'

is the meaning of this form), that they may
be made anxious (LXX. rod Trepi<nraa6aC)

therewith (emphatic).

(14.) I have seen (I have observed, that

is) with respect to all actions (JIN is

here emphatic as standing first) which are

performed (hiph. and contracted relative,

hence having the meaning in so far as they

are or may be done) under the sun (for

without this limitation the above proposition

would not be true), and behold (asserting a

matter of fact patent to all) the whole (with

the article and in its usual sense, see chap,

i. 2) is a vanity {i.e. an instance of something

evanescent) and a vexation of spirit (nij?"),

occ. seven times in this book, viz., chaps,

i. 14, ii. 11, 17, 26, iv. 4, 6, and vi. 9;

}Vy") occ. three times, i, 17, ii. 22, iv. 16.

These words have usually been regarded as

absolutely synonymons, and hitherto the

difference of meaning has not been noticed ;

but there is a slight difference, as a com-

piirison of places will show. The exact

sense to be attached to them is a matter of

dispute, and 'a windy notion,' 'striving
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1

5

That ivMcli is crooked cannot be made straight : and that

which is ^ wanting cannot be numbered.

16 1 communed with mine own heart, saying, Lo, I am come to

great estate, and have gotten more wisdom than all they that have

been before me in Jerusalem : yea, my heart ^had great experience

of wisdom and knowledge.

17 And I gave my heart to know wdsdom, and to know madness

and folly : I perceived that this also is vexation of spirit.

18 For in much wisdom is much grief: and he that increaseth

knowledge increaseth sorrow.

^ Heb. defect. ' Heh. had seen mucli.

after the wind,' have been proposed, but the

rendering of the LXX., TrpoalpeaLS, ' distrac-

tion,' represents the meaning best. "With

regard to ^\^])'^ we may notice that it is

formed quite regularly from HJ?"), which is

' evil,' in the sense of something that ' hurts'

or ' offends,' and is in the nature of a collec-

tive plural ; so do we account at once for the

peculiar pointing and for the rendering of

the LXX. On the other hand, JVyi has, as

nouns with this termination usually have,

a more subjective meaning ; the distinction

between the two is that between ' vexations

of and ' vexing of spirit ; thus in ver. 17,

where the trouble came from his own spirit,

caused by his inability to explain the diffi-

culty which confronted him in his argument,

Koheleth uses the subjective form).

(15.) A crookedness (occ. chaps, vii. 13,

xii. 3, and Amos viii. 5, whence it appears

that the precise meaning is moral obliquity)

not enabled to be set in order (occ. chap.

i. 15, vii. 18, xii. 9, only), a defect (occ. h. o.

but see Deut. xxviii. 48, 57, where the root is

used of famine, and 1 Kings xvii. 16, to denote

the failure of the oil) not enabled (repeated,

hence we must render ' it is equally impos-

sible') to be numbered (inf. pi. niphal).

The meaning of this verse has been very

much disputed, but if it be considered as

the sequel to what went immediately before,

the sense will be quite plain. We may
discern in it a fourfold description of human
life, in respect of its cares and anxieties and

uncertainties, the first point being (t.) that

this care is for something evanescent
;

(ii.)

that it is vexatious
;

(iii.) and then this

anxiety is useless, because life is so per-

verted as to be beyond the possibility of

being set in order by any care of ours
;

(iv.) and so defective that no account can

be given which would set it right :
' which

of you by taking thought can add one cubit

to his stature ?

'

(16.) Reasoned I myself together with

my heart to say (as reasoned stands first,

this is the subject of the whole, and the

words 'to say,' ")?DX?, are the usual formula

of introduction of the thing said ; they are

equivalent to our ' to this effect.' This

then is Koheleth's reasoning, the result of

which is to be given), I behold (stating it

as an admitted and patent fact) I have

been made great, and I have been added

to in wisdom above all which were before

me in Jerusalem, and my heart has seen

the much (with the article expressed; equi-

valent therefore to very much, or as much

as possible of) wisdom and knowledge.

(17.) And I have given my heart in order

to know wisdom (that is, he made wisdom

his special study and object) and the know-

ledge of (' know ' being repeated rises into

special prominence, and hence the meaning

is to know wisdom, or to be wise enough to

recognise) false expectations and pru-

dences. (This passage is one of great

difficulty, but the exact sense will become

apparent on investigating the meaning of

the two words flwin and T\\?'2'^; now

riWin occurs chap. i. 17, ii. 12, vii. 25,
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escent, (2.) a vexation of spirit, (3.) a perplexity which it is im-

possible to set right, (t.) a defect which it is equally impossible to

account for.

I reasoned over the matter with my own heart to this effect. I

who have, it appears, become greater and more advanced in wisdom

than any who were before me in Jerusalem, and experienced over

the widest extent of wisdom and knowledge, and have set my heart

earnestly to know wisdom, and to know false successes from real

acts of prudence, know but this : it is simply vexing one's spirit

;

because, in increasing wisdom, tliere is an increase also of disappoint-

ment, and what adds to one's knowledge adds to one's sorrow.

ix. 3, and pointed with Shurek at x. 13,

and is peculiar to Ecclesiastes. It is a

technical word, and is correctly translated

'folly,' but it is that kind of folly which

displays itself in false joy. The fut. poel

from which this noun is derived occurs

Job xii. 17, chap. vii. 7, Isa. xliv. 25 ; and

the participle at chap. ii. 2, Ps. cii. 89.

Thus \ve see the connexion between this

sense and the more ordinary one of ' praise ;'

it is the 'bepraised' used in a bad sense.

The word DvStJ' occurs here only, but it is

rendered by the LXX. e-maTyjix-q, and by

the Syriac j/ n y Axnnm , comp. also

Gen. xli. 33, with the meaning ' prudence,'

and with this agrees the later Hebrew. Now
these meanings make consistent sense.

Koheleth wished to know wisdom and the

knowledge of folly and prudence ; in other

words, to have a wisdom which could tell

the one from the other. Thus the LXX.

render "?T\ by trapa^oXas, which A^ has

altered into irepKpopav ; this apparently

very strange rendering is thus intelligible

enough, especially to those who had the

Hebrew before them. To alter the text to

rivJD, as some have proposed, is not even

to cut the Gordian knot, for with the true

meaning of this word, ' clever-folly,' ' false-

wisdom,' no better sense will be made,

although it is quite possible that ''2\^ may
have been chosen for the equivoke it gives,

not even differing in sound, if the pointing

can be trusted, from "3D. The truth is that

so much of our elaborate wisdom and best

plans are but elabor.ate mistakes, that to

attempt to judge the one from the other is

a hopeless task. Hence then the following)

I know (this is the fourth time this word

occurs in the clause, thus it is brought out

with the very strongest prominence, and

gives the meaning ' what I do know is
')

that even this {Ui>V, comp. places ch. ii. 15,

viii. 14, has a peculiar meaning, expressive

of surprise that this should be so) really is

vexing of spirit (jVyi, not niyi as above

;

because in this case the vexation is subjective,

—the idea conveyed by the whole passage

being ' what I do know as the result of my
wisdom and knowledge being just even this,

that it is only a vexing of the spirit').

(18.) For (introducing a reason for this

conclusion as follows) in mucli wisdom is

much grief (grief in the sense of 'vexation,'

caused by disappointment—see chap. ii. 23,

vii. 3, 9, xi. 10, 1 Sam. i. 6. The LXX.
translate by yvih<n^, ' knowledge' ! Is it pos-

sible that they intended to refer to Gen. ii.

xvii., using yvwaLS in a bad sense ?) and he

that increases knowledge increases sorrow

(chap. ii. 23 ;
Ex. iii. 7, of the Israelitish

sorrows at the hands of their task-masters).

' In a world like this much science is much

sorrow, for it is the knowledge of penury,

the statistics of starvation, the assurance

that onr case is desperate.'—[Hamilton.]

Even the wisdom of Solomon having

failed to find any solution of the problem

of human anxiety, he next tries mirth, but

with no better success. This experiment

takes only two verses to record, for it was

but soon over.
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CHAPTER II.

I
SAID in mine heart, Go to now, I will prove thee with

mirth, therefore enjoy pleasure: and, behold, this also is

vanity.

2 I said of laughter, It is mad : and of mirth. What doeth

it?

3 I sought in mine heart ^to give myself unto wine, yet acquaint-

ing mine heart with wisdom; and to lay hold on folly, till I might

see what was that good for the sons of men, which they should do

under the heaven ^all the days of their life.

4 I made me great works ; I builded me houses ; I planted me
vineyards

:

Jleh. to draw my flesh with wine. ^ ITeh. the number of the days of their life.

II. (1.) I said, even I (the personal pro-

noun is not redundant, it indicates that

Koheleth is recording his own experience),

in my heart (this formula usually intro-

duces in this hook a thought more specious

than true), Come now, IwiU try thee witli

mirth and see into good {i.e. still address-

ing his heart, ' to see a real good
;

' 31D

is used in this hook as a technical word,

like honum in the summum honum) ;
and

behold (stating a manifest fact) also this

(emphatic, signifying this same mirth) is

a vanity (an evanescent thing
;
joy or mirth

then is too short-lived to be considered a

real good).

(2.) To laughter I said, Madness (that

which is made mad, see note to chap. i. 17),

and to pleasure (or mirth). What doth that

do ? (as this expects the answer No, it is

very nearly equivalent to ' It does nothing.')

(The Syriac reads here ^J-OT ]j1D, 'What

is the usefulness,' 'gratification,' or 'de-

light'? It seems then as if the translators

of this version recognised a play upon the

words hh^n no, ' what a folly,' and ^^HO,
' befooled,'—this being one of those equi-

vokes in which Koheleth delights. The

LXX. render verbatim, as is their custom,

tI rovTo TToleLS ;
' why doest thou this ?' but

possibly with the same intention.

Koheleth next tries material enjoyment.

The meaning of the following passage has

been much disputed ; we shall follow the

rendering suggested by the LXX., which

gives clear and intelligible sense.

(3)1 investigated with my heart (or

in my heart ; but the former makes better

sense. His heart was the medium through

which the investigation was made. He
wanted to see if material enjoyment would

satisfy his heart, i.e. the emotional part of

his nature) in order to a drawing with

wine (the LXX. render ws olvov, ' as wine,'

but they probably did not read otherwise

than our present text, for this as represents

the nX which follows) as to my flesh (the

meaning of the Hebrew is that he drew or

enticed with wine with respect to his flesh,

and that hence his object in using the wine

was to entice the flesh. The rendering of

the LXX. is ad sensura, preserving also a

rendering of each word), and my heart led

{i.e. as a man leads an aiiimal, Ps. Ixxx. 1,

Isa. xi. 6. As ' heart ' is repeated, we have

the meaning ' that same heart ') with
wisdom (because unless he enjoyed wisely

he would not enjoy at all) and (repeated in
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Q1AID then I in my heart, Come now, I will try thee with mirth,

^^ and so get a sight of a real-good; but see now, this is alto-

gether an evanescent thing. Of laughter, I said Deliiium : and of

mirth, What will that do ?

I tried with my heart to allure as wine does one's flesh (that

heart, however, being conducted with wisdom), and so get a hold

over false wisdom, so that I might see thereby where lies the real

good to the children of men, when they are working in tins world, as

the tale of their daily lives. [Accordingly]

I increased my works.

(1.) I built for wy-stf//" houses.

(2.) I planted for myself vineyards.

the same clause, equal therefore to 'and

60
') to lay hold of false wisdom (niP3Di

occurs chaps, ii. 3, 12, 13, vii. 25, x. 1, 13,

and is peculiar to this book. The LXX.
render €V(ppoa>jvr}v ' pleasure,' which, how-

ever A" alters to d(ppocnjvri, 'folly,' the rea-

son of which will appear presently. The

meaning of the root ?3D is to ' play,' or

* act the fool,' and in this respect differs

from ?D2, which has the idea of ' stupidity,'

and in the hiphil form, ' made stupid,' or

' befooled.' In all the ten places in which

the root ?2D occurs in other parts of Scrip-

ture, we find the meaning of elaborateness and

subtilty as well as folly ; comp. 1 Sam. xiii.

13, Saul's burnt-offering in the absence of

Samuel; 2 Sara. xxiv. 10 ; 1 Chron. xxi. 8,

David's numbering the people ; 2 Chron.

xvi. 9, Asa's reliance on Syria; 2 Sam.

XV. 31, Ahithophel's counsel ; similarly Isa.

xliv. 25, where knowledge is said to be mis-

used ; so also ?3D, occurs Jer. iv. 22, v. 21,

lias evidently the same shade of meaning.

It is bard to find a single word which will

render it ; 'foolish wisdom ' or 'clever follies'

are the best combinations that occur. It

will be seen also, in referring to the lexicon,

that the LXX., who translate by ev<f>po(jvvy),

apparently use the word occasionally in a

sinister aspect, see Prov. xxx. 32, Sir. xiii.

8. The Syriac here reads |Zn_LA\onro
(see i. 17), 'prudence,' ' intelligence,' con-

trary to its interpretation in other places.

On the whole, however, it is not difScult to

see why the LXX. rendered as they did.

That this pleasure was of a bad kind, or

deceptive, the sequel shows, but it may
be doubted whether their rendering pre-

served the meaning of ''3D, even if, which

is not impossible, they themselves under-

stood it). Until I should see where (in

the sense of whereabouts, see 1 Sam.

ix. 8) is this good to the sons of Adam,
which (full relative, referring back to the

whole idea, equivalent therefore to ' what

good it is which ') they do under the sun

the numher of the days of their lives

(this phrase occurs ch. ii. 3, v. 18 (17), vi. 12,

as 'the tale,' or 'account of the days,' of their

lives ; an additional limitation to the words
' under the sun'). In making this experi-

ment he began to work and toil more than

(4.) I increased my work, I huilt for

myself (this emphatic 'myself occurs eight

times ill the passage, and is lliereforo its

key-word) houses, I planted for myself

vineyards.
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5 I made me gardens and orcliards^ and I planted trees in tliem

of all Icind of fruits

:

6 I made me pools of water, to water therewith the wood that

bringeth forth trees

:

7 I got me servants and maidens, and had ^ servants born in my
house ; also I had great possessions of great and small cattle above

all that were in Jerusalem before me

:

8 I gathered me also silver and gold, and the peculiar treasure

of kings and of the provinces : I gat me men-singers and women-

singers, and the delights of the sons of men, as ^ musical instruments,

and that of all sorts.

9 So I was great, and increased more than all that were before

me in Jerusalem : also my wisdom remained with me.

1 And whatsoever mine eyes desired I kept not from them, I

withheld not my heart from any joy; for my heart rejoiced in all

my labour : and this was my portion of all my labour.

1

1

Then I looked on all the works that my hands had wrought,

and on the labour that I had laboured to do : and, behold, all was

vanity and vexation of spirit, and there was no profit under the sun.

^ Heb. sons of my house. * Heh. musical instruments and instruments.

(5.) I made for myself gardens and women-singers, the delights of the sons

parks, and planted in them trees of every of men, outpouring and outpourers. (The

kind of fruit. different meanings given to these two last

words, nntJ'l ni\^> which occur here only,

(G.) I made for myself pools of water are various, scarcely a commentary or ver-

to irrigate from them the meadows shoot- sion agreeing. The LXX. translate a

lug forth trees. (This, which contains ' for 'butler' and 'female cup-hearers,' the Vulgate

myself ' foxir times, the first half oi the 'pitchers and vases,' Ginsburg ' a concubine

seven, consists of an enumeration of im- and concubines
'

; but the most probable

moveable objects, or what the law calls real etymology seems to give the idea of ' over-

property, the others which follow are move- flowing ' to the word in some sense or other,

ables or personal.) It is possible then to take the words gener-

ally, and interpret them as referring to the

(7.) I obtained slaves and maidens, and overflow, not only of the generous wines,

sons of my house (home-born slaves, that but of all the delights of which wine is a

is) were belonging to myself, besides pos- type, as in the words ' The feast of reason

sessions of herd and flock; many such and the flow of soul,' or like Milton's—

were belonging to myself, more than all < Did ever mortal mixture of earth's mould

who were before me in Jerusalem. Breathe such divine enchanting ravishment !

'

The arrangement of these different objects

(8.) I gathered for myself, moreover, of pleasure is somewhat artificial, as will be

silver and gold, and the peculiar treasure seen on examining the grouping.)

of kings and the provinces. I made for

myself (f e. procured) men-singers and (9.) And I was great (rightly the A. V.,
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(3.) I made for myself gardens and parks, and planted in tliem

fruit-trees of every kind.

(4.) I made for tmjsdf reservoirs with which to irrigate meadows
and growing copses.

(5.) I purchased slaves and maidens, and had for myself home-

born servants, besides herds of great and small cattle, more numerous

than any of my predecessors in Jerusalem.

(6.) I procured for myself silver and gold and precious objects of

every kingdom and province.

(7.) I obtained for myself men-singers and women-singers, every

delight that man can enjoy, to the very ecstasy of ravishment.

So I was great and increased more than all that were ever before

me in Jerusalem, yet notwithstanding my wisdom remained fast with

myself, and all my eyes desired I kept not from them, nor did I deny

my heart even one of all its joys : for this heart of mine did rejoice

in my toils, and this was what I procured for all my toil. So I

turned to look on all my work my hand had wrought, and all my
toil which I had moiled and done, and lo ! that all was—evanescent,

and vexation of spirit, and nothing of profit in this hot work-day

world.

' so,'' referring back to ver. 4) and increased

more than all {all now becomes tlie key-

word, which occurs seven times) wliicli was

(singular, giving the sense than ' any was
')

before me in Jerusalem ; also (^N, affirms

strongly, see Job iv. 19, 'but beside,' for

without this provision of a wise enjoyment

the experiment was necessarily a failure:)

my wisdom remained [i.e. stood; it is usual

to say that moj? is fern, to agree with

HMn
;
perhaps it would be equally correct

to say that it was an instance of two abstract

ideas in apposition, giving the sense ' was

still a thing standing') with myself (em-

phatic, and the eighth repetition of this

word).

(10.) And aU which asked mine eyes I

did not restrain (or keep back ; see Gren.

xxvii. 36, Num. xi. 17, for the meaning,

the only other instances where it occurs in

Kal.) from them (emphatic), I did not deny

my heart from aU rejoicing, for my heart

rejoiced from all my toil {i.e. there was

a certain kind of pleasure derived from

doing all this), and this was my portion

('lot' or 'inheritance' from all my toil;

equal to our ' this was all I obtained for my
pains').

(II.) I turned myself (HJQ differs from

33D ; the former is ' to turn round in order

to look,' the latter is to ' go round in order

to do.' The distinction is not without im-

portance) in all my works which worked
my hands, and in my toil which I had
toiled to work (notice the occurrence of

these words—work, work, toil, toil), and be-

hold (a manifest and indisputable conclusion)

the whole was vanity and vexation of

spirit, and there was nothing of profit

[i.e. over and above the slight amount of

present pleasure which he obtained) under

the sun. (It is especially worthy of remark

that while Koheleth found some small plea-

sure in work, he found nonefrom it. Take,

oh men, to your curse kindly, but a curse

it is !)
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12 H' And I turned myself to behold wisdom, and madness, and

folly: for what can the man do that cometh after the king? ^&vm

that which hath been already done.

13 Then I saw Hhat wisdom excelleth folly, as far as light ex-

celleth darkness.

1

4

The wise man's eyes are in his head ; but the fool walketh in

darkness : and I myself perceived also that one event happeneth to

them all.

* Or, in those things which have been already clone.

* Se&. that there is an excellency in wisdom more than in folly, etc.

(12.) And I turned (this coming immedi-

ately after a similar expression, ver. 11, rises

into emphasis ; it equals our 'again I turned '),

I myself (emph., it was, as above, a personal

experience), to see wisdom and self-decep-

tions and also false successes (the meaning

of this passage most probably is, that Kohe-

leth desired to see wisdom in conjimction

with those two kinds of folly which he de-

notes respectively by nv/IH, false expecta-

tions or hopes, see chap. i. 17, and riv3D,

false wisdom, that kind of folly which is so

either through ignorance or sin, but has to

all appearance the semblance of wisdom, see

chap. ii. 3. If he could succeed in accom-

plishing this, he might by his wisdom avoid

the mistakes into which men fall). For (this

must introduce a reason) what? (Gen. xx. 10,

no, Gen.iv. 10, Hp, both forms being similar

in use) is the man (with the article
;
generic

therefore, and equivalent to 'what is the

man?'.) who enters (but as this is the con-

tracted relative, it is equivalent to ' that he

should enter') after (but the word is strictly

speaking a noun pi. in regimen, and means
' that which comes after,' ' the sequel of ')

the king (this the LXX. render by jSovXtjs,

the reasons of which we will discuss pre-

sently). With respect to which (for the

nX is emphatic, hence some of the recen-

sions of the LXX. read ativ to. 6'cra) the

present (the present state of things, "133 in

its usual meaning, which it has everywhere

in Ecclesiastes, see chap. i. 10) they make

it iniC^^y, third person plural with the affix,

which the LXX. refer back to i?^n. The

meaning of this passage has been much dis-

puted, and our difficulties are not diminished

by the very strange rendering of the LXX.,
which is usually dismissed by commentators

as erroneous ; an explanation, however, of

this rendering will probably clear up the

difficulty. We must first notice the corrupt

state of the present text of the LXX. The
Alexandrine reads 6ti t/s avOpwiros eire\e6-

ceraL oiriffu ttjs /3ouX^s toi, Baa e-Troirjaav

avrrjp; E.X. read Trd^ra 6Va; F. X. avv to,

8<ra; 'B.IH. eirolrjffev ; and 'K.avT-q; Aquila

reads 6s iTriXevaeTai oirLao) rod jSacriXius
;

Symmachus, rl 8i 6 dvdpuiros tva irapaKO-

Xovdrjcrr) ^ovXrj; Theodotion, 6s eXeijaerai

6m<T0} Tov ^affiXitas ; but, as Field remarks

(Hexapl. p. 384), it is doubtful whether

the Syriac text reads [o\V), 'king,' or

j'->\Vn ' counsel.' In the same way, Theo-

dotion reads <r^i> ra 8(ra ewol'qaav avT-qv.

We must observe that all these versions,

without exception, omit to notice "133, which

everywhere else is noted by ^St?, being con-

tent with rd 6Va or ctiv to, 6(xa. The ex-

planation of these difficulties seems to be

that "]^0n was probably intended to be

equivocal. It is, to say the least, not im-

possible that it had, even in Solomon's time,

the meaning of ' counsel,' which attaches to

it as a usual signification in Aramaic ; if so,

']??3n means the counsel, and of course has

the idea of rule as well. Castell gives as

the meaning of »,« j>SO, ' Intellectum, Con-

silium dedit,' vel 'inivit,' 'Consultavit,'

' Promisit,' 'Pollicitus est;' thus we must
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Then I turned myself again to perceive wisdom in regard to [its

power of detecting] false, hopes and false, prudence, for how is any

man to enter upon the results of that plan which he may have made

beforehand ? Now, I have myself perceived that there must be a

profit to wisdom over false prudence as great as the profit of light

over darkness. The wise has eyes in his head, tlie befooled is wander-

ing in the dark
;
yet I know, as the result of my own experience,

that the event to which both attain is just alike, so I reasoned with

myself thus : Exactly the same event as happens to one befooled has

happened to me, and therefore why should I make myself wise ?

understand it to mean, 'plans formed and

intended to be carried out.' The question

then which Koheleth asks is this, ' Who is

the man who will enter upon—as we say,

carry out—his plans with respect to that

which in the present moment he makes them

or devises them ;' in other words, can he

carry out what he now devises, and can any

man do this out of the number of human
creatures who make these plans? This is

the reason of the distributive plural which

the best recensions of the LXX. preserve.

The equivoke involved in the meaning ' king'

is obvious. Koheleth himself is, of course,

the king : could any one do better than he ?

It must be allowed that this meaning makes

excellent sense with the context, and violates

no Hebrew gi-ammar. If, however, I have

failed in giving a real interpretation of this

most difficult passage, I may be excused a

conjecture which is as plausible as many
that have been advanced on this point. Tlie

corruptions of the old versions may be ex-

plained by the fact that the equivoke was

lost so soon as readers ceased to have the

Hebrew text before them, and hence the

attempt to better their text.)

(13.) And I have seen, I have (with the

emphatic I again, as a personal experience)

that there is (i.e. that there really is), a

profit to wisdom above folly (these same

ekihorafe mistakes which look so like wis-

dom) as the profit of the light above

the darkness. (Here profit is repeated,

hence the meaning is ' as great as the pro-

fit of light above darkness.') The wise, his

eyes are in his head, but the fool {i.e. the

' deceived fool '—notice the hiphil form

—

equivalent to the befooled, but not neces-

sarily by others—by himself also) in dark-

ness walks (hence a wise man ought to

be as much better off than a fool as a sighted

man is better than one blind, but experience

does not confirm this conclusion) ; and I

know also, I (emphatic), that the hap {i.e.

the result or what occurs) is one happening

(present here as opposed to participial noun)

to all of them {i.e. both wise and fools alike

— equivalent in our idiom, 'precisely the

same result occurs to all').

(14, 15.) And I said, I did, in my heart

(it was not a right thing to say, but, as we
have already noticed, this formula introduces

a suggestion more specious than true), Like

the hap of the befooled, so have I hap-

pened me (i.e. made my own hap or result),

and why did I make myself wise then in

addition? (The Masorets accent so as to

make this the main division of the verse,

and consider these three last words to belong

to what precedes. The LXX., on the con-

trary—which adds a gloss after KapSlq. fioD

(5i6rt dcppwv e/c Trepto-tret^yUaTos XaXe?), 'for

the fool speaketh abundantly,' which is an

ancient one, for the Syriac has it also, and

varies much in its diflerent recensions

—

considers them to belong to the following

verse. It is difficult on this account to come

to a conclusion which is correct, the LXX.
or the Masorets ; the more that the Masorets

themselves hesitate between IJT' and "IJII''.

On the whole, one would incline to tiie fol-

lowing explanation :—take "IH'' in its ordi-
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15 Then said I in my heart, As it happeneth to the fool, so it

^happeneth even to me; and why was I then more wise? Then I

said in my heart, that this also is vanity.

16 For there is no remembrance of the wise more than of the

fool for ever ; seeing that which now is in the days to come shall

all be forgotten. And how dieth the wise man ? as the fool.

1

7

Therefore I hated life ; because the work that is wrought under

the sun is grievous unto me : for all is vanity and vexation of spirit.

18 IT Y"ea, I hated all my labour which I had taken under the

sun : because I should leave it unto the man that shall be after me.

1

9

And who knoweth whether he shall be a wise man or a fool ?

yet shall he have rule over all my labour wherein I have laboured, and

wherein I have shewed myself wise under the sun. This is also vanity.

20 Therefore I went about to cause my heart to despair of all the

labour which I took under the sun.

21 For there is a man whose labour is in wisdom, and in know-

ledge, and in equity
;
yet to a man that hath not laboured therein

shall he leave it for his portion. This also is vanity and a great evil.

* Ueb. happeneth to me, even to me.

nary acceptation, 'the rest,' the meaning

would thus be ' then the rest,' or ' what

results is
;

' and suppose the pointing "iri%

a conjecture subsequently strengthened by

writing "IflV) ; and I said (it was possibly

this difficult 1,
' and,' which gave rise to the

Masoretic conjecture—the LXX. take no

notice of it ; it is equivalent to ' why I said ')

that this (the contracted relative with DJ

occurs only chap. i. 17, ii. 15, viii. 14, and

has a tone of surprise and disappointment,

giving the sense apparently that ' even this

wisdom itself! is') a vanity (or an instance

of evanescence or transitoriness).

(16.) For (an expansion of the above

argument, and a corroboration of the con-

clusion) there is nothing of remembrance

to a wise (person or thing indefinitely) with

the fool (but the hiphil form is to be noted,

as also the article, the befooled, generically,

for a wise action perishes from remembrance

amidst the class of fools) to the age (i.e.

80 far as the indefinite future is concerned)

by which present {i.e. in the present of

that future age or seon it will so happen
that) during the days, the going ones

(meaning, of course, the days as they are

passing, or, as we say, ' in the lapse of time')

the whole (the whole of these wise lives

and works) is forgotten (niphal, ' becomes

a forgotten thing ') and how then dies the
wise? with the fool (i.e. both perish to-

gether).

(17.) Then hated I, with respect to the

Uves (an emphatic DX, which the LXX.
note by the adverbial cvu, and meaning not

exactly that he hated his own life, as that

he felt a disgust with respect to life gene-

rally), because an evil to me (emphatic

with ?y, giving the notion of pressing upon)

the work which I worked under the sun,

because ^3 following in a sentence with ""3

at the commencement ; this particle thus

doubled I believe to be often nearly equiva-

lent to our ' for,' ' as,') the whole is vanity

and vexation of spirit

(18.) I hated then, I myself (emphatic
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Then besides ! Why, I said in my heart, even this is an instance

of evanescence, because there is no remembrance of the wise or the

befooled either, in the future ; because as time goes on the present

will be forgotten, and fool and wise will perish alike together. I was

even disgusted with respect to life itself: for an evil to me is the

work at which I toil in this hot work-day world, since the whole is

evanescent, and vexation of spirit. I for my part was disgusted with

all my toil that I had moiled at it, in this work-day world, because

I shall leave it to the man that succeeds me, and no one knows
whether he will be wise or foolishly clever, and yet he will

have power over all my toil at which I have moiled, and (hjiie

so wisely in this hot work-day world : another instance this of

evanescence.

So then I came round to the conclusion that I must bid farewell

to any hope of satisfaction from anything I had toiled at in this

work-day world ; because it amounts to this : man, even when he

toils wisely, prudently, and successfully, does so for some individual

who has not toiled at all, and gives it to him to possess : an instance

of evanescence, and very evil. For what comes to a man through

pronoun, because again we have Koheleth's my toil wMcli I have toiled at, and which
personal experience, as we should say, ' I was also I have made myself wise in {i.e. spent

disgusleil'), with respect to all my toil mv pains wisely in) under the sun: be-

which I (again strongly personal, nieain'ng so sides this is vanity (or, as we should say,

far as it was mj toil) had toiled at under the ' moreover this is another instance of vanity

sun that I should leave it (close relative or evanescence'),

qualifying the verb, and giving the idea that

the grievance was that he would have to (20.) I turned round then, I myself, to

leave this work) to a man (i.e. some man cause to despair with respect to my heart
as a human person) which will be after- (t;'N\ occurs 1 Sam. xxvii. 1, where the

"16- word is used of Saul giving up the search

(10.) And who knows (equivalent to ' no-
^''' "^^'^ ^" ''^^P^'') "^^'^ *^« *°^ ^^^'^^ ^

body does know') whether the wise (with
^^^^^^ ^* "^"^^^ t^« «"^-

the article, meaning one who belont^s to this

class, and who will really act wisely) or a ,
t?!.) For it is (this exists as the real state

/ of the case) man {i.e. one specimen of huma-
fool? (?3D-that is, a wisely-foolish person,

,iity_t],iH is what humanity is really doing)
one whose wisdom will prove a mistake ac- -j^uicUhe toUs (= who {,, or may be, labour-
cording to the meaning of this word, see

jng) with wisdom, and with knowledge, and
chap. ii. 3, refs.; and will use this power with success (^-lt^•^, occurs chap. ii. 21, iv. 4,
provided to his hand either amiss, or so as

^ „ ^,,0 root occurs Est. viii. 5, chap. xi. 6,
to defeat the end the wise man had in view)

^ j^ .

j^ j^ ^ technical word-a ' successful

and he has power (t^?t^*, a favourite word issue' is the meaning; compare the passages,

of Koheleth's; the exact meaning of this The LXX. render by di>8pela, 'bravery,'

term may be found in Ps. cxix. 130) in all which is not a bad rendering, since it ap-
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22 Tor what hath man of all his labour, and of the vexation of

his heart, wherein he hath laboured under the sun ?

23 For all his days are sorrows, and his travail grief; yea, his

heart taketh not rest in the night. This is also vanity.

24 IF There, is nothing better for a man, than that he should eat

and drink, and that he should make his soul enjoy good in his labour.

This also I saw, that it was from the hand of God.

25 For who can eat, or who else can hasten hereunto, more

than I ?

2G For God giveth to a man that is good in his sight wisdom, and

knowledge, and joy : but to the sinner he giveth travail, to gather

and to heap up, that he may give to him that is good before God.

This also is vanity and vexation of spirit.

pears from the above that this success was

but temporary), and to a man who has not

(emphatic ; the contracted rehitive joined

with the negative shows that his not doing

this is the point) toiled (i.e. taken any

trouble) in it (emphatic, = 'in that same')

lie will give it as his portion ; also this is

a vanity and an evil which is great. (There

is a strange sarcastic tone given by the affix

in the verb following tlie emphatic pronoun,

' to one who has not toiled in it at all will

he give that same.')

(22.) For what is there (Hin, a peculiar

form ; but is it not possible that this word

has been chosen for the sake of the equivoke?

nin, 'calamity,' 'perverseness,' Job vi. 2,

Micah vii. 3, and which makes most pungent

and admirable sense) to a man in all his

toil, and in vexing (|Vy"l, not niyi; com-

pare chap. i. 18) his heart which he him-

self toils at under the sun ?

(23.) For (as ''I3 is repeated, it becomes

emphatic, ' for now ') all his days are causing

him pain (or painful—notice the force of tlie

~D) and disappointment his anxiety, (a

pregnant sentence, denoting more than his

anxiety disappoints, his anxiety is always

painful and useless too) also at night does

not rest (this clause is an additional proof

that we have correctly determined the mean-

ing of pjy ; it is anxiety which causes wake-

fulness) even his heart. Moreover this a

vanity it is (emphatic ; so the meaning is,

' this then is indeed an instance of evan-

escence').

(24.) The conclusion of this argument now

follows, viz.:—This toil is useless, and the

reasoning is set out at length. There is

nothing of a good (not X? here, but PX,

the former would be required if the meaning

were ' it is not good that ') in a man {i.e. as

an instance of humanity, and the whole is
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all his toil and vexing his heart, which he himself toils at within

this work-day world ? Why, every day he spends is a trouble, and

disappointment the result of his anxiety, so that even at night his

heart gets no rest. So then this is an instance of evanescence itself.

There is no real good then to man in eating or drinking, or in

supposing he will satisfy himself with his toil. Moreover, I must

make this observation, that these things are all in the hand of

the Almighty, for who could eat or even driuk apart from Him ?

and so to man just as is right in His sight He gives wisdom and

knowledge and gladness, but to the transgressor he gives the anxiety

of accumulating and collecting what is to be granted to any, as also is

good in the sight of God. So this is another instance of evanescence

and vexation of spirit.

equivalent to 'It is not to humanity real

good that ') that he should eat and drink,

and show his soul [i.e. himself) good (re-

peated, 'that good') in his toil. Moreover

this (pointed iif, fem. or neuter, which the

LXX. confirm, tovto) have I seen, even I,

now from the hand (but 'the' is not em-

phatic at all, which would have required a

different construction) of the Deity (on the

contrary, 'the' is emphatic here, and, as

will appear, the use of the article is signifi-

cant) it is (emphatic).

(25.) For (repeated) who eats or who
even drinks (because drinking is possible

when eating is not) apart from him ? (for

we read with the LXX. UCO )"\T\, for clearly

this makes good sense, and preserves the

real meaning of pPI, which has the signifi-

cation of 'without,' 'on the outside,' Gen. vi.

14, Deut. XXV. 5, refs.)

(26.) For (repeated again, so that this word

becomes emphatic and prominent. Accord-

ingly /oitr reasons follow, coraprisirg as it

were the whole cycle of the argument) to a
man (still generic, as a specimen of the human
race) which is good before him (not alto-

gether with the meaning ' a good man,' but

as ' God thinks good ') He gives wisdom, and

knowledge, and joy ; but to the sinner {i.e.

the erring sinner) he gives, on the other

hand, anxious-travail to collect and to

gather (D3D, occurs chap. ii. 8, 26, iii. 5
;

the meaning is 'to collect piece by piece;'

see also Ps. xxxiii. 7, 1 Chron. xxii. 2), to

give it to the good in the sight of God

{i.e. as God sees fit it shcnild be given); so

this also is vanity and vexation of spirit.

Thus, then, the first part of the argument

is completed. Man obtains nothing by his

labour. It is the gift of a mysterious and

inscrutable Providence which alone confers

any happiness or gratification.
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CHAPTER III.

TO every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose

under the heaven

:

2 A time ^to be born, and a time to die; a time to plant, and a

time to pluck up that which is planted
;

3 A time to kill, and a time to heal ; a time to break down, and

a time to build up

;

4 A time to weep, and a time to laugh ; a time to mourn, and a

time to dance

;

5 A time to cast away stones, and a time to gather stones

together ; a time to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing

;

6 A time to ^get, and a time to lose ; a time to keep, and a time

to cast away

;

7 A time to rend, and a time to sew ; a time to keep silence, and

a time to speak

;

8 A time to love, and a time to hate; a time of war, and a time

of peace.
* Heh. to Lear. ^ Or, seek.

III. At this point Kolieleth commences

another line of argument ; he notices that all

things proceed according to a fixed and settled

order of providence. This truth he brings

into great prominence by instancing eight-

and-twenty—a fourfold seven—different

times or seasons existing in human life.

From this he deduces the conclusion, that as

it is impossible to alter the order of Provi-

dence, the toil of man is useless to effect any

real good, so far as this world is concerned.

The way in which this thought is worked

out is peculiar. Koheleth is both sarcastic

and paradoxical in his arguments ; but his

sarcasms are never ill-natured and liis para-

doxes promote thought. He also enlivens

his subject with a considerable number of

plays upon words, and striking and pregnant

aphorisms.

(1.) To all (human life, that is) is a

season (pT, this word occurs here and

Neb. ii. 6, Est. xi. 27, 31, only, and the

participle past of the verb Ezra x. 14,

Neh. X. 34 (35) 13, 21 ; it will be seen by

an examination of passages that this word

differs from IJ/IO, which both Ezra and

Nehemiah also use, and which is the common
word in the older books for 'a sacred

season' or 'feast.' JJDf is a 'settled time,'

' a date.' Fuerst considers the primary idea

of the root is ' to count.' It is clear that

lyiD would not have suited this context

;

this of course so far weakens any argnmcnt

for the late date of this work as derived from

the use of this word), and a time (general,

the common word) to all (repeated, and

therefore emphatic, equal 'that is to all')

providences (fQH, which, however, has the

signification desire as well, ' a satisfactory

undertaking therefore
;

' Koheleth uf-cs the

word technically with a reference to the

divine providences of God. The word occurs

chap. iii. 1, 17, v. 4 (3), 8 (7), viii.

6, xii. 1, 10. The LXX. here render

TTpdyfJia, but chap. xii. di\rjij.a) under the
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Section III.

—

Farther demonstration o/' the vanitij of hitman labour

front considerations touchinfj Providence and Morals.

rriO everything is there a determined period, and a time for every

-L providence under heaven.

(1.) A time to be born, and a time to die

;

(2.) A time to plant, and a time to root up that which is planted
;

(3.) A time to slay, and a time to heal

;

(i.) A time to break walls, and a time to build them up

;

(5.) A time to weep, and a time to laugh

;

(6.) A time to cry, and a time to play

;

(7.) A time to scatter stones away, and a time to gather stones

again

;

(8.) A time to embrace, and a time to retrain from embracing

;

(9.) A time to seek, and a time for loss

;

(10.) A time to keep, and a time to cast away;

(11.) A time to rend, and a time to sew

;

(12.) A time to be silent, and a time for speech

;

(13.) A time of love, and a time of hate
;

(14.) A time of war, and a time of peace.

heavens (this meaning of |*Dn may account allude lo lliis, Mark xiii. 2 ?) ; a time for

i'or one use of this phrase here instead of the emtoracing, and a time to refrain from

more usual ' under the sun,'—heaven being embracing,

perhaps employed as we sometimes use it,

for God's providence under heaven).
(,5.) a time to seek, and a time to lose

(the Masorets consider this a Pie! with tlie

(2.) A time to be bom. and a time.to
^^^^^ ^,, ^^^^^^^^^^

. ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ir^s, and
die ; a time to plant, and a time to pluck ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^y
up the planted.

(3.) A time for slaying, and a time for (^ ) ^ time for rending, and a time for

healing ; a time for breaking down, and ^^^^"S («^'^' <-'^'"- ^•^•^^"- 2». -i) ;
a time for

a time for building up.
.

^"ng sUent, and a time to speak.

(1.) A time for weeping, and a time (8) A time to love, and a time to hate

for laughing ; a time of wailing, and a a time of war, and a time of peace. (Tlu-

time of dancing (there is an alliteration «lisl»t changes in the rendering correspond

here, and a slight change in construction to to changes in construction in the Hebrew,

the hiphil in the next clause
;

possibly to giving a pleasing variety to the whole pas-

mark the close of the first seven pairs). sage. There is also an observable diflfercnce

in the second seven pairs, which enumerate

(5.) A time for scattering stones, and acts more emotional and subjective than the

a time of collecting stones (does our Lord first.)
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9 What profit hath he that worketh in that wherein he

laboureth ?

10 1 have seen the travail, which God hath given to the sons of

men to be exercised in it.

11 He hath made every tlviiicj beautiful in his time : also he hath

set the world in their heart, so that no man can find out the work

that God maketh from the beginning to the end.

12 1 know that tlure, is no good in them, but for a Jiian to rejoice,

and to do good in his life.

13 And also that every man should eat and drink, and enjoy the

good of all his labour, it is the gift of God.

(9.) What profit (something ' remaining

over and above the present,' in the technical

meaning of this word, see ch. i. 3, refs.) is

the working (an active participle with the

article, and thus generic, working then as

Buch) in which (full relative, and thus refer-

liiig to the whole idea ; we must render there-

fore ' in respect of its being,' which will be

emphatic, as it is followed by the pronoun)

it is toil (but we must remember that the

exact meaning of this word is—see Gen. xli.

61, Isa. liii. 11—the * anxiety,' or ' care,' the

labour produces. The question then is this.

Is there any profit from working in respect of

its being care and pains ? and the answer is,

No. The LXX. render somewhat«c?se«SMWJ.-

lis irepiffceia rod ttoiovvtos iv ots avrbs fJ.ox-

6ei, ' What advantage of him that works in

those things which he toils ? ' The Syriac,

Wv^v 0015 "i.ns^ ^^2.0-. UlDO,

' What is the profit in the work in that

he toils?' but both make the meaning clear.

This question is answered in the nega-

tive, the argument being elaborated with

much care).

(10.) I have seen (or 'observed,' as we

should write, this formula introducing a

matter which observation makes manifest),

with regard to the anxiety (pV, see chap,

i. 13, refs., the meaning previously assigned

of ' anxious care,' or ' itncertainty' gener-

ally, the word being used to signify that

special form of human misery which consists

in the uncertainty in which man lives ; this

emphatic flN the LXX. notice and render

by their adverbial (tvi', and to show us that

the observation was made, not of the uncer-

tainty, but with res2Mct to it) which has

appointed (because this is the principal idea)

even God (the nom. follows, and is without

the article, because it is God in his personal

character who is here referred to. The

article is used when the word occurs generi-

cally, as in the sense of ' the Deity' or ' the

Almighty,'—'which it is God's appointment'

then is the meaning) to the sons of the

man (that is, the human race as children of

Adam) to toe rendered uncertain there-

with.

(11.) With respect to the whole (again

the emphatic HK, and again noted by

Siz/xTrai^a in the LXX., some copies read-

ing, (xvv iravra &, ' the whole which ;' as this

preposition is repeated in the same clause,

it is specially emphatic here) he made it

fair (that is ' appropriate,' which the LXX.
render koKo) in its time (one of these pro-

vidential times or seasons above spoken of).

Moreover (commencing another and ad-

ditional argument, confirming the above),

with respect to the age (again JlX repeated

with the article, noticed as before by the

LXX., and again by them rendered (xijv,

meaning therei'ore generally, and also with

regard to the indefinite future generically it

is, etc.) is set (placed by God indeed, but

the nom. is so far off that the verb is almost

impersonal, or in other words all emphasis

on the nominative is lost) in their hearts

from the want of which C?2t2i, occurs Job
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What advantage is there to the worker by reason of his own
toil?

I have observed \\ith regard to the uncertainty whicli is appointed

of God to the human race, to be made anxious thereby, that the whole

is suitable at its proper time. Moreover, with regard to the future,

that too is put into their desires, but so that Man cannot find out the

working of the Almighty as He works it out from its beginning even

to its end. I am aware that there can be no real good to any, if it be

not to rejoice and to see this good in their lives. And beside, if any

way humanity should eat or drink, and thus sees this good by any of

his toil, it is simply God's gift. I am aware also that all which the

iv. 11 ; this word joined to the full relative

must mean ' but as tliey do not possess this

knowledge of the future or this influence

over the age, or course of things present and

future, so as to control it,' for this is the

meaning of DPy, see chap. i. 4, refs.) does

not find (emphatic, as standing before its

nora.) the man (i.e. ' Humanity generally

cannot find' or ' discover') with respect to

the working (the LXX. do not render here

by aiiv, probably because rh TroiT]/j.a is clear

enough without it) which works (' is the

work of) the Deity from the beginning

even unto (this preposition being separated

and joined with a conjunction is much more

forcible than the mere affixed "O above, be-

cause, possibly, it is desired to render empha-

tic this final word which i s reserved to the close

of the sentence) the end (11D, which occurs

in this book in the sense of a final conclusion,

see ch. xii. 13, and which in the working-of

Divine Providence is especially mysterious).

(12.) I know how there is nothing

good ('nothing' and 'good' are two nouns in

closest apposition, and hence having the

meaning ' there is no good thing') in them
(emphatic and a distributive plural, referring

to Um singular) except to rejoice and to

do good (but not in the sense of doing right,

which, of course, is foreign to the train of

thought, but to the obtaining of good ; and as

this last idea is repeated from what went

before, we have the meaning ' that good') in

their lives (which the LXX. render by the

singular ' in his life,' noticing the distributive

plural. Hence then the sense of the whole

passage is plain :
' I know that there can be

no real good thing belonging to them, except

it be that they should rejoice and do good

each one in their lives,' and this is exactly

true, as death so completely bounds the

vision and terminates the earthly existence

of every human soul that what is not ob-

tained in this life is clearly not obtained at

all. Of course the entire argument proceeds

on the supposition that we are regarding the

whole matter as under the sun, that is,

limited to this earthly stage of existence).

(13.) And moreover (an additional con-

sideration added to the above) all the man
{i.e. all humanity generally, a proposition

universally true of the whole of them) when
he eats (contract relative with present tense

of the verb, ' as he eats then'—and eating is

here put as the general type of use and en-

joyment) and drinks (this is not superfluous;

a man can drink when he can no longer eat

;

he can quench the fever thirst when food is

loathsome, hence drinking is the type of

solace) and sees good (as a past tense

follows a present, we have the equivalent of

our imperfect ; and as also the conjunction

is repeated before each verb, we may render

them as dependent— ' if he should eat or even

drink, and so should have a sight of a good')

in all his toil (or by means of it). A gift

(chap. V. 19, see also 1 Kings xiii. 17, when;

it appears that the meaning of the word is

a ' present.' LXX. Sofia) of God it is (fern.,

in close agreement with Dno. Here again

we think that there may be noticed a more
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14 I know that, wliatsoever God doetli, it shall be for ever:

nothing can be put to it, nor anything taken from it : and God doeth

it, that men should fear before him.

15 That which hath been is now; and that which is to be hath

already been; and God requireth ^that which is past.

16 IT And moreover I saw under the sun the place of judgment,

that wickedness was there ; and the place of righteousness, that ini-

quity VMS there.

17 1 said in mine heart, God shall judge the righteous and the

wicked : for there is a time there for every purpose and for every work.

18 1 said in mine heart concerning the estate of the sons of men,

^ Heh. that which is driven away.

subjective, or active idea, when the feminine

is used, than with corresponding masculines.

In this way we may possibly find a gram-

matical explanation of the anomalous gen-

ders so common in Hebrew. In the Penta-

teuch Xin is used of females, and a possible

reason may be that in the earlier stages of

the language there was less tendency to

regard mere grammatical concords and more

to follow the logic of the passage. It is worth

noticing that grammatical concord as such

becomes more and more developed as the

language advances, hence Syriac is as strict

as Greek or Latin in this respect. What-
ever be the reason, however, the fact of such

closer connexion is manifest by a careful

collation of places).

(14.) I know how (and as this is a repeti-

tion of the formula in v. 12, we may add the

word ' also ' to show that the argument is

a continuation of the above) all which does

(or is performed by) the Deity (with the

article) it is (emphatic, followed by the verb

substantive, and equivalent therefure to ' it

really is') that which will be (and so the

LXX. render) to the age (to the indefinite

ffion, or future that is, or rather, for both pre-

sent and past are included in this word, to

the whole course of present existing things'),

to it (in the meaning of 'over,' or 'above,' as

something dominating over, which is the sig-

nification of ?]}) there is nothing to be added

(niphal, whicli could be added) and from it

there is nothing to be diminished (Ex. v.

8, Job XV. 4, 8, or restrained. The relevancy

of this reasoning is now evident. Human
labour and anxiety is vain, for the course of

providence cannot be altered by it, and if it

could, the alteration would be for the worse
;

what follows makes this more clear), and the

Deity works that they may fear (con-

tract relative, with the present as above.

We have also the double jod ; it occurs with

the single jod at chap. viii. 12, and again

with double jod at chap. xii. 5. There is no

doubt a difference of meaning in these cases

;

see a remarkable illustration of this in

regard to the verb l^pi in Jud. xvi. 14 as

compared with v. 20 in the same chapter)

from before him (VJSTO, with both O and

?, and hence emphatic, ' in his presence').

(15.) What is that which was? (the con-

tract relative with the verb substantive, i.e.

' what is the pastT) the present state of

things ("133, see chap. i. 10, refs. ; the word

is a substantive with its ordinary technical

meaning as used in this book of the ' present

as it now is,' and uf this he says) it is

(emphatic) and that which is to toe (ap-

pointed so to be. The LXX. render oca

Tov ylveadaL, literally ' things of the being,'

'or to happen') the present state of thmgs
it was (that is, ' this very same present

it is;' each age being in this respect an

exact reproduction of what went before it.

It never was subject to human control, and

never will be) and the Deity (as this word

is repeated in the same clause, and stands
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Almighty effects must be done with regard to all time, that to it

nothing can be added, and that from it nothing either can be taken

away, and that the Almighty acts that men may fmr in his pre-

sence ; that what has been is just the present, and whatever is to be

is no other than the same present; and that the Almighty will

investigate with regard to the wronged.

Yet, however, I have observed in this work-day world, that in

place of justice there is impiety, and in the place even of right there is

impiety also. Then said I to myself : With respect to right and wicked-

ness, the Almighty does justice, because there is a time to every provi-

dence and dominating over every action which is done there. Then

said I to myself also : By the reasonings of the human race in respect

as a nom. before the verb, it is especially

einpbatic) seeks ('asks after,' 'inquires

fur,' with the object of not allowing it to

jiass notice, see 1 Sam. xx. 16) with respect

to a persecuted (person or thing. He
does not allow any person or thing who is

wronged .to pass without uotice).

No doubt St. Jerome has completely hit

the point of the argument when he writes,

' Since all things fade with time, and there

is a time of destroying and building, weep-

ing and laughing, for silence and speaking,

and those other things which are said con-

cerning time, why do we strive and press

forward in vain, and imagine the brief

labours of life to be perpetual, nor are we

content, according to the Gospel, with the

evil of to-day, and so take no thought for

the morrow?'

(16.) And yet (an objection to the fore-

going) I have seen under the sun (the

limitation here introducei:! requires special

attention) a place of the justice (we must

not limit place to mean locality, but take

it generally of state or position, etc., and

observe also that tODCDH has the article,

and is therefore generic) ; there was the

wickedness (again generic, and hence having

the meaning that in place of justice, as one

would expect from the proposition stated

above, tliat the Deity has regard to the

wronged, just the reverse occurred ; this is

again enlarged in the following), and in

the place of the right there was the

wickedness (the meaning is, that 'just in

the very circumstances under which you

would expect right to prevail, there you will

find rampant and successful wickedness.'

y£^•"^ has the meaning of that kind of

' wickedness ' which goes out into bold and

open transgression, see 2 Sam. xxii. 22

;

Ps. X. 2, 3, 4, 13).

(17.) I said, I myself, in my heart (which

we have noticed commonly introduces a

thought more specious than true), with

respect to (nX. which the LXX. note with

their customary avv) the righteous (i.e. what

is made right or done right ; notice the hiphil

form as compared with that in the above),

and with regard to the impious also

judges the Deity, for there is a time to

every providence, andupon (or 'over,' which

the LXX. note by iwl) aU the working there

(some copies of the LXX. join this to the

next verse, but it is more agreeable to the

gist of the passage to refer it to the preced-

ing, as the Masoretic text does, and in this

case ' there' refers back to the age or period).

(18.) I said, I did, in my heart (repeating

the formula of the preceding verse, and so

lending emphasis to it), upon the speech

(this phrase occurs three times, and only in

this book, viz. here, and chaps, vii. 14 and

viii. 2. Notwithstanding that a similar

phrase occurs Ps. ex. 4, with the n)eaii-

ing ' after the order,' LXX. Kara t7)v

Ta^iv, which is ai)parently sanctioned by
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^that God miglit manifest them, and that they might see that they

themselves are beasts.

19 For that which befalleth the sons of men befalleth beasts ; even

one thing befalleth them : as the one dieth, so dieth the other
;
yea,

they have all one breath ; so that a man hath no pre-eminence above

a beast : for all is vanity.

20 All go unto one place ; all are of the dust, and all turn to dust

again.

21 Who knoweth the spirit ^of man that ^goetli upward, and the

spirit of the beast that goeth downward to the earth ?

22 Wherefore I perceive that tlure is nothing better, than that a
^ Or, that tliey might clear God and see. ^ ^gj_ jg ascending.

^ Heb. of the sons of man.

New Testament exegesis, comp. Heb. v. 6,

etc. ; this is really not to the point, for

that is Tll^T ?]}, the plural, while this is

singular. According to strict grammar

mm is the construct of mm, and should

therefore mean 'reasoning of,' just as the

LXX. render by Trepl XaXids, and this, more-

over, will make good sense in every passage

in vrhich this phrase occurs) of the sons

of Adam {i.e. the human race) to the

discriminating them (hence the LXX.
diaKpLvei avTovs, considering that the root is

"112. which has the meaning ' to sift,'

' purify by sifting,' this is the only instance

of the infinitive kal. Now we must take

this meaning, observing that the pronoun
' them,' which is involved in the termination

of the verb, is not emphatic ; it is the dis-

crimination of God which is the point, the

persons on which this is exercised are sub-

ordinate. The Jewish commentators for

the most part explain D"I3? as the third

person singular preterite of m3 with the

objective pronominal affix D (the only in-

stance, however, in which m3 has the

meaning ' to choose ' is 1 Sam. xvii. 8) ;

as, however, some copies read d"l"l3?, we
can iiave no difficulty in referring the word

to the root "113, which makes good sense.

It is also to be remarked that though D"13

does not exist as a root in Hebrew, it does so

in Chaldee, Syriac, and Arabic, and the mean-

ing is that which is ' twisted ' or ' infolded
'

—comp. Eze. xxvii. 24—a 'garment' worked

in many colours ; this would make good sense

also in this place, and may possibly have

been an intentional equivoke, which is not

surely improbable in a sentence in which

such manifest artificial alliteration occurs.

The meaning then is, that) the Deity (dis-

criminates men, or makes a distinction

between them and the lower creatures ; but

in what respects? This is discussed at

length) and to see (but rather might this

form of the inf. be rendered, for which there

is sufficient authority, ' to the apxiearance^)

that they (contract relative, and hence the

meaning is that this appearance belongs to

them, and them only. In this may be

found the key to the whole passage. In

appearance there is no choice or discrimina-

tion, as subsequent argument proves, because

they are) a cattle (sing, following a plural,

and thus giving the meaning that each one

is so) they to them (which Mendelssohn

explains, following the LXX., ' when left to

themselves,' or, as we should say, as ' far as

they can tell.' With this Ewald and Gins-

burg agree, who consider this latter clause

an ironical ' ipsissimi,'—' ihej themselves,

indeed !
' Thus, then, the meaning of the

whole passage is, ' I said, yes, I did in my
heart again, so far as human reasonings

extend concerning any discrimination the

Divine Providence has made of them, and as

far as appearances go with them, a mere
animal is each one of them, so far as they

can tell.' The sentence is very sarcastic

and equivocal, as the alliteration at the end
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to any discrimination of them by the Divine Creator, it seems that but

brutes are they at best. For the event which happens to the human
race, and the event which happens to tlie brute-creation, is pre-

cisely the same event: the one dies just the same death as tlio

other ; and the animal life is the same in both ; and the pre-

eminence of man over the brute is nothing at all ; for all alike arc

evanescent ; all alike go to the same place ; all alike come from the

same dust ; and all alike return to the same dust again. For who
can tell how that the spirit of man ascends up on high, and that the

spirit of the beast descends downwards to the earth ? Thus I per-

ceived that there can be no real good above that present-pleasure

which man can obtain from his work ; as that is what belongs

shows. Then, again, if we take the root

D"I3 in the sense of ' web,' as we use it for

something intricate, in that case we should

liave the equivoke, 'concerning the web of

Divine Providence so far as it appears to

tliem.' Again, also, the Syriac renders as if

D"13? were DX"13?i ' their Creator,' which

also makes excellent sense ; but this, again,

may simply be a rendering of another equi-

voke. Then, again, there is a possible play

between HOnn and the same word con-

sidered as non with the preposition—all

these equivokes assist the sense). Consistent

with this is what follows :

—

(19.) For a happening of the sons of

man, and a happening of the brute crea-

tion, and a happening which is one (as we

should say, ' precisely the same) to them
(the threefold repetitiou of mpD, ' hap,'

brings this word into strong prominence.

It means, of course, that which absolutely

happens or results, or comes to them in the

end. This is exactly the same in both cases,

as the sequel shows). As is the death of

this, so (' exactly so ') is the death of this,

and the spirit (or ' breath ') is one to aU,

and the pre-eminence (~iniD1i this noun

occurs in this form only at Prov. xiv. 23, and

xxi. 5, and evidently with the meaning of

advantage or increase of one thing over

another. The LXX. translate this as if it

were "10"' ''DI1 ' and what profit,' but this is

simply to give the sarcastic turn to the

sentence) of the man (humanity generally)

over the beasts is nothing, for the whole
(in its technical sense of the whole of life, as

usual) is a vanity (or evanescent).

(20.) And the whole goes to one place,

the whole (repeating this word so as to

bring it into strong prominence) was from
the dust, and the whole (again repeated,

making the fourth time, and so implying

universality) returns to the dust.

(21.) Who knows? (part, poel, 'who is

knowing?' or 'who is there that knows?'
The question does not assert the fact that

there is no difterenco between man and
beast; on the contrary, this clause is so

ingeniously contrived as to assert the very

reverse). The spirit of the sons of men
(in its usual meaning, of the whole human
race) is the ascending (with the article,

'the ascending thing'), it is (emphatic) to

the ascent (the repetition of the same root

in a different grammatical form gives promi-

nence to this word. The human soul is, it

appears, especially an 'ascendiko thing')
;

and the spirit of the beast a thing descend-

ing (p. poel with article), it is (emphatic, it

really is this) [to the] downwards to the

earth (the P, to, twice repeated, gives em-
phasis

—
' even to ').

(22.) And I saw ('and thus I observed ')

how there is nothing of real-good (in tlie

tecimical sense in which this word occurs so

often in this book) from which (lull relative,
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man should rejoice in his own works ; for that is his portion : for

who shall bring him to see what shall be after him ?

CHAPTER IV.

OO I returned, and considered all the ojipressions that are done^ under the sun : and behold the tears of such as were oppressed,

and they had no comforter; and on the ^side of their oppressors there

VMS power ; but they had no comforter.

2 Wherefore I praised the dead which are already dead more than
the living which are yet alive.

3 Yea, better is he than both they, which hath not yet been, who
hath not seen the evil work that is done under the sun.

' Ilch. band.

'more tlian that in which,' or 'above that

he should ') lie rejoices, even the man
does (humanity general!}'), in his work-

ings (or what he accomplishes, pi.),

for (or, as ''3 has occurred in the corre-

sponding clause previously, ' as') this is (em-

phatic) his portion (' lot' or ' inheritance,'

sing.) : for who (""3 again repeated, so we

must render it ' and as none ') can make
him come to see (this is not exactly equi-

valent to ' make bim see ; ' it is rather equi-

valent to ' who could enable bim to see,' or

'who could show him some method how he

might discover') in what ('of what sort' is

that work which) which will be after him
(not in respect of time, but results,

—
' conse-

quences,' therefore). Thus Kobeletb's rea-

soning is quite clear, conclusive, and
connected. In ten particulars man and
beast are alike. (1.) The result is the same
to both

; (2.) their death is alike
; (3.) their

spirit or animal life is the same
; (4.) there

is no pre-eminence of the one over the

other
; (5.) they are alike evanescent

;

(6.) they all go to the same place
; (7.) they

come from the same dust
; (8.) and they all

go to the same dust, and no one can tell

(i.e. for certain, or by ordinary observations)

that they differ in this
; (9.) man's soul goes

up, (10.) and the beast's goes down. The
arrangement of the whole, it will be seen,

is highly artilicial.

The next stage in the argument opens
with ' I turned and saw.' That is a further

observation of a point in which, it may be
remarked incidentally, man does differ from
the beast: he is the only animal that

weeps. The object here is again to show
that mere earthly labour, as such, produces
no satisfaction. At this point the argument
becomes somewhat less sustained, dealing

rather with a succession of instances.

IV. (1.) Turned I, and I see (the present
tense following the perfect is equivalent to our

imperfect, ' I was again regarding ;' because
this point has been touched on before,

though in another form, at ii. 22, 23) with

respect to all 62 flN, LXX. ffOfiTraPra)

the oppressions (with the article ; we must
not restrict this to the oppression of one man
over another, but take the word in its

general sense, as from care, sickness, mis-

fortune, etc.) which are done (the uiphal

has an objective sense, 'submitted to,' or

' are done upon others ') under the sun, and
behold (calling attention to a manifest fact)

the tear (singular. This turn of thought,

which looks upon each tear as a sorrow, a

type and sample of all other sorrows, is veiy

beautiful. Comp. Eev. vii. 17, and xxi. 4,

Isa. XXV. 8, for the other side of this,—' God
shall wipe away every tear,' etc.) of the
oppressings (the same word as before,
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to him : for who can Lring him to see what may be tlie sul )se(j[ueut

results ?

"13 UT to return : I am observing this with regard to all those alHie-

-—-^ tions which happen in this work-day world. Por see now
the tear of the afflicted for which there is no comforter : and that in

the hand of their afflictors there is power, and yet there is no com-

f<jrter. Then 1 for my part pronounced happy the dead who are at

this time dead, above the living in their present [qy. pleasant /] lives
;

and better off than both those who have not yet been : who have not

yet had [the pleasure /] to see that work so evil which will be done

to them in this hot work-day world.

D'^pK'yn, which the LXX., rendering ad

sensum, express by a passive participle
; but

the meaning of the passage really requires

the same word in both clauses : as far as

Koheleth's argument here is concerned, the

existence of the oppressor and oppressed are

equally mysterious), and there is nothing

to them of comfort (the LXX. render by

a participle, ' comforting,' 'no one comforts

them'), and in the hand of their oppres-

sors might (this means, no doubt, 'that the

power of the opj/ressors was so great,' it

was impossible to escape them ; but hidden

underneath is the thought—which again

increases the mystery—that there is a

mighty hand which could restrain these if

it would), and nothing to them of comfort

(repeated, and so emphatic).

(2.) Then I praised, I did (it was a

personal matter, a mere opinion of Kohe-

leth's), With respect to the dead (with the

emphatic Di^) Which at present ("133, see

chap. i. 10, refs., which occurs in the same

technical sense as before, ' this present time

or state ') are dead (hence the whole is

equivalent to ' which have finished their

lives, and now arc in the state of the

departed ') , above the living which they are

living as yet {'^l'}V_ occurs here only, and

only differs in pointing from ^3*11?, which

occurs Gen. xviii.l2 only, 'pleasure.' It will

be seen that this unusual word leads to a

strange equivoke, which yet helps the sense.)

(3.) And good above both (equals our

'better off than either') which as yet (pj/

here only, differing again from py, 'delight,'

' Eden,' only in the pointing) have not been
which (this being repeated, is equivalent to

' even those who') do not see the workings so

evil which are worked (niphal, 'suffered')

under the sun. It is remarkable that in both

cases the sentence may be rendered, without

any violence to its grammar, with each of these

unusual words, translated 'pleasantness' and
' pleasure' respectively, as they ought to be

thus, ' Then I praised the dead which are

now in the state of the dead, above tlio

living, in so far as they are living pleasantly

(Heb. idiom, pleasantness), and better off

than both to whom the pleasure is not, who
is not seeing that evil work which is done

under the sun.' No one can, of course, for

a moment doubt that the true meaning is

given by the former rendering, while this

latter is only an equivoke, but it is an eqm'-

voke which helps the sense, and gives a

peculiar sarcastic tone to the whole. I

have endeavoured to represent this in the

paraphrase by an equivoke between the

words 'pleasant' and 'present,' which I am
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4 1I>Again, I considered all travail, and ^ every right work, that

^for this a man is envied of his neighbour. This is also vanity and

vexation of spirit.

5 The fool foldetli his hands together, and eateth his own flesh.

6 Better is an handful loith quietness, than both the hands full

ivitli travail and vexation of spirit.

7 IT Then I returned, and I saw vanity under the sun.

8 There is one alone, and there is not a second; yea, he hath

neither child nor brother: yet is there no end of all his labour;

neither is his eye satisfied with riches ; neither saith he, For whom
do I labour, and bereave my soul of good ? This is also vanity, yea,

it is a sore travail.

9 IF Two are better than one ; because they have a good reward

for their labour.

10 Eor if they fall, the one will lift up his fellow: but woe to

^ Heh. all rigbtness of work. ^ Heh. this is the envy of a man from his neighbour.

almost inclined to withdraw, so feebly does

it render the grave biting sarcasm of the

original.

Koheleth now touches on another instance

of unsatisfactoriness which besets successful

toil.

(4.) And I bave seen myself (equivalent to

'I have also observed'), with respect to the

whole toil (in respect ' of all toil whatsoever.'

Notice the twice-repeated emphatic JIX and

ffiip), and with respect to aU success what-

ever (that is, toil or pains which come to a

successful issue—piEi'^ occurs ii. 21, here,

and V. 11 (10), with the meaning 'success.'

The verb occurs xi. 6, x. 10; and the only

other place in which the root occurs is Est.

viii. 5. It has been said in consequence to

be a late word ; but the force of any reason-

ing, derived from its occurrence, is much

weakened by noticing that it is a technical

term, and is used to signify the ' successful

issue' which results. See chap. xi. 6, which

is decisive. The LXX. render by dvSpdav,

'bravery,' which is also the rendering at

chap. V. 11) of the working [T\^VOr\,

in the usual sense of the working, or what

is accomplished), for (or ' how,' rather)

it is (fern. pron. eniph., see chap. iii. 13)

envy {>v jealcusy) of a man (not ms

here, but ^^^, 'any one,' or 'one.' Ger-

man, 'man.' The meaning then is, 'one's

jealousy') over his neighbour. (Thus the

whole sentiment is, that Koheleth had

observed that even when toil, the trouble

attending labour, seemed to have a success-

ful result, it produced more envy than

pleasure, which Koheleth expresses by the

pregnant words, 'It is just the envy of a

man over his neighbour.') Also this is a
vanity and vexation of spirit {i.e. is

another instance of it).

(5.) The fool (i.e. the 'befooled,' i'''D3n,

doubtless by envy) folds (occurs iii. 5,

2 Kings iv. 16; or perhaps 'wrings') his

hands and eats his flesh. (It has been

much disputed what we are to understand

by this figure; but Prov. vi. 10, xxiv. 23

—where the same formula occurs to express

the idleness of the sluggard—seems conclu-

sive as to the meaning of folding his hands,

as also 'flesh' in this book has a technical

meaning, 'the sensuous nature'—see eh.

ii. 3. We can best understand it of the

self-mortification of envy : thus the con-

nexion will be apparent both with what

went before, and is to follow).

((J.) Good {i.e. a leal good) filling a hand
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I have furthermore myself observed of all toil, when it comes to

any successful issue, what envy [hence] arises of a man from his

fellows ; and this is another instance of evanescence and vexation of

spirit.

The befooled wrings his hands and eats his heart, and yet a real

good is but a fistful of rest ; better than both palms full of toil and

vexation of spirit.

Furthermore I have observed also another instance of evanescence

within this hot work-day world. There exists a solitary who has no

fellow ; neither sou nor brother has he, yet there is no end to all his

toils : and besides no satisfaction to himself in all his wealth : who
never asks, ' For whom am I now toiling and depriving myself of

good?' This is an instance of evanescence and uncertainty, which

is evil and nothing else. Good things are companionships, and

better than solitaries ; for these indeed have some reward for their

labour. Because if one falls, then his fellow sets him up again

:

(1D> 'the open palm') with rest, than to fill

(which repeated twice is emphatic) the

double hand (D''JDn occurs only Ex. ix. 8,

Lev. xvi. 12, Prov. xxx. 4, Ezek. x. 2, 7,—
the 'two hands' held together so as to

hold the most they can) of a toil and vexa-

tion of spirit.

(7.) And I turned, I myself, and I see

(the same formula introducing another

instance of the same kind) a vanity (an

instance of vanity) under the sun.

(8.) There is one, and there is not a

second (evidently meaning that there is oiie

who is quite alone in the world). Moreover,

son and brother there is not to him (j,.e.

he has emphatically neither posterity nor

relationship to account for this desire of

accumulating which Koheleth is suhse-

quently about to bring forward : his love of

accumulation is purely selfish), and there is

nothing of an end (pXi 'nothing,' is

repeated three times: ^ No end at all' is

therefore the meaning. This continual

harping on the nothingness of the miser's

state is an exceedingly effective piece of

oratoiy) to all his toil. Moreover, his eyes

(altered by the Masorets to the singular,

but without much taste: 'both his eyes de-

vour his wealth') does not satisfy (fem.

singular; hence, as the LXX. show, the

word must refer to eyes as its subject ; they

render 'is not filled with,' for it is a case

of a distributive plural) wealth. And for

whom do I (the ratio obliqua is dropped,

and the directa used in its place ; or perhaps

with this meaning does this ego) toil, and
depriving my soul (with the usual meaning,
' myself) of good? (abstract.) Also this is

a vanity and an anxiety which an evil is

(emphatic) ' indeed ' (equivalent to ' an evil

and nothing else,' or 'is simply an evil';

other anxieties may be beneficial, this can-

not be. This is the reason why we have

yi, and not nyi, the abstract, as we should

have expected).

(9.) Good (things) are the doubles (ii\

union in the abstract), better than the

single (again, for the same reason, with the

article), because (literally 'which,' the full

relative, and referring back to the whole

idea) there is (exists, 'because there exists,')

a reward, a good (i.e. a real good ; for to

love one's neighbour as one's self is one of

the real good things of this world) in the

toil of them.

(1(1.) For if they fall, the one (sing.
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liim that is alone when he falleth ; for he hath not another to help

him up.

1

1

Again, if two lie together, then they have heat : but how can

one be warm alone ?

12 And if one prevail against him, two shall withstand him;

and a threefold cord is not quickly broken.

1

3

Better is a poor and a wise child than an old and foolish king,

^who will no more be admonished.

14 For out of prison he cometh to reign; whereas also he that is

born in his kingdom becometh poor.

15 1 considered all the living which walk under the sun, with the

second child that shall stand up in his stead.

16 Theor is no end of all the people, e?;ew of all that have been

1 Heb. who knoweth not to be admonished.

following pi., either one or other fall, that

is) then is caused to stand his fellow (Jud.

XX. 11, Ps. xlv. 7), and woe to him (in this

form at this place only, perhaps because of

the play upon the word )P "'N, 'where is he?'

an equivoke which helps the sense) the

single one which falls (contracted relative,

'when or as he falls,') and there is no

second to make him stand.

(11.) Moreover (an additional instance oi

the advantage of companionship, taken from

the passive side, as the other was from the

active side of this matter), if they lie down,

two of them, and heat to them (i.e. ' there

is certainly warmth for them'), but to the

single one, how can he be warmed ?

(12.) And if they prevail over (imper-

sonal, mil/ prevail ovei) the single, the

doubles will stand before him (pi., the idea

is that there are two to one), and the cord

which is the triplex is not in haste broken

(Jer. viii. 16; Jud. xvi. 9).

(13.) Good is a child, poor (pDJD, occurs

ch. iv. 13, ix. 15, 16 only; the root occurs in

the sense ' profitable,' see Job xxii. 2 ; the

idea seems to be, that kind of poverty which

is economical and sparing) and wise from

('above,' that is; the ordinary ~D of com-

parison;) a king old (|pT, the alliteration

between miscan and zahan gives pungency.

We have rendered this in the paraphrase by

a corresponding alliteration) and befooled,

who does not know how to be warned as

yet. (The allusion here to Solomon is

palpable, and this may account for the

apparently redundant Tiy, ^ as yet,' at the

end of the sentence.)

(14.) For from the house of rebels

(D''"l1Dn is considered a contraction for

D''"TlDNn, 'prison;' but, to say the least,

this is a violation of the critical canon, which

bids us prefer the harder reading. That the

derivation from "11D, 'to turn aside,' hence
' revolters,' is contrary to the pointing, is

not a valid objection, because the Masorets

pointed as they did to explain a difficulty

;

so also the LXX., who read Secr/xup and

8e(y/xio3v. If possible, we ought to preserve

intact the unpointed text. The exact and

literal meaning is, as the text stands, ' from

the house of the turners-aside,' i.e. those

conspirators and wicked men, sycophants,

who will be flattering him to promote their

own interest, and this was exactly Solomon's

case) he goes out to reign, for (the second

"•3, with the meaning 'so') also ('moreover;'

this particle, as we have seen, usually intro-

duces an additional reason, confirming the

one which went before) in his kingdom is

begotten (l?3, noled, a play upon 1?\
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but sad is it to the solitary wlien he slips, for there is no second

to set him up. Moreover, if two lie together they keep each

otlier warm : but how can one be warm alone ? And where one

would fail, two will prevail; and a threefold cord is not f^uickly

broken.

A Poor and Prudent young man is better than a Perverse old

king, who cannot be prevailed on to listen to a warning. For from

a prison-house of plotters he comes forth to reign, and beside in his

kingdom is the birthplace of meanness.

I have observed of all lives whatsoever, as they are progressing

in this work-day world, in regard to any successors which may arise

in their places, that no result was ever reached by the \inoiling] mul-
titude in the past : and as to what succeeds them, they will have no

jeled, above) want {U~\ is poverty in the

sense of indigence and meanness ; compare

1 Sam. xviii. 23, and Prov. xix. 1, 7, 22
;

as, however, ^r\ has the form of a concrete,

we must remfember that it involves the idea

of a poor man, hence there is a sarcastic

Rmbignity, heightened by alliteration. Take

the LXX. and Masorets' sense, which is

merely to allow the obvious play between

D^non and D''"11DNn, and the sentiment is

true, and, curiously enough, equally corre-

sponds with the history).

The follo^^nng passage is one of great dif-

ficulty, but a very careful attention to its

precise wording and the equivoke it contains,

may perhaps afford a solution.

(15.) I have seen (' observed as matter

of fact'), with respect to all the Uves

(which the liXX. render ff6/jLTravTas tovs

^Qurat), the proceeding ones (part, piel pi.

with the article—LXX. tovs TrepnraTovvTas

—occurs here and Ps. civ. 3, Prov. vi. 1 1 ; 'as

they are advancing ' must be the meaning,

and hence the observation was made with

regard to the jirogress of these lives), under
the sun (that is, in this stage of their exist-

ence ; the limitation here is excessively im-

portant,) together with the child (with the

article, generic, and giving the meaning of

that which is ' begotten of them,' of course

children primarily, but not exclusively ; the

'heir' or ' successors ' would represent the

idea), the second {i.e. the immediate suc-

cessor) who stands in their stead (pi.,

which nevertheless the LXX. render dvr^

avTou, and rightly, because it is an instance

of a distributive plural, with regard to 1PM)-

(16.) There is nothing of an end {i.e.

' result,' occurs chap. iv. 8, 16) to aU the

people (with the article, Tojiravrl Xay, LXX.
—and in this book it appears as a collective

for the human race—see chap. xii. 9), to all

(repeated, hence with the meaning, ' that is

to all those' that (full relative) were before

them (but ' before' in the sense of in their

' presence,' not in the sense of ' before their

time '), moreover (introducing an additional

reason), the succeeding ones—(see 2 Chron.

ix. 29, xii. 15, which will give the exact mean-
ing) not (rather emphatic from its position,

' not at all ') will they {i.e. the people be-

fore them) rejoice in it ('it' is a singular

following a plural, and hence a distributive,

'any successor') for also this i.s a vanity

(an instance of evanescence) and vexing
(not 'vexation,' because this comes from

within) of spirit. Thus the sense is clear;

it is the conclusion of the argument. Kohe-
leth's observation has regard to the progress

of lives in relation to anything that may or

is to be produced by them in the way of

heritage—or, in other words, ho asks how far
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before them : they also that come after shall not

Surely this also ^'s vanity and vexation of spirit.

[chap. v.

rejoice in him.

CHAPTER V.

KEEP thy foot when thou goest to the house of God, and be

more ready to hear, than to give the sacrifice of fools : for

they consider not that they do evil.

2 Be not rash with thy mouth, and let not thine heart be hasty

to utter any ^ thing before God : for God is in heaven, and thou upon

earth : therefore let thy words be few.

3 For a dream cometh through the multitude of business ; and a

fool's voice is known by multitude of words.

4 When thou vowest a vow unto God, defer not to pay it ; for

he hath no pleasure in fools : pay that which thou hast vowed,

1 Or, word.

the present state of things can be explained

on the theory that it is a working for pos-

terity, and he shows that this is not an

explanation, for there is no result obtained

by the collective people in the present, be-

cause each age is the same morally as that

which went before it ; while, of course, with

regard to what is to succeed, the present

generation cannot rejoice in that, because

they will be all dead, and as the argument

is limited to what takes place under the

BUD, so all so-called progress is but an in-

stance of evanescence. The idea, if not that

contained in the observation of one who

selfishly observed, when requested to care

for posterity, ' that as posterity had done

nothing for him, he did not see why he

should do anything for posterity,' rests on

the same facts.

The sentence also, it appears, contains a

remarkable equivoke. ?'2? DyPI ?3? sounds

very like ?2 ?Dyn ?3?, and this division of

the words will make such good and pungent

sense that we can hardly imagine that the

equivoke was unintentional. The equivoke

is sought to be rendered in the paraphrase

by the addition of the words enclosed in the

brackets.

At this point we come to another division

in the book. Certain practical exhortations

follow, deduced from the previous arguments,

concerning human conduct, under the cir-

cumstances above set forth.

V. (1.) Keep thy feet (the Masorets have

altered this to the singular, but without suf-

ficient reason; yet the LXX. support the

Kri) as when (occurs chap. v. 3 (4), viii. 7
;

'as though' is the meaning here) thou
walkest (taking up the word from the last

clause above) towards the house of the

Deity (the LXX. render, of course correctly

as to sense by the double article, tov oXkov

rod Qeov— ' Thou art walking to the temple

of a Divine Providence ' is the idea), and
drawing near to hear (evidently ' in order

to hear'; hence the LXX. render iyyvs tov

aKoveiv some, however, with the A. V., take

this as an imperative, but the sense is better

preserved by rendering as the LXX. do),

more than giving of the befooled ones

(for we must not lose sight of the hiphil

form : they are deceived either by themselves

or others) a sacrifice. (The curious render-

ing of the LXX. by no means shows that they

did not understand the meaning, or even

would have altered the present pointing ; inr^p
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\carlhhj\ pleasure in that. Another instance of evanescence and
vexing of spirit.

Section IV.

—

Practical aplwrisms grounded 071 the foregoing.

/~^ UARD thou thy steps as one who art walking to the House of

^-^ the Divinity, and approach rather to hearken than to give, as

the fools do, a sacrifice ; who do not know when evil is being done.

Do not be hasty with thy lips, nor in thought hurry forth a word
against the Almighty, for that Almighty is in the heavens, and
thou art upon the earth : on this account let thy words be sparing.

Because just as there comes dreaming through a multitude of

anxieties, so there comes the voice of a befooled through a multitude

of reasonings.

(2.) Shouldst thou have vowed specially to God, do not be slow

to pay it ; because there is no providence with the befooled ones

:

SSfia tQv a<pp6uu)v dvffia (rov fulfils their con- not speak, no, do not even think, hastily) to

ditions of rendering, which is, if possible, to cause to send out a word (with the usual

preserve both the sense and the order, meaning of 'a reason to be acted on ') before

'above the gift of fools is thy sacrifice'), tbe Deity, because the Deity (as this is a

For they are not those instructed to the repetition, the word becomes emphatic, ' that

doing of (so the LXX., tov Troi^crat) evH. Deity ') in the heavens and thou (empha-
The sentence is purposely ambiguous and tic) on the earth, therefore be thy words
equivocal ; it is not clear at first sight a few (i.e. diminished rather than increased,

whether the fools are those who do evil, or hence the following). For comes the dream
whether it be the doing of evil generally in the multitude of ajixiety, and a voice

which is the point, but the following M'ill of a befooled one (for it is without the

seem to give a fair explanation of this dif- article) in the multitude of words (or

cult passage. The advice given after the ' reasons,' as above). The argument now
considerations above, is to walk reverently, passes over from rash speeches to rash

and to listen to what God's oracle will say, vows. A vow is a favourite resource with the

rather than do as fools do,—offer a sacrifice fodlish for obtaining the accomplishment of

to avert evil, which they do not after all know their wishes : they think to bribe Providence

to be such, and which, if it implies dissatisfjic- with gifts and offerings,

tion with these divine providential arrange-

ments, is a foolish, if not sinful, sacrifice. (4.) When thou hast vowed a vow ('If

This is further set forth in the following by any means thou hast done this,' lor con-

siderable emphasis is given by the repetition

of ' vow,' according to the well-known Hebrew

(2, 3.) Do not hasten (the hastiness of idiom) to God, do not defer to pay it (tlie

vexation, see Job iv. 5, xxiii. 15, Ps. vi. 10) alacrity with which men vow is commonly in

upon thy mouth (the preposition is by no strongcontrast with the tardiness with which

means redundant), and thy heart do not they pay), because there is nothing of

hurry (the usual word denoting the hurry providence (I'Sn, with its usual technical

of want of time. The meaning then is, do meaning, and also equivocal, in the sense of
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5 Better is it that thou shouldest not vow, than that thou

shouldest vow and not pay.

6 Suffer not thy mouth to cause thy flesh to sin ; neither

say thou before the angel, that it was an error : wherefore

should God be angry at thy voice, and destroy the work of thine

hands ?

7 For in the multitude of dreams and many words tlure, are also

divers vanities : but fear thou God.

8 IT If thou seest the oppression of the poor, and violent perverting

of judgment and justice in a province, marvel not ^at the matter:

for he that is higher than the highest regardeth ; and there he higher

than they.

9 ^ Moreover the profit of the earth is for all : the king hi7nsdf

is served by the field.

* Heh. at the will, or purpose.

' pleasure ') in befooled ones : with respect to

what thou hast vowed, pay (the LXX. ren-

der cti odv ' thou then,' but the emphasis given

by "IK'X nX may easily account for this).

(5.) A good is it that thou shouldst not

vow (the sentence is ambiguous, but the

equivoke is ' thou hadst better not vow '),

than that thou shouldst vow and not

pay.

(6.) Do not give with respect to thy

mouth (the DN is not redundant, 'do not

appoint,' which is the meaning of jDn), to

cause to make to sin with respect to thy

flesh (the meaning then must be, ' do not so

arrange matters as to cause thy mouth to

make thy flesh sin,' by, that is, preferring

the ease, pleasure, of the flesh or the like, to

the sacrifice caused by a redemption of the

vow), and do not say in the presence of

the angel (with the article ; had this been

noticed as it ought, less difficulty would

have been felt in the interpretation of this

passage ; the angel is the messenger of Pro-

vidence who comes to require the vow, and

whom, of course, with or without sufficient

reason, the person bound by the vow ex-

pects) that (""S) an error it is : (see Lev. iv.

2, 22, 27, and Numb. xv. 24, 25, 29 ; when

too this passage is compared with Lev. iv. 2,

we can have no doubt that 'XO 'S? here is

the equivalent of ''•'' 's? there) Why (LXX.
tVa 1X7], 'so that not'), should be angry

(Gen. xl. 2, Deut. i. 24) the Deity over thy

voice (Ginsburg, excellently, ' with thy

prattle'), and destroy (as this word is used

to signify the ' giving a pledge,' this peculiar

signification conveys the idea, ' destroy by

exacting a pledge,' ' make thee bankrupt by

insisting upon payment') with respect to

the work of your hands ?

(7.) For in a multitude of dreams
(' conjectures ' probably) and vanities and
reasonings, the much {i.e. these reasonings

are increased) ; for C^ is repeated, and this

repetition makes it emphatic— ' so indeed ')

with respect to the Deity fear. The pro-

bable meaning is, ' fear God under all cir-

cumstances : vanity and conjectures oidy

increase the reasons for so doing,'—thus is

revealed the real conclusion of the whole

treatise.

Koheleth now takes up a subject ineffec-

tually discussed before, and solves it with

this principle just enunciated : Fear God.

(8.) If oppression of the poor (see chap,

i V. 1 , 3, etc.), and wresting of judgment and
right, thou seest in a province (nntDD.

this has been considered a late word, and a
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just wliat tliou hast vowed pay. For it is better that thou shouklst

not vow, than that thou shouldst be vowing and not pay. Do
not allow thy mouth to cause thy body to sin ; and say not in

the presence of God's messenger, 'It was but an inadvertence:'

why should the Almighty be angry with your prattle, and put

an arrest on the work of your hands ? For in the multitude of

dreams and vanities even so reasons are multiplied that God is to

be feared.

(3.) If violent oppression of the poor, and wresting of justice and

right, should be observed by you in a jurisdiction, do not be surprised

at the providence ; for the lofty are watched by one loftier still, and

these lofty ones are—subjects.

And besides,

(i.) The produce of the earth is all in all : a king is a subject to

the field.

sign, moreover, that the writer lived in the

country and not in the city, as he says,

chap. i. 12 ; but though it occurs in the later

Hebrew (1 Kings xx. 14 is the first instance)

it is quite regularly formed, and is clearly in

place here), do not marvel (Ps. xlviii. 6,

Jer. iv. 9, to ' be astonished,' ' struck with

astonishment') over the providence (]*Dnn

with the article ; the LXX. render ry irpa.-^-

[i.a.Ti. in this instance, the word, however,

occurs in the technical meaning it has all

through the book, see chap. iii. 1, v. 4 (3)) ;

for high from ahove the high (which the

LXX. render word for word, v\pT]\bs iirdvia

v^T]\ov) keeps and high ones ahove them

(the sentence is enigmatic, perhaps prover-

bial, though the meaning is clear. Is it

possible that a play was intended between

?yD and pV^, Lev. v. 15, a ' transgression,'

T]2i being taken in the meaning of swell-

ing up, thus— ' Increasing transgression is

increasing regard ?
' In the same way the

O at the end of DTIQJ would unite with the

word following in utterance, and so help the

equivoke).

(9.) And the profit (as this is joined by a

conjunction with the former, we must look

upon it as a further argument in the same

chain of reasoning; the meaning will then

be ' and besides the produce ') of earth (not

the earth, the article is wanting) in all (the

LXX. render this by iirl with a dative,

hence they understood the preposition here

to mean ' for all,' which our version follows)

it is (fem., in close apposition therefore with

the nouD, but this noun must be P"ln^

which is fem., and the meaning is that it

exists subjectively, or is always there playing

its part) a king (again, not the king : any

king, therefore, however great,—Solomon

himself, or any other) to a field (again, not

the field, equivalent to some field ; the LXX.
render by the simple genitive) is served

(niphal ; this occurs only twice in the past

tense, here and at Ezek. xxxvi. 9, both in

the sense of tilling ; and the uiphal future

twice, at Deut. xxi. 4 and Ezek. xxxvi. 34,

again with the same meaning—no doubt

121! is used with the signification ' to serve

generally' in a vast number of places. It must

be observed, however, that a niphal is not

exactly the same as a passive, but has an

objective signification, so that it is often

nearer in meaning to the Greek middle voice

than our passive. Bearing this in mind,

we can have no further doubt over this

passage as to its principal scope,
—

' the king

is served of,' or ' a subject to the field.'

The idea is that the very highest are really

in a state of abject dependence—a single

day's starvation would have been sufficient
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10 He that lovetli silver shall not be satisfied with silver; nor he

that loveth abundance with increase : this is also vanity.

1

1

When goods increase, they are increased that eat them : and

what good is there to the owners thereof, saving the beholding of

them with their eyes ?

12 The sleep of a labouring man is sweet, whether he eat

little or much : but the abundance of the rich will not suffer him

to sleep.

1

3

There is a sore evil which I have seen under the sun, namely,

riches kept for the owners thereof to their hurt.

14 But those riches perish by evil travail: and he begetteth a

son, and there is nothing in his hand.

15 As he came forth of his mother's womb, naked shall he return

to go as he came, and shall take nothing of his labour, which he may

carry away in his hand.

16 And this also is a sore evil, that in all points as he came, so

to have brought to the dust Solomon or

Nebuchadnezzar. The other possible render-

ing, that 'the Jang is served by the field,' is

only the other side of the same truth, and

the sentence is equivocal, being ingeniously

constructed so as to read either way).

(10.) Loving silver (the Masorets point

as a participle, but however correct this

may be, the participial notion is in Ecclesi-

astes apparently not so prominent, as it is

when the poet is used written full) not

satisfies {i.e. as the nom. follows, ' shall not

be satisfied with ') silver (silver is doubled

here, and used of course in the sense of

money—the meaning being that ' a lover

of money no money ever satisfies '), and wlio

loving in a multitude (i.e. setting his

desires in a multitude of goods, or any-

thing else) not (but the LXX. in place of

a? possibly read i?, ' to him,' and this makes

far better and more pungent sense
—

'to him '

emphatic will then be the meaning) a

revenue (Num. xviii. 30, Deut. xsxiii. 14,

Prov. iii.l4, xviii. 20 ; or, still better, for the

word is derived from the root Kt2, 'to come,'

' an income.' Thus it is seen that the

two clauses are aimed respectively against

niggardliness and extravagance. The miser

and the spendthrift both never have enough);

also tMs is vanity (another instance of the

transitory and evanescent, as indeed it is,

because these riches look satisfactory and are

not).

(11.) In the multitudes of the good

(an abstract, with the article, and hence the

meaning is ' In the very increase of the pro-

perty itself, and as it increases,' this being

the meaning of the plural, which is distribu-

tive) multiply the eatings of it (or, for the

n may be considered paragogic, and so

making, as it were, an abstract of the poel

participle, 'consumers'), and what is the

success (pili'S, see ii. 21, refs.) to the

owners of it {i.e. to ownership), except

seeing (TT'X"), this the Masorets alter to

n1^<"l, but unnecessarily, for there is a slight

difference in the sense here, which will

account for the unusual grammatical form
;

a causative or hiphil notion is implied by it

;

hence the LXX. dpxv toD opdv, ' the prior-

ity to see,') his eyes ? {i.e. each one with

his eyes, sing, following plural).

(12.) Sweet (but the participial form of

the noun must not be overlooked, nor the

feminine termination, equivalent to a ' sweet-

ness,') is the sleep of the slave (' of the

toiler,' with the article), if a little, or if the
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(ii.) A lover of money no money ever satisfied ; and who that

loved profusion ever had sufficient income? Another

instance of the evanescent.

(iii.) As property increases, so increases consumption too; and

what success then has ownership, but just the right of

beholding it ?

(iv.) How sweet is the sleep of the slave, if a little, or if much he

eats : but a sufficiency to one who is enriched—does not

cause rest to him so that he sleeps.

(v.) There is this evil infirmity which I have observed in this

work-day world : Kiches kept by an owner to his own

injury ; for the wealth itself perishes in an uncertainty

which is distressing : so that when he begets an heir, he

has in his hand just nothing at all. For naked as when

he came forth from the womb of his mother does he go

out of the world again ; and nothing whatever does he take

mucb lie eats (there is a peculiar force in

contrasting ' ilie much,' n2"in, with the

article, with OyJD without it; even if he

should eat to tlie. much [i.e. as large a quantity

as he can) it will do him no harm : no night-

mare will trouble him who has earned his

hearty meal by his hard work), tout tbe

satisfaction (as contrasted with T\1'\T\) to

the enriclied it is not that whicti is caus-

ing rest (hiphil participle) to him (emphatic)

to sleep (an equivoke here is to be found in

W^J'n and -ftJ*!?^, remembering that VnK',

' seven,' is used so commonly for ' complete-

ness,' and "iK'y, 'ten,' as 'rich' and 'over-

flowing;' seven with ten has a peculiar

meaning in the symbohsm of numbers).

(13.) There is an evil (abstract, a par-

ticular kind of evil), a sickness (another

abstract) I have seen under the sun—
wealth keeping to [i.e. being kept by) its

possessors to their hurt.

(14.) And perishes, that riches, that

same (a.s we should say, ' those very same

riches ') in an uncertainty (1*3^3, another

instance of this word ; we see that in this

case also (see chap. i. 13, refs.), the mean-

ing ' anxious uncertainty ' exactly suits the

context), which is an evil (this anxious care.

instead of doing any good, is but a simple

mischief), and he is caused to beget a son

(to whom, of course, he would have wished

to bequeath his wealth), and there is nothing

in his hand at all (which the LXX. render

by a double negative, and hence we must

render ' and has in his hand even nothing

at all').

(15.) And as he came out from the

womb of his mother naked (which is

reserved to the end of the clause, making

it emphatic ; it is moreover written full, so

that a slight additional emphasis is given by

this to the ' state of nakedness' existing),

he returns to go back (somewhat stronger

than goes back—he comes to this state

through intermediate stages) just as he

came ('as he was at the first, so now is he

at the last '), and nothing at all does he not

lift up (Gen. vii. 17, ' bear' as a burden) in

his toil (as we say, 'have for his pains,''

observing the meaning of ?12V, not the

labour but the anxiety which causes, or re-

sults from, the labour) which he takes in

his hand.

(16.) And, moreover, this same evil

sickness, aU over against {T\'OV ?3 occurs

as two words here only ; riDy? is the ordi-
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shall lie go: and what profit hath he that hath laboured for the

wind ?

17 All his days also he eateth in darkness, and he Imth much
sorrow and wrath with his sickness.

18 IF Behold tliat which. I have seen: ^t^ w good and comely /or

one to eat and to drink, and to enjoy the good of all his labour that

he taketh under the sun ^all the days of his life, which God givetli

him : for it is his portion.

19 Every man also to whom God hath given riches and wealth,

and hath given him power to eat thereof, and to take his portion,

and to rejoice in his labour ; this is the gift of God.

20 ^For he shall not much remember the days of his life;

because God answereth him in the joy of his heart.

^ Heb. there is a good which is comely, etc.

^ Heb. the number of the days.

® Or, though he give not much, yel he remeniLereth, etc.

nary form, it has the meaning of ' against,'

over against,' see Ex. xxv. 27, 2 Sam. xvi.

1 3 ; it has been proposed to read noy?3, in

which case the meaning will be as in the

above— ' precisely as,' LXX. Ihcnrep yap, but

this is to a certain extent to cut the knot

rather than untie it. Now DDy occurs sepa-

rately here only, and if DOl? really exists, it is

a noun feminine in regimen ; now the mean-

ing of Dy, which is presented both in ' people

'

and in the prep. ' with,' gives evidently

something 'collected' or ' gathered,' hence

nXDJ? would mean a ' collection ' or ' instance,'

andDOy 'collection 'or 'instance of,'and then

the exact meaning of "]} ?3 will be ' every

instance of his going '), wliicli lie comes
(close relative, the reason of which is now
BufGciently evident, meaning, 'just as he

comes ;

' he simply goes round in a circle

without accomplishing anything, or returns

back on bis own track in every instance)

so (emphatic, standing apart from its noun,

equal 'just so') does he go, and what profit

to him who has toiled (close relative again,

'in that he has toiled ') to the wind ? (which,

see chap. i. 6, returns back again as it did

before. 'To' is here not exactly the same
as ' like to,' but very near it ; but perhaps

also because his toil or care is to his spirit,

as it has no effect otherwise.)

(17.) Moreover, all his days in darkness
(for, of course, all this time he has never

any idea which way he was really going, or

what he is dding) lie eats (or consumes),

and disappointment is the much (or is

multiplied), and his sickness and wrath
(l!ikp is that kind of wrath which arises from

anger with a person on account of something

wrong. This miserable life is summed up,

it appears, in four particulars— (1.) All his

days he eats in darkness; (2.) the vexa-

tion of disappointment consumes him
; (3.)

he is sick, or rather, in this general sense, he

is afflicted
; (4.) he is angry, for those mis-

takes and disappointments.)

(18.) Behold (for this introduces the

manifest result of his observation) that

which I have seen, even I myself (the result

therefore of his own personal experience), a

real good ; which also (the full relative here

has this meaning, because it is repeated) is

suitable to the eating (i.e. active enjoy-

ment), to the drinking (which is passive),

and to the seeing of goodness (the lamed

is repeated before each full infinitive, and

the attstract ("131D follows, which therefore

gives the meaning that what he had observed

was, ' that it was proper that one should eat,

or one should drink, or should see good
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from his care, which he can hokl in his hand. jNIoreover,

in this is discovered that evil infirmity, that precisely as

he began, so does he leave off; and what possible advan-

tage can there be, that he toiled for the wind ? Moreover,

all his days he consumes in darkness : his disappointment

is very great indeed : he has sickness and is sorry.

Manifest, then, is that real good which I have observed, viz., that

it is proper to eat, and to drink, and so to see good in all one's toil

which one may toil in this hot work-day world, as the tale of one's

daily life. For this is what God gives, and this is one's own posses-

sion. And beside, should the Almighty appoint to any individuals

of the human race, riches, possessions, and the power to enjoy them,

and so to make use of their possessions, and rejoice in their toil

—

this is sijnply a Divine appointment. For the memory of the days

of the past life is not of much importance ; but the Almighty rather

exercises men in their present emotions.

in,' etc., i.e. any or all of these) ; and (re-

peated, meaning ' and also') in all Ms toil

which (contracted relative) he toils over

(toil is thus made very emphatic, the mean-

ing is, 'for which one so earnestly or unceas-

ingly toils,' for observe also, as no nomina-

tive is expressed, the verb is impersonal)

under the sun the number (the root "I2D

has the meaning to count or enumerate,

hence the idea ' as one is counting one's

days') of the days of his life which gives

to him (emphatic) the Deity (nom. following

verb, with the usual shade of meaning),

because it is his portion (i.e. what belongs

to him, but in the future he has no portion,-

that no man has any right over).

(19.) Moreover, all the man {i.e. every

one of the human race considered collec-

tively and in the abstract) which gives to

him (equivalent to one to whom) God (gives

or appoints) wealth and riches, and it is

caused him to have power in order to eat

(which we have seen is used as the highest

type of enjoyment in the active sense) of it,

and to take his portion (for a man may
possess without being able to eat or enjoy at

all, hence the necessity for this clause in the

course of the argument.; StJ'J has the

meaning to ' lift up,' ' carry,' or ' bear '),

and to rejoice in his toil (which—consider-

ing the exact meaning assigned in this book

to ?Dy, the 'care' one takes in one's labour

—to rejoice in is to see it come to a successful

end) ; this same (the Masorets put here

a strong disjunctive accent) a gift of God
it is.

(20.) For not the much he remembers
(but as no nominative precedes or follows,

the verb is impersonal) the days of his life,

and for (the second ''3 introducing a reason

in addition to and confirmatory of the first)

the Deity answers (this is the only place

in which the participle hiphil occurs ; in

one other place the participle pual—Isa. liii.

4, which differs only from the hiphil in its

pointing, occurs evidently in the sense of

' afflicted,' which the LXX. render by iv

KaKwa-et, ' in affliction.' The future hiphil

is used at 1 Kings viii. 35 and 2 Chron.

vi. 26, parallels, and is translated 'thou

dost afflict them.' On the whole, however,

the meaning, as pointed out by ZiJkler, and

which the LXX. confirm, seems to be,

'hears them by vouchsafing;' and as this

answer is painful or joyful, as the case may
he, and more usually the former, ' exer-

cises' would be a suitable rendering) in the

joy of (or by means of the joy, ~2, of the
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CHAPTER VI.

THEEE is an evil which I have seen under the sun, and it is

common among men

:

2 A man to whom God hath given riches, wealth, and honour, so

that he wanteth nothing for his soul of all that he desireth, yet God

giveth him not power to eat thereof, but a stranger eateth it : this is

vanity, and it is an evil disease.

3 IT If a man beget an hundred children, and live many years, so

that the days of his years be many, and his soul be not filled with

good, and also that he have no burial ; I say, that an untimely birth

is better than he.

4 Tor he cometh in with vanity, and departeth in darkness, and

his name shall be covered with darkness.

5 Moreover he hath not seen the sun, nor known any thing : this

hath more rest than the other.

6 H Yea, though he live a thousand years twice told, yet hath he

seen no good : do not all go to one place ?

instrument ; it is an abstract in regimen,

'in tbe joyousness' or 'rejoicings of) Ms
heart. Thus, then, the two reasons given

stand related thus : Present gratification is

the lot of humanity, because the past is not

much remembered. The c/w'e/remembrance

—for this is the meaning of Hiin—is not

in the past. The deepest sorrows fade

away quickly into forgetfulness ;
and so also

the brightest joys. They have, no doubt,

some influence by recollection, but not

mv^Ji. And thus the Deity, or God re-

garded as the supreme providential ruler,

exercises us. He responds to our anxieties,

afflicts us, or chastens us, or causes us

pleasure by means of joys given or taken

away, as tbe case may be. Again, these

are spoken of as joys of our hearts, or

of our inward desires and consciousness,

which is the meaning of ' heart ' in this

book ; our emotional yiature, as the- idea

would stand expressed in the nomenclature

of modern philosophy.

VI. (].) There is (exists) an evil which

I have seen \mder the sun, and common

(literally 'much') it is (fem. emp.) over

the man [i.e. mankind in general).

(2.) A man (K>''N, not Dns*, for it is equi-

valent to our 'one' indefinitely), which
gives to him (emphatic) the Deity (one to

whom the Deity gives, that is) riches, and
possessions (chap. v. 1 9) , and honour, and
he is not lacking to his soul of aU which
he desires (the expression is peculiar, and

is designed to bring into prominence the fact

that to this person nothing at all is lack-

ing ; as we say, 'he wants for nothing')

and not causes to him power, does the

Deity to eat (in the usual sense of ' enjoy
'

or ' use ') from it, for a man (again K'^N,

' one '), a stranger, eats it (equivalent to

' some stranger or another really enjoys it').

This is vanity and sickness, which is an

evil, (indeed) it is.

(3.) If is caused to beget a man (again

^^\^, 'should one beget') a hundred (chil-

dren is to be supplied, but not prominently
;

begetting is used in its widest sense), and

years many (plural, equivalent to 'years,
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rr^HERE is another evil which I have observed in this work-day

-^ workl, and a common one is it upon mankind : one who has

appointed to him by the Almighty riches, possessions, and honour,

and there is nothing lacking to him which he could possibly desire

;

and yet the Almighty Himself does not allow him to have any enjoy-

ment of it ; but some stranger or other enjoys it. This is an instance

of evanescence, and an infirmity which is indeed an evil. Suppose

one were to beget a hundred children, and he should have many
years, yes, many indeed may be the days of his years, and his soul

not satisfied with good, and he have no burial,—I should say, that

better off than such an one is an abortion. For in evanescence it

begins, and in darkness departs, and its name in that darkness is

concealed ; it has not seen light ; he has not known rest ; the one

is no better than the other. Suppose he had even lived a thousand

years twice over, and seen no good in them, does he not arrive at

altogether -the same result as abortion ?

and many of them ') should live, and many
(singular) Which they are the days of his

years ('and the days of his years should be

ever so many,' his life being expressed both

in days and years to give strong prominence

to the fact of its duration), and his soul not

satisfied from out of the good (the abstract

with the article, hence equivalent to our

'good,' standing alone), and moreover

burial (the abstract of the past participle,

used, of course, as the place of burial—see

Gen. XXXV. 20, xlvii. 30, but with a shade

of difference from "lip—comp. Gen. xlvii.

30 with Gen. 1. 5, for here, too, we notice

that mUp is written full) is not to be to

him (emjih. To have no burial, no one to

lament him or erect a tomb over him—to be

worse off than Jelioiakim, Jer. xxii. 19, who

had the burial of an ass—is such a terrible

failure to a man who had possessed a hun-

dred children, of whom some at least might

have shown him this last honour, that it

may well be cited as an instance of failure

of human felicity), I say a good better

than his (emphatic) is the abortion (i.e.

that abortion is a better lot).

(4, 5.) For in vanity he comes, and in

darkness he goes, and in darkness (re-

peated, equivalent, therefore, to ' in that

darkness ') his name is covered ; moreover

the sun not seen (which is the lot of the

abortion), and not knowing rest (the lot of

the person here spoken of), to this there is

no more than that. The Masorets, how-

ever, by their accentuation, show that they

understood the verse somewhat differently.

They render, 'a sun he does not see and

does not know ; the rest of this is more than

that;' but this rendering it; obscure and

clumsy, and makes the words 'does not

know' superfluous, besides interrupting the

argument. The LXX. render verbatim

:

/ca^ye Vjkiov ovk elSev Kal ovk ^yvu dvaTrau-

creis TovTCi> vw^p tovtov, which is clear

enough with the Hebrew before us, but is

quite unintelligible without it, hence the

text has been attempted to be amended in

various ways (see Stier and Theile's Poly-

glot).

(6.) And if (this particle occurs Est. vii.

4 only, equivalent to v DS1, but common
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7 'All tlie labour of man is for his mouth, and yet the ^ appetite

is not filled.

8 For what hath the wise more than the fool ? what hath the

poor, that knoweth to walk before the living ?

9 Better is the sight of the eyes ^than the wandering of the

desire : this is also vanity and vexation of spirit.

10 That which hath been is named already, and it is known that

it IS man: neitlier may he contend with him that is mightier

than he.

11 IT Seeing there be many things that increase vanity, what is

man the better ?

12 For who knoweth what is good for man in this life, ^all the

days of his vain life which he spendeth as a shadow ? for who can

tell a man what shall be after him under the sun ?

1 Heb. soul. - Heb. walking of the soul.

3 Heh. the number of the days of the life of his vanity.

in later Hebrew and Chaldee. It is one of

those words from which many critics infer a

late date to this book ; but is it not used

for the sake of the alliteration with ^7T\

below?) he lived a thousand years twice

told, and goodness not seen (as there is no

nominative expressed, these verbs are in

the nature of impersonals, and express the

fact generally), is it not to a place which

is the same (lit. 'one') the whole (i.e. the

totality of such persons) is going?

(7.) Every toil of the man [i.e. humanity)

is to his mouth (remembering the meaning

of ^Oy, the sense is clear ; the anxiety of

men is directed to their mouths, to satisfy

physical or moral hunger), and besides the

soul (i.e. the self, the ego, as metaphysicians

write) is not filled (i.e. satisfied, or fills

itself).

(8.) For what is profiting to the wise

beyond the befooled? what (repeated, 'even

what') to the poor (but 'poor' in the sense

of oppressed or unfortunate) made to know

to walk in the presence of the living ones ?

We must notice, in explaining this very

obscure passage, that D''''nn, being with the

article, must be looked upon as denoting

lives generally ; moreover 133 has the

meaning of 'in the presence of,' 'amongst,'

'in the midst of.' Thus the advantage, or

that which is really profitable to the wise,

is to know how to walk, proceed, or act ; to

know which way to go in the presence of

the living ; in what way, therefore, to direct

himself through life and amongst its plea-

sures and difficulties, so as to make no

mistakes as the befooled does. Thus we
obtain a connected sense. The anxiety is

for enjoyment, but satisfaction is impos-

sible. What, then, is the advantage or

profit of wisdom, in the sense of knowing

what is best to do under a given set

of circumstances? and what advantage

gives it over the man who is dissatisfied

equally, but does not know this ? The

answer is, Just the same as to a man in dis-

tress, who can manage to live. Existence

itself is the struggle for life ; but the wise

rise to the top, and the fools sink.

(9.) Good is the seeing of the eyes above

the walking the soul (but the participle

nX"lD is singular, and eyes are plural, hence

'better is a sight with the eye than,' etc.

But may not there be this equivoke ? "J/HD

might be a participle also, and then the
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All the toil of humanity is for the gratification of appetite, and

yet the desires are never satisfied. What profit then is there to the

wise above the befooled ? simply that which it is to a man in distress

to maintain himself in the presence of the living. Good is a sight

with one's eyes above a longing for one knows not what : another

instance this of evanescence and vexation of spirit.

What then is that which will be ? The present state of things,

called by its true name, and known what it really is—Old Adam,

unable to obtain a decision in a cause with a Power superior to him-

self. For there are numberless reasons, and they only increase the

demonstration of evanescence, and that there could be no profit to

humanity. For no one can tell what is a real good to mankind in

any life: that life being a number of evanescent days, which he

spends as a shadow, and of which no one can tell to any man what

shall result to him—in this hot work-day world.

whole would read thus, 'A real good, the

seeing of the' eye, the wandering of the

Boul '). Moreover, this is vanity and vexa-

tion of spirit (this clause being in this case

the answer to the above. So curt and enig-

matical a sentence was no doubt in some

way intended to be equivocal).

(10.) What is that which wiU be ? The

present (comp. eh. i. 10, refs.) is called its

name (to be called by its name is of course

equivalent to our 'accurately described'), and

it is known (subjectively) what it is(emph.),

even man (but here without the article, an

' instance ' then of ' an Adam ' or human

person), and not able to decide with the

mightier than he (empli., |n?, Ps. 1. 4,

Isa. iii. 13 ; this the A. V. renders rightly

' to contend with,' because JH has the mean-

ing of 'judge' in the sense of 'decide in a

court of justice.' *l''15nnB' occurs Job xiv.

20, xvi. 24, and chap. iv. 12, and as an adj.

in the hiphil form here only. The Masorets

notice that the H is superfluous; but this

could only have been because they did not

see, as the LXX. did (who add the article

Toxi iaxvpov, 'the strong'), that it means 'the

strong one' generically ;
' what is stronger,'

as we say, or, noticing the hiphil form, 'what
is made stronger,' and which is clearly man's
destiny, decided by an overruling providence

which he cannot escape).

(11.) For there exist words (reasonings,

in tlie technical use of the word in this

book) the much {i.e. to the full) multiply-

ing vanity, what is the profiting to

humanity? The meaning seems to be

that there could be adduced a still greater

number of reasons, all of which would show
that human life was evanescent ; but what
-is the profit, or use, of stating them to

humanity, or bringing them forward? and

as inV naturally refers to D''"lZn, the near-

est nominative, it must be taken as a dis-

tributive singular
; so that this interpreta-

tion is the simplest the grammar of the pas-

sage admits.

(12.) For (another additional reason) who
knows what is a good to man in his lives

(D1X, followed by plural, ' lives,' in ani/

life, therefore), the number of the days

of his life {i.e. as he passes the days of that

life), his vanity (that evanescent life of his),

and he makes them as a shadow (the

LXX. render iv ctki^, but this may be ad
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CHAPTER VII.

A GOOD name is better than precious ointment ; and the day of

death than the day of one's birth.

2 IT /^ is better to go to the house of mourning, than to go to the

house of feasting: for that is the end of all men; and the living will

lay it to his heart.

3 ^ Sorrow is better than laughter : for by the sadness of the

countenance the heart is made better.

4 The heart of the wise is in the house of mourning ; but the

heart of fools is in the house of mirth.

5 It is better to hear the rebuke of the wise, than for a man to

hear the song of fools.

6 For as the ^ crackling of thorns under a pot, so is the laughter

of the fool : this also is vanity.

7 IF Surely oppression maketh a wise man mad ; and a gift

destroyeth the heart.

^ Or, anger. ^ Heh. sound.

sensum only, not because they read differ-

ently) which (full relative, because the whole

idea is referred to, it may be best rendered

'because') who (repeated, and so giving

emphasis) teUs to man what shall be after

him (i.e. what shall succeed him) under the

sun. The limitation is necessary, and espe-

cially here, as this passage closes the argu-

ment thus far. What is to follow is in the

nature of detached and paradoxical aphor-

isms, illustrating these truths : they are

some of these many arguments demonstrating

human evanescence and transitoriness, but

stated less formally than heretofore.

VII. (1.) Good is a name, above oint-

ment good (there is an alliteration here

which gives great pungency to the sentence.

The Masorets commence this paragraph with

a large letter. The Jews have discovered

many mysteries in these letters, but here,

perhaps, it is sufBcient reason to allege that

a new division of the subject begins) ; and

the day (but without the article) of the

death above the day of his birth (equiva-

lent to one's birth, for there is no nominative

expressed. Some have remarked that the

second clause being connected by a con-

junction with the first, is to be looked upon

as containing a consequence of the fact stated

in the first ; which is quite true if not pressed

too far. Possibly the idea might be pre-

sented thus

—

AH the ointment's costly fame
Is not so good as a good name.

And thus it comes that dead saints die

In odour of sweet sanctity).

(2.) Good is it to go to the house of

mourning, more than to go to the house

of feasting, in which (full relative) is (em-

phatic) the end of aU the man (the end of

all humanity generally : every real biography

is a tragedy and ends with a death), and the

living one wiU give it to his heart.

(3.) Good is vexation (the vexation of

disappointment—see chap. i. 18, refs.) above

laughter ; for in the evil (concrete, and

therefore an evil or distortion) of the faces

(pi., but D''JD is so generally, as the face
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Section IV. continued.—Providential Paradoxes leading u]j to the

conclusion, Fear God.

(1.) /^ OOD is a name, (2.) good more than spikenard's fame;

^-^ and a deathday is better than one's birthday.

(3.) Good is it to go to the house of mourning, rather than to go to

the house of feasting ; because therein is the end of every human
thing, and the living should lay it to his heart.

(4.) Good is disappointment above laughter ; for by spoiling the

features the heart is improved. That heart of the wise which is in

the house of the mourning, when the heart of the befooled is in the

house of mirth.

(5.) Good is it to hear the rebuke of the wise, more than that any

should hear the song of the befooled.

For as the crackling of thorns under a pot, so is the cackling of

the befooled—and besides, it is evanescent.

Yet affliction makes false a wise man's hope, and destroys the

heart of liis purpose.

is double) is bettered (a pe. jud verb, with

double jud) the heart. I think the equi-

voke here is, ' the worse one looks, the

better one gets.'

(4.) The heart of wise ones (as 'heart'

is repeated again, it gives the idea of 'that

heart' spoken of before. This, however, as

occurring in a new clause containing a

fresh sentiment, must not be pressed

too far) is in the house of mourning, and

the heart of befooled ones in the house

of rejoicing. This aphorism is very sug-

gestive : the heart of the wise is improved

in the house of sadness ; fools, or rather be-

fooled ones, who are mistaken with their

own joy, are improved in the house of feast-

ing, but it is an improvement in evil. This

equivoke the rendering of the LXX. pre-

serves.

(5.) Good is it to hear the rebuke of a

wise one (myj occurs in this book here

only, but at Prov. xiii. 1, 8, xvii. 10), above

a man {i.e. any one) hearing a song of

befooled ones (the hiphil form is here espe-

cially to be noticed, ' many befooled ones

sing ;' as Jeremy Taylor says, ' We com-

monly enter singing into the snare.' Gins-

burg would amend this passage by relegating

the ^^^ to the first clause ; but this is to

miss the point, which is, that 'it is better to

listen to a wise rebuking, than for any 07ie

to hear the song of the befooled').

(6.) For as the voice of the thorns under
the pot (there is both alliteration and equi-

voke here, the root "lID having the mean-

ing, 'to turn aside,' 'be crooked,' etc., and

*1D, 'displeased,' 1 Kings xx. 43, xxi. 4)

so (the word ' so ' is somewhat emphatic, as

standing alone) a laugh of the befooled

(generic), also this is vanity (i.e. an instance

of evanescence).

(7.) For the oppression (generic, ' the

affliction of life') makes mad (pool future,

occurs Job xii. 7, Isa. xlii. 5; compare also

chap. ii. 2, which we have seen is the mad-

ness of false expectation) a wise man (hence
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8 Better is tlie end of a thing than the beginning thereof: and
the patient in spirit is better than the proud in spirit.

9 Be not hasty in thy spirit to be angry : for anger resteth in tlie
bosom of fools.

10 Say not thou, What is tlu cause, that the former days were
better than these ? for thou dost not inquire ^wisely concerning this.

11 IT Wisdom 2^•s good with an inheritance: and ly it there is
profit to them that see the sun.

12 For wisdom zs a 3 defence, and money is a defence: but the
excellency of knowledge is, that wisdom giveth Ufe to them that
have it.

13 Consider the work of God: for who can make that straight,
which he hath made crooked ?

* Heb. out of wisdom.

^ Or, as good as an inlieritance, yea, better too. Ileb. shadow.

the meaning must be, that the oppressions

or afHictions of life put out the calculations

of the wise, and make their expectation

false) and destroys with respect to tlie

heart (2P nX, therefore emphatic ; hence
the LXX. render ttjv napdlav, and the mean-
ing is, that affliction (comp. ch. iv. 1) not

only makes his expectations false, but dis-

appoints his desires ; which clearly, with
the advantages of sorrow stated above, it

ought not to do to a wise man) of his pur-
pose. (Following the LXX., who derive the

word from the root }nO, whichexists in the

Arabic, and also in the Syriac—see Bern-

stein, s. v., ^AkiZ") 'moratusest,' 'tardus

fuit ;' ' that which is purposed or appointed'

would be quite a natural meaning, for JJIJ

not only has the meaning 'to give,' but also
' to settle or appoint.' If we render with the

A. V. 'gift,' we introduce an idea altogether

new and strange, while with the rendering

supported by the LXX. and unpointed text,

the aphorism connects itself with what went
before and follows after.

(8.) Good is the end of a matter (in its

technical sense of a reasoning) above its

heginning
; good is a long spirit above a

high spirit (this is equivocal; ' Zow^/ suffering

is better than high mindedness ' will render
the equivoke. Thus, then, it appears that
these aphorisms are all closely related to
one another, or, at any rate, hang on the
same thread of argument. The existence of
oppression makes the wise man mad by
reason of disappointed hopes, and destroys
his purpose; but he must wait to see the
end, and be patient. 'Good' has occurred
in seven paradoxical relations, having the
appearance of evil. The same strain is con-
tinued in the following, but the argument is

somewhat different).

(9.) Do not hasten in thy spirit to be
angered (by disappointment), for anger in
the bosom of befooled ones rests.

(10.) Do not say (ba, the particle of pro-
hibition being repeated, this second is equi-
valent to ' neither say') what was (liow was
it) that the days (with the article, and
therefore generic), the former ones (again
generic, in strict apposition) were good ones
beyond these (the whole construction of the
sentence shows that the Laudator temporis
acti is here specially reprehended), because
not from wisdom {i.e. the wisdom of sucli

an inquiry is here negatived) thou askest

(?XD' is to ask in the sense of wishing to

have—Ex. iii. 22) upon (or about) this.
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(6.) [Yet] good is the end of a matter, and more tliau its begin-

ning.

(7.) [And] good is tlie long-suffering soul above the high swelling

spirit.

Do not be in haste to be disappointed ; for disappointment nestles

in the bosom of the befooled.

Do not say either, How was it that former days were so good as

compared with these ? because it is not wisdom which prompts you

to inquire in this way.

As good is wisdom as an inheritance, and something more, to

those who see the sunshine ; for the shelter of wisdom is just as the

shelter of money : but the profit of knowdedge is, the wisdom that

enables its possessor to live.

Consider then, with regard to the working of the Almighty, that

none is able to explain with regard to what He has made com-

(11.) A good is wisdom (the two noiina

both abstracts or in strict agreement) to-

gether with an mheritance, and a profit-

able tMng (in^l, which the Masorets point

as a participle, not }"l"in'',"which would give

a different idea, i.e. a 'profit generally,'

which, in the sense of this book, wisdom is

not always, for it fails, through unforeseen

accidents, of always attaining its end, and

sometimes perishes like folly ; but with an

inheritance, wisdom to know how to use it

is always a real advantage in some way even

in this life, and hence the qualification) to

those that see the sun (generic, as a sun

which is light and warmth indeed, but also

glare and heat).

(12.) For In shadow of the wisdom

is in shadow of the silver. (The sen-

tence, whichever way we take it, is enig-

matical, as indeed the form shows. The

LXX. render ad semum, 'Because in her

shadow, wisdom is as the shadow of silver,'

but very probably not because they read

differently, this rendering merely gives the

equivoke ; for the literal meaning of the

sentence, as it stands in the text, is,

' Because in the shadow of wisdom generi-

cally, is the same as to be in the shadow

of money.'' The idea of shadow arises

naturally from that of sunshine, spoken of

above ; for we must remember that in the

East, shadow is always desired, and it is to

the natives of southern Europe and Asia the

symbol of pleasant refreshment. Shadov^r

and sun are cognate ideas—see Ps. xci. 1,

Isa. xxxii. 2. Again, the root f]D3 has the

meaning to desire earnestly—see Job xiv.

15, Ps. xvii. 12 ; hence the further play

upon the words.) And a profit of a know-
ledge of the wisdom ? (generic, this special

wisdom, but the passage might also be ren-

dered, and a ' profit of knowledge, it is wis-

dom which,' etc.) it enlivens its possessor.

(The Masorets, by accenting Dyi with

zakeph, separate it from what follows, and

so render as above. Thus the meaning is

—

' and there is this advantage in the know-
ledge of wisdom, it makes its possessor live,'

or gives him life : but not absolutely so
;

this appears from what follows.)

(13.) See (as the verb stands first, this is

the emphatic word in the sentence, equi-

valent, therefore, to 'observe, however')

with respect to the working of the Deity,

for who is enabled to set in order (occurs

chaps, i. 15, xii. 9 only, and is a word

peculiar to Ecclesiastes ; it is used in the
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14 In the day of prosperity be joyful, but in the day of adversity

consider: God also hath ^set the one over against the other, to the

end that man should find nothing after him.

15 All tilings have I seen in the days of my vanity : there is a just

man that perisheth in his righteousness, and there is a wicked man

that prolongeth Ms life in his wickedness.

1

6

Be not righteous over much ; neither make thyself over wise

:

why shouldest thou ^ destroy thyself?

1

7

Be not over much wicked, neither be thou foolish : why

shouldest thou die ^before thy time ?

18 /^ is good that thou shouldest take hold of this; yea, also

* Heh. made. ° Heh. be desolate. ^ Heb. not in thy time.

technical sense of ' resolve,' or ' account

for,' a providential mystery) with respect

to that which (the LXX. give the force of

this nX here by the rendering hv clp 6 Qebs)

He hath involved it? (niy, in hithpael,

occurs Job xix. 6, chaps, i. 15, and xii. 3.

The cognate Hll? occurs nearly as often, and

with the same signification, which is the

exact opposite of JpH, ' to involve,' ' make

complex.' ' Who can resolve that with

respect to which He has determined that

it shall'be involved ?
' is the precise meaning

given by the suffix to the verb.)

(14.) In a day of good (HnitO, the abs-

tract here having the meaning of ' pro-

sperity ' ) be in good (which the LXX.
render, ' live in good,' and as the root

is repeated, we must render, that good),

and in a day of (with the meaning,

'and in a time also of) evil (abstract as

above) see (emphatic, not only from the

alliteration of nyi and HN"!, but from its

being the same word at the end as at the

beginning, ver. 13). Moreover, with respect

to this, to the counterpart (D'OV?, see chap.

v. 16 (15), where this word is discussed) of

that makes {i.e. so works) the Deity, for

the reason (DI^T pV> occurs chaps, iii. 18,

vii. 14, viii. 2, and in the same sense ' to the

intent that') he might not (contract relative,

with the negative, and involving its usual

subjunctive meaning) find even humanity,

his future (i.e. that which comes after him

or encceeds, whether this be due to his own

labour or otherwise) anything (which is

reserved to the end of the sentence, and is

equivalent to ' anything at all.' Thus, then,

the transition to the next clause is quite

manifest. It follows of course that this

uncertainty as to the result applies even in

the case of virtue and vice : this, therefore,

is the topic next discussed).

(15.) With regard to the whole (with

DX and the article, ' with regard to the

whole of life ' is therefore the meaning, as

so often in this book—see chap. i. 2) I have

observed in the days of my vanity (with

the idea, therefore, ' so far as my short ex-

perience goes ') that there is (a person or

thing) made right, yet perishing in his

righteousness, and that there is (as Ci*^

is repeated it becomes emphatic, and thus

we must render ' there also is
'
) an im-

pious caused to be prolonging (himself)

in his mischief {i.e. the hiphil participle

gives the idea that this prolongation of life

by evil means, or the like, is due to the

wickedness itself: it is again the problem

of successful impiety ; for the word "["'"ISO

comp. Ex. XX. 12).

(16.) Do not be made right too much,

and do not (repeated, ' do not also ') make
thyself wise (the hithpael occurs only Ex. i.

10, and has a sinister meaning. Pharaoh's

policy with the children of Israel was for

the time dealing wisely, but also a ' prolong-

ing in wickedness ') to excess (' or over and
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plex. In the day then of good, accept the good ; in the day of

distress, discern : for the one indeed hath the Ahnighty appointed as

the counterpart of the other, for the very purpose that Humanity
should by no means be able to discover anything of what is to result.

With regard to the whole of life, then, I have observed during
the days of my evanescent existence that there may be a just man
who perishes by reason of his justice, and there may be an impious
man who prolongs his existence by his wrong. Do not be then
righteous to excess, or make thyself wise too confidently: why
shouldest thou be grievously disappointed? but then, do not be
wicked to excess either, and by no means become a clever fool : why
shouldest thou die when it is not thy time ? It is good that thou

above what is reasonable,' expecting a

'profit' ini"', from it, in that sense in wbieh

this word is used in this book). Wherefore

shouldest thou he desolated? (but the

bithpolel occurs Ps. cxliii. 4, Isa. lix. 16,

Ixii. 5, Dan. viii. 27, and in all cases with

the idea of ' consternation ' at an unex-

pected and afflictive occurrence. Thus the

meaning must be, ' that this righteousness

overmuch, and wisdom beyond what is

reasonable, will disappoint.' We must not

then, in the days of our vanity, expect too

much from right actions
; they may to all

appearance prove as disastrous as the most

impious could be. In the same way impiety,

that is, high-handed and presumptuous re-

bellion against right, may succeed so well

that it may cause a prolongation of itself

;

the veiy word is. sarcastic, as pointing to

an end of wrong at last. The inference

naturally seems to be—If this be so, what

is the use of doing right at all ? but a deeply

sarcastic refutation is given to this thought

in the succeeding clause).

(17.) Do not he impious to excess, and
do not he (the quadruple repetition of the

particle of prohibition gives emphasis to it,

especially at the close of the sentence—(1.)

Do not be over right, and (2.) do not be over

wise either, (3.) nor impious either, nor (4.)

still less either a clever fool, are the four

stages of the argument; the emphatic Tin
is reserved to the last clause here in this

member; in the former clause it stands

first, giving it thus a still further sarcastic

emphasis, something like our ' whatever
you are do not be

'
) an elahorate fool

(7DD, comp. chaps, ii. 19, x. 3, 14; and
see the meaning of this term discussed there.

This wickedness then, it seems, is wise folly,

or false prudence). Wherefore shouldest
thou die in what is not your time ? The
sarcasm is surely deep and cutting which,

covertly reminding the impious that he has

yet to die, advises him not to die before his

time.

(18.) Good it is that (full relative, re-

ferring to both the following clauses) thou
layest hold of this, and, moreover, from
that do not withhold with respect to thine
hand (the root ViT occurs chaps, ii. 18, x. 4,

xi. 6; see also Gen. ii. 15, xix. 16, etc.—the

precise meaning being, in all these cases, ' to

lay up.' The LXX. translate this word by
/j-ialvrji, 'defile ;' and hence consider the word
to refer to the second clause of the verse

above
;
but it may be doubted, as Schleus-

ner points out, whether the rendering of the

LXX. is not a misreading of Symmachus'
fir] oj'tJs, which was successively altered to

fiiavTjs and /xt; /J-iavy^, so that with this

before us we may well reject their reading

as not entitled to disturb our confidence in

the Hebrew text ; observing also that it is

']'T' nX, i.e. do not rest, or do not lay it up,

loith respect to thy hand ; the conclusion

is, do not touch either the wickedness or

the false prudence. The rendering of the

A. V. is ambiguous ; it is not clear what
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from this' withdraw not thine hand: for he that feareth God shall

come forth of them all.

19 Wisdom strengtheneth the wise more than ten mighty mm
wliich are in the city.

20 For tlure is not a just man upon earth, that doeth good, and

sinneth not.

21 Also Hake no heed unto all words that are spoken; lest thou

hear thy servant curse thee :

22 For oftentimes also thine own heart knoweth that thou thy-

self likewise hast cursed others.

23 IT All this have 1 proved by wisdom : I said, I will be wise;

but it was far from me.

24 That which is far off, and exceeding deep, who can find it

out ?

* Heh. give not thy heart.

the second ' this ' refers to, but evidently

admits of tlie meaning above. The whole

drift then of the aphorism is, ' lay hold of

right notwithstanding, and have nothing to

do with wickedness'). For he who fears

God goes out of (or ' gets free from,' as ni<

follows) with respect to aU of them [i.e.

the whole four dilBculties here mentioned

;

he will neither be over-expectant of an im-

mediate result from his righteousness, nor

of his prudence ; on the other hand, he will

not be either impious, or an elaborate fool).

(19.) The wisdom (wisdom generically)

strengthens (a play between THSn above

and Tyn here) to the wise more than ten

persons who have been invested with

power who are (emphatic) in a city.

Powerful men in a city are hard to over-

come, or get at ; ten, the indefinite number,

gives the idea of ' ever so many.'

(20.) For a man (a man, as a specimen

of the race, which we have already seen is

the meaning of this word standing alone

without the article) there is not (for we

have in this case |''X, and not N? ;
thus the

meaning is, ' there is not a single man '

)

made right in the earth who does good

and does not sin {i.e. ' make wicked mis-

takes :
' hence, as no man is perfectly right,

it would be unreasonable to expect a perfect

result ; thus the relevancy of v. 17 is appar-

ent. If our right acts do not always succeed,

it is but just, considering the many sins we

all commit).

(21.) Moreover (an additional reason), to

all the words (D'''l3nn, in the usual sense,

and very emphatic as followed by the cor-

responding verb) which they speak (reason

about) do not give thine heart (because

they are not worth thinking about : the

reason follows), which (repeated, equivalent

to ' they are such that ') not dost thou hear

('as thou wouldest not listen to if) with

respect to thy servant he was cursing

thee.

(22.) For moreover, times many knows

(but the LXX. read V")'', KaKilxrec, ' afflicts,'

that is, the servant does so. Symmachus

also reads Srt irpbs irXeivaKis Kaipov n-ovr)-

fie^aerai Kapdla crov, supporting the LXX.

;

the Syriac, on the other hand, reads as the

Hebrew. If, therefore, J?"!'' was the real

reading, the change took place in ancient

times) thy heart (which is nom. to VT")

which (the third repetition of the relative ; it

ought therefore to be taken in the meaning

of ' and this,') also thou (which is emphatic
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shoiildest lay hold of the former ; moreover, of the latter, by uo means

let your hand touch it, for he that fears God comes out safely with

regard to all of these.

This wisdom is a better defence to the wise than ten powerful

men within a fortress. However, there is no single man on earth so

right that he always does good, and never makes a wicked mistake.

Besides, to all those arguments by which men direct themselves, do

not give much heed, just as thou hadst better not listen to thy ser-

vant wdien he curses thee ; because thou knowest that besides, times

out of mind thyself also hast cursed—some one else. All this have

I explored by means of wisdom. I said, I shall be wise enough, but

what may be is altogether beyond me ! beyond me how far ? a

double depth ! how could any find it ?

To come to another point then, in my own experience of know-

if we follow the Masorets, who point JIX, in

which apparently they are supported by

both the LXX. and Symmachus) hast

cursed others.

Were it not for this suspicious f1S<! there

would be no reason at all to disturb the pre-

sent Hebrew text. Nor, probably, is the evi-

dence strong against it, unless indeed it

should turn out, on further investigation and

discovery, that when the version of the LXX.
was made, there was a greater difference

between the letters "I and T than there is

now. If the reading of the LXX. were

right, the following was the meaning of the

passage :— * Moreover, to all the words which

they speak [they being supposed to refer to

the wicked, hence the explanatory gloss of

B, d(Te/3ers], do not give thine heart,'—which

[amounts to this]
—

' thou woulJest iiot hear

(or listen to) with respect to thy servant curs-

ing thee, because many times he vexes thy

heart, which [amounts to this also] in re-

gard that thou hast cursed others.' The

innuendo being that our reasonings with

regard to God's dealings with ourselves are

like the rash improper speeches of a grum-

bling servant. It must be confessed that the

expression, ri??p HX D3 nti*X, literally,

'which also witli respect to thou hast cursed,'

is unprecedentcdly harsh and elliptical, even

for Koheleth. But to alter the text—and

the Masoretic punctuation is here a virtual

alteration 'of the text—is to interpret an

imaginary document, and not the one which

exists before our eyes. The Masorets, how-

ever, with their customary caution—and in

this respect they are a brilliant example to

some modern critics—would not add a single

letter, on mere conjecture only, however

plausible.

(23, 24.) All this (the Masorets point Hf

feminine, equivalent to neuter) ha,ve I

tried with wisdom ; I said I will be

wise (with H paragogic, and Taylor in his

note observes that this form is optative,

and expresses a strong desire [Lange, Com.

on 0. T., American ed.] ; might it not with

truth be said that it is the abstract idea

of which the verb is the concrete, ' I shall

be wisdomed ' ?), but that was far from me
(but notice again npID"), agreeing no doubt

with n03n understood, but not the less an

abstract on that account : it was farness or

distance itself from me— ' beyond my reach'

is the meaning), a distant thing, what is it

which it will be (that is, that he could not

reach by wisdom to discern what the future

might be), and deep, deep ('doubly deep,'

very emphatic), who will find it out ? (as

these questions expect the answer, No, they
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25 ^ I 'applied mine heart to know, and to search, and to seek out

wisdom, and the reason of things, and to know the wickedness of

folly, even of foolishness and madness :

26 And I find more bitter than death the woman, whose heart is

snares and nets, and her hands as bands :
^whoso pleaseth God shall

escape from her ; but the sinner shall be taken by her.

27 Behold, this have I found, saith the Preacher, ^counting one

by one, to find out the account

:

28 Which yet my soul seeketh, but I find not : one man among

a thousand have I found ; but a woman among all those have I not

found.

1 Eeh. I and my heart compassed. "^ Eeh. He that is good before God.

^ Or, weighing one thing after another to find out the reason.

are equivalent to 'a distant thing! is not

it, the future, indeed ? and a vast depth

which none can discover.'

This conchides this part of the discourse,

as is evident from the formula, ' I turned

round, I and my heart,' with which the follow-

ing passage begins ; that which is to succeed

is a personal experience of another kind.

(25.) I turned round (to do something, as

this formula always implies), I and my lieart

(for we have here a confession) to know and

to investigate (that is in order to know, etc.,

the prepositions being repeated) and seek

(without a preposition; the distinction seems

to be that the seeking is to be the conse-

quence of the above investigation) wisdom
and device (jnt^n is exclusively a Kohe-

leth word, and occurs ver. 27, ix. 10, only, it

is thus not easy to determine its precise

meaning, but it is probably, as Moses Stuart

points out, the opposite of ri1?7n ; and if so,

it will be something reasonable, in the sense

of wise or well-formed and successful plan,

as its opposite is an ill-formed and disap-

pointing one; thus ni313ti'n—occurs only

here, ver. 29, and 2 Chron, xxvi. 15,

where it is used to denote Asa's engines

of war—is evidently ' efficient contrivances.'

To know wisdom and a device, then, in this

sense, is ' wisdom how to obtain a reason-

able or proper result ; and, on the other

hand, to discover the opposite.' With this

accords what follows), and to know (as this

is repeated it is equivalent to, and so to know)

wickedness (as) folly (^03—the only in-

stance of the occurrence of this form in

Ecclesiastes—comp. Job viii. 14, xxxi. 24,

where we find that 'expectation' is the mean-

ing, though not necessarily in a bad sense,

yet clearly so here. The LXX. render

dcre^ovs atppoavvTqv (which E. X. alter to

eiKppoavvTjP), ' the folly of a wicked person')

and the false wisdom (pi, form in Dl—with

the article) follies (DlPPin, as we have seen,

comp. chap. i. 17, of the disappointing kind.

The LXX. render here 6-x\-qpiav, 'trouble,'

and wepKpopdv, 'madness,' with Kal 'and,'

which is so far wrong, as there is no conjunc-

tion in the original. The meaning of this

passage it is no doubt difficult to discover, but

if we are right in the above analysis the in-

terpretation must be as follows :
' I turned

myself round, I and my heart— (or, my own
personal experience) to know and to investi-

gate, and so seek, wisdom and well-formed

plans : and so to recognise a wicked

folly ; and [a series of] falsely-wise acts,

[which were] disappointing follies.' The
punctuation represents the accents, the

larger distinctive accents being repre-

sented by the longer pauses. The Syriac

reads tloiDj CTlZo \ i •5 MyliA

Uo-ip^^ALDO jZoNnmo, < to know

the wickedness of the fool, and folly and

adulter)/,' which coincides with the above ; a
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ledge and investigation : I mean the discovery of wise and prudent ex-

periments by which one may recognise wickedness as folly, and false-

prudence as mad disappointment. Now, I have made a discovery,

and that more bitter than death ; it is with respect to woman, when
she is in the nature of an ensnarer, her affection seductions, and her

hands bondage. A real good in the sight of the Almighty is it to be

delivered from her, but the erring sinner is taken by such as she.

Observe, this have I discovered, and this is what the Preacher

announces, one after another, so as to find out a wise experi-

ment ; but which I have longed for without discovering : one

single specimen of Humanity in a thousand I discovered ; but a

woman in all these I did not discover. Only observe, this I have

discovered, namely, that the Almighty has with respect to humanity

reason for the peculiar rendering ' adultery

'

will appear presently).

(26.) And finding (a participle written

full, giving a peculiar emphasis to tliis word)

am I a, bitterness atoove death witli

respect to tlie woman (flX with the article,

which the LXX. note by <jvv, as usual

;

thus ' woman ' is generic, hence the precise

idea seems to be ' and a discovery of mine

more bitter than death— is with respect to

woman ; ' and, again, this follows the ac-

centuation, which makes a pause at ' death,'

who (but the relative is full, and so refers

back to the whole clause, ' when she ') is

snares (masculine plural, and hence distri-

butive, ' in the nature of an ensnarer ' then
,

see Prov. xii. 12, chap. ix. 14, where this

form alone miVD in the fem. occurs, ch'ap.

ix. 12, Isa. xxix. 7, Ezek. xix. 9, and with

shurek at Job xix. 6 ; there is a slight

difference in meaning in these forms) and
aUurements (the root Din is to destroy,

and the noun signifies ' a cursed thing' as

often as a ' net
;

' see Deut. vii. 26, Josh. vi.

17) her heart (singular following plural

;

her heart then is in the nature of things

which allure to destruction, a whole armoury

of them, as it were, in her love) and bonds

her hands (or ' powers')
;
good in the sight

of Divine providence ('a real good is it

in the sight of Divine providence ' is the

meaning) is deliverance from her (empha-

tic), but the erring one (a full participle,

which the LXX. note) is taken by her

(emphatic).

(27, 28.) Observe this, have I found the

speech of Koheleth (it is usually said

that mON is a feminine agreeing with

ri?np, but npnp was a king, and so cer-

tainly masculine. It has been proposed to

write n?npn "IJOK, but this is another in-

stance of the attempt to cut the knot by

altering the text, besides in that case

Koheleth would be generic. We must
therefore fall back upon the usual meaning

of feminines as the abstract of the mascu-

lines. Now, "IDX is 'to say,' to 'announce,'

and therefore the abstract will be ' the

announcement ; ' this abstract, however,

stands by itself, and is not joined closely to

ri?np, as in that case it would have been

mOK. Attending then to these principles of

grammar, the meaning will be, 'observe

this, I have found it, and announce it as

Koheleth,' an additional proof that here we
have a personal experience of Koheleth's)

one to one to find a wise result, (that is

collecting instance after instance, or trying

one method after another so as to find the

wise result, in contrast to the disappointing

folly mentioned above) which yet seeks my
soul, and has not found (the ' not ' is em-

phatic, and denies that he has discovered it

:

experimental science did no more for him

than moral) ; a man (DIN ; we should have

anticipated 5J'''N from the context, but DTK
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29 Lo, this only have I found, that God hath made man upright

;

but they have sought out many inventions.

CHAPTER VIII.

"TTTHO is as the wise man 1 and who knoweth the interpretation

^^ of a thing ? a man's wisdom maketh his face to shine, and

^the boldness of his face shall be changed.

2 I counsel thee to keep the king's commandment, and that in

regard of the oath of God.

3 Be not hasty to go out of his sight : stand not in an evil thing

;

for he doeth whatsoever pleaseth him.

^ Heh. the strength.

includes both sexes, so that we have a

sarcastic equivoke) a single one from a

thousand have I found, but a woman in

aU these have I not found (that is, that he

could come to no general conclusion ;
only

in his experience he had met with one man

hut not with one woman, the allusion being

evidently to his thousand wives and con-

cubines. From this individual history we

are allowed to make our own conclusions.

In the case of Solomon, it was his numerous

wives which turned away his heart. He
had apparently one or two male friends, such

as Zadoc and Nathan, that he could trust.

The word ' found' occurs seven times in its

different forms—it is all he could discover).

(29.) Only (which standing first is em-

phatic :
' This alone is a real discovery,

or a safe induction from my numerous trials ')

observe, this have I discovered, which

is that he has made even the Deity with

respect to the man (i.e. ' has done in

regard to man,' the LXX. notice this by

abv rbv &u9pwTrov) right (or ' correct,' see

1 Sam. vi. 12, Prov. xi. 3), but they (plural

following singular— ' every one of them ')

seek devices (plural abstract, and as it is

used evidently in a sinister sense, we may

translate 'machinations') many (masculine,

notwithstanding the fem. plural, i.e. not

many in the abstract, ' but many a one '

—

all kinds of sinister plans to evade God's

right order, of which Solomon's harem was
a signal instance. He would have had
more real enjoyment had he obeyed the rule

at Gen. ii. 24, which assigns one man to

one woman, and the spirit of that at Lev.

xxi. 1, which enjoins a Hebrew woman.
This harem of strange women was at once

Solomon's most elaborate folly, bitterest

disappointment, and saddest fall : it was an

experiment in search of happiness, running

counter to God's just and right commands,

and proved a most miserable failure ; and

the only conclusion which could be drawn

from it was, that God's way is invariably

the best. The connexion with the following

will be best understood if we consider it a

reflection on his own failure).

VII. (1.) Who is as the wise? (the LXX.,
rendering ad sensum, translate ri'r oldev

<jo4>ovs, 'who knows wise men or things?'

which E. and X. alter to co<plav, ' wisdom.'

'Who is as the wise ?' or, as ""D stands first,

' ah, who is really wise ?
' There is a

double meaning here—a lamentation over his

own failure, and a natural reflection on the

superior wisdom of the Wise One, or, as we
should write, the Omniscient) and who
(' and who too') knows a solution ("ItJ'D oc-

curs Dan. ii. 4, 5, 6, etc., but in that prophet

only, and is used to signify the interpreta-
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done what is correct, but tluy have sought out machinations without

number.

Ah, then, who is really wise, and who knows how to solve

the enigma of this matter ? that wisdom of humanity which

enlightens his face, for the haughty face is detestable. As for me,

a royal word observe, and upon reasoning about the Divine decree,

do not hasten. From His presence canst thou go ? Do not rest on

any evil word, for all that His providence ordains He does ; in Whose
royal word is authority, and who dare say to Him, Wliat doest Thou ?

Whoso keeps the commandment will not know a reason which leads

to wrong. For a wise heart does know that there is a time and a

judgment ; because to every providence there is a time and a judg-

tion ofNebuchadnezzar's dream, hence LXX.
Xi5<ris) of a reason : (who then is so wise that

he knows how to solve the matter, or give it

its true interpretation ? The answer follows)

that -wisdom of a man enlightens (but as

n?33n follows D3n, it rises into importance,

'that wisdom of a man which enlightens')

his countenance (there is a manifest allu-

sion here to Prov. xvi. 15, and the meaning

of ' enlightens his face ' is, ' gives him favour

or satisfaction'), but the strength of his

face (which has the meaning of sternness or

•wilfulness, see Deut. xxvii. 50) is hated

(the Masorets propose the alteration from

NJK'' to HilB'^ ; but this was because they

did not understand the context ; the LXX.
render a.va.iZ'ti^ -irpoail^ttov ai/rov fjLiffrjdrjaeTai,

' but a man of shameless countenance w.ill be

hated,' and also the Sjriac, but strictly XJtJ'''

is impersonal, ' one hates.' The meaning

then, read in the light of Prov. xvi. 15,

evidently is, that obstinacy is that which a

king hates, and of course a fortiori the

Divine King).

(2.) I (emphatic, none of the ancient ver-

sions take any notice of this emphatic

pronoun, a reason for which will appear

presently) the mouth of a king (not the

king, thus the literal meaning is, ' I, a

king's word') keep it (the explanation is to

be found in the equivocal use of the word

'king,' which has an undertone of reference

to the Great King : compare also chap. ii. 12,

and observe how excellently a word of coun-

sel suits the passage. The meaning therefore

is, I will give you a royal word to keep, or

guard), and upon reasoning (mil ?]}, see

chap. iii. 18, and with the same meaning
'upon the reasonings about,' the Masorets

put a strong distinctive accent on ?yi»

thus separating it from the following words,

but this was because they did not see the

exact meaning) the oath of God (see Deut.

vii. 8, Jer. xi. 5 ; the oath of God then is

that which God has determined on, and we
are especially to regard this, and take care

that we use no hasty words or expressions

about it).

(3.) Do not hasten (this the LXX. and
Syriac join on to the preceding verse,

against the accentuation of the Masorets,

and this makes better sense) from his face

thou Shalt go (but as 'face' is the emphatic

word, it is clear that the clause is in the

nature of a question, or rather with a note

of admiration, i.e. ' From his face are you
going !

'), do not stand ('abide,' or ' stay ')

in a reason which is an evil one for all

he provides (}*S^^ the verb, of which }*Dn

is the root, and which invariably means
' Divine providence ' in this book) he does

(he always acts, therefore, according to the

pleasure of his Divine providence).
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4 Where the word of a king is, there is power : and who may say

unto him, What doest thou ?

5 Whoso keepeth the commandment ^ shall feel no evil thing:

and a wise man's heart discerneth both time and judgment,

6 IT Because to every purpose there is time and judgment, there-

fore the misery of man is great upon him.

7 For he knoweth not that wliich shall be : for who can tell him

when it shall be ?

8 There is no man that hath power over the spirit to retain the

spirit ; neither hath he power in the day of death : and there is no

^discharge in that wsir; neither shall wickedness deliver those that

are given to it,

9 All this have I seen, and applied my heart unto every work

that is done under the sun : there is a time wherein one man ruleth

over another to his own hurt,

10 And so I saw the wicked buried, who had come and gone

^ Heb. shall know, ^ Or, casting off weajwns.

(4.) In whom (or ' in which,' for it refers

back to the whole idea of God's providence)

the matter of a king is powerful (i.e. a

power, ' matter,' "13*7 as usual being taken

in its technical sense of the matter reasoned

about and the matter itself. The LXX.
invert the order of the words—a very un-

usual proceeding with them : it is, however,

to be observed that B omits XaXe?, the word

out of place), and who shall say to him,

What doest thou ?

(5.) One keep'ng the command (a parti-

ciple, that which is commanded) does not

know a matter (as above) which is evil,

and time and judgment knows (repeated

;

thus the exact meaning is, ' but time and

judgment') the heart of a wise man ('does

know'),

(6.) For to every providence there is a

time and a judgment (that is, a proper

season for its occurrence, and a time when

it will be shown to be in the economy

of providence), for the wrong of man
(generic, with the article) is much upon

him (the LXX, here read nj?!, ' know-

ledge,' 7!'w<rt5 ; Symmachus and the Syriac

read as the Hebrew, On the whole, however,

it appears that the text is fully entitled to

stand undisturbed, as it makes better sense,

and, supposing an error in the LXX., it

might 80 readily occur from a misreading of

letters so much alike as 1 and 1, The
older forms, however, of these two letters

were not so much alike, as is shown by the

Moabite stone, and hence caution is re-

quired in coming to a judgment ; but further,

yvGxTLS has already been used in a bad
sense, see chap, i. 18).

(7,) For he is not knowing (that is,

man is not a creature that knows) what
will he (contract relative with the verb)

:

for how it wiU he, who can tell him?
(the particle ''J is introduced four times,

and each introduces an additional reason

strengthening what went before. Thus
the wise heart will not know a matter

which is bad—will not allow, that is, that in

its nature it is so, and he does know that

there is an appointed time and judgment
which will set all right. First, because to

every providence whatever there is such a

time and judgment ; secondly, because there

is so much evil amongst mankind, which of

course needs rectification, and will have it,

see chap. iii. 15 ; and because he cannot tell
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ment ; because also, the wrong of Humanity is great upon him ; and
because, he is not one who knows what may be ; and because, how it

will be, none can tell him. No man has power over the spirit to

restrain the spirit ; and there is no powerfulness in the day of death

;

and there is no putting off the weapons in that warfare : but by no

means will Impiety deliver those that resort to it.

With respect to all this I have observed, with regard to all

the works which are done in this work-day world—and greatly

am I impressed by it—a time when humanity has a power over

itself to injure itself. And on this wise : I have seen the wicked

honourably buried, who used to come and go from the place of the

holy, and were praised in the city where they had done this : an in-

stance this of the evanescent.

It amounts to this, however: there is no speedy execution of

sentence for doing evil, and so the heart of the human race is thus

encouraged in them to do that evil; which, however, is a wicked

what will be, and so right may be discovered

and providence vindicated in the future
;

and lastly, because as none can predict the

result of any event, so he is an imperfect

judge concerning it. This impotence of

man is further set forth in what follows).

(8.) There is nothing in (that is, There

is not a single) man caused to have power

(LXX. i^ovaia^wv) with the spirit (the

LXX. render with iv, 'in') to the restraint

of (SP3—1 Sam. vi. 10; Jer. xxxii. 3—is

used of restraint in prison) with respect to

the spirit (Hi^ with the article, and the

noun repeated, making it exceedingly em-

phatic, which the LXX. note by their cus-

tomary aijv :
' to have any restraint with

respect to that same spirit' is the meaning)

and there is no power (that is, 'power to

rule or direct') in the day of death, and
there is no discharge (occ. Ps. Ixxviii. 49)

in the warfare, and not delivers (this

standing first is emphatic ; it is equivalent

to ' but this does not deliver ') even impiety

in respect of its lord (or, as our idiom

would put it, 'but impiety will not deliver

those who resort to it ').

(9.) With respect to aU this I have seen,

(i.e. 'observed'), and setting myself (infin.

absolute. Zockler says the infinitive absolute

with copula prefixed indicates an action

contemporaneous with the main verb ; hence

the LXX. render ISwkr . . . eh), with
respect to my heart, to all the working
which (full relative) is done (niphal) under
the sxm, the time which (the LXX. appar-

ently take no notice of Dy, but render as if

they had read "IK'S* DX ; but if we take Jiy

as in apposition to "H nnfl, and notice that

IK^X is repeated, we shall see that the sense is

'I mean with regard to that time when,' etc.)

rules (or has power) the man (mankind

generally) bya man to an injury tohim (not

exactly with the meaning of one man injuring

another, but rather, that when humanity

has any power over itself in the person of

other men, it uses this power to injury for

the most part, an instance of which follows).

(10.) And in this wise (p21, occ. only

Esth. iv. 16, in the sense of 'in this way')

I have observed wicked ones (not the

wicked, but continually instances of the

impiously wicked) sepulchres (the Masorets

point with kibbutz, the paul part., the only

other instance of which occurs 1 Kings xiii.

31 ; but there the participle is full : we
cannot therefore accept the IMasoretic point-

ing as authoritative ; it really amounts to an
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from the ^place of the holy, and they were forgotten in the city where

they had so done : this is also vanity.

1

1

Because sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily,

therefore the heart of the sons of men is fully set in them to do

evil,

1

2

IT Though a sinner do evil an hundred times, and his days be

prolonged, yet surely I know that it shall be well with them that

fear God, which fear before him

:

13 But it shall not be well with the wicked, neither shall he

prolong liis days, lohich are as a shadow; because he feareth not

before God.

1

4

There is a vanity which is done upon the earth ; that there

alteration of the unpointed text. The LXX.
considered D''"l3p a noun plural, ace. to

1X31, and translate eh Td<f>ovs elcraxOevres,

'carried into the tombs') and they entered

(I would seek an explanation of the diffi-

culty here in the occurrence of this con-

junction 'and,' of which a similar in-

stance is found at ch. ii. 15, ' so they

entered a place . . . and they are going,'

etc. ; i.e. ' did this as a habit ') and

from a place of the haUowed one (part.)

they go. (The rendering of the LXX.
is easily explained ; they translate as they

do, because we have a past tense joined

with a present—Ip/H'', thus giving the mean-

ing of imperfects. As the wicked could not

be said to go after death into the sepulchre,

they rendered by a passive, 'were taken,' or

because they wished it to be made plain that

it was not a mere entering and departing,

but that the wicked were buried, i.e. hon-

oured, in their graves). And they were

forgotten in the city in which (full rela-

tive, because it does not refer closely to the

city only; they were forgotten, not as

regards that particular city, but as a general

proposition) thus they did (but twenty mss.

and all the ancient Vv., except the Syriac,

in place of insntJ^'"'!, 'were forgotten,' read

inSntJ''', 'praised,' which not only makes

better sense, but accounts for the hithpael

with its reflexive signification. Symmachiis

reads, 'And when they had gone round in

the holy place, they returned, being praised

in the city where they had so done '

—

Kal

OTTOte irepirjcrav ev tSttu) aylip duicTTpeipov

eiraLvoiiixevoi iv rrj Tr6Xei.—See Field's Hexa-
pla, p. 396. He also gives the explanatery

gloss, cl)s dlKaia irpd^avres, ' as those who
had done well.' Hence, then, on the whole,

we should prefer to take in substance the

LXX.'s rendering, and look upon this as

setting forth a salient example of successful

hypocrisy. After all, the forced renderings

of certain critics are in effect alterations of

the text, or yield no sense at all. The
remark) This also is vanity (equivalent to

' this then is besides, an instance of evan-

escence or transitoriness,' is very striking

and appropriate at this point, as also what

succeeds).

(11.) Which (standing at the beginning

of a period is emphatic, and thus the subject

of the -whole. 'It amounts to this' would

render it well) there is nothing done as a

sentence (occ. Esth. i. 20) of doing the

evU speedily, therefore fuU is the heart

of the sons of man in them to the doing

of an evil (that is, ' It amounts to this,

there is nothing inflicted as a penalty

of doing the evil [i.e. evil generally]

speedily ; on that account filled is the heart

of men within them in order to do that evil,

the word evil being repeated').

(12.) Which (repeated at the beginning

of a clause, equivalent therefore to ' And it

also amounts to this') a sinning (Xt2n,

which the Masorets point as a participle,
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mistake merely because there is time and a prolongation of im-

punity ; for I am perfectly assured that it must be well with those

who fear the Almighty, just because they do fear before Him ; and
that it cannot be good to the impious man, and he will not prolong

his days, even like a shadow, because he is not one who fears before

God.

There is an instance of evanescence which occurs upon earth,

and it is this : that there are righteous persons to whom it results

as if they had acted like the impious ; and, on the other hand,

there are impious persons to whom it may happen as though they

had acted like the righteous. So this, said I, is another instance of

and the LXX. confirm, rendering by ai

verL) doing an evil a hundred (so stands

the text at present, but it clearly was not so

in the text which the ancient versions used,

all of which read differently, except the

Syriac, which follows the Hebrew. The
LXX. read either JND or JiyO. Sym-

machus, Aquila, and Theodotion read

niD. Jerome remarks the difficulty ; and

the Syriac Hexapla shows that the text

needed emendation at an early time. We
believe the LXX. have preserved the riglit

reading; moreover, that they took ']''"1S

as a noun in the sense of 'prolongation,' like

"l''DX> 'a prisoner,' Gen. xxxix. 20, 22

;

T^y^, 'a little,' Job xxxvi. 2, Isa. xxviii. 10

and 13 ; for T'l^OI is not a participle

hiphil, but is really the substantive "]^"1X

with O. When, however, this word was

taken as a hiphil, JiyD became unintelligible,

and was altered by conjecture to riXO, or

niO ; hence the meaning is not) caused to

be prolonged (as it stands in the text,

but rather ' and from the prolongation ')

to him : (emphatic, hence the sense of

the passage is, noticing the repetition of

the O, and the fact that "ID'X also stands at

the head of the verse, 'And it amounts to

this as well : a wickedly mistaking one does

evil from the time and from the prolongation

of it to HIM,' i.e. 'to the other above cited ;'

and hence the LXX. render ai^rw;/, also re-

ferring us back to the hypocritical sinners

spoken of above. Then follows a reason

introduced with) for in addition (besides

ts being a w icked mistake, a sin which it

is always folly to commit) knowing am I

(i.e. ' I do know, notwithstanding appear-

ances ') this also, it wiU be a good to the

fearers of God who (but full relative re-

peated, and so with the meaning ' because

they are those who ') fear (emphatic, with

double jMci) before him.

(13.) And good (repeated, 'but good') it

will not be to an impious person (or act)

and he wiU not cause to prolong days as
a shadow (he dues not prolong his days

;

they are prolonged indeed sometimes by
Divine providence in His inscrutable decrees,

and they are as a shadow,—a very impres-

sive figure : the lengthened shadow of the

old sinner's years so soon to end in darkness

absolute) which (full relative, in this equi-

valent to 'because that') he is not a fearer

before God.

(14.) There exists a vanity done {i.e.

which occurs or happens to men) imder
the Sim (the LXX. render by a perfect,

ireirol-rTTai), which is, that there exists

righteous (full relative) which (persons

or acts) it reaches (hiphil part.. Gen.

xxviii. 12) to them (emphatic) according

to the doing of the wicked ones, (generic
;

they attain the same ends as the wicked

ones do, in this world at least, for ' under

the sun' is put in as a qualifying clause),

and there are wicked ones which it reaches

(here we have the contract relative instead
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be just men, unto whom it happeneth according to the work of the

wicked ; again, there be wicked men, to whom it happeneth accord-

ing to the work of the righteous : I said that this also is vanity.

1

5

Then I commended mirth, because a man hath no better thing

under the sun, than to eat, and to drink, and to be merry : for that

shall abide with him of his labour the days of his life, which God

givetli him under the sun.

1

6

IT When I applied mine heart to know wisdom, and to see the

business that is done upon the earth : (for also tlure is that neither

day nor niglit seeth sleep with his eyes
:)

1

7

Then I beheld all the work of God, that a man cannot find

out the work that is done under the sun : because though a man

labour to seek it out, yet he shall not find it ; yea fartlier, though a

wise man think to know it, yet shall he not be able to find it.

CHAPTER IX.

FOE all this ^I considered in my heart even to declare all this,

that the righteous, and the wise, and their works, are in the

hand of God : no man knoweth either love or hatred hy all that is

before them.
* Jleb. I gave or set to my heart.

of the full one above. So accurate a writer abide with Mm in (or by means of) Ms
as Koheleth could hardly have done this toU during the days of Ms life (i.e. no

•without reason. We have already noticed the other real good except this gratification

subjunctive sense the contract relative gives immediately arising from the toil) which is

to the verb it joins—possibly he intends a a gift to him (emphatic) of Divine Provi-

limitation ; it is an occurrence which some- dence (and so not the result of his labour,

times happens, the rule however is after but a mercy for which he ought to thank

all the other way) to them according to God) under the sun (which is in this case

the working of the righteous ones, I said reserved to the end of the sentence, and

wMch also (DJB^—see chap. i. 17, ii. 15, indeed the period, for the next clause is a

the only other two instances in which this summing up),

combination occurs ; it clearly gives an in-

terrogatory force, with a tone of surprise) (]g) As then I have given with respect

is vanity ? to my heart (with nx) to the knowledge

of wisdom, and to the appearances

(1.5.) And I praised I myself with re- (^^^^t,, ^^.^ .^g^.^.^^ ^.^^ , .^ ^^^^^^ ^^
Bpect to (which the LXX. note by cvv ad- :•

:
=

verbial) the gladness (which is both generic Ecclesiastes—occurs chaps, iii. 18, v. 17,

and abstract, ' I came, that is, to a strong and here ; see the peculiar shade of mean-

conclusion as to the value of present happi- ing given by the conjunction) with re-

ness'), because there is no good to a man spect to the anxiety (see chap. i. 13;

under the sun, except to eat, and to drink, generic with OK, of which, however, the

and to rejoice, and that (emphatic) to LXX. take no special notice) wMch is done
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the transitory ! Then I, for my part, expressed a preference with

regard to enjoyment, because there is no real good to a man in this

work-day world, except to eat, and drink, and be delighted, and that

same conjoined with his toil during the days of his life ; and because

also it is appointed to him of the Almighty in this work-day world.

Whence it results, that having set my heart to know wisdom, and

to observe with regard to the uncertainty which is suffered upon

earth (for indeed, by day and by night also, rest does no human eye

behold)—so I perceive, with respect to the whole working of the

Almighty, how impossible is it for humanity to discover the work-

ing out of anything with respect to what is done within this

work-day world. Yet it is on account of this that man toils, that

he may seek it out, but he does not discover it : and if he thinks

wisdom will enable him to know it, it is not sufficient for the dis-

covery either.

jj^OE with respect to all this, I have laid to my heart that

-L which is to be deduced from it all, which is, that right

and wisdom, and any service they can render, are in the hand

of the Almighty, and whether [an event be an indication of

on earth (but we must write ' endured upon

earth ' to express the meaning, which

amounts to this, 'As, then, I have given

my heart to the knowledge of wisdom, i.e.

a scientific knowledge, with regard to the

8pectacle of that anxious uncertainty which

is suffered on the earth'), for also by day

and by night sleep (the Masorets with griaat

taste put 'sleep' in a clausule by itself)

witli bis eyes he is not seeing {i.e. this

uncertainty is incessant).

(17.) And I saw (so I saw, the apodosis

of the above) with respect to all the work-

ing of Divine providence, how that is not

able {not is emphatic) humanity to the

finding out of ('or a discovery' of) with

regard to (the LXX. again write a-ii') the

work (generic) which is done (or suffered,

or endured, as being a niphal) tmder the

sun, because of {pC^2 occurs Jonah i. 7

only) which toils humanity in order to

seek it, and does not find it ; and also if

he says the wisdom {i.e. wisdom generi-

cally) to know it ('that wisdom is given

him to know it') he is not able (or rather

not enabled) to find it. ?^2 in this place

is no doubt used to express a new idea, ' for

this,' or ' which cause.' The object of man's

toil, i.e. the object he has in his labour, is

to find out some method by which he may
rectify what appears wrong in the course of

God's providence : in the strict sense of

the term this is impossible. The principle

which pervades Koheleth's reasoning is,

that enjoyment, as such, is God's gift, and

that toil is useless. Labour, however, which

is distinguished from toil, is to be done in

the fear of God, and the result left to his

providence. The argument which is to

follow further enforces this.

IX. (1.) For with respect to aU this, I

have given it to (?X, not HN, which the

LXX. render by ei's) my heart, and to

sift out (occ. here only, but comp. chap.
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% AJl things come alike to all : there is one event to the rigliteouS',

and to the wicked ; to the good, and to the clean, and to the unclean

;

to him that sacrificeth, and to him that sacrificeth not : as is the

good, so is the sinner ; and he that sweareth, as he that feareth an

oath.

3 This is an evil among all thdTigs that are done under the sun,

that there is one event unto all : yea, also the heart of the sons of

men is full of evil, and madness is in their heart while they live,

and after that they go to the dead.

4 IF For to hiin that is joined to aU the living there is hope : for

a living dog is better than a dead lion.

5 For the living know that they shall die : but the dead know

iii. 18) witli respect to aU tMs (but the

LXX., dividing the words differently, evi-

dently read Ilf ?3 nSI ''3?"l, which would

mean, ' when that heart was seeing all this.'

The number of various readings—see Stier

and Theile, Polyglot—show that this pas-

sage was early one of difficulty. The render-

ing of Symmachus, preserved by Jerome,
' omnia ita statui (fort, ^ra^a) in corde meo
ut ventilarem universa,' conveys the mean-

ing ; which is, that Koheleth set to his

heart that which is the result when the

matter is entirely sifted) which is the

righteous and the wise (generic and plural,

all those things which are right or wise

generally ;
' right and wisdom,' as we speak,

is the meaning) and their works (i.e. what

they produce, or, better still, their ' services ')

are in the hand of the Deity, also love (in

the abstract), also hatred (also abstract, and

D3 being repeated gives the idea of both

love and hatred too) is nothing, knowing the

man (the negative belongs to the noun, not to

the verb, and so the meaning must be 'there

is no man who does know.' Moreover, the

two nominatives absolute, 'love' and 'hatred,'

are the subjects of the whole sentence, ' as

to love or hatred either, there is no man
who knows,' or, better still, 'to whom is

made known,' giving the import to the

participle) the whole (generic) toefore

them (distributive jdural, any of them,

equivalent then ' to anything which is before

them').

(2.) The whole (but all the ancient Vv,

read here ?3n, ' vanity,' and this makes

better sense ; the error, for such we believe

it to be, in the Masoretic text, was one so

likely to occur, that, considering the strong

weight of testimony in favour of the LXX.,
and the far better sense it makes with the

context, we may well adopt it. As an

additional reason for following the LXX.,

we notice that the Syriac reads ^D

' all that is before him is vanity, all just as

that which is to all,' combining, therefore,

both readings together. Thus it appears

that the variation in the texts was a very

ancient one. If this reading be adopted,

then combining it with the words which
follow) as (or like this same) to all (the

meaning will be ' transitoriness is exactly

the same to all,' or 'all alike are equally

transitory.' If, however, we retain the

Masoretic text and pointing, a good sense

is made. ' The whole is as it were to

all,' namely) a happening which is one to

the righteous, and to the impious, to

the good (the LXX. add here to the had),

to the clean, and to the unclean, to the

sacrificer, and to one who has not sacri-

ficed; as is the good so the sinner (but

general, including things as well as persons),

the forsworn as one who an oath fears.

(3.) This wrong is in all which is done
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His] love or displeasure either, no man knows from anything he sees

before him, evanescence being that which belongs to all. That which
happens is just the same to the right and to the wrong, to good \_and

to had, LXX.], and to clean and to unclean, and to the sacrificer as

to one who never sacrifices ; as the good, so the erring sinner, the

forsworn as though he had feared the oath. This evil is in all

which is performed in this work-day world : that there is but one

event to all, and so the heart of the human race overflows with

wrong, and foolish anticipations are in their inmost hearts while they

live, and what succeeds—it belongs to the dead. Tor whoever he may
be, he chooses altogether as regarding the living, this being his antici-

pation : for to a dog alive it is indeed better than the lion when he

is dead. Yet the living are quite aware that they shall die ; but the

(niphal, and therefore objective ; men both

do and suffer as though this were so) under

the sun, how a happening which is one

{i.e. the same) to all (the force of this

reasoning is made apparent by what fol-

lows, as there is no visible reward to these

righteous persons as compared with the

wicked, wicked men presume) ; and more-

over, the heart of the sons of Adam is

full of ('overflows with' would represent

the idea) evil, and false expectations

(rivPin occurs chap. i. 17—see refs. ; the

meaning deduced exactly suits this passage

;

it is the false hope begotten of an evil action,

a crime worse than a blunder, to invert a

celebrated aphorism) in their hearts (33?

is 'the inmost heart'—see Concordance,

suh voce, for the shade of difference between

y? and 33?), in their lives, and their futiire

(i.e. what comes afterwards) belongs to

(the prep, is ?S, which the LXX. note, and

render by irpbs) the dead (generic, with the

article).

(4.) For whoever (interrog. pronoun fol-

lowed by ItJ'X, comp. Ex. xxxii. 33 ; it has

here the sense, 'For whoever he be')

chooses (the Kri reads 'is joined to,' which

the LXX., Syriac, Targum, and Symmachus
all have ; but this and the pointing as a pual

is merely a Masoretic conjecture : it would

be better with the LXX. to take it in an

active sense, KoivuveT, ' participates.' The

Chetib is perfectly intelligible, however,

and is to be preferred) towards (?X, as in

V. 3) aU (but 73 is without the article;

hence it has the meaning, the ' whole

of) the lives (with the article, and hence

generic, 'lives generally.' Thus the mean-
ing is, ' For whoever he be, he is one

who chooses entii'ely with relation to the

living'), it is (K^"", it exists as such)

an expectation (Jint33, occurs 2 Kings
xviii. 19, and its parallel Isa. xxxvi. 4
besides this place only, in the meaning of

a ' confidence ' or ' expectation,' and this

meaning gives excellent sense here :
' is his

expectation that he will live :' no man makes

plans on the supposition that he is going to

die ; he may indeed provide for others after

he is dead, but the horizon of his own hopes

is necessarily bounded by his life). For

(an additional reason confirming the above)

to a dog alive it is (emphatic) good above

the lion (with the article, because this is

generic ; it is not a lion, but Hon qualities

generally), the dead (again generic, for the

same reason— ' a live dog is better than the

lion when he is dead,' is the exact turn of

thought).

(5.) For the living ones are knowing
that they will die (this is an additional

reason to the above, and so may be rendered,

' but the living are certain that tliey will

die'), but the dead (pi., with the article,

' the dead persons generally ') are not those
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not any tiling, neither have they any more a reward ;
for the memory

of them is forgotten,

6 Also their love, and their hatred, and their envy, is now per-

ished ; neither have they any more a portion for ever in any thing

that is done under the sun.

7 IT Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy, and drink thy wine with

a merry heart ; for God now accepteth thy works.

8 Let thy garments be always white ; and let thy head lack no

ointment.

9 ^Live joyfully with tlie wife whom thou lovest all the days of

the life of thy vanity, which he hath given thee under the sun, all

the days of thy vanity : for that is thy portion in tliis life, and in thy

labour which thou takest under the sun.

10 Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might;

for tlierc is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in the

grave, whither thou goest.

1

1

IT I returned, and saw under the sun, that the race is not to

the swift, nor the battle to the strong, neither yet bread to the wise,

nor yet riches to men of understanding, nor yet favour to men of

skill ; but time and chance happeneth to them all.

1 Heb. See or enjoy life.

who are knowing anything (it is not here, In aU which (full relative) is done under

be it observed, the existence of knowledge the sun. On this follows the most touching

on the part of the dead which is denied, but piece of sarcasm in the whole work. There

that, from the author's point of view, the is a force and pungency about it which is

dead are persons who do not know anything; very striking,

an unevangelic sense has been given to this

passage by not attending to this distinction), (7.) Go, eat (i.e. enjoy) in pleasure thy

and there is nothing further to them bread, and drink in heart of good thy

(emphatic) which is a hire (or a reward wine
;

for so in the present hath pro-

in this life accruing to them as a recompense spered the Deity thy workings.

for their toil), because forgotten (niphal

in its usual objective sense) is their remem- (8.) In aU season (Jiy, a providential

hrance. season—see chap. iii. 1, 19) let them be

(even) thy garments white (it is hardly

(6.) Moreover their love, moreover their possible here, when we remember the con-

hatred, moreover their envy (the triple stant use in Scripture of white garments,

repetition of D3 brings this word into pro- not to discover one of those hidden allusions

minence, equivalent to ' their love also
;
yes, with which this book abounds to a pure as

their hatred and envy too ' ) in this present alone a happy life
;
the garments of the sen-

("133, see chap. i. 10, refs. ; the word occurs sualist and drunkard are, in the emphatic

again in its technical sense of the ' present language of the apostle, ' spotted with the

stlite of things,' and makes excellent sense Jlesh'), and oil (see ch. vii. 1, as the symbol

here), perish (abstract ' is a thing perished ') of luxury and wealth) on thy head do not
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dead are not aware of anything ; and tliey can have no further re-

compense, because a forgotten thing is their memorial: and then

their love and their hatred also, and their envy as well, as far as this

Present is concerned, are perished ; and there is no further participa-

tion for them in the age, in anything that may be done within this

work-day world. Go then, eat thy bread with gladness, and drink

in good heart thy wine, if in the present the Almighty prospers thy

works. At every opportunity let thy garments be white, and the

oil to thy head do not spare. Enjoy life with that woman whom
thou lovest, all the days of thy evanescent life, which He grants thee

in this hot work-day world,—all these evanescent days, I say, for that

is all thou canst possess in thy life, and from that toil thyself art

toiling ever in this same work-day world. AU that thy hand finds

to do, to the utmost do it, because there is no work, nor device, nor

wisdom, nor knowledge in the grave, and that is whither thou art

hastening.

But to return, I perceived how in this work-day world that not

to the swift ones is the race, nor to the strong ones the battle, nor

even to wise ones bread, nor yet to prudent ones wealth, nor yet to

the instructed ones favour. For time and chance happens with re-

spare (cbap. iv. 8 ;
' do not stint ' or ' save order to do (that is, everything which it is

it as for another time,' is the meaning : in thy power to perform in regard of the

' use it when you have the occasion '). above), in thy might do it, because there

is nothing of a work, or a contrivance, or

(9.) See lives together with the woman a knowledge, or a wisdom (all these being

which thou lovest (it is to be remarked witliout the article, and singular) in Sheol,

here that Koheleth speaks of a woman in which (is the ' place,' or ' end,' etc. ; for

the singular ; the idea thus implied is'cog- we have in English to supply some general

nate with that of the white garments, it is word here) thou (emphatic) art going unto

pure domestic love) all the days of the (the meaning is, ' and ilmt is whither thou

lives of thy vanity (i.e. thy evanescent life) art going unto
'
).

which He gives to thee (the nom. is no

doubt the Deity ; but as this nom. is so far (11.) I turned, and see under the sun

off, the verb becomes almost an impersonal) ('see ' is rightly joined by the accents to

under the sun all the days of thy vanity the word which follows it ; it is, as this for-

(repeated) ; for that same is thy portion mula of introduction shows, another aspect

In lives in thy toil which thou (emphatic) of the same truth as that set forth above)

toUest at \mder the sim (repeated, and how not to swift is the race (P"ll3, occurs

therefore having the meaning, ' under that here only), and not to mighty ones the

same sun,' the whole being thus strictly war, and also not to wise ones bread, and

limited to the horizon of this world). also not to prudent ones (occurs Gen. xli.

83 of Joseph, and 1 Kings iii. 12 of Solomon)

(10.) All which shall find thy hand In an increase, and not to knowing ones a
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12 FolMuan also kuowetli not liis time: as the fishes that are

taken in an evil net, and as the birds that are caught in the snare

;

so are the sons of men snared in an evil time, when it falleth sud-

denly upon them.

13 IT This wisdom have I seen also under the sun, and it smncd

great unto me

:

14 There was a little city, and few men within it; and there

came a great king against it, and besieged it, and built great bul-

warks against it

:

15 Now there was found in it a poor wise man, and he by his

wisdom delivered the city
;
yet no man remembered that same poor

man.

16 Then said 1, Wisdom is better than strength: nevertheless

the poor man's wisdom is despised, and his words are not

heard.

1

7

The words of wise men are heard in quiet more than the cry

of him that ruleth among fools.

favour: (these three nouns, 'bread,' etc., are

singular and without the article, the other

two are with it), for time (the providential

season, that is) and chance (occurs 1 Kings

V. 4 as a noun only ; the meaning of the

verb, which occurs frequently, is, 'to meet,'

' to approach ' ) happens with respect to

(n^5, which the LXX. notice by making the

verb compound, avva.vT7](jeTai.) all.

(12.) For also not knows (it is the verb

which is here negatived) the man (humanity)

his time (with OS, which the LXX. note

by the article), as fishes which may be

caught (contract relative and pi. niphal) in

a net, the evil one (an evil net), and like

also birds when caught in a snare (notice

the difference between D''tni<Jti', which is

niph. part, pi., occurs Gen. xxii. 13, and

niTnsn, pual part., ' the fishes are cauyht,

the birds are helcV); like them are ensnared

(D''K'pV, see Deut. vii. 25) the sons of the

Adam to a time (which is) evil, as when

it falls upon them suddenly. (It would

result from this reasoning that wisdom is of

no use at all ; but in order to meet this objec-

tion, Koheleth cites an instance where it

was of great value.)

(13.) Moreover, this I have seen (i.e. an

instance of) a wisdom under the sun (i.e.

in this world, where wisdom avails so little),

and great (but the noun is an abstract,

' of great value ' or importance, ' a really

great thing
'
) is it with regard to me

(LXX., irpbs, i.e. he considered that, not-

withstanding the observation above, he ought

to take it as of considerable account ; here

was an unexpected deliverance, by means

of wisdom, from one of those snares, D^TlVO,

spoken of above).

(14.) A city small, and the men (D^tJ'iX,

' weak men ' ) in it (emphatic, ' in that

same
'

) a few, and there came against it

a king (who was) great, and he surrounded

it, and built over against it networks

very great ones

;

(15.) and was found in it (again emphatic)

a man (C'X, the rest are D"'ti'JX) poor

(chap. iv. 13, and here only, pDO, LXX.
TrevTjTa. The meaning of ttcj't;? is that kind

of poverty which seeks its food by labour,

and differs from tttux^s, which signifies a

mendicant. Fuerst gives the derivation,
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gard to them all. For so also Humanity knows not its time, but

just like fishes which have been caught in a net, or birds held fast

in a snare, just like them the sons of men are ensnared in some evil

time, as it falls upon them—suddenly.

Nevertheless, I have observed the following instance of wisdom
in this work-day world, and which appeared to me of great moment.

There was a little city, and the men therein were a few ; and there

came a great king against it, and invested it, and built a net-work

[of fortifications] around it. Now there was found therein a poor

wise working man, and he, it was who saved the city by his wisdom
;

yet men did not remember that same person because he was a poor

working man. Yet / should say myself that wisdom was a real

good, and better than strength, yet the wisdom of the poor work-

ing man is despised, and his words just those which are not

listened to.

These words of the wise in a silence are heard :

More than the shriek of a ruler with fools.

p"D. of the root, wliicli would imply such

a meaning as the LXX. have), wise (there

is no copula between these two qualifying

words. It is not a poor and wise man, but

a man economically wise—who could make

his wisdom go a long way), and saved

(even) he (the turn of meaning is, that the

safety of the city was found in himself, as

the embodiment of wisdom) the city (with

DN emphatic, which the LXX. notice by

the rendering, diaffwa-rj avros ttjv irdXiv)

in his wisdom; and a man (not exactly

'humanity,' which we have seen woald re-

quire the article, but ' man ' as representing

the individuals generally) did not rememtoer

(the verb follows the nominative), with re-

spect to that man (DH, with the article,

which the LXX. notice by abv, with a

genitive ! but in reality the gen. is governed

by the verb, (tvv being adverbial), the poor

one, even that same. (The shade of mean-

ing given by the article is, that mankind,

as a rule, do not adequately remember, and

60 neither reward, wisdom when associated

with poverty. ' The poor inventor and his

sorrows,' have passed into a proverb.)

(16.) Then said I (in opposition to ' man,'

above), good is wisdom above might ; and
the wisdom of the poor (with the article)

is despised, and his words (or reasonings,

used still in the technical sense common to

this book) are those which are not listened

to.

(17.) Those words (repeated) of wise

men in rest are heard (but notice finjl

is an ambiguous word,—see Job xxxvi. 16
;

the root nPIJ is to press down, and hence

the equivoke. These words of the wise man
in ' a going down' are those which are heard,

i.e. in a ' time of pressure,' or in distress ;
' in

quiet,' is also a meaning, and a very good one,

being that which expresses, without doubt,

the main intent in the passage) above the

cry (Gen. xviii. 20. Fuerst considers that

\>V'i is an older form and pyf modern, yet

both are used in Gen. xviii. 20, 21, but the

references will be seen to support the idea

that T[\>]3) is the ' cry of emotion,' while

npyV is any ' loud cry ;' if so, there is a

special reason why it should be used in this

place. Again, HpytD might be a participle

meaning a 'cry of distress,' thus giving

force to the equivoke), of a ruler with the

befooled.
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1 8 Wmdom is better than weapons of war : but one sinner

destroyeth much good.

CHAPTER X.

'T'^EAD 1 flies cause the ointment of the apothecary to send forth

-*-^ a stinking savour : so doth a little folly him that is in repu-

tation for wisdom and honour.

2 A wise man's heart is at his right hand ; but a fool's heart at

his left.

3 Yea also, when he that is a fool walketh by the way, his

2 wisdom faileth Mm, and he saith to every one that he is a fool.

4 If the spirit of the ruler rise up against thee, leave not thy

place ; for yielding pacifieth great offences.

5 There is an evil which I have seen under the sun, as an error

ivhich proceedeth ^from the ruler

:

* Heb. Flies of death. ^ jj^^ \^\^ heart. ' Heb. from before.

(18.) A good (repeated, so that it cor-

roborates what is found in v. 16) is wisdoni

above weapons of an encounter, and
sinning once (in the sense of making a

wicked mistake, or ' one wicked mistaker,'

either person or thing) destroys good the

much.

X. (1.) Flies of death (3UT, occurs Isa.

vii. 18 only, as an emblem of the Egyptian

plague) cause to stink (sing,, i.e. a single

blow-fly out of many will do this, see Prov.

xiii. .5 for the only other instance of fut.

hiphil), and cause to belch out (Ps. lix. 7,

Prov. XV. 2, i.e. with putrefaction) the oil

(see chap. vii. 1) of the apothecary.

Precious more than wisdom more than

honour (i.e. and more than honour also),

follies (but observe D v3D, elaborate follies

or false prudence, ch. ii. 3), a little (dis-

tributive singular, one out of many such.

The LXX. render ripLiov oXlyov ao4>las

virkp bb^av a((>po<F\jvy]s fxeydXtju, ' and a little

wisdom is more precious than great glory

of folly.' The objection to this rendering of

the LXX. is that they displace, quite con-

trary to their usual custom, 'a little,' which

comes at the end of the sentence, a difiSculty

which D. F. X. palliate by reading fueydX-rjs—
' than the glory of great folly.' The Syriac

reads, ' so a little folly is more weighty than

wisdom and great glory.' Symmachus
reads, Kav /uKpd, ' even if a little.' On the

whole, however, and remembering the mean-

ing of ni?3D, which is a perverse or false

wisdom, the text as it stands makes very

good sense :
* A single blow-fly will cor-

rupt and make ferment the [carefully pre-

pared] oil of the apothecary ; so more

precious than wisdom or honour, even is a

little one out of the many perverse follies,'

i.e. this perverse kind of wisdom will destroy

a reputation for intellect and probity, and

that also even when the gain proposed is

but a small matter, and will cause the sub-

ject of it to sacrifice prudence and reputa-

tion for the sake of some whim which he

knows is not worth having).

(2.) The heart of a wise man is at his

right, but the heart of a foolish one is at

his left (tiie heart is really at the left side,

but this is tlie natural heart. Heart is

however to be understood not as meaning
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A real good is wisdom above weapons

erring sinner destroys this good very much.

of iight : but a simile

/^NE of a swarm of blow-flies tainting corrupts the confectioner's

^^ conserve, and esteemed above reason and above reputation

too is of false prudence—just a little. The heart of the wise man is

at his right hand, but the heart of a foolish one is at his left hand.

And also in the way, like the wise fool he is, out of heart he walks,

and says to all, What elaborate folly this is !

If the spirit of the ruling one should go forth against thee, thy

station do not quit, because a remedy may cure wicked errors which

are great.

There exists an evil which I have observed in this work-day

world, like an error which goes forth from before the face of the

the understanding, but moral sentiments,

which is its metaphorical signification in

this book).

(3.) And moreover in the way (which

word 'way' is so constantly used in an

ethical sense—Ps. cxix. 1—that we cannot

overlook it here) like that wMch is the

wise fool's (the Masorets notice the article

here, and pronounce it superfluous, but it

is not so ; for the meaning is, that it is

like the perversely wise fool's way generi-

cally, in this) that as he walks, his heart

(the third time ' heart ' has occurred in this

passage, raising the word into great em-

phasis and importance), fails (the Autho-

rized Version considers this to mean a failure

in wisdom, but it is rather a failure of con-

fidence, which is the ethical meaning of the

term ' heart') and says (the nearest nomina-

tive is 37, heart, and so the LXX. under-

stood, for they render & \oyieLTai, k.t.X, ' that

which he thinks of is folly; this makes

good sense) to all, perverse folly it is

(emphatic, hence the meaning is, 'he is out

of heart altogether,' or 'his heart misgives

him ;' and it says, ' what perverse folly it all

really is.' Conscience convicts those clever

wicked plans, and they who devise them
know that they are only elaborate mistakes).

(4.) If a spirit of the ruling one (not,

as usually rendered, the ruler, which does

not exactly convey the idea) goes up
against thee (the LXX. show that they so

understood it by rendering Trvev/xa rod

e^owtdfovToj) thy place do not 3deld (the

sense of the passage is, ' If there be too

strong a spirit against you, if you are sailing,

as it were, in the teeth of the wind, do not

yield when you have good grounds for re-

maining:' this makes excellent sense, is

cognate to the accompanying passages, and

follows the LXX.) for a healing (><21D,

occ. Prov. xiv. 30 and xv. 4 only, the LXX.
read tafia, ' a remedy ') pacifies mistakes

(with the usual idea of culpability attaching

to this word) great ones (the idea is ' do not

yield to mere adverse circumstances when

even culpable mistakes admit of a remedy.')

(5.) There exists an evil (notice abstract

with its shade of nieanin:,'', which) I have
seen under the sun, like that which is
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6 Folly is set Mn great dignity, and the rich sit in low

place.

7 I have seen servants npon horses, and princes walking as

servants upon the earth.

8 He that diggeth a pit shall fall into it ; and whoso breaketh

an hedge, a serpent shall bite him.

9 Whoso removeth stones shall be hurt therewith ; and he that

cleaveth wood shall be endangered thereby.

10 If the iron be blunt, and he do not whet the edge, then must

he put to more strength : but wisdom is profitable to direct.

* Heb. in great heights.

erroneous (njJtJ^, see chap. v. 5 (6),
' an

inadvertence'), -wMch goes out (the verb

has the contract-relative joined with it ; the

exact idea is that it is like an inadvertence,

such as might go out on the part of the

ruler's command, the great Kuler being in

the mind of the writer, but the proposition

is general) from the face of the caused

to have power (a ' providential mistake,'

then).

(6.) Set (that is, the ruler does this, but, as

usual, this is not expressed when the proposi-

tion is intended to have a general bearing)

the perverse fool (generic
—

' perverse folly'

then will be a good rendering) in high

places many a one, and the rich (but the

hiphil form is worthy of remark, ' persons

that make rich') in a low place (?Qti> occurs

so punctuated at Ps. cxxxvi. 23 only, ren-

dered ' low estate ') sit.

(7.) I have observed servants (slaves,

that is, who ought to serve) upon horse-

back, and princes walking as servants

(' ought to do' is no doubt involved in this

expression
—

' servants' repeated being em-

phatic) upon the earth {i.e. afoot).

(8.) Dig (not necessarily either a parti-

ciple or an imperative) a pitfall (fOIJ

occurs here only, and is said to be a late

word ; it occurs in Arabic and Syriac. That

a ' pitfall' is meant is evident from the

context), in it (emphatic) he falls (a sinister

intent in digging this pit is not necessarily

implied, but the context shows that such is

primarily aimed at : this is the more evident

when we recollect that IDH is to ' dig,' and

^S^ ' to bring to confusion') ; and break a

wall {i.e. an enclosure, see Job xix. 8 for

the precise meaning of the root, hence also

Numb. xxii. 24), bites him a serpent (as

we say, 'gets bitten by a serpent,' which

would naturally lurk in loose stone walls).

(9.) Cause to move (hiphal part, of VDJi

'bring up'—see Ex. xv. 22) stones, be

troubled (see Gen. xlv. 5) with them

(emphatic) ; cleaving (poel part., occurs Ps.

cxli. 7 ; Isa. Ixiii. 12 only) wood (pi. ' logs

of wood ') be endangered (this is called a

future niphal by the Masorets, who so point,

but the real meaning of pD is evidently to

' take care,' eo that the reading of the

LXX. by KivSevvevffei, ' he shall be endan-

gered,' is adsensum— it is literally ' he shall

take care,') with them (emphatic, all these

are instances of either unexpected or unin-

tentional results).

(10.) If blunt (nnp—occ. Jer. xxxi.

29, 30, and Ezek. xviii. 2—in the sense of

' teeth set on edge :' there the Masorets point

as Kal, here as piel) the iron, and he (em-

phatic, but there is no nominative expressed

to which this can refer) not the faces

(usually considered to refer to the edges of the

axe-head) sharpen (occ. Ezek. xxi. 21 (26),

as pilpel of ??p, wiiich has the meaning of

'lightness,' 'swiftness;' the word occ. as

an adjective, Numb. xxi. 5, in the sense of
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Powerful, viz., the setting of false wisdom in liigli places, and the

rich sit in low estate. I have seen serfs on horseback, and princes

walking like serfs afoot. One digs a pit, into that he falls : or breaks

a hedge, gets bitten by a serpent. Moves stones, and finds them in

his way : chops wood, must be careful with it. If the axe be blunt,

then its edge had best be set : and then if one of the strong hits

prevail, the skilfid. hit was it.

If bites the snake before the charm is sung, then what is the

profit of the skilful tongue ?

' light,'—our soul loathetli this light food)

and strong ones wm prevail (sing. If

' strong ones ' be the nominative, this is an

instance of a distributive plural—one or

more of these will ; the fut. piel has the

meaning ' strengthen,' the Kal ' to prevail,'

but we can only consider this as a Masoretic

conjecture) and profit causing success (but

the LXX. render by Tre/Dio-creta, 'advantage'

—

see below ; but "ItJ'^ occ. only Est. viii. 5,

and chap. xi. 6 ; see however jllK^a, which

occ. chap. ii. 21, iv. 4, v. 10 (11), which we

have seen occasion to render ' success
;

'

hence the meaning, 'the made successful

is') wisdom (not generic, i.e. a single in-

stance of it). The general scope is quite

clear ; it is the superiority of wisdom to

brute force, and so all commentators and Vv.

understand it; but the exact rendering is

very difiBcult;—all the versions are per-

plexed and discordant, and the copies of the

LXX. have an important textual variation.

We will give these at length, beginning

with the LXX. as the most ancient. This

reads
—

'Eai' eKTceari rb aiS-npiov Kal avrbs

Trpda-ujwov eTapa^ev Kal dwdfieis Swa/j-uaeL Kal

vepiaa-eia rod avdpeiov (which B. reads to;

avdpl oO, and E. X. tov avdpbs) <TO(pla
—

' Ifthe

axe-head should fall off, then the man troubles

his countenance, and he must put forth

more strength ; and wisdom is the advantage

of an energetic man.' The Syriac version,

.>^lj ]£\ 0C710 Plt^ loib ^
]j3Za^o UxoLd \L1^o

] ^
Vnnt.. ];•' « nV .'Tf the axe be

blunt, and it troubles the face and increases

the slain ; and the advantage of the diligent

is wisdom.' The Vulgate reads
—

' Si retusam

fuerit ferrum et hoc non ut prius sed hebe-

tatum fuerit, multo labors exacueter et

post industriam sequeter sapientia '
—

' If the

iron should be blunt, and this not as before,

but should have lost its edge, it is sharpened

with much labour; and after industry will

follow wisdom.' Jerome renders the former

part in conformity with the Vulgate ; but

after ' non ut prius,' which he also has, runs

on with—'sed conturbatum fuerit, virtutibus

corroborabitur, et reliquum fortitudinis sapi-

entia est . .
.'
—

' but is troubled ; it shall

be strengthened by virtues, and the re-

mainder of strength is wisdom.' It will be

seen then that we have reason to suspect a

corruption of the text ; and we think that

the suspicious ' non ut prius ' of the Vulgate

and Jerome shows what this corruption was.

We notice also that neither the LXX. nor

the Syriac take any notice of the negative.

Guided by the clue thus given, we will

venture on the following conjectural emen-

dation of the text. We imagine that it

was originally written thus, ''JSH? NIHI

PpPp, the n being written full— like

*l''pnntJ> in chap. vi. 10, comp. also chap,

viii. 1, Neh. ix. 19—and having the meaning,

' to the faces ' or ' edges.' Such an inser-

tion of n being unusual, would cause sus-

picion to rest on the passage, and the transi-

tion to D"'3S Vb would be easy. This,

however, was but one out of many possible

conjectures, and the Vulgate has preserved
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11 Surely the serpent will bite without enchantment; and ^a

babbler is no better.

12 The words of a wise man's mouth are, ^gracious; but the lips

of a fool will swallow up himself.

13 The beginning of the words of his mouth is foolishness: and

the end of his ^talk is mischievous madness.

14 A fool also ^is full of words: a man cannot tell what shall

be ; and what shall be after him, who can tell him ?

1

5

The labour of the foolish wearieth every one of them, because

he knoweth not how to go to the city.

^ Heh. the master of the tongue. ^ Hch. his mouth.

2 Heh. grace. * Heh. multiplieth words.

another, namely, that the reading was ''JD?,

' as before,' and, as was common with the

ancient versions, inserts both the reading

and its variant into the text. This con-

jectural change in the text will make all

quite clear; the passage will then read

thus— ' If the iron be blunt, and so it is as

to its edges whetted, and so too blows pre-

vail, and so too an advantage is the success

[due to an instance] of wisdom,' i.e. in this

case a skilful hit. That is, if the axe be

blunt, grinding, force, and skill together, will

produce the required result. No doubt this

can only be put forth as mere conjecture, but,

in the absence of any satisfactory interpre-

tation, may be admitted ; for, in fact, arbit-

rary senses given to words, and the inser-

tions of explanatory glosses not immediately

deducible from the original, do amount to

alterations of the text. None of the other

ancient Greek versions have been preserved

in this place, except a reading of Symmacbus,

which is very curious, showing still more

forcibly how early the difficulty must have

arisen, since it is at best a reading ad senium

only, irpoix^L bk 6 yopyeva-d/xevos els a-drpiav,

' and the nimble advances into wisdom.'

(11.) If bites the serpent (with the

article, and therefore generic— serpents

generally) without (X1?3 ; we may well

suppose that the full form is used not with-

out meaning ; it occ. Tsa. Iv. 1, 2, in the sense

of ' the absence of,' which well suits the

context here,) wliispering (occ. Isa. ii.

3, 20, and xxvi. 6; Jer. viii. 17, etc.), and
there is nothing of profit to the master of

the tongue (with article, hence generic.

The rendering of the A. V. is derived from

the Vulgate. The alliteration shows that

the aphorism is equivocal, it is the con-

verse of the former : skill will help force,

but after the mischief is done skill is of no

use. There is also here an ironical depre-

ciation of serpent-charming).

(12.) The words of (in the usual sense

of reasonings) the mouth of a wise man, a
favour {i.e. are each one so), but the lips

of the foolish swallow him (fut. piel, occ.

2 Sam. XX. 19, 20 ; Job viii. 18, in the sense

of ' destroy ;
' hence the LXX. render Kara-

irovrlffovaiv ; comp. Matt. xiv. 30, xviii.

6. Here too we have a singular verb with

a plural noun— ' any one of a fool's words

may be his destruction.' Notice also the

implied difference
—

' a fool talks with his

lips, a wise man reasons).

(18.) The beginning of words (or reason-

ings) of his mouth, elaborate follies

(ni?3D in its usual sense ; and the whole

being without the article gives the mean-

ing
—

' Each beginning of the reasonings of

his mouth is one out of a number of elabo-

rate follies
;

bis reasonings are themselves

elaborate mistakes'), and an end (JT'inX

is used to signify the last end, Numb, xxiii.
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Each word of a wise man's mouth is grace, but the lips of a fool

will swallow him apace.

The beginnings of his reasonings are each a wise error, and the

result of what he says are disappointed expectations, every one of

which is mischievous.

And the wise fool multiplies his reasons, though no man under-

stands the present, and the future results no one can declare.

A toil of fools will weary them each one, who has altogether lost

his way.

10 ; see chap. vii. 8) of Ws moutli (re-

peated, ' that same mouth ') disappointed

expectations (ril7?"in, in its usual sense in

this book) miscMevous (sing., each one of

which is so).

(14.) And the elaborate fool multiplies

words, not knowing (i.e. when there is no

knowing by) the man (humanity generally)

what it is which will be (but the Alex-

andrine and Vatican read apparently riTIti',

y€v6fjLevov, which A^. E. X. alter to yevrjffd-

fievov, ' which shall be.' The Syriac sup-

ports the LXX., but Symmachus reads rd

irpoyevSfieva dXX' ovS^ to, iad/xeva— ' the

things which were before, but not those

which come after'—which the Vulgate fol-

lows. Jerome, however, follows the LXX.
against the Vulgate ; nevertheless we should

not be inclined to alter the text, but would

rather regard the reading of the LXX. as

ad sensum—the object being to give the

difference between the contracted and full

relative and the subjunctive meaning at-

taching to this form. Thus TVTV'^ is that

which is or exists, the rh 6v— ' he does not

know then the real state of things '—is the

meaning ; for with this agrees what fol-

lows), and which (full relative) is (or will

be) from after him (but there is no reason

why VinSO sliDulJ not be considered as a

participial noun, as the LXX. make it, and

then we must render the ' future ' in the

sense of what occurs in the future) who

tells to him (emphatic). The meaning of

the passage is
—

' That the elaborate fool

multiplies reasonings, which are sure to have

an evil tendency, as they are intended to

promote his elaborate folly, although man
generally neither understands the meaning

of the present, nor can divine the future.'

The difficulty of the sentence arises from

the play between H'-H'-^J'-nO and VinNO.

(15.) The toil {i.e. ' anxious care,' which

is the meaning of this word) of the foolish

ones wearies him (another distributive

plural ; the result of these various fools'

labour is weariness to each of them. It is

also to be noticed that the verb is feminine,

and yet ?Dy is usually masculine. Several

nouns are, Stuart observes, masculine or

feminine ad lihituni scriptoris. There is

however, we suspect, a perceptible difference

in the meaning in these cases. The stricter

agreement denotes closer union between the

verb and its nominative ; and if this be so,

the idea of the passage may be rendered

by ' the toil of the fools is self-weariness '),

which (full relative, equivalent therefore

to ' because ' he does) not know (or is

instructed) to (in order to) go towards

(?S, LXX. et's) a city (not the city, as is

usually rendered.) The obvious meaning

would surely be, that the fool had lost his

way, and hence as he is going wrong he has

simply his trouble for his pains.
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1

6

IT Woe to thee, land, when thy king is a child, and thy

princes eat in the morning !

17 Blessed art thou, land, when thy king is, the son of nobles,

and thy princes eat in due season, for strength, and not for drunken-

ness !

18 IT By much slothfulness the building decayeth; and through

idleness of the hands the house droppeth through.

19 IT A feast is made for laughter, and wine ^maketh merry : but

money answereth all things.

20 IT Curse not the king, no not in thy '^thought; and curse not

the rich in thy bed-chamber : for a bird of the air shall carry the

voice, and that which hath wings shall tell the matter.

CHAPTER XL

CAST thy bread ^upon the waters : for thou shalt find it after

many days.

2 Give a portion to seven, and also to eight ; for thou knowest

not what evil shall be upon the earth.

^ Heb. maketh glad the life.

^ Or, conscience. Heb. upon tlie face of the waters.

(16.) Woe to thee, land, whose king is

a lad, and thy princes in the morning eat

{i.e. ' feast,' the morning being the proper

time for work, and not for feasting. Comp.

Isa. V. 11).

(17.) Blessings on thee, land, whose

king is a son of nohles (eXevdipov, LXX.),

and thy princes in season eat, and not in

drunkenness (but the LXX. render /cat ovk

alffxvOriffovTai— ' and shall not be ashamed '

—reading the TlK'i as though the 2 were

radical, and deriving the word from ^^2, ' to

be ashamed.' Thus is probably preserved

an intentional equivoke.)

(18.) By idlenesses (Prov. xix. 15 only;

but ?Vy, ' the sluggard,' occurs continually

in Proverbs, and once as a v., Jud. xviii. 9.

The word is pointed as a dual, but tlie

meaning ' idlenesses ' suits the context)

decayeth (^^0, occ. Kal, Ps. cvi. 43,

niphal here, and hiphil Job xxiv. 24, all)

the beam (iTlpSn here only, but the word

differs only in pointing from mpon—the

hap, and the equivoke could hardly be un-

intentional), and in lowness of hands
drops (occ. Job xvi. 20, Ps. cxix. 28 ; but

notice the readings of the LXX., which are

peculiar) the house.

(19.) To laughter are makings (which

the LXX. renders by iroLovaiv, ' they make ')

bread and wine rejoices (the Masorets

consider this a piel and transitive) lives,

and the silver (with the article, and there-

fore generic—money) answereth with re-

spect to all things (both senses of njy
are given in the versions of the LXX.
iTraKovaerai, Alexandrine, ' humbly obeys,'

and TaTreLvdiffei, Vatican, ' will humble.'

The Alexandrine also reads cr^v to. Travra.

The Syriac reads also double, as do some

copies of the LXX.—.^nV)V) ]g>mnO

^lilli ^OlX ]2i.^0—'and money
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Ah ! woe to tliee, country, whose king is a child, and thy

princes eat in the morning.

Blessed art thou, country, whose king is the son of nobles, and
thy princes eat in due season, for strength and not for drunkenness.

AVhen they are idle, there is a slender support, and when both

hands hang down, the roof-tree will weep.

For pleasure they make bread, and wine rejoices life, but silver

subserves with respect to everything.

Also, even in thy conscience a king do not revile, and in secret

places of the bed-chamber neither do thou revile the rich : for a bird

of the heavens will carry out the rumour, and the swift one on wings

shall tell the matter.

CAST thy bread on the face of the waters : for in the multitude

of the days—thou wilt find it.

Give a share all round, and to some one else beside, for thou dost

not know what sort of mischief shall be in the earth.

oppresses and leads them astray in all.' cause to convey the voice (with DX and
The Alexandrine reading, however, makes the article, with ' respect to that voice

'

quite consistent sense, and squares entirely is the meaning—the rumour will get abroad

with the rest of the passage. Bread is pre- in a mysterious way) and a lord of the

pared for pleasure rather than support, wine winged ones (the Masorets wish to omit the

rejoices hearts already merry— its real use is article in D^SJ^n) shaU teU the matter
to cheer those who are faint with toil or (the LXX. note the emphasis given by H
sorrow

;
and silver, which one can neither and the articles by adding the pronoun <jov,

eat nor drink, is preferred to bread and wine which is simply a rendering ad sensum—
and everything else). ' Treason, like murder, will out').

(20.) Also in thy understanding (occ.
^^- (^"^ ^^^^ thy bread upon the face

Dan. i. 4, 17 ; 2 Chron. i. 10, 11. 12 only,
°^*^« ^^*^^«' ^^^ ^ *^« multitude of the

and alwavs with this meaning: all the
days thou Shalt find it. (This passage is

ancient Vv. follow the idea contained in
usually taken as an exhortation to liberality,

the LXX.'s <rvueidv<Tis, which would seem
Hengstenberg however understands it to

to give the notion that this curse was a 'f^]
*° /^"'P^ f^ ^^']' ^^'SO of grain,

reasonable, not a hasty one) a king (not
^"^!^^ '•*'^^''' *° ^ ™^- ^- ^4 for a similar

the king, any king) do not curse; and in
'^^^^'^^^i'

>'f
Luke xvi. 9

;
the idea is

the innermost of thy bed-chambers do
clearly that of an unexpected return).

not either curse the rich person (the idea (2.) Give a portion to seven, and also
of cursing or reviling is of course here pro- to eight (see Job v. 19, Micah v. 4 (5), for

minent), for a bird of the heavens shall similar idioms ; it is equivalent to our
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3 If tlie clouds he full of rain, they empty themselves upon the

earth : and if the tree fall toward the south, or toward the north, in

the place where the tree falleth, there it shall be.

4 He that observeth the wind shall not sow; and he that re-

gardeth the clouds shall not reap.

5 As thou knowest not what is the way of the spirit, nor how
the bones do groio in the womb of her that is with child : even so

thou knowest not the works of God who maketh all.

6 In the morning sow thy seed, and in the evening withhold not

thine hand : for thou knowest not whether ^shaU prosper, either this

or that, or whether they both shall be alike good.

7 1[ Truly the light is sweet, and a pleasant thi7ig it is for the

eyes to behold the sun :

8 But if a man live many years, and rejoice in them all
;
yet let

him remember the days of darkness ; for they shall be many. All

that Cometh is vanity.

* Heb. shall be right.

' everybody, and some one else '), for not

dost thou know what shall be mischief

upon the earth.

(3.) If they are fuU the clouds {2]}

is the thick vapour that appears and dis-

appears) rain (DtJ'J is the storm rain which

does mischief or good according to cir-

cumstances, see chap. xii. 2) they cause

to empty (clouds do not always prognosti-

cate rain ; and even if they should, a storm

may do mischief rather than good) ; and if is

falling a tree in the south, or if either in

the north ('«/' is hence emphatic) the place

where may fall (contracted relative) the

tree (now with the article, for it is the

falling tree spoken of above) there it will

be (the unusual form XirT" has troubled the

commentators much : Moses Stuart pro-

nounces the N to be otiose, which is not ex-

plaining the form at all. But may not the

following be a sufficient explanation?—KIH

in this book is used in the sense of the

existence of an object : might not Koheleth

coin a verb by adding the '' of the present

tense, with the idea, 'makes itself be'?

—

comp. also Josh. x. 24, Tsa. xxiii. 12, where

this otiose K occurs ; the rendering of the

LXX. by ^orat shows how they understood

it, and so also the Syriac and Vulgate. The
whole sentence is ironical, when the tree has

really fallen, then we know which way it fell.

The Masoretic accentuation of this passage

is peculiar—we should naturally have ex-

pected them to have divided the verse into

two clauses, at Ip'^T', ' they empty,' instead

of which the greatest pause occurs at ' north'

pQSf3) but this method of reading renders

the irony of the passage ; the verse will then

stand thus :
—

' If the clouds are full of rain

they will empty themselves upon the earth,

and so if the tree should incline to the south,

or if it should incline to the north—the place

where it falls is where it really will 5e.' The
accentuation is rhetorical rather than logical,

and the Masorets have shown great taste in

their pointing).

(4.) Regarding wind ! not does one sow
(impersonal), and looking into clouds

neither is one reaping (we must attend to

the precise form of the words in this sentence

in order to gather the true nature of the sar-

casm hidden in it ; the LXX. have clearly

marked these forms in their rendering).

(5.) As thou art not one who knows
what is the way of the spirit, like the
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If the clouds are full of rain, they empty themselves upon the

earth ; and if falls the tree by the south [wind] or by the north

—

the place where the tree falls is just where it will be.

Looking at the wind one does not sow, and gazing into the

clouds one does not reap.

Just as thou art not one who knows the way of the spirit, how
the bones are in the womb of the pregnant : just so thou knowest

nothing with respect to the working of the Almighty, who is working

out the whole.

In the morning sow the seed thou oughtest, and to the evening

do not withhold thy hand, for thou canst not tell if it shall succeed,

whether this or another, or if all of it shall be alike good.

Yes, sweet is the light, and a good to the eyes the sight of the

sun
;
yet if man lives to the very longest limit of his days, in all

of them he may rejoice, and remember with respect to the days

of darkness that they shall be many too: all that is coming is

evanescent.

bones in the womb of the pregnant, just

so, thou dost not know, with respect to

the working of the Deity, Who is He that

(full relative) performs with regard to the

whole. (The LXX. render the first part

if oh ovK '^(TTiv yivdiffKUi', ' among whom
none knows,' taking no notice of the pronoun

thou. Did they read the 3 at the end of

"I^X as beginning the following word?

That the sentence is equivocal, and that this

equivoke helps the general drift of the pas-

sage is not to be doubted.) The subject now
returns to the previous train of argument,

which directs man to do his duty in submis-

sion to the inscrutable ways of Providence.

(6.) In the morning sow thy seed (with

fix, ' sow that seed which you ought to

sow,') and to the evening (note the change

of preposition, it renders this passage a

better introduction to what is to follow :

there is a reference to the evening of life)

do not withhold thy hand (comp. chap. vii.

18, where fli^ is used with this verb, and

observe the difference in meaning), for it is

not thou who knowest (a repetition of this

clause from the preceding verse) whether (but

comp. 1 Kings xxii. 24, and 1 Sam. ix. 18,

showing that the meaning with HT is ' what

way' or 'how,') succeeds (see chap. x. 10

and refs.) the this or this, or if both of
them as one {iirl t6 airS ' to the same,'

LXX.) good (pi. ; sowing is no doubt taken

generically as a type of human labour, per-

formed in expectation of a future harvest,

and the Preacher directs us to do our

appointed work in patience, and from morn-
ing till evening, i.e. the whole day through,

sure of a good result. The morning or the

evening sowing will, one or other, perhaps

both, succeed ; the transition to what follows

is quite natural).

(7.) And sweet (but the participial form

'sweetened' is not to be altogether over-

looked; thus, 'is sweetened') the light,

and a good to the eyes to behold {i.e. to

have sight of) the sun, (for life is a blessing,

and this is a reply to the equivocal 'I said

in my heart ' of chap. iii. 18 and iv. 3.

(8. ) For if the years are many (that is,

if his years are as long as they can be) the
man (humanity generally) in aU of them
rejoices (but as the noun stands before the

verb, it is emphatic, and in this case, as the

verb is preceded by D?33, is potential

—

'may rejoice'), and remembers with re-
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9 IF Rejoice, young man, in thy youth ; and let thy heart cheer

thee in the days of thy youth, and walk in the ways of thine heart,

and in the sight of thine eyes : but know thou, that for all these

tilings God will bring thee into judgment.

10 Therefore remove ^sorrow from thy heart, and put away evil

from thy flesh : for childhood and youth arc vanity.

CHAPTER XII.

EEMEMBEPt now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while

the evil days come not, nor the years draw nigh, when thou

shalt say, I have no pleasure in them

;

2 While the sun, or the light, or the moon, or the stars, be not

darkened, nor the clouds return after the rain

:

3 In the day when the keepers of the house shall tremble, and

the strong men shall bow themselves, and the grinders ^ cease because

they are few, and those that look out of the windows be darkened,

^ Or, anger. " Or, fail because they grind little.

gard to days of darkness (that is, forget-

lulness, the days when he is forgotten, and

also of sorrow or sadness, for both mean-

ings are combined) for the many (repeating

the above, with the sense, then, ' for very

many also,') will they be, all which may
come ('every coming event' that is, as the

contracted relative shows) is vanity (evan-

escent).

(9.) Rejoice, young man (but inn has

the sense of 'choice,' and this is to be re-

membered here) in thy youth (but nil?"*

occurs here only ; see however Ps. ex. 3,

which the Masorets point ^n"}?^ ; this

word is the abstract of the word ^?^

which means 'to beget;' hence the exact

meaning of mi?'' would be ' productions '),

and cause good to thee let thy heart

in days of thy choosings (for ni"lin2

also occurs only here and chap. xii. 1,

and youth therefore is so designated,

because it is a time of choice), and walk

in ways of thy heart, and seeings of

thine eyes ;
and know how, upon all

these, thou art caused to come of the

Deity into judgment. (The LXX. have

here the gloss a/xw/xos
—

' in the ways of thine

heart blameless ;' but the Syriac Hexaplar

notes this gloss with an asterisk, so that it

is clearly not entitled to any weight ; it was

no doubt a subsequent addition to the text,

because the meaning was not seen, as in-

deed it cannot be, without a reference to the

double meanings of the Hebrew words.

(10.) And put away disappointment

(oyj, chap. i. 18, refs.) from thy heart,

and pass away evil from thy flesh; be-

cause the producings and the dawnings

(niintJ' occurs here only ; for the mean-

ing of the root see Job vii. 21, Ps. Ixxviii.

34, Prov. xiii. 24. So the meaning of the

word here is 'early seekings,' which the

LXX. render ad sensum by rj dvoia, ' the

ignorance ; ' and the Syriac by v> ^Lo

l^^i_i |Jo ^/ « \ ^ > 'because childhood

and not to know') is vanity (singular;

' each one is so,' as a plural precedes). That

the passage is ironical we cannot doubt,

but it is good advice, even the very best, as

it stands. Youth is the time of choice, the

time of productions, or, if one will—and the
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Eejoice, choice young man, in the days of thy youth, and let

thy heart do thee good in the choice days of thy youth, and walk
in ways of thy heart and sights of thine eyes, and know how, on
account of all these things thou shalt be summoned of the Almighty
to judgment. Put away disappointment from thine heart, and purge
away mischief from thy flesh, for childhood and early expectations
are evanescent. But remember thy Creator in the days of thy choice
youth, while these evil days come not, and these years approach,
of which thou shalt say there is -nothing for me in them of happy
providence

; before, too, is darkened the sun, and the light, and the
moon, and the stars ; and the storm-cloud returns after the tempest.
In a day when sore moved are the keepers of the house, and the
mighty mortals sadly perplex themselves, and the gTindiug maids
are idle because there is little to grind, and the ladies look into

gloom through the windows ; and closed are the doors in the street

in the failing sound of the mill, and one starts at the note of a
sparrow, and hushed are all the daughters of song. Moreover, the

expression will preserve an equivoke similar

to that in the text

—

conception; but this

time is evanescent. We choose our path in

life when young, but then we canuot go
back. He who changes his calling once

rarely succeeds in it, and never if

twice.

(2.) Until not darkened (i.e. before

this happens) is tlie sun, and the light

(referring back to chap. xi. 7), and the
moon, and the stars, and return the
clouds (storm-clouds) after the rain (the

chooses tempestuous rain, i.e. storm succeeds
storm).

XII. (1.) And remember with respect

to thy Creators (but X"1U is ' creating '

—

see Isa. xl. 28, xli. 5, xlv. 7, 18, where the

participle poel, occurs; hence, according to

the strict meaning, it ought to be thy cxeat-

ings) in days of thy choosings (with the

same meaning as before ; the sentence

is doubtless intentionally equivocal) until

not come days of the evil (' the evil days '

is quite correct, but then we must remember
the emphasis falls on ' evil,' not ' days '),

and are caused to draw near years (not

'the years,' which spoils the pathos of the

passage—years are opposed to days above)

which thou sayest there is nothing to

me (emphatic) in them of deUght (but not

without a shade of the technical meaning,
' providence '—as man grows older he ex-

pects no delight ; no great good fortune can

come to him).

(3.) In a day (not the day, which again

spoils the pathos. Koheleth is now going
to give specimens of evil days) when
disturbed are, (occ. only Est. iii. 9,

and Hab. ii. 7, pilpel. This word, Wt^,
has been said to be a late one, but myr
occ. Dent, xxviii. 5 ; the idea is ' com-
motion,' when they are or may be in com-
motion) the keepers of the house, and
perplex themselves (see chap. i. 15, vii.

13), the men CtinJX, ' weak men ') of the
strength (it is quite consistent with the

character of the writer to join such terms

as these together, with an oblique sarcasm
hidden beneath them), and cease (here

only, a so-called late word) the grinding

maids, because they are diminished, and
are dark the gazers (fem.) in the windows
((1.) the keepers are the slaves; (2.) the

strong men the masters; (3.) the grinding
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4 And the doors shall be shut in the streets, when the sound of

the grinding is low, and he shall rise up at the voice of the bird, and

all the daughters of musick shall be brought low

;

5 Also wlim they shall be afraid of tliat which is high, and fears

shall he in the way, and the almond tree shall flourish, and the grass-

hopper shall be a burden, and desire shall fail : because man goeth

to his long home, and the mourners go about the streets

:

maids the women servants
; (4.) the gazers

are the ladies—comp. Judg. v. 28 ; thus is

comprised the whole family.)

(4.) And shut are tlie doors in tbe

street, in the failing voice of the grinding,

(or ' grinding maid '), and rises up (as there

is no nom. we must take it as impersonal,

' one rises up ') to a voice of the sparrow,

and hrought low (see Isa. ii. 9, and

also xxix. 4, where the word is used of a

muttering voice) all daughters of the song.

(5.) Moreover (this marks a transition

in the catalogue of ills, the former were

external evils—these come from within)

also from the height they fear
;
and ter-

rors in the way ; and the almond is

despised ; and tourdens itself the grass-

hopper ; and scattered the desire. (This

passage has exercised translators and com-

mentators from the earliest times. The

LXX. read

—

Kaiye airh iixj/ovs b^povrai, Kal

Odfi^oi iv TT] 65(p, Kal dvOrjaei to d/xvydaXov,

Kal TTttJ-xw^^ i] ciKpis, Kal hacTKeSaaOy i)

KaTTTrdpis— ' and they shall look from the

height, and fears shall be in the way, and

the almond-tree shall blossom, and the

locust shall increase, and the caper berry

shall be scattered.' Here B. read eis t6

vfos, ' into the height.' Aquila, rpdfxip

rpo/jLTjaovatv, ' they shall tremble a trem-

bling ; ' and Kal Kapire^icrei t) Kairirdpis, ' the

caper-berry shall fructify.' Now Sym-

machus, quoted by Jerome, read
—

' Super

haec etiam de eccelso videbunt, et error

erit in via, et obdormiet vigilans, et dis-

solvetur spiritus fortitude' The last words

are, however, preserved in Greek

—

Kal 8ia-

Xvd^ "7 eniTTovoi. ' On these they look from

the height, and error will be in the way,

and the watchful will fall asleep, and the

courage of the spirit will be dissolved.'

The Syriac reads— ]iQ05 ^ w2)")o

cnZL»^5olo Oj-iZAj-o ^j^,j

Mj.£Lio ]5crL» wjOiaXi viciJ.o

]Ln 1 I n wi\4^2.0— ' and also from

the height they fear, and shall be terrified

in the way, and the watch shall rush upon

him, and the almond flourish, and the grass-

hopper be increased, and the caper shall

burst, and desire shall cease.' We think

that, with these different versions before

us, all of which have preserved portions of

the original, we shall be able to conjecture

the meaning of the text. It is just possible

that originally the text read iT'DJD, and

which might have been altered by displac-

ing the •>, and putting it on to the beginning

of the next word ; for otherwise it is hard

to suppose that the LXX. would go out of

their way to alter a reading the meaning of

which, as it stands, is so obvious. B. seems

to have preserved this original reading.

The difference to the sense, however, is not

great, as this looking upwards is evidently

the effect of fear, as is shown by the

next clause. This begins with the word

DTinnni— a reduplicated and therefore

emphasized form of Dnn, to ' be dismayed,'

or ' distracted,' as in the sense of ' broken

in pieces
;

' hence the rendering of Aquila

:

' These intense tremblings in the way '

—

which word ' way ' surely we may interpret

in the ethical sense so common in this book

of ' way of life '—are the natural result of

' looking with fearfulness into the height.'

Comp. chap. iii. 21.

The next clause is still more obscure.

The word Y^'^ has, in all other places.
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height is dreaded, and great fears are iu the way, and the almond

tree [the harbinger of spring] is despised, and the little grasshopper

[of summer] is as a burden, and desire itself has fled, for man has

departed to his long home, and mourners go round the market : or

ever the silver line runs out, or the golden oil bowl is removed, or

the pitcher is shattered at the fountain, or wheel runs down at the

well, or the dust returns to the earth where it was, or the spirit

the meaning ' to be despised,' or, in piel,

to ' provolje.' The hiphil occ. here only,

and is rendered, contrary to all analogy,

' flourish.' This is virtually to alter the

text ; and though the LXX. support this

rendering, it is clear, from its various read-

ings, that the Greek text has also been

tampered with. The original meaning has

apparently been preserved by Symmachus,

and by the alternative rendering of the Sy-

riac. Then as to ' the almond tree,' IpJiTI :

the word occ. Gen. xliii. 11, Numb. xvii.

8 (23), Jer. i. 11, all. This last passage

gives probably the clue. The almond is

the first tree to blossom in the coming

spring, and is its harbinger ; it is, as it

were, in a hurry to welcome it ; but this

harbinger of spring is despised. As to the

interpretation that the almond blossom is

an allegorical description of the white hairs

of an old man, it may be answered that the

almond blossom is pink, not white.

The next clause
—

' The grasshopper shall

be a burden '—may be explained by notic-

ing that the word 11X\ occ. Numb. xiii. 33,

Isa. xl. 22, as -the type of something small

or insignificant. The only other two places,

viz. Lev. xi. 22, 2 Chron. vii. 13, where the

word occurs, show that this creature was

edible, but might become a plague. 7300'',

the hithpael of ^3D, occurs here only ;
' bur-

dens itself is the exact meaning. The
English Version no doubt gives here the

true sense.

The next clause
—

' Desire shall fail '

—

may be explained in the same way. The
word "iDri, the hiphil of "I"1D, has always

the meaning to 'break,' 'disannul'—see

Numb. XXX. 13, Job xv. 4, and hophal,

Zecli. xi. 11. Evidently Symmachus, with

the reading hL<xK\]Or\ r/ iiriirovos, has pre-

served the true meaning; for by eirlirovos

he has rendered the word njV3X, which

occ. here only. Now we have no right to

seek a strange signification for this word

when fair sense can be made according to

the ordinary derivations. P''3S occ. fre-

quently in the sense of ' a poor person '

—

the root being nZlX, ' to wish,' or ' desire.'

Jerome translates, as we see—' Et dissolve-

tur spiritus fortitudinis '—
' the spirit or

breath of the brave is dissolved,' which is

ad sensiim; so that we may take rUVSN
as simply an abstract of JV^K, with the

meaning of ' wishfulness,' or ' longing.'

Thus the reading of the LXX. is explained :

Capers are provocatives of desire or appe-

tite, and hence their Hebrew name. The
iirlirovos of Symmachus occurs only once

again, at Isa. liii. 3, where it represents the

Hebrew ni3N3D, ' griefs ' (see Field's most

instructive note, Hexaplar m loc). Thus
we venture to offer the following as a pro-

bable explanation of this passage:
— 'Be-

sides, they look with dread on high, and

great dismay is in the way, and the almond

tree (as a symbol of anticipation) is despised,

and the grasshopper (as a symbol of what

is small and light) is burdensome, and the

caper-berries (as the symbol of desires or

longings) are scattered.' In the last clause

the metaphorical out-tops the literal mean-

ing, as the A. Y. renders, rightly abandon-

ing the LXX. at this point.) For (or 'so')

advances ("I?n, recalling chap, i.) the man
(in the ordinary technical meaning of human-
ity) to (' towards,' LXX. eh, in its primary

sense of motion to a place) a house of his

ase ("|D?y, having its ordinary sense of ' the

age,' or aiihv, as the LXX. render. The
A.V.'s 'long home' is a beautiful para-

phrase : his ' brief home' is his house; his
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6 Or ever the silver cord be loosed, or tlie golden bowl be broken, or

the pitcher be broken at the fountain, or the wheel broken at the cistern.

7 Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was : and the

spirit shall return unto God who gave it.

8 IF Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher ; all is vanity.

9 And ^moreover, because the Preacher was wise, he still taught

the people knowledge
;
yea, he gave good heed, and sought out, and

set in order many proverbs.

10 The Preacher sought to find out ^acceptable words: and tliat

which ivas written was upright, even words of truth.

^ Or, the more wise the Preacher was. " Ueb. words of delight.

' long home ' his tomb), and go round in

the street (which the LXX. render iv

dyopg,, 'in the market') the mourners

(those who mourn for the dead).

(6.) Until not (marking another hreak

in the comparison) is loosed (according to

the Kri, hut this is only a conjecture of the

Masorets ; if correct, the niphal occurs here

only, but the chetih, pH"!'', means ' to be

far from;' and thus the LXX. render by

avarpairrj, ' turned back,' and this appears

to be correct) a cord of the silver (the

Hebrew idiom for our ' the silver cord.' Tf

we understand this to mean the silver cord

from which the lamp is suspended, we

shall perceive the allusion), and is broken

(}*~in, so far as the unpointed text is con-

cerned, might be fern, third fut. Kal of

P"),
' to run '—see Gen. xxix. 12. The

LXX. render by awdXi^TJ, which occ. Sir.

xxxi. 14 only ; but it also may be from

I'^fl—see Judg. ix. 53. B. reads avm-piP^;

but this is an error, the origin of which is

the similarity of the two words and the

occurrence of them both in the same sen-

tence), a howl {T)?i, used by Zechariah to

denote the reservoir which contained the

oil for the golden candlestick of the temple,

Zech. iv. 2, 3. The LXX. render dvdiixiov,

which also occ. Exod. xxxviii. 16, ' for the

round ornaments;' comp. also Jos. xv. 19,

Judg. i. 15, where the word evidently sig-

nifies a reservoir for irrigation ; HPJ also

occ. 1 Kings vii. 41, etc. If the 'golden

bowl of the lamp ' be taken as the most

probable meaning, it will admirably suit

the context), of the gold (the idea then

is apparently that of a golden lamp bowl sus-

pended by a silver cord ; the lamp would

be let down daily at least; the golden

bowl would then run down and be taken

away to be replenished)
;
and is shivered

(see Lev. vi. 28 (21)) a pitcher upon
(or over) the spring (occ. Isa. xxxv. 7,

xlix. 10, and is evidently a spring gush-

ing out of the ground, as opposed to ")13,

which is a sunken well or cistern), and is

run (but the word is niphal, and the LXX.
render crwrpoxdarj, 'run down to') the

wheel (with the article, because the special

wheel is meant which stands over the

cistern) towards (?X, the preposition is

different) the well ; and returns the dust

upon the earth as it was, and the spirit

is returning (both futures, but one written

full, the other contracted ; there is perhaps

a slight distinction—one also follows, the

other goes before, its verb) to (?N ; LXX.
irpds) the Deity who (but full relative, as

compared with the contracted form above)

gave it (fem., to agree with nil ; but, as

W8 have so often seen, this close agreement

gives a peculiar meaning ; it is especially

the divine gift)

.

(8) Vanity of vanities, said the

Preacher (with the article, the Preacher as

such, generic), the whole is vanity.

We must notice, in interpreting these last

verses that the acts described are all such

as take time, indeed but a short time, to

accomplish, and occur frequently. The

string of the lamp will be loosed almost
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is returning to the Almighty, its giver ; so—evanescence of evanes-

cence, says the Preacher, the whole is evanescent.

Section V.

—

Epilogue.

But there is something yet to come : for the Preacher ivas wise
;

he yet taught knowledge with respect to men generally ; and, pon-

dering, he tracked out the solution of [these] enigmas to the utmost.

The Preacher, indeed, sought to discover the reasons for a providence,

but what he has written is the real matter of truth. These reasons

of the wise are like goads, but they are like stakes as well, deeply

daily, and the lamp taken away ; and surely

no more poetical or impressive metaphor of

death can be discovered than a lamp with oil-

bowl gone. Next we have the shattered

pitcher—an accident which may happen at

any time ; and then the bucket running

down into the well, which is a compara-

tively frequent occurrence, and may well

bring vividly before our minds the dis-

appearance of one who was just before

familiarly among us. That the bucket

might be drawn up again full of living

water is necessarily not mentioned, but is

one of those hidden sarcastic promises in

which the book delights. The last two

clauses are joined together by the simple

' and ;

' but there is clearly at this point a

transition from simile to metaphor, which

the A. V. notices. If indeed one likes to

take it so, the simile is true enough of dust

and wind, but the last clause discloses a

deeper meaning. After all, the promises of

a resurrection are but scarcely hidden behind

the apparent hopelessness of the conclusion

arrived at.

The interpretation which makes the whole

of this passage a metaphorical description

of old age, comes from no more authoritative

source than Hagadic interpretation, as em-

bodied in the Chaldee Targum. There is

no proof that any allegory was intended, and

the literal meaning is not only to the pur-

pose, but exceedingly touching and beauti-

ful. The arrangement of clauses, also, is

highly artificial, which may be seen by

counting them as marked off by the recur-

ring forms ' or ever,' ' also,' and the like.

(9.) And for the rest (for now is to be

added something over and above, to form

a supplement to what went before; comp.
1 Kings xiv. 19 both for the Hebrew and

Greek. A s the word Ifl^l stands first, it is

the subject : whether we point it as noun
or participle will not make much difference

to the sense, but the Masoretic pointing is

best ; they also, with great taste, put a large

distinctive accent on the word. The mean-
ing is, ' there is something yet to be added ;')

that he was (the contract-relative with sub.

verb) even a Eoheleth [i.e. a preacher or

gatherer) who was wise, yet (the LXX.
render /cat 6ti, 'nevertheless,' but their ren-

dering is very remarkable and we will discuss

it at length presently) taught knowledge
(and in the sense so common in this book,

of the knowledge how to act under a given

set of circumstances) with respect to the

people (not as usually understood that he

taught the people knowledge, but taught

knowledge with regard to the people, the

coZfecfeJ body of humanity
; comp. chap. iv.

16) and he gave heed, and he sought out
(Deut. xiii. 4 ; Ps. cxxxix. 1) an order

(chap. i. 15, viii. 18 ; this is the third time

of occurrence of this root, which is peculiar to

this book. The Masorets point as piel pret.,

it might however be a noun, as the LXX.
render it, and we shall see reason presently

for adopting this interpretation) of parahles

the many.

(10.) Sought Koheleth to find words of

providence (131 and J'Sn, both in their
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11 'The words of tlie wise are, as goads, and as nails fastened hy

the masters of assemblies, which are given from one shepherd.

12 And further, by these, my son, be admonished: of making

many books there is no end; and much ^ study is a weariness of the

flesh.
^ Or, reading.

usual technical senses) and written (full

participial form) uprightness, words of

trutli. (The passage is very obscure ; the

LXX. render Kal Trepiaffbv 6ti eyevero 6

iKKXrjfftacrTris ao^bs [Kal] Sri, ^dida^ev yvwcnv

ffiiv Tov dvOpuirov /cat o5s e^LX^Laaerai k6<jixlov

irapa^oXQv. IloXXd, k.t.X. ' and for the rest,

because the Preacher was wise, and because

he taught knowledge with respect to the

man, and his ear will trace out the orderly

arrangement of parables.' Now, some

curious features in this rendering deserve

notice—the word Koafxiov occ. 1 Tim. ii. 9,

and iii. 2 ; it is used as a neuter, 'orderliness.'

Again, DyH JMi is rendered (T'jvtov dvdpwTrov.

B. omits and A^ includes in brackets the

Kal, so marked, in the text; A^ reads ^rt

;

F.X. omit ffiiv; F. reads (for dvOp.) \abv\

E. e^Lxvlaae ;
and D. K6a/J.ou. Thus it ap-

pears probable that the LXX. read IpHS

and as this future follows the past, we have

the sense of the imperfect : they also trans-

lated crvp TOV dvdpi^TTOv, because they con-

sidered Dyn as used generically—see chap,

iv. 16, and in the same sense. If, however,

the Hebrew text were altered, which would

be done simply by lengthening the jud i into

vau 1, the rendering of the LXX. would he-

come unintelligible, and hence the variations,

especially that of E. Then }TX, which is

really nom. to IpH'', and emphatic as stand-

ing before it, came to be regarded as a verb

and pointed piel, the only instance of such

pointing that occurs, and then accenting

"Ipni with zakeph, the Masorets made these

two words a parenthesis, and pointed |pn as a

piel pret., instead of a noun as do the LXX.

;

they then make TMlil sing, agree with the

pi. D v5^*0, which would, according to the

usage of this book, he distributive. On
the whole, however, it seems very probable

that the LXX. have preserved the right

reading, or at least the meaning of the pas-

sage ; this meaning is, ' and for the rest,

because Koheleth was a wise man, still he

taught knowledge with respect to the people,

and his ear [i.e. judgment, for the word con-

tains the idea of weighing as in a balance]

was seeking out an orderly meaning [or

solution] of parables;' by parables he means

doubtless the mysterious facts cited. The
next verse takes this thought up thus : 'Very

much sought Koheleth in order to find words

of providence—and written correctly words of

truth.' If the reading were really SinSI,

and not, as we may conjecture, 3"lnD^ we
should then read 'he was writing,' which

it must be confessed makes excellent sense.

The LXX. render here [Kal] yeypa/x/jiivov

evdtjT7)Tos \6yovs akrjdeias, in the accusative,

governed by e'^rijcrev, and the meaning

is therefore, ' sought ... a thing written of

right [even] words of truth.' This agrees

altogether with the context, and also is cog-

nate with what follows).

(11.) The words of (but as ''111 is re-

peated, we have 'those words of) wise men

as goads (nijnm D''03n nm ; the play

is manifest between "13T and 311, but

nijm occurs here only, note also its two

accents, and the noun in a concrete form at

1 Sam. xiii. 21) and as nails (the particle

of comparison being repeated, gives the idea

' but as nails as well,' but TiVld^'O, spelt

with the letter sin, occurs here only; only one

instance of a piel part, of the very common
verb "IJDK* occurs, viz. Jon. ii. 8 (9), but the

noun IDtJ'D is also quite common ; see 1

Chron. ix. 23, where nilDC'O? occurs in the

sense of ' by wards ') planted masters of

assemblies (HSDN, occ. as a fem. noun

Isaiah xxiv. 22 ; LXX. avvaywyr]v. This

word has a curious history, which will further
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fixed, dominating over the herd, appointed so by a shepherd, who
is the only one. But as to anything else from these, my son, be

warned : making of many treatises would lead to no result, and much
study would but weary the body.

The end of the matter, even all that hath been heard, is

illustrate its meaning at this place. The
reading of the Hexapla at Isa. xxiv. 22 is :

0'. Kol crvvd^ova-i X ffvvay(>y)T]v auTTjs X e'ls

SecTfJLUT'ripiov Kai airoKXeiffovffiv els oxvpi^fJ-a..

2. Kal aOpoicOriffoVTai d6poLcrjj,6v dea/miov Kal

avyKkeKrOrjcroPTai ei's avyKXetcfMov, showing

a difficulty about the word which in the

Hexapla is included between asterisks.

Here the Peshito renders Koheleth by . .-^

j
A<ymm ] 'masters of thresholds,' and

uses this same word at Ex. xii. 22, 23, and

Deut. vi. 9 ; hence they understood the allu-

sion to be to the stake set across the entrance

of the fold to prevent the cattle from straying

out. That this reading will explain Isa. xxiv.

22 is evident enough, and that it will explain

this passage also will be seen if we look upon

these goads as both compelling the oxen to

labour, and, as the Syriac renders, forming the

stakes which close the entrance to the lair)

;

are given from a shepherd, one only (notice

that TnS stands emphatically at the end of

the sentence, and must mean, therefore, ' the

shepherd, who is the only one.' This verse

has greatly perplexed commentators : a dili-

gent perusal of the ancient versions, and

following the hint given by the Syriac

above, will show us what is the real mean-

ing. The LXX. read TreTrvpw/nepoi A^. D.

E. X., which A^. B alter to TrecpVTevfi^voi, and

which Aquila follows
;
probably ireirvpwp.€voL

was a misreading of veivapixivoi., from irdpo},

'to infix;' Symmachus reads Treirt^ybTes

' constructed on,' see Heb. viii. 2. All the

ancient Greek versions consider ''7V2 as a

preposition, and render by Trapd twv; the

LXX. render JIIDDX by avvaypLaTOJi/ ; B.

a\ivdep.a.T(>)y\ Aquila (rvfTay/j.dTCov ; Syriac

Hexapla JTimO^ ^ ; Symmachus

a-vvaxOevTUv, otherwise cvvavrrnxdrup ; Sy-

riac ] • 1 nZ]; ^QJ.a01 ,_!i:, all which

words have nearly the same meaning. The
Syriac also gives here, from Theodotion,

what is possibly a rendering of this place,

but may be intended for Trapewpa/j.^voo, in v.

14, 1 1 1 ].k»,Z\1q P, i.e. aBparoi, 'unseen

things.' The Peshito rendering, perhaps,

may give us the clue—these ' collections

'

or ' collectanea ' are the instances of human
life adduced by Koheleth, and it is men
(like a herd of oxen driven by goads, and

confined by stakes) over which these wise

words are masters ; and this we think will

make all clear. The meaning of the pas-

sage will be :
' These words of wise men are

like goads, by which the ox is incited to

labour, but then they are like stakes [i.e. to

which the ox may be tied, or, of which a

fence might be made to confine him] as well,

planted around the persons brought to-

gether, [or the herd, and so infixed as masters

of the assembly] ; they are given from the

shepherd [or herdsman '—for the word has

both senses]
—

' who is the only one ;' or, since

nj?'"ltD is ambiguous, and pointed nV"l)0

means ' pasture,' they give pasture only.

Thus the metaphor is kept up and the equi-

voke maintained).

(12.) But for tlie rest (repeating the

formula of ver. 9, and hence a further exten-

sion of the same idea), from them (em-

phatic, ' but for anything else that these

wise words can do ' is the meaning) my
son, be admonished : makings of books
(''"IDD used for the sake of the alhteration

with niDDX above) the many (i.e. too

many) is nothing of an end (i.e. gives no

result) and study (JH? occurs here only,

LXX. /xeXhrj) the much (too much)
wearies (comp. chap. i. 8) the flesh.

(Thus even wisdom itself is no cure for the

ills of humanity. The catalogue of human
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13 IF ^Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter: Fear God,
and keep his commandments : for this is the whole duty of man.

14 For God shall bring every work into judgment, with every
secret thing, whether it he good, or whether it he evil.

^ Or, The end of the matter, even all that hath been heard, is.

ills and the instances of human evanescence

would form too large a volume for humanity

to master, so that in this case also the world

itself would not contain the books which

should be written. The grand result of all

however is easily obtained, and follows.)

(13.) The conclusion (comp. chap. iii. 11,

vii. 2) of the -word [i.e. the final reason), the
whole (with article in its usual sense), is

heard (niphal), with respect to the Deity,

fear ; and with respect to his command-
ments, keep (notice the emphatic flX,

which, however, the LXX. do not render by
ffiiv, because the article and position give

the emphasis required) for this is all the
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this : With regard to the Almighty, fear him ; and with regard

ALSO to his commandments, KEEP THEM, FOR THIS IS EVERYTHING TO

HUMANITY. For with respect to every act, the Almighty will bring

to adjustment all that is mysterious, whether it be a good or an

evil.

man (i.e. the whole duty, happiness, etc., of is the hidden past and future, hence the

humanity). LXX. Tra/sewpa/x^vy, ' overlooked,' comp. 1

Kings X. 3), if it be good or if evil (if it

(14.) For witH respect to aU working ^^ ^ g„„j ^^^ or an evil one either. That
(or doings, notice the prefixed ») tHe

jg^ q^j ^j^ ^^-^^^ ^jj ^1^^^^ mysteries into

orderly adjustment, and in the sequel vindi-
Deity (noun before the verb) is bringing

into judgment upon aU the Hidden (niphal .^^^ j^-'j^ ^^^^^^^ ^:^^ j„3tj^g)

part., but D?J? has not lost its meaning, it

A6|a eV v\l/caTOLi deQ Kal itrl yrjt elprjvq iv auOpdoTroLS evdoKta.—Luke ii. 14.



ERRATA.

P. 7, Notes, col. 2 line 14, for ' hiph.' read ' niplial.'

P. 19, Text, line 10, for 'he' read ' He.'

P. 31, Notes, col. 2, line 6, for 'ratio' read 'oratio.'



ADDENDA.

p. 0, Notes. At end of Note on v. 17,

after ' spirit,' add: It may be observed tbat

JVyi occurs iu the Chaldee of Daniel—see

Dan. ii. 29, 30; iv. 19 (16) ; v. 6, etc., always

in the sense of a ^2)ainfid reflection,' but in

later Chaldee and Syriac as 'a reflection'

of any kind. As the sense in which Kohe-

leth uses the word is the nearest to the root-

meaning, is it not an evidence, so far, of

earlier composition of his book ?

P. 12, Notes. At end of Note on v. 5

add: It should have been mentioned that

DTlS is also considered to afford an indica-

tion of late composition. It is said to be a

Persian word ; it occurs, however, Neh. ii. 8

;

Cant. iv. 10. The word admits of Semitic

derivation, from H^IS, ' to divide,' ' cut off in

portions,' ' lay out.' If it be really an exotic,

no date of introduction is more probable than

that of Solomon. It is also to be noted that

in the context it follotvs the word 'gardens,'

which is quite natural if it were intended to

denote a foreign luxury recently introduced.

P. 15, Notes. At end of Note on v. 12

add: This most obscure passage may per-

haps receive some light from a further dis-

cussion of the word 133 and other forms

derived from the same root. The feminine

or abstract occ. Gen. xxxv. 16, xlviii. 7, and

2 Kings v. 19, joined with f"IX, rendered

in the A. V. a ' little ' way. The verb occ.

in hiphil, Job xxxv. 16, xxxvi. 31, trans-

lated ' multiplied,' ' in abundance ; ' and in

the hiphil form, with the characteristic jvd

inserted—Job viii. 2, xv. 10, etc. ; Isa. x.

13, xvii. 12, etc.—in the sense of ' full of

years,' ' overflowing,' and the like. A
diligent comparison of these meanings shows

that 'fulness,' in the sense of 'complete

ness,' must be the root-meaning ; and hence,

when applied to time, the LXX. render

iJ'St?, ' already.' With this meaning agree

also the Arabic and Syriac, see Fuerst,

Lexicon, s. voc. The meaning then of the

word is, the ' complete present.' With re-

gard to the use of the root \P12 in the

sense of counsel, it occurs once in Hebrew,

viz. Neh. v. 7, and once in biblical Chaldee,

Dan. iv. 27 (24). This meaning is common,

as remarked in the note, in Aramaic. The

fair inference from this is, that the root-

meaning of the Hebrew word is ' to counsel,'

just as the root-meaning of the word

Apostle is ' one! sent.' These senses are

just what the context requires. Koheleth

turns round to see wisdom in comparison

with, or contradistinction to, false hopes and

false prudence, and asks how the man, that

is, humanity, can tell the one from the

other. His words are 'what is,' not 'who

is the man,' etc., equivalent to
—

'in what way

can humanity enter upon the results of the

counsel,' ' or the king,'—the equivoke being,

we believe, intentional, and the contracted

relative giving a conditional turn to the

sentence
—

' with respect to that which at

present he performs it.' It would have been

better if the word witli had been printed in

the notes with a small letter, as the division

hardly amounts to a period, though the con-

nexion is not close. The suffix of the veib

refers back through the relative pronoun to

counsel, and might be well rendered into

English thus
—

' In respect of which he at

present takes that counsel.' The LXX.,

contrary to their custom, omit -ijZ-q, because

it is perhaps sufficiently included in eweXetj-
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aerai, or. because to. 6aa 7J5^ i-rroirjaav

avTrjv would not have been intelligible. It

is evident this all squares with the context.

Koheleth, as Solomon, discovered that with

all his wisdom he could not practically dis-

cern the difference between this true wisdom

and that false prudence which led him to

accumulate only to be disappointed in his

successor.

P. 19, Notes. At end of Note on v 25

add: The phrase ^JOD pn K>"in^ ''01 re-

quires further eluciilation. The reading

1JQD, supported by the LXX., is also con-

firmed by Hebrew MSS. The literal ren-

dering is
—

' and who hastens outside him.'

This the LXX. translate koI tIs TrUrai irdpe^

avToO, ' who drinks,' etc. There is a read-

ing of A^, (petaeraL, ' spares.' The former

is supported by Peshito, Arabic, and Theo-

dotion—the latter by Aquila, Symmachus,

and Jei'ome. If the Greek text alone had

to be considered, (peicrerai would, as the

harder reading, be entitled to the preference.

It is readily seen, however, that it arose

from a conjectural alteration of the Hebrew

text into Din, for which there is no autho-

rity ;
neither will the meaning to ' spare

'

make any sense in the context. As the

root occurs frequently, we are driven to the

conclusion that the rendering of the LXX.
was by design. Schleusner's conjecture

that merai is used in the signification of

' sensibus frui,' is no doubt correct— comp.

Hab. i. 8, as also Isa. xxviii. 16. Con-

sidered as ad sensum, this rendering gives

the idea of the Hebrew text correctly.
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LECTURES ON THE REUNION OP THE CHURCHES.
By John J. Ign.Von Dollinger, D.D., D.C.L., Professor of Ecclesiastical

History in the University of Munich, Provost of the Chapel-Royal, &c. &c.

Authorized Translation, with Preface by Henry Nutcombe Oxenham,

M.A., late Scholar of Balliol College, Oxford. Crown 8vo. 5^.

"... Markedly all tJie author's luell- a host ofothers equally important aiid equally

known, varied learning, breadth ofview, and well discussed."—Standard.
outspoken sfiirit. The viomentous question " In the present state of thought respecting-

which t/ie Doctor discusses has long occupied the union of the Churches, these Lectures will

the thoughts of some of the most earnest and be welcomed by very matiy persons of different

enlightened divines in all branches of the schools ofreligious thought. They are not the

Christian communion, thojtgh wide apart ifi hasty -words of an enthusiast, but the calm,

otiier poi7its ofbeliefandpractice . On the in- well-considered, and carefully prepared writ-

finite importance ofreunion atnong Christian ings of one whose sozd is profoundly moved by

ChurcJiesin their endeavour to evangelize the his great subject. Theyform a contribution

yet remaining two-thirds of the human race— to the literature of this grave question, valu-

strangers to any form of Christianity—the able alike for its breadth of historical survey,

autlior enlarges with power attd eloquence; its faithless, the due regard paid to existitisr

and this topic is one of unusual and lasting obstacles, and the practical character -of its

interest, though, of course, only one a?nong a suggestio7ts."—'London Quarterly Review.

BRIGHSTONB SERMONS. By George Moberly, D.C.L., Bishop

of Salisbury. Second Edition. Crown Svo. "js. 6d.

THE SAYINGS OP THE GREAT PORTY DAYS, Between

the Resurrection and Ascension, regarded as the Outlines of the Kingdom of

God. In Five Discourses. With an Examination of Dr. Newman's Theory

of Development. By George Moberly, D.C.L., Bishop of Salisbury.

Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. Js. 6c/.

WARNINGS OP THE HOLY WEEK, &C. Being a Course of

Parochial Lectures for the Week before Easter and the Easter Festivals. By

the Rev. W. Adams, M.A., late Vicar of St. Peter's-in-the-East, Oxford,

and Fellow of Merton College. Seventh Edition. Small Svo. ^s. 6d.

SELP-RENUNCIATION. From the French. With Introduction by

the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A., Rector of Clewer. Crown Svo. 6s.

"It is excessively difpciilt to review or treatise ofGuillore, a portion ofwhich is now,

criticise, in detail, a book of this kind, and for thefirst time we believe, dojie into English,

yet its abounditig merits, its practicalness,' its .... Hence the suitableness oj such a

searching good sense and thoroughness, and book as thisfor those who, in the midst oftheir

its frequent beauty, too, make us wish to do famUies, are endeavouring to advance in the

something more than announce itspublication. spiritual life. Hundreds of devout souls

The style is eminently clear, free living in the world have been encouraged and

'from redundance andprolixity."—Lite.ra.k\ helped by such books as Dr. Neale's ' Sermons

Churchman. preached in a Religious House.' For such the

" Few save Religious and those brought into present work ^vill befound appropriate, wlule^

immediate contact with thevi are, in all for Religious t/iemselves it will be invaluable,

probability, acquainted with the French —Church Times.

THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OP RELIGIOUS
BELIEF. By S. Baring-Gould, M.A., Author of "Curious Myths of

the Middle Ages."

Vol. I. MONOTHEISM and POLYTHEISM. Second Edition.

Svo. 15^5-.

Vol. II. CHRISTIANITY. Svo. 15^-.
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THE HIDDEN LIFE OP THE SOUL. From the French. By
the Author of " A Dominican Artist," " Life of Madame Louise de France,"

&c. Crown 8vo. 5s.

"
' T/ie Hidden Life of the Soul; by the

author of ' A Dontinican Artist,' isfrom the

ivritings of Father Grou, a French refigee
priest ofiytjz, who died at L ulworth. It well
deserves the character given it of being 'ear-

nest and sober,' and not ' sensatiotial.'

"

—
Guardian.

" There is a wonderful charm about these

readings—so calm, so true, so thoroughly
Christian. We do not know where they wottld
cotne amiss. As materials for a consecutive

series of meditations for the faithful at a
series of early celebrations they would be

excellent, or for private reading during

Advent or Lent."— Literary Church-
man.

" From the French ofJean Nicolas Grou, a
piotis Priest, whose works teach resignation to

the Divine will. He loved, we are told, to

inculcate simplicity
,
freedomfro7n all affecta-

tion and unreality, the patience and hutnility
which are too surely grounded in self-know-
ledge to be surprised at a fall, but withal so
allied to confidence in God as to }nake re-

covery easy ana sure. This is the spirit ofthe
volume which is intended tofurnish ad2>ice to

those who would cultivate a quiet, meek, and
childlike spirit."—Public Opinion.

DOMINICAN ARTIST ; a Sketch of the Life of the Rev. Tere

Besson, of the Order of St. Dominic. By the Author of the " The Tales of

Kirkbeck," " The Life of Madame Louise de France," &c. New Edition.

Crown 8vo. bs.

" The author of the Life of Pere Besson
•writes with a grace and refnement of devo-
tionalfeeling peculiarly suited to a subject-

fnatter which suffers beyond most othersfrotn
any coarseness of touch. It would be difficult

to find ' the simplicity and purity of a holy

life' more exquisitely illustrated than in
Father Besson's career, both before and after
his joining the Dominican Order under tlie

auspices of Lacordaire. . . . Certainly
we liave never cotne across what could more
strictly be termed in the truest sense ' the life

of a beautiful soul.' The author has done
well in presenting to English readers this

singularly graceful biography, in which all

wlio can appreciate genuine simplicity and
nobleness of Christian character will find
tnuch to admire and little or nothing to con-
demn."—Saturday Review.
"It would indeed have been a deplorable

omission had so exquisite a biography been by
any neglect lost to English readers, and had
a character so perfect in its simple a>id com-
plete devotion been withheldfrom 07ir admira-
tion. . . . But we have dwelt too long
already on this fascinati?ig book, and tnust

now leave it to our readers."—Literary
Churchman.
"A beautiful and most interesting sketch of

the late Pere Besson, an artist who forsook
the easelfor the altar."—Church Times.

"A book which is as pleasantfor reading as
it is profitable for vieditatioti."—Union Re-
view.

" Whatever a reader may think of Pere
Besson's profession as a -monk, no one will
doubt his goodness ; fio one can fail to profit
who willpatiently read his life, as here written
by a friend, 7vhose sole defect is in being
slightly ufictuous.

"

—Athen.^um.
" The life of the Rev. Pere Besson, who

gave tip an artist's career, to which he was
devotedly attached, and a mother wliose affec-

tionfor him is not inaptly likened to that of
Monicafor St. Augustine, must be read in its

entirety to be rightly appreciated. And the
mliole tenour of the book is too devotional, too

full of expressions of the most touching de-

pendence on God, to make criticism possible,

even if it was calledfor, which it is not."—
John Bull.

" The story of Pere Besson's life is one of
vzuch interest, and told with simplicity, can-
dour, andgoodfeeling. "

—

Spectator.
"A beautiful book, describing tfie most

saintly and very individual life of one of the
companions of Lacordaire." — Monthly
Packet.

" We strongly recommend it to our readers.
It is a charming biography, that will delight
and edify both old and young."—Westmin-
ster Gazette.

THE LIFE OF MADAME LOUISE DE FRANCE, daughter of

Louis XV. Known also as the Mother Terese de St. Augustine. By the

Author of '

' Tales of Kirkbeck." Crown 8vo. 6^-.

"On the is^/j of July 1737, Marie Leczin-
ska, the wife of Louis XV., a)id daughter of
the dethroned King ofPoland, which Prussia
helped to despoil and plunder, gave birth to

lier eighthfemale child, Louise Marie, known
also as the Mother Terese de St. Augustin.
On the death of the Queen, the princess, who
had long felt a vocation for a religious life,

obtained the consent of her royal father to

withdraw from the world. The Carmelite
convent of St. Denis was the chosen place of
retreat. Here the novitiate was passed, here
th^ final vows were taken, atid here, on the

death of the Mere Julie, Mada7ne Louise be-

gan and terminated her experiences as prior-
ess. The little volume which records the

simple incidents of her pious seclusion is

designed to edify those members of the Church
of England in whom the spirit of religious

self-devotion is reviving."— Westminster
Review.
" The annals of a cloistered life, under

orditiary circumstances, would notprobably be
considered very edifying by the readingpublic
of the present generation. When, however,
such a hiftory presents the novel spectacle ofa
royalprincess ofmodern times voluntarily re-

nouncing her high position and the splendours
of a court e.ristence, for the purpose of en-
during the asceticism, poverty, and austerities

ofa severe monastic rule, the case may well be
different."—Morning Post.
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HENRI PERREYVE. By A. Gratry, Pretre de I'Oratoire, Professeur

de Morale Evangelique a la Sorbonne, et Membre de TAcademie Fran^aise.

Translated, by special permission, by the Author of "A Dominican Artist,"

"Life of S. Francis de Sales," &c., &c. With Portrait. Crown 8vo. "js. 6d.

" . . . A mosi to7icki7ig and powerful
piece ofbiography , interspersed with profojnid
reflections on personal religion, and on the

prospects of Christianity. . . . J^orpriests

this book is a treasure. The moral of it is the

absolute fiecessity of ' recollectedness ' to tlie

higher, and especially the true priestly life."—
Church Review.

" The works of the traiislator of Henri
Perreyve form, for the most part, a series of
saintly biographies which have obtained a
larger share of popularity than is generally
accorded to books of this description. . . .

The description of his last days will probably
be read with greater interest than any other
part of the book; presenting as it does an ex-
ample offortitude under suflering, and resig-

tiation, when cut offso sooti afterentering upon
a viuch-coveted and useftl career, of rare
occurrence in this age of self-assertion. This
is, infact, tlie essential teaching of the entire

volume. . . . The translator of the Abbe
Gratry's work has done well ingiving E}iglish

readers ati opportutiity ofprofiting by its les-

sons."—MoRmtiG Post.
'

' Those who take a pleasure in rending a
beautiful account of a beautiftl character
would do well to p}-ocure the Life of ' Henri

Perreyve.' . . . IVe would especially re-

commend the book for the perusal of English
priests, mho 7?iay learn manyaholy lessonfrom
the devoted spirit z« which the subject of the
memoir gave himself up to the duties of his
sacred office, and to the cultivation ofthegraces
withwhich hewas e7idowed."—Church Times.

" It is easy to see that Henri Perreyve, Pro-
fessor ofMoral Theology at tfie Sorbonne, was
a Romati Catholic priest of no ordiiiary type.
With comparatively little ofwhat Protestants
call superstition, with great courage and sin-
cerity, with a 7iature si7igularly guileless atid

• 7ioble, his priestly vocatio7i, although ptirsued,
according to his biographer, with U7ibridled
zeal, did 7iot stifle his hu77ta7i sy7npathies a7id
aspiratio7is. He could 7tot believe that his
faith co7/tpelled hi7n ' to re7wu7ice se7tse a7id
reaso/i,' or that a priest was 7iotfree to speak,
act, atid thi7ik like other me7i. hideed, the
Abbe Gratry })iakes a ki7id of apology for his
frie7id's free-speakitig z« this respect, a7id e7i-

deavottrs to explai/i it. Perreyve was ttie be-
loved disciple of Lacordaire, who left him all
his 7/ia7itcscripts, 7wtes, a7id papers, a7id he-

hi7>iselfattai7ied the posiiio7i of a greatpulpit
orator."—Pall Mall Gazette.

THE LAST DAYS OP PERB GRATRY. By Pere Adolphe
Perraud, of the Oratory, and Professor of La Sorbonne. Translated by
special permission. Crown 8vo. '^s. 6d.

S. FRANCIS DE SALES, BISHOP AND PRINCE OP
GENEVA. By the Author of "A Dominican Artist," " Life of Madame
Louise de France," &c., &c. Crown 8vo. ^s.

"It is written with the delicacy,fresh7iess,a7id
abse7ice of all affectatio7t which characterised
the for7ner works by the same ha7id, a7id
which re7ider these books so very^ 7/iuch

more pleasant readi7ig tJta7i are religious bio-

graphies in ge7ieral. The character of S.
Fra7icis de Sales, Bishop of Ge7ieva, is a
chairi7iing one,; a 77iore si7>iple, pure, and
pious life it would be difficult to co/iceive.

His -unaffected humility, his freedo/7i froTjt

dog77iatis7ii in an age wlien dog7na was placed
above religion, hisfreedo77ifro77i bigotry in an
age ofpersecutio7i, were alike adt/iirable."—
Standard.
" The author of 'A Do7/iinica7i Artist,' in

writing this 7iew life of the wise and lovi/ig

Bishop and Pri7tce of Ge7ieva, has ai7ned less

at historical or ecclesiastical investigation
than at a vivid and iiatural represe7itatio7i of
the i7mer 77ii7id a7id life of the subject of his

biography, as it can be traced z« his own
iuriti7igs atid z« those of his most i7iti7nate

a7id affectio7iatefriettds . The book is written
with the grave and guiet grace which charac-
terizes the productio7is of its author, a7id can-

7iot fail to please those readers who can
sympathize with all fori/is of goodness and
devotio7i to 7ioble purpose."—Westminster
Review.
"A book which contai7is the record of a life

as sweet, pure, a7id 7ioble, as a7iy ma7i by
divine help, granted to devout sincerity of
soul, lias beeti per/nitted to live up07i earth.
The exa77iple of this ge7itle but resolute a7id
energetic spirit, wholly dedicated to the high-
est co7iceivable good, offeri7ig itself, with all
the temporal uses of 77ie7ital existe7ice, to the
se7-vice of i/ifl7iite a7id etetyial beiieflce7ice, is

extremely touchi7ig. . . . It' is a book
worthy ofaccepta/ice."—Daily News.

" 11 is 7iot a tra7islatio7i or adaptatio7i, butan
originalwork, anda very char77ii7igportrait of
07ie of the 77iost wi7i7ii7igcharacters z'« the long
gallery ofSaints. A iid it is a 7?iatter ofe7itire
thankfubiess to us to fl7id a disti7ictively
A7tglica7i writer setti/ig forward the good
Bishop's work a77io7ig Protestants, as a true
}/tissio7iary task to reclai7>i souls fro'ii deadly
error, and bri/ig tJie7>i back to the truth."—
Union Review.

THE SPIRIT OP S. FRANCIS DE SALES, BISHOP AND
PRINCE OF GENEVA. Translated from the French by the Authori'of

"The Life of S. Francis de Sales," "A Dominican Artist," &c., &c.

Crown 8vo. ds.



A SELECTION FROM THE SPIRITUAL LETTERS OP
S. FRANCIS DE SALES, BISHOP AND PRINCE OF GENEVA.
Translated by the Author of "Life of S. Francis de Sales," "A Dominican

Artist," &c. iSic. Crown 8vo. 6s.

"ItisacoUectionofepistolarycorrespo7ide7ice from his Spiritual Letters^ then announced

:

ofrare interest and excellence. Withthose-who —and a great boon it will be to matiy. The
have read the Life, thei'e cannot btit liave been Letters are addressed to people ofall sorts

:

—
a stro7ig desire to know jnore ofso beautiful a to men and to women:—to laity atid to

character as S. Francis de Sales. He was a ecclesiastics, to people living ifi the world,

model of Christian saintliness and religious or at court, atid to the mmates of Religious

virtuefor all time,a7id otie everything relating Houses. Andwhat an idea it gives one of the

to wliom, so great were the accotnplishmeyits of widely ramifying influence of one good }nan
his jnind as well as the devotion nf his heart, and ofthe untiring diligence ofa man, who in

has a charm which delights, instructs, atid spite of all his external duties, could find or

elevates. "—Church Herald. make the time for all these letters. IVe hope

"A few months back we had the pleasure that with our readers it may be totally need-

of7velcoming the Lije ofS. Francis de Sales. less to urge such a volume on their notice."—
Here is the promised seqiiel:—the 'Selection Literary Churchm.'

CONSOLATIO ; or. Comfort for the Afflicted, Edited by the Rev. C. E.

Kennawav. With a Preface by Samuel Wilbekforce, D.D., Lord

Bishop of Winchester. New Edition. Small 8vo. 35. bd.

"A charming collection from the best "We are bo7tnd to admire the extre7ne

7vriters of passages suitable in seasons of beauty and the warm devotion of the tnaj'ority

sickness and a^ictions."—Church Review. ofpassages here collected to smooth the soul

"A very valuable collection of extracts that sorrows, eveti though petined by -men

from writers ofevery school. The voluvie is from whom ive differ so much zn doctrine."—
an elegant one."—Chvkch TiM¥.s. Rock.
"A very useficl collection of devotional ex- "A work which we feel sure will find a

tracts from the histories of good tizen ofvery ivelcotne ei7td also proi'e a soothing guest izi

various schools of thought."—John Bull. the cha/nber of 7/tajiy a7i i7ivalid."— Record.

ABOOK OP PAMILY PRAYER. Compiled by Walter Farquhar
Hook, D.D., Dean of Chichester. Eighth Edition. i8mo. 7.s.

PAMILY PRAYERS. Compiled from various Sources (chiefly from

Bishop Hamilton's Manual), and arranged on the Liturgical Principle. By
Edward Meyrick Goulburn, D.D., Dean of Norwich. New Edition.

Large type. Crown 8vo. t,s. 6d. Cheap Edition, i6mo. is.

A MANUAL OP CONFIRMATION, Comprising-i. A General

Account of the Ordinance. 2. The Baptismal Vow, and the English Order

of Confirmation, with Short Notes, Critical and Devotional. 3. Meditations

and Prayers on Passages of Holy Scripture, in connexion with the Ordinance.

With a Pastoral Letter instructing Catechumens how to- prepare themselves

for their first Communion. By Edward Meyrick Goulburn, D.D., Dean
of Norwich. Ninth Edition. Small 8vo. is. 6d.

DIRECTORIUM PASTORALE. The Principles and Practice of

Pastoral Work in the Church of England. By the Rev. John Henry Blunt,

M.A., F.S. A., Editor of "The Annotated Book of Common Prayer," &c. &c.

Third Edition, revised. Crown- 8vo. ^s. 6d.

"This is the third editio7i of a work which clergy is proved by the accepta7tce it has al-

has beco/7ie deservedly popular as the best ready received at their ha7ids, and 710faithful
exta7it exposition ofthepri7iciples andpractice parish priest, who is worki7ig in real ear7iest

of the pastoral work z'« the Church of Efig- for the exte7isio/i of spiritztal i7tstructio7i

la/ul. J ts hi7its a7td suggestio7is are based 071 a77io/igst all classes oj his fiock will rise from,
practical experie7ice, a7id it is further re- the perusal of its pages without havi7ig ob-

C077t77ie7ided by the /najority of our Bishops at tai7ied so7ne valuable hi7its as to the best 7/iode

the ordination of priests and deaco/is."— . of bri7tgi7ig home our Church's syste7n to the
Stand.\rd. hearts of his people."—National Church.
" Hs practical usefulness to the parochial

THE SHEPHERD OP HERMAS. Translated into English, with an

Introduction and Notes. By Charles H. Hoole, M.A., Senior Student of

Christ Church, Oxford. Small 8vo. 4^. 6(/.
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HYMNS AND POEMS FOR THE SICK AND SUFFER-
ING. Ill connexion with the Service for tlie Visitation of the Sick. Selected

from various Authors. Edited by T. V. Fosbery, M.A., Vicar of St.

Giles's, Reading. New Edition. Small 8vo. 3^. i>d.

THE "DAMNATORY CLAUSES" OF THE ATHANASIAN
CREED RATIONALLY EXPLAINED, IN A LETTER TO THE
RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.P. By the Rev. Malcolm
MacColl, M.A., Rector of St. George, Botolph Lane. Crown 8vo. 6j,

A GLOSSARY OF ECCLESIASTICAL TERMS. Containing

Brief Explanations of Words used in Theology, Liturgiology, Chronology,

Law, Arcliitecture, Antiquities, Symbolism, Greek Hierology and Mediaeval

Latin ; together with some account of Titles of our Lord, Emblems of Saints,

Hymns, Orders, Heresies, Ornaments, Offices, Vestments and Ceremonial,

and Miscellaneous Subjects. By Various Writers. Edited by the Rev. Orby
Shipley, M. A. Crown 8vo. \%s.

ANCIENT HYMNS. From the Roman Breviary. For Domestic Use

every Morning and Evening of the Week, and on the Holy Days of the

Church. To which are added, Original Hymns, principally of Commemora-

tion and Thanksgiving for Christ's Holy Ordinances. By Richard Manx,
D.D., sometime Lord Bishop of Down and Connor. New Edition. Small

8vo. 5.f.

" Realpoeiry ivedded to ivoi'ds thai breathe have no hesitation in awarding thepalm to t!:e

the purest and the sweetest spirit ofChristiati latter, theformer are an evidence of the earli-

devotion. The translation f?-o}n the old Latin est germs of that yearning of the devout mind
Hymnal are close andfaithful xenderings."— for so^nethijig better than Tate and Brady,
Standard. andwhichis /lozu so richlysupplied."— CnvRcn
" As a Hymn writer Bishop Slant deserv- Times.

edly occupies a prominent place ift the esteem ^' This valuable manual will be of great

of Churchmen, and we doubt not that niany assistance to all compilers of Hymn-Books.
•will be the readers who 7vill welcome this new The translations are graceful, clear, and
edition of his translations and original com- forcible, and the original hyimts deserve the

positions."—English Churchman. highest praise. Bishop Mant has caught the

"A tie-it) edition ofBishop Mant's 'Ancient very spirit of true psalmody, his metre flows
Hymns from tiie Roman Breviary' forms a musically, and there is a tuneful ring in his

handsome little volume, and it is interesting verses zvhich especially adapts them for con-

to compare some of these t7-anslations with the gregational singing. "

—

Rock.
more modern ones ofour oivn day. While we

YESTERDAY, TO-DAY, AND FOR EVER : A Poem in Twelve

Books. By E. H. Bickersteth, M.A., Vicar of Christ Church, Hamp-
stead. Seventh Edition. Small 8vo. 6s.

" The most simple, the richest, and the most "In these light miscellany days there is a
perfect sacred poem zvhich recent days have spiritualrefreshment in the spectacle ofa 7nan
produced"—Morning Advertiser. girding up the loins ofhis mind to the task of
"A poem worth reading, worthy of atten- producing a genuine epic. And it is true

live study: full of noble thoughts, beautiful poetry. Tliere is a definiteness, a crisp?iess

diction, and high imagination."—Standard. about it, -which in these moist, viczvy, hazy
"Mr. Bickersteth writes like a man who days in no less invigorating than twvel."—

cultivates at once reverence and earnestness of Edinburgh Daily Review.
///07/^/;/."—Guardian.

THE TWO BROTHERS, and other Poems. By Edward Henry
Bickersteth, M.A., Vicar of Christ Church, Hampstead, and Chaplain to

the Bishop of Ripon, Author of " Yesterday, To-day, and for Ever." Second

Edition. Small 8vo. 6s.

A HANDY BOOK OF THE ECCLESIASTICAL DILAPI-
DATIONS ACT, 1871. With the Amendment Act, 1S72. With Remarks

on the Qualification and Practice of Diocesan Surveyors. By Edward G.

Bruton, F.R.I.B.A., and Diocesan Surveyor, O.xford. down 8vo. ^s.



STdNES OP THE TEMPLE ; OR, LESSONS FROM THE
FABRIC AND FURNITURE OF THE CHURCH. By Walter
Field, M.A., F.S.A., Vicar of Godmersham. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. ^js. 6d.

" AiiyonewJio wishesfor simj['le information
on the subjects of Chiirch-architecture and
furniture, cannot do better than consult
^ Stones of the Temple.' Mr. Field tnodestly
disclaims atty intention of supplanting the
existing regular treatises, but his book shows
an amotmt of research, and a knowledge of
•what he is talki?ig about, which tnake it prac-
tically useful as ivell as pleasant. The luood-
cuts are nutnerotis and some of them very
pretty."—Graphic.

" A very cJiarming book, by the Rev. Walter
Field, who luas for years Secretary of one of
the leading Church Societies. Mr. Field has
a loving revereiicefor the beauty of the domus
mansionalis Dei, as the old law books called
the Parish Church Thoroughly
sottnd in Church feeling, Mr. Field has
chosen the medium of a tale to embody real
incidents illustratizie of the various portions
ofhis sub/ect. There is no attempt at elabora-

tion ofthe narrative, which, indeed, is rather
a string of anecdotes than a story, but each
chapter britigs home to the mind its own
lesso7i, and each is illustrated with some very
interesting engravijtgs. . . . The work
will properly co}nmand a hearty reception
from Churchmen. Thefootnotes are occasion-
ally jnost valuable, and are always pertinent,
and the text is sure to bepopular with young
folksfor Sunday reading."—Standard.

'

' Mr. Field's chapters on brasses, chancel
screens, crosses, encaustic tiles, tnuralpaint-
ings, porches and pave7ne>its, are agreeably
written, andpeople with a turnfor Ritzialistn

will 710 doubt fi7id thet/z edifyi7ig. The
volu7ne, as we have said, is 7iot without
sig7iifica7ice for readers who are unable to

sy7/!pathize with the object of the writer. The
illustratio7is of Church-architecture a7td
Church or7ia77ze7its are very attractive."^
Pall Mall Gazette.

A SHADO"W OP DANTE. Being an Essay towards Studying Himself,

his World, and his Pilgrimage. By Maria Francesca Rossetti. With
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. \os. 6d.

" The ' Shadoiu of Da7ite' is a well-co/i-

ceived and i7iviti7ig volu77ze, desig/ied to re-

C07n77ie7id the ' Divina Co77i77iedia ' to E7iglish
readers, a7id to facilitate the study a7id co7n-
prehe7isio>i. of its conte7its."—Athen^um.

'' A7id it is i7i itself a true work of art, a
whole fi7iely C07iceived, a7id carried out with
sustai7ied power,—07ie of those reproductio7is
a7id adumbrations ofgreat works, izi which
7nere servile copyi7ig disappears, and which
are only possible to a 7ni7id which, howez'er
izferior to its origizial, is yet of the same
order atid temperame7it, "with an uziusual
faculty for taking the i7/ipressio7is of tliat

original a7id reflecti7ig the77i 7i7idi7nmed. it
is 77iuch to say ofa z'olu77ie like this. But it is

not too 77iuch to say, whe7t, aftergoingthrough
it, we co7isider the thorough k7iowledge of the
subject shoW7t in it, the patient skill with
which the i7itricate a7td puzzli7ig arrfl7ige-

I7ie7its of the poe7n, full of what we call the
C07iceits azid puzzles of the co7itei7iporary
philosophy, are U7iravelled a7id 77zade intel-
ligible ; the discri7/ti7iatio7t azid high pri7tciple
with which so ardezit a lover of the great
poet blaj7ies his excesses; the high and 7toble

Christiazi faith which respo/ids to his ; a7id,

lastly, the gift of eloquent speech, kee7i, rich,
conde7ised, expressive, which seems to have
passed i7ito the writerfront the loving stzcdy

of the greatest master i7ihis ow7i tongtte ofall
the i7ii7nitable har77to7iies of langz^age— the
te7iderest, the deepest, the inost awfzil."—
Guardian.

'

' The work introdzices us 7iot merely to the

author's life attd thepolitical a/tdecclesiastical
C07zju7zctzires zmder which he lived, bztt to the
outli7ies of the Catholicised syste77zs of ethics,

astro7io7/zy, a7id geography which he inter-
preted in classifyi7ig his spirits a7id assig7iing
the7/i their dwellings ; as also to the drift of
his leadi7ig allegories; and fitially, to the
ge7ieral C07iduct of his poe/zz—which is aznply
illustrated by citatiozzs fro7ii the j/iost literal
•verse tra7islatio7zs. We fizzd the volziz/ze

fztrnished with ziseful diagrazns of the Dant-
esgue zmiverse, of Hell, Pzirgatory, aztd the
' Rose of the Blessed,' a7id adorzzed with a
beazitifulgrozip of the like7tesses of the poet,
and with syTzzbolic figzires (p7z the bi7idi7zg) izi

which the taste a7td execution of Mr. D. G.
Rossetti will be recognised. The expositio7i

appears to zis re7/!arkably well ar7-a7iged a7id
digested ; the azithor's appreciatiozi of Dazzle's
religiozis se7zti77ie7zts and opiztiozzs is pecziliarly
hearty, aztd her style refreshingly i7idepe7zdeztt

azzd origizzal."—Pall Mall Gazette.
" It bears traces throzighout of havizzg beezt

dzie to a patient, lovizzg aztd appreciative
stzidy of the great poet, as he is exhibited, zzot

vzerely izt the ' Divizia Co77Z7zzedia, 'bztt izz his
other writizzgs. The resztlt has beezi a book
which is zzot ozzly delightful izi itself to read,
bztt is ad77zirably adaptedas azi encoztragezzzezzt

to those stzidezzts who wish to obtaizi a prelizni-

nary sztrvey of the land before they attempt to
follow Dante throztgh his lozzg and ardziozts

pilgri77zage. Of all poets Dante stazzds znost

izi zieed of szich assistazzce as this book offers'^—Saturday Review.

PARISH MUSINGS; OR, DEVOTIONAL POEMS. By John
S. B. MoNSELL, LL.D., Rural Dean, and Rector of St. Nicholas, Guildford.

Fine Edition. Small 8vo. <yS. Cheap Edition, i8mo, limp cloth, \s. 6d.;

or in Cover, is.
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THE LIFE OP JUSTIFICATION. A Series of Lectures delivered

in Substance at All Saints', Margaret Street, in Lent, 1870. By the Rev.

George Body, B.A., Rector of Kirkby Misperton. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. 4^. 6d.

" On the ivJwle 'we have rarely met 7vith a
more clear, mtelli^ible and persuasive state-

vtent of the truth as regards the important
topics on luhich the volume treats. Sermon
II. in particjilar, -will strike every one by its

eloquence and beauty, but we scarcely like to

specify it, lest in praising it we should seem to

disparage the otherportiofis of this admirable
little work."—Church Times.

" These discoztrses show that their autlior's

position is due to something more and higher
than mere fluency, gesticulation, and flexi-
bility of voice. He appears as having drutik
deeply at the fountain of St. Augustine, and
as undersiaitding hcnu to trajtslate the burn-
ing words of that mighty geniits into the

current language of to-day."—Union Re-
view.

" There is real power in these sennotis :—
poiuer, realpower, and plenty of it. . . .

There is such a moralveracionsness abotithim,
stick aprofoundand over-mastering beliefthat
Christ has proved a bona-fde cjire for un-
holiness, and sjtch an ittiensity of eagetness
to lead others to seek andprofit by that tneans
ofattaining the true sanctity which alone cati

e7iter Heaven—that 'we wonder not at the
crowds -which Jiang upon hispreaching, nor at
the success ofhisfervid appeals to the human
conscience. If any one doubts our verdict,
let him buy this vobime. No one will regret
its perusal."—Literary Churchman.

SERMONS ON SPECIAL OCCASIONS. By Daxiel Moore,
M.A., Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen, and Vicar of Holy Trinity, Pad-

dington; Author of Hulsean Lectures on "The Age and the Gospel," "Aids
to Prayer," Sec. Crown Svo. ys. 6d.

" We do not wonder at Mr. Moore's
long continued popularity with so 7nany
hearers ; there is so 7nuch painstaking and so

much genuine desire to discharge his duty as
a preaclier visible through all the volume.
What -we miss is the deeper theology, and the

spontaneous flaiv of teaching asfrom a spring
luhich cannot \i.€\.'^flowing, which some ofour
preachers happily exhibit. But the Sermons
?nay be recommended, or we would not Jiotice

//z^?«."—Literary Churchman.
" Rarely have we met with a better vohnne

of Sermons. . . . Orthodox, affectionate,

and earnest, these Sermons exhibit at the same
time much research, and are distingiiistied by
an elegance andfinish of style ofte}i wanting
in these days of rapid writing and contimtal
preaching."—]o-A-i\ Bull.

" Ser7nons like those of Mr. Moore are,
however, still ofcotnparative rarity—sermons
in which we meet with doctrine which cannot
be gainsaid ; with a knonvledge ofthepeculiar
circutnstances of his Jiearers, which nothing
hilt accurate observation and long experience
cati secure, and a pecziliar felicity of style

which many will envy, but to which it is tJie

lot offe-w to attain."— Christian Observer.
" We have had real pleasure, however, in

reading these sertnons. Here are most ofthe
elements ofapreacher'spozvcr and usefulness

:

skilful arrangemetit of the subject, adtnirable
clearness ofstyle, earnestness, both of thought
and lajtguage, and theprime qttalification of
all, 'in doctrine, uiicorruptness.'"—London
Quarterly Review.

THE KNIGHT OF INTERCESSION, AND OTHER POEMS.
By the Rev. S. J. Stone, M.A., Pembroke College, Oxford. Second Edition.

Small Svo. bs.

"Mr. Stone has now given to the public a
collection ofpoems, widely different in fortn,
-which enable us to measure more accurately
his powers, not merely as a hymnist, but as a
poet; and t/iough we would 7iot injure a
growing reputation by overstating his merits,
yet we can safely say that his volume cofitains

much genuine poetry which will be read with
unqualified pleasure. . . . It -would be

ungrateful of us to put down this voluine
without expressittg the great pleasure it has
afforded us, and our high appreciation of the
valuable sendees which its author is rendering
to the Church."—Church Bells.
"

. . . We all know him so well as the
authorofthe beaictifulprocessionalhyinn ' The
Church's One Foundation,' tJie Lenten hymn
' Weary of Earth,' and other favourites, that
we were fully preparedfor the pleasure that
awaited us i7iperusing this vohmie."—Church
Opinion.

'• The extracts we have thus given, d!fferi7tg

as they do alike in subject and in style, present

fair specimens of the varied interest of the
vohane, a7id of the poetic pozvers ofits author.
Most ofour readers, we thi7ik, willa^ee with
7IS that the publicatio7i is well-ti77ied, and that
it has 7/iuch z« it that is both pleasant and
profitable reading."—Church Herald.
"/« the 'K7tight of Intercession' and other

poe77is we have the outpouri7tgs of a pure and
devotional spirit, i7i language of unassu/iiing
a7idyetgenui7iepoetry , rising at ti7ues, 7iatur-
ally and without effort, to a quiet but real
beauty."—Scotsman.
"Mr. Sto7ie, it is clear, has studied all the

best models, and has been influenced by them ;

but he maintai7is through all a distinctly
individual7iote, andgives usreal7nusic. . . .

There are true touches in the Idylls, and
so7ne of the poe7ns 071 pictures are re77iarkably
expressive and skilful, though 7iothi7igis 77tore

difficult tha7i the proper worki7ig out of such
the77ies. We like so77ie of the sonnets—S07iie

of them are exceptio7ially sweet a/idfi7iished."—Nonconformist.
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THE ANNUAL REGISTER : A Review of Public Events at Home
and Abroad, for the Year 1872. 8vo. 185.

*^* All the Volumes of the Neiu Seriesfrom 1S63 to 1872 may be had,

1 8J. each.

" Well edited, excellent type, good paper,
and in all respects admirably got 7ip. Its re-

view ofaffairs, Home, Colonial, and Foreign,
is fair, concise, and complete."—Mining
Quarterly.
" Solidly valuable, as well as interesting."—Standard.
'

' Comprehensive and well e.rectited. "

—

Spectator.
" The whole -work being iuell-writte7i, and

cojnpiled with care a7id jiidgtnetit, it is inter-

esting reading for the present day, will be

jnore useful as a work of reference iti future
years, and will be most valuable of all to

readers ofanother gejieration. Every stttdent

of histo7y knows the worth, for the time that

it covers, of the old 'Annual Register,^ and
this new series is better donefind more coni-

preheiisive than its predecessor."—Examiner.
" This volutne of the 7iew series of the

' Annual Register'' seeins well and carefully
cotnpiled. The narratire is accurate, and it

is obvious that tJie writers have striven to be
impartial."—Athen^um.
" The whole of the compilatiojt, however, is

readable, and some of its more importantparts
are very well done. Such is, among other
historicalportions, the account of the situation
in France before mid at the beginning of the
•war. The narrative of the military events is

clear, cp)nprchcnsivc, and att7-active."—
Nation (New York).

HISTORICAL NARRATIVES. From tlie Russian. By II. C.

ROxMANOFF, Autlior of "Sketches of the Rites and Customs of the Greco-

Russian Church," &c. Crown 8vo. 6s.

PRAYERS AND MEDITATIONS FOR THE HOLY COM-
MUNION. With a PrefacebyC. J. Ellicott,D.D., Lord Bishop of Glouces-

ter and Bristol. With rubrics and borders in red. Royal 321110. 2s. 6d.

" Devout beauty is the special character of
this new manual, and it ought to be a favour-
ite. Rarely has it happened to us to meet
-tvith so rcDiark.il'lc a coiiiHiiation ofthorough
practicalness -.I'ith ihnt a/iiiosf poetic warmth
which is the Iiig/wst jJoiver of gc7iznne devo-
tion. It deserves to be placed cilong ^uith the
inannal edited by Mr. Keble so shortly before
his decease, not as superseding it,for the scope

of the two is different, but to be taken along
with it. Nothing can exceed the beauty and
f^dness of the devotions before coinniunioji in
Mr. Keble's book, but we tltink that in sojtie

points the devotions here giveti after Holy
Commzmion are even superior to it."—Liter-
ary Churchman.
" Bishop Ellicott has edited a book of

'Prayers and Meditations for the Holy
Coinnninion,' ivJiich, among Encharistic ]nan-
uals, has its own special characteristic. The
Bishop recommends it to the riewly confirmed,
to the tender-hearted and the devout, as
havi?ig been compiled hy a youthful person,
and as being -marked by a peculiar 'freshness.''

Haviiig looked through tJie volutne, we have
pleasure in seconding the recommendations of
the good Bishop. We know 0/ 710 7nore stat-

able 77ia7Lual for the 7iewly confir77ied, atid

noihi7tg itiore likely to e7igage the sy7npathies

ofyouthful hearts. There is a u)iio7i of the
deepest spirit of devotion, a ricJi cxpressio7i oj
e.rperiiiieittal life, i^'ith a due jreognition of
the objects offaith, smh as is not ak^'ays to be

found, hilt luhieh eharacierises tliis tnanual in
an emiiieut (/<xr<;-."—Church Review.

" The liishef of Liloncester's i77ip7^77tatur is

attached to ' J'rayers a7id Meditatio/isfor the
Holy Coiiiinniiion.' intended as a 7na7tualfor
the recetUly cotifir7ned, 7iicely pri/tted, and
theologically sou7td."—Church Times.
" A7tw7ig the supply of Eucha7-istic Ma7iu-

als, o>ie dese7'ves special attention and co/n-

7nendation. ' Prayers atidMeditations' merits
tlie Bishop of Gloucester s epithets of ' warm,
devout, a7idfresh.' And it is thorouglily Eng-
lish Chzirch besides."^GuARUiAN.
" We are by 710 mea7ts surprised that

Bishop Ellicott should have bee/i so 77iuch

struck with this little work, 071 accidentally
seeitigit /« ma7iusc7-ipt, as to urge its publica-
tion, and topreface it with his co77i77ie7idatio7i.

The devotio7i which it breathes is tr7ilyfe7^e7it,

a7id the latigjtage attractive, a7id as proceed-
itigfro7/i a yoicjigperso7i the work is altogether
7wt a little striki7ig.

"—Record.

THE PRAYER BOOK INTERLEAVED ;
With Historical Illus-

trations and Explanatory Notes arranged parallel to the Text. By the Rev.

W. M. Campion, D.D., Fellow and Tutor of Queen's College, and Rector

of St. Botolph's, and the Rev. W. J. Beamont, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge. With a Preface by the Lord Bishop of Ely. Sixth

Edition. Small 8vo. "js. 6d.
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EIGHT LECTURES ON THE MIRACLES. Being the Bampton
Lectures for 1865. By J. B. Mozley, D.D., Regius Professor of Divinity,

and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. Third Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo.

CATECHESIS; OR, CHRISTIAN INSTRUCTION PRE-
PARATORY TO CONFIRMATION AND FIRST COMMUNION.
By Charles Wordsworth, D.C.L., Bishop of St. Andrew's. New Edi-

tion. Small Svo. 2s.

A THEORY OP HARMONY. Founded on the Tempered Scale.

With Questions and Exercises for the Use of Students. By John Stainer,

Mus. Doc, M.A., Magd. Coll., Oxon., Organist to St. Paul's Cathedral.

Royal Svo. Js. bd.

" It is the first 7vork oj its class that needs loith the thorns and briars of perplexing
jio apologyfiir its introduction, as it is really technicalities."—Morning Post.
juiich needed especially by teachers, -who "Dr. Stainer is a learned musician, and
luouldfiiil without the aid of its principles to his book supplies a vianual of information as
accou7it for many of the effects i>i modern well as a rich repository of ntiisical erudition-
music, used in. direct opposition to the teaching in the form of classical qjtotations from the
of the schools. It is difizcult, if not impossible, great masters."—John Bull.
togive a more elaborate description of a book "'Dr. Staitier, in his thougJitful book, sees

destined to effect an entire change in musical clearly of amalgamating opposing systems in
teaching ivithout entering into details that order tofound a theory ofJiarmony. He bases
could not but prove uninteresting to the his -Mork on the tempered scale, and fte devel-
general readers, isihile to the musician and opes and illustrates fiis theory by questions atid
amateur, the possession of tfie book itself is exercisesfor tfie use ofstjidents. His opening
recomjnended as a valuable confirmation of exposition ofthe rudiments of music is clear :

ideas that exist to a large extent in the minds ivhen lie readies the regions of Jiarmony lie

of every one ivho lias ever thought about comes on debateable ground."—Athen^eurl
music, and -who desires to see establislied a " To the student perplexed and chained
jnore uniform basis of study. T/ie great and doivn by the multitudinous rules of tlie old
leading characteristic ofthe ivork is its logical theorists, we canjiot give better comfort than

ing and definitions, a cliaracter not to advise fiim to readforthwith Dr. Stainet's
possessed by any previous book on the subject, ingenious and t/ioughtful book. It is exceed-
andfor this Dr. Stainer's theory is certain to ingly well got up, and f-om the cleartiess

gain gr07ind, and be the means of opetiing an of the type used, very easy and pleasant to

easy andpleasantpath in a road hitherto beset read."—Choir.

CHURCH ORGANS : their Position and Construction. With an Appendix

containing some Account of the Mediaeval Organ Case still existing at Old
Radnor, South Wales. By Frederick Heathcote Sutton, M.A., Vicar

of Tlieddingworth. With Illustrations. Imperial folio. 6j. 6d.

MISCELLANEOUS POEMS. By Henry Francis Lyte, M.A.
New Edition. Small Svo. ^s.

BIBLE READINGS FOR FAMILY PRAYER. By the Rev. W.
H. Ridley. M.A., Rector of Hambleden. Crown Svo.

Old Testament—Genesis and Exodus. 2s.

New Testament \
^^- ^^^^ ^"^ ^*- J°^"- ^^•New lestament,

| g^_ Matthew and St. Mark. 2s.

The Four Gospels, in one volume. 3^'. 6d.

ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM'S LITURGY. Translated by H.

C. Romanoff, Author of " Sketches of the Rites and Customs of the Greco-

Russian Church," &c. With Illustrations. Square crown Svo. 4^. 6d.
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NOTITIA EUCHARISTICA. A Commentary, Explanatory, Doctrinal,

and Historical, on the Order of the Administration of the Lord's Supper, or

Holy Communion, according to the Use of the Church of England. By W.
E. ScuDAMORE, M.A., Rector of Ditchingham, and formerly Fellow of S.

John's College, Cambridge. 8vo. 28^-.

WORDS TO TAKE WITH US. A Manual of Daily and Occasional

Prayers, for Private and Common Use. With Plain Instructions and Coun-
sels on Prayer. By W. E. Scudamore, M.A., Rector of Ditchingham, and

formerly Fellow of S. John's College, Cambridge. New Edition. Revised.

Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

" 'Words to Take luitli Us,' by IV. E.
Scudamore, is 07ie ofthe best inaitiials ofdaily
and occasionalprayers lue have seen. A t once
orthodox and practical, sufficiently personal,
and yet 7iotperplexingly minute in its details,

it is calculated to be of inestimable value iji

viany a household."—John Bull.
" IVe are again pleased to see an old friend

on the editorial table, in a third edition of
Mr. Scudamore's -well-known Manual of
Prayers. The special proper collectsfor each

day ofthe iveek, as luell as thosefor the several
seasons of the Christian year, have been jnost
judiciously selected. The cojnpiler moreover,
while recognizing thef7ill benefits to be derived
from the Book of Common Prayer, has not
feared to draw largelyfrom the equally inval-
iiable writings of ancient Catholicity. The
preface is a systematic arrangement ofinstr7tc-

tions in prayer and meditation."—Church
Review.

THE HOME LIFE OP JESUS OP NAZARETH AND
OTHER SERMONS. By the Rev. Augustus Gurney, M.A., Vicar of

Wribbenhall, Kidderminster. Crown Svo. 5j.

A CHURCH HISTORY OP THE PIRST SEVEN CEN-
TURIES, to the Close of the Sixth General Council. By MiLO Mahan,
D.D., sometime S. Mark's-in-the Bowery Professor of Ecclesiastical History

in the General Theological Seminary, New York. Svo. 15^.

OUR MOTHER CHURCH : being Simple Talk on High Topics. By
Anne Mercier. Crown Svo. 7^-. 6d.

" We luive rarely cojne across a book dealing
with an old subject in a healthier and, as

far as may be, more origi}tal manner, while
yet thoroughly practical, than ' Our Mother
Church^ by Mrs. Jerome Mercier. It is in-

tended for and admirably adapted to the nse

ofgirls. Thoroughly reverent itz its tone, and
bearing i?i every page marks of learned re-

search, it is yet easy of comprehension, a?id

explains ecclesiastical terms luith the accuracy

ofa lexicoji without tJte acco^npanying dulness.
it is to be hoped that the book will attain to

the large circtdation itjustly merits."—John
Bull.
" We have 7tever seen a book for girls of its

class which commends itself to -us more
pariiczilarly than ' Our Mother Church' by
Mrs. Jero7ne Mercier. The author, wJio is

the wife of an earnest parish priest of the

Anglica7i school, 7iear Lo7ido7i, calls her wo7-k

'simple talk 07t great sicbjects,' and calls it by

a na7ne tliat describes it ah/iost as co77ipletely

as we could do i7i a lo7iger 7iotice them we ca)i

spare the volu7ne. Here are tfie headings

of the chapters:— 'The Prii/iitive Ch7irch,
' Pri77iitive Places a7id Modes of Worship'
' The Early E7iglish CInirch' ' The Mo7iastic
Orders' ' The Eriars,' ' A Review of Chtirch
History,' ' The Prayer Book,' (four chapters),
'Sy7/ibolism,' 'Chzirch A rchitect7tre,' ' Wi)tdows
a7id Bells; ' Ch7crch Mzcsic,' ' Ch7irch Work.'
No 07ie ca7ifail to co77iprehe}id the beautif7illy
si77zple, devo7ct, a7id appropriate lang7tage i7i

which Mrs. Mercier e/nbodies what she has to

say; a7idfor the facts with which she deals
she has take/i good care to have their acc7iracy
ass7tred."—Standard.

" The plan of this pleasa7tt-looking book is

cxcelle7it. It is a ki7id of Mrs. Markha77i 07i

the Ck7irch ofE7igla7id, w7-itte/i especiallyfor
girls, a7id we shall not be S7trprised to fi/id it

beco7ne a favo7trite in schools. . . . It is

really a conversational ha7id-book to the
E7iglish Ch7trch's history, doctri7ie,a7idrit7ial,

C07nplied by a very dilige7it reader fro77i so77ie

of the best 77iodern Anglica7i so7irces."—Eng-
lish Churchman.
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THE DIVINITY OP OUR LORD AND SAVIOUR JESUS
CHRIST ; being the Bampton Lectures for 1866. By Henry Parry Lid-

don, D.D., D.C.L. , Canon of St. Paul's, and Ireland Professor of Exegesis

in the University of Oxford. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. 5^-.

SERMONS PREACHED BEFORE THE UNIVERSITY
OF OXFORD. By Henry Parry Liddon, D.D., D.C.L., Canon of St.

Paul's, and Ireland Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford. Fifth

Edition, revised. Crown Svo. 5^.

SOME ELEMENTS OP RELIGION. Lent Lectures. By Henry
Parry Liddon, D.D., D.C.L., Canon of St. Paul's, and Ireland Professor

of Exegesis in the University of Oxford. Crown Svo. ^s.

HOUSEHOLD THEOLOGY : A Flandbook of Religious Information

respecting the Holy Bible, the Prayer Book, the Church, the Ministry, Divine

Worship, the Creeds, &c., &c. By John Henry Blunt, M.A. New
Edition. Small Svo. y,s. 6(/.

LIBER PRECUM PUBLICARUM ECCLESI^ ANGLI-
CANyE. A GuLiELMO Bright, A.M., et Petro Goldsmith Medd,
A.M., Presbyteris, CoUegii Universitatis in Acad. Oxon. Sociis, Latine red-

ditus. New Edition, with all the Rubrics in red. Small Svo. 6s.

THE PSALMS. Translated from the Hebrew. With Notes, chiefly

Exegetical. By William Kay, D.D., Rector of Great Leighs; late Princi-

pal of Bishop's College, Calcutta. Svo. 12s. bd.

"Like a sound Churchmatt, he reverences iug; 7vith the power to make tcse of it."—
Scripttire, upholding its authority against British Quarterly Review.
sceptics; and -he does not denounce such as '' The execution of tJie work is ca}-eful and
differfrom hi7n in opinion with a dogmatism scholarly."—Union Review.
unhappily too co7Hjnon at the present 'day. "To mention the name of Dr. Kay is

Hence, readers will be disposed to consider his enough to secure respectful attention to his

conclusions worthy of attention ; or perhaps new tratislation of the Psalms. It is en-

to adopt thein without inquiry. It is super- 7-iched with exegetical notes containing a
fluous to say that the tratislation is better wealth ofsound leamiiig, closely occasionally,

and more accurate on the whole than our perliaps too closely condensed. Good care is

received 07ie, or that it often reproduces taketi of tJie stude7it 7Wt lear/ted z'« Hebrew ;

the se7ise of the origi7ial lMppily."—ATV.Kti- we hope the Doctor^s exa/nple willpreve7it a7ty

jEVW. abuse of this co7isideratio7i, and sti/nulate

"Dr. Kay has profound revere7icc for those who proftby it tofollotv hit7ii7ito the ve7y
Divine truth, a7id exhibits considerable read- text ofthe a7icieiit Revelaiio/i."—^JoHN Bull.

THE ANNOTATED BOOK OP COMMON PRAYER ;
being

an Historical, Ritual, and Theological Commentary on the Devotional System

of the Church of England. Edited by the Rev. John Henry Blunt, M. A.,

F.S.A., Author of "The History of the Reformation," " Directorium Pas-

torale," Editor of "The Dictionary of Theolog)'," &c. Sixth edition, re-

vised. Imperial Svo. ^6s., or half-bound in morocco, 48^.
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A COMPANION TO THE OLD TESTAMENT. Being a Plain

Commentary on Scripture History, down to the Birtli of our Lord. Small

8vo. 3i-. 6(/.

"A 7nost adiuirahle Compajiion to the Old
Testantettt, beingfar the most conciseyet com-
plete com7nentary on Old Testament history
with which we have 7net. Here are combined
orthodoxy and learnijig, an intelligetit a>id
at the same time interesting siimmary of the
leadingfacts of the sacred story. It should
be a text-book in ez>ery school, and its value
is hntnensely enhaticed by the copious and
cojnplete i}idex."—John Bull.

" This will befound a very valuable aid to

the right 7inderstanding of the Bible. It
throws the whole Scripture narrative i?ito

07iefrom the creation dow7iwa7-ds, the a7ithor

thus C07idensi7ig P7ideajix, Sh7ickford, a7id
R7issell, afid i/i the 7>iost revere7itial 77ianner
bri7igi7ig to his aid the writings ofall 77toder7i

an7iotators and chiv/iologists. There arc 7io

le7igthy coiiimculs, no :'isio7iary theories, 710-

thi7ig specjilativc ; all is plain 77tatter offact,
i/ttelligibly stated. The book is 07ie that
sliould have a wide circulatio7i a77iongst

teachers a7idstude7its ofall denoi7iinatio7is."—
Bookseller.
" Is a very compact S7i77i77iary ef the Old

Testa7ne7it 7ia7^ative, put together so as to

explai7i the C07i7iecti07i a7id beari7zg of its co7i-

te7its, a7id writte7i i7i a very good to7ie ; with
a fiftal chapter 07i the history of the Jews be-

tweeti the Old a7id New Testai7ie7its. It will

befound very 7tsefulfor its p7trpose. It does

7iot C07ifi7ie itself to 77terely chr07iological

difficulties, but C07n7ne/its briefly iip07i the

religious beari7igofthe text also."—Guardian.
" The ha7idbook before 7CS is sofull a7idsatis-

facto7-y, C07isideri7ig its compass, and sets

forth the history of the old cove7ia7it with
sicck co7iscie7itious 77ii7mte7iess, that it ca7inot

fail to prove a godse7id to ca7ididates for
exa77iinatio7i i7i the Rudi77ienta Religio7iis

as zvell as in the coT^espondingschoolat Ca7n-
bridge. . . . /« otie of our dioceses the

Script7cre subjects for diocesa7i i7ispectio7i

this year i7icl7ided 'the lives of Abraha77i,
Isaac, Jacob, a/zd the twelve Patriarchs,'
a7td teachers were warned that the higher
classes z'« the schools would be expected to

evince a knowledge gathered fro77t the sou7-ce

a7id 7iot a7ty seco7idary cha/i7iels. But 7-eally

we have tested the sec07id book of this -work

with an eye to ascertai7ti/ig whether a 7/zastery

of it would have serz'ed the teacher or pupiVs
purpose ; a7id oiir deliberate opi7iio7i is that it

would, so careful is the survey, a/td so very
rare tlie 07/iissio7i ofa si7igle poi/it that is of
a7iy historicalor doctti7ial i77iporta7ice. . . .

Throughout his work the writer of this
' co/7ipa7iion,' ' C07ni7ie7itary,' or ' ha7idbook,'

exhibits at the sa77te ti77ie extensive research
itito the best sources of i7ifor77iatio7i a7id e7i-

Iightc7niie7it as to the sacred history, a7id a7i

iudipC7ident, though cautious, judg77ie7it in

his choice bct%vee7i co7iflicti7ig theories and ex-
pla7iatio/is."—English Churchman.

FABLES RESPECTING THE POPES OP THE MIDDLE
AGES. A Contribution to Ecclesiastical Histoiy. By John J. Ign. Von
DdLLiNGER. Translated, with Introduction and Appendices, by Alfred

Plummer, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford. 8vo. 14J.

SKETCHES OF THE RITES AND CUSTOMS OF THE
GRECO-RUSSIAN CHURCH. By H. C. Romakoff. With an Intro-

ductory Notice by the Author of " The Heir of Redclyffe." Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. ^s, bd.

" The twofold object of this work is ' to

prese7it the E7iglish with corj-ect descriptio7is

of the cere77i07iies ofthe Greco-Russia7i Chi:7-ch,

a7id at the sa77te ti77tewithpictu7-esofdo77iestic

life z« R7issia7i hoJ7ies, especially those of the

clergy a7id the 77iiddle class of nobles
;

' a7id,

bey07id questio7i, the author's labour has beeji

so far successfil that, whilst her Church
sce/tes 7nay be co/ittiicudi-d as a series of most
dra/natic a7id picturesque tnHcau.x, her social

sketches enable us to look at ccrta!7i poi7tts be-

7teath the surface of Russian life, a7id 77ia-

terially C7ilarge 07tr k/iowledge of a coimtry
C07iceriii7ig which we have still a ve7y great
deal to lear7i."—Athem.eum,

" The volu77ie befo7-e 71s is a7iythi7ig but a
for77tal liturgical treatise. It 7iiightbe 7nore

valuable to a few schola7-s if it were, but it

iV07dd certai7ily fail to obtai7i perusal at the

ha7ids of the great 7najority of those who7>i the

writer, not 7mreaso7iably, hopes to attract by

the narrative style she has adopted. What she

has set before 71s is a series of brief 07itli7ies,

which, by their si77iple effoT^ to clothe the

i7ifor]7tatio7i give7i 7is z« a livi7ig ga7-b,

rejni/ids 7is of a 07ice-popidar childs' book

which we re7/te77iber a ge?ieratio7i ago, called

'Sketches of H7i7iian Man/ie/s.' "—Cnvucu
Times.

THE ARGUMENT DELIVERED BEFORE THE JUDICIAL
COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL. By Archibald John

Stephens, LL.D., one of Her Majesty's Counsel in the case of Thomas

Byard Sheppard against William Early Bennett, Clerk. With an

Appendix containing their Lordships' Judgment. Svo. 9^.
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SERMONS ON CERTAIN OP THE LESS PROMINENT
FACTS AND REFERENCES IN SACRED STORV. By IIexry

Melvill, B.D., late Canon of St. Paul's, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the

Queen. New Edition. Two vols. Crown 8vo. 5^. each.

" IVe are glad to see this new edition ofwhat
we have always considered to be MelvilCs best

sennons, because in them we have his best

thoughts. . . . Many of these sermons are
the strongest arguments yet adduced for in-

ternal evidence of the veracity of the Scriptu-
ral 7iarratives."—Standard.

'''Many who admire elegant phraseology,
and the other }iow rarely exhibited consti-

tuetits of pulpit eloquence, -will be glad to have
in a convenient shape a judicious selection of
Canon MelviWs sermons. Mr. Melvill was
one ofthefew really siiccessfulpreachers ofour
day."—Examiner.

" The sermons of the lamented Melvill are

SELECTION PROM THE SERMONS PREACHED DUR-
ING THE LATTER YEARS OF HIS LIFE, IN THE PARISH
CHURCH OF BARNES, AND IN THE CATHEDRAL OF ST.

PAUL'S. By Henry Melvill, B.D., late Canon of St. Paul's, and Chap-

lain in Ordinary to the Queen. Two vols. Crown 8vo. 5^-. each.

" Two other volumes of the late Ca7wn Mel-
viirs sertnons containforty discoursespreachea

too well know7i to require atiy commendation
from us. We have hoc all the power of
rhetoric, and the gtacc and beauty ofstyle, for
which the author has Ivcii distinguished, and
which have contributed to render him a
>nodel to preachers, and given him a represeji-

tative position i>i the history of the English
pulpit."—Weekly Review.

" Polished, classical, a>td wi?t7ii?ig, these

ser77to7is bear the 77tarks of literary labour.

A stttdy ofthe/7i will aid the t7ioder7i preacher
to refi7ie a7id polish his discourses, a7id to add
to the vigour which is 7iow the fashio7i the
graces of chaste7ied eloque7ice a7id wi7i7nng
rhetoric.'"—English Churchman.

" Melvilts chiefcharacteTdstic was hjanility,

that trTiest t/iark ofreal7iobility ofsoidand of
ge7iuine ge/iius ; and his sole actuati7ig pT^n-
ciple in life was devotio7i to djcty—duty to God
a7id duty to 7na7i, a7id 7iever were the two 7nore

beaittifully ble7idcd together than z« hii7i.

' While the pure truths of the Gospel,^ observes
his biographer z« the 7ne77ioir prefixed to these

serino7is, 'flowed so persuasivelyf707/1 his lips,

the pitre spirit of Christia7iity ever reig7ied z'«

his hea7t, a7id the purest charity i/tflitenced

his every thought and every action.' . . . The
style of Ca7i07i MelvilCs sermo7is is rather
Cicero7iian tha7i De/nosthenic, rather sple7idid

a7id 77ieasured tha7i impetuous andfervid."—
Standard.

SERMONS. By Henry Melvill,

Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen.

5^-. each. Sold separately.

"Messrs. Rivi/igton have published very
opportu7iely , at a ti77ie whe7i Church7/ie7i are
thinking with satisfaction of the 7iew blood
infused i7ito the Chapter ofSt. PauTs, ser^7t07is

by He7iry Mehnll, who /« his day was as cele-

brated as a preacher as is Cano7i Liddo7i now.
The set^/zons are not 07ily couched z« elegant
la/tguage, but are 7-eplete with 77zatter which
the you7igcr clergy would do well to study."—
John Bull.

"Be/try Melvill's intellect was large, his
i77zagi7iatio7i brillia7tt, his ardour inte/isc,

a/id his style stro7!g, fervid, and picfuresque.
Often he see77!ed toglmu with the inspiration of
a prophet."—American Quarieuly Church
Review.
"// would be easy to quote portions ofex-

ceedi7igbeauty a7idpower. J t was 7iot , however,
the charm of style, 7wr wealth of words, both
which Ca7t07u Melvill possessed in so great
abu7ida7ice, that he relied 071 to wi7i souls ; but
the p02uer a/id spirit ofHi7n who said, 'I, ifI
be lifted up, will draw all we« to Me."—
Record.
"Every one who ca7i re7ne77iber the days

when Ca/ton Melvill was the preacher of the
day, 7vill be glad to see these foiir-a7id-t7ve7ity

ofhis scr7no7is so /ticely reproduced. His Ser-

by him in his later years, and they are pre-

faced bya short 7/ze//ioir ofone of the worthiest
a7id7nost i/npressivepreachers ofrece7i t ti/nes.

"

—Examiner.
" These outlines co7itain probably the last

speci7ne7is of the work ofa great t7zaster in the

art ofpreachi7ig the Gospel. /« the sertnons

of He7iry Melvill there are a certai/i di^7iity

a7id elevation of style and ha/idli/tg which
belo7ig rather to tlie past than to the prese7it.

. . . There are z« the ser}7io7ts before us
all Melvill's wo7tted grace of dictio7i, strc7igth

of reasoning, a7id apt7iess of ilhistratio/i."—
Weekly Review.

B.D., late Canon of St. Paul's, and

New Edition. Two vols. Crown 8vo.

771071S ^vere all the result of real study a7id

genuine reading, with far //tore theology i/i

the/zi tha/i those of/nany who //take /ttuch //lore

professio/i of theology. Thez-e are ser/zio/is

here which we ca/i perso/ially re/ne/7iber ; it

has bee/i a pleasure to us to be rez/ti/ided of
the/n, a/id we are glad to see the/n brought
before the prese/it ge/ieratio/i. We hope that

they //lay be studied, for they deserve it tlio-

roughly."—Literary Churchman.
" Few preachers have had //tore ad/ziirers

than the Rev. He/iry Melvill, a/id the new
editio/i of his Ser//t07is, i/i two volu/zies, will
doubtlessfi/idple/ity ofpurchasers. The Ser-
7/io/is abound i/i thought, and the thoughts are
couched i/i F./iglish which is at o/ice elega/it

jn construction a/id easy to read."—Church
Times.

" The Ser//i07is of Ca/io/i Melvill, now re-

published in two hatidy volu/zies, /leed o/ily to

be 7/ie/itioned to be sure of a hearty welcome.
Sou7id learning, well-weighedwords, cal/n a/id

kee/i logic, a/id solc/n/i devout/icss, /nark the

whole series of //lasterly discourses, which e/zi-

brace so/zie of the chiefdoctrines of the Ch/irch,

and set the/n forth in clear a/ui Scriptural
stre/igth."—Stan dard.
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VITA ET DOCTRINA JESU CHRISTI ; Or, Meditations on the

Life of our Lord. By Avancini. In the Original Latin. Adapted to the

use of the Church of England by a Clergyman. Imperial 32ino. 2s. 6d.

THE FIRST BOOK OP COMMON PRAYER OP EDWARD
VI., and the Ordinal of 1549, together with the Order of the Communion,
1548. Reprinted entire, and Edited by the Rev. Henry Baskerville
Walton, M.A., late Fellow and Tutor of Merton College. With an Intro-

duction by the Rev. Peter Goldsmith Medd, M.A., Senior Fellow and
Tutor of University College, Oxford. Small 8vo. 6^-.

'_' A vohime like this is worth two ofChurch desirous of tuiderstanding the ^rijiciplcs of
History. In many respects, indeed, it is the those who originated the reform of 07irpitblic
subject ofhistory itself; and with Mr. Medd's Services."—Chukch News.
introditctionandMr. Walton's editorialwork ''The more that English Churchmen be-
we may be said to have both subject and history come acquainted with the Reformed Prayer
thereof. The voluvte should be in the hands Book, as our Eiiglish Divines reformed it,

of every tnember of the Church ofEngland: apart from the meddling offoreigners—i.e..,

we may say, it should be in those of every the better people become acquainted with
student ofChurch History."—Athen^um. 'Edward VI.'sfirst book' the better both for

" We welcome the seasonable appearance of themselves, and for the English Church at
this work, which indeed supplies a longfelt latge. We are therefore delighted to welcome
want, for ' the Fi>-st Book' has been hitherto this handy and handsome reprint, with which
accessible to veiyfew. . . . It is especially every pains lias been taken to make it as
important at the present time that theprinci- accurate as possible.'

"

—Literary Church-
ples of the first Reformers should be wider- man.
stood; and no one can look through this "Mr. Walton deserves the very best thanks
edition without gaining some definite itifor- of Anglican Chttrchtnen, for putting this
viation on that point. We commend this 7ie7t) most importajit volume within their reach in
edition of the First Prayer Book, with its soconvenicntatidhatidsomeaform."—Church
introduction to the study of all that are Review.

INSTRUCTIONS POR THE USE OP CANDIDATES POR
HOLY ORDERS, And of the Parochial Clergy ; with Acts of Parliament

relating to the same, and Forms proposed to be used. By Christopher
Hodgson, M.A., Secretary to the Governors of Queen Anne's Bounty.

Ninth Edition. Svo. i6s.

THE GREEK TESTAMENT. With a Critically Revised Text; a

Digest of Various Readings ; Marginal References to Verbal and Idiomatic

Usage ; Prolegomena ; and a Critical and Exegetical Commentary. For the

use of Theological Students and Ministers. By Henry Alford, D.D., late

Dean of Canterbury. New Edition. Four Volumes. Svo. io2j-.

The Volumes are sold separately as follows :

—

Vol. I.—The Four Gospels. 28^.

Vol. II.—Acts to II. Corinthians. 2^.
Vol. III.—Galatians to Philemon. iSj.

Vol. IV.—Hebrews to Revelation. 32^-.

THE NEW TESTAMENT POR ENGLISH READERS :

containing the Authorized Version, with a revised English Text ; Marginal

References ; and a Critical and Explanatory Commentary. By Henry
Alford, D.D., late Dean of Canterbury. New Edition. Two volumes,

or four parts. Svo. 54J-. 6d.

The Volumes are sold separately, as follows :

—

Vol. I, Part I.—The Three first Gospels. \2s.

Vol. I, Part II.— St. John and the Acts. IOj-. 6d.

Vol. 2, Part I.—The Epistles of St. Paul. i6j-.

Vol. 2, Part II,—Hebrews to Revelation. Svo. l6s.
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CURIOUS MYTHS OF THE MIDDLE AGES. By S. Barin6-
GOULD, M.A., Author of " Post-Mediseval Preachers," &c. With Illustra-

tions. New Edition. Complete in One Vol. Crown 8vo. 6s.

" These Essays will be foimd to have some-
ihing to satisfy-most classes of readers; the
lovers oflegends proper, the curious inpopular
debisions, the initiated in Darwinian and
Monboddoan theories; and if, in tlie chapters
on Tell and Gellert, we are a little struck with
t!ie close following of Dasent's track, in his

preface to the Norse tales, it }n7ist be owned
that there are chapters—e.g., those on the
Divining Rod, the Man in the Moon, and the

Seven Sleepers—'which present ?tew matter,
anddeserve thepraiseofindependentrescarch."—Quarterly Review.
" The author, indeed, is sojnetimes fanciful

and overbold in his conclusions ; but fie con-
ducts us through marvellous ways— ways
which he has studied well before Jie imdertook
to guide others; and if we do not always
acouiesce in his descriptions or arguments, we

seldom differfrom him without hesitation."—
Athen>eum.
" We have no space to linger longer about a

book which, apartfrom its didacticpretensions

,

is an exceedingly amusing and interesting
collection of old stories and legends of the
middle ages."—Pall Mall Gazette.
" That, on hisfirst visit to the varied field

of mediaval mythology, Mr. Baring-Gould
should have culled as samples of its richness
the most brilliant of the flowers that bloomed
in it, is scarcely to be wondered at. But it

shows howfertile is the soil when he is enabled
to cull f7-om it so goodly a secondcrop as that
which he here presents to 7is. The myths
treated of in the present volume vary in in-

terest—they are all curious and well worth
reading."—'Notes and Queries.

THE POPE AND THE COUNCIL. By Janus. Authorized trans-

lation from the German, Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 'js. 6d.

Bishops of tlie Church in general, and consoli-" A profound and learned treatise, evidently
the work of one of the first theologians of the
day, discussing with the scientific fulness and
precision proper to Germati investigation, the
great doctrinal questions expected to come
before the Council, and especially the proposed
dogma of Papal Infallibility. There is pro-
bably no work in existence that contains at
all, still less within so narrow a compass, so

complete a record of tlie origin and growth of
the infallibilist tlieory, and of all thefacts of
Church history bearing upon it, and that too

in a form so clear and concise as to put the
argument within the reach of any reader of
ordinary intelligence, while the scrupulous ac-

curacy oftlie writer, ajid his constant reference
to the original authoritiesfor every statement
liable to be disputed, makes tlie monograph as
a wliole a perfect storehouse ofvaluable infor-
mation for the historical or tlieological stu-

dent."—Saturday Review.
" Beginning with a sketch of the errors and

contradictions of the Popes, and oftheposition
which, as a matter of history, they held /«
tlie early Church, the book proceeds to describe
the three great forgeries by which the Papal
claims were upheld—tlie Isidorian decretals,

the donation of Constaniine, and the decreium
ofGratian. The last subject ought to be care-

fully studied by all who wish to understand
thefrightful tyranny of a cotnplicated system
of laws, devised tioi for the protection of a
people, but as instrumejits forgrindijig them
to subjection. Then, after an historical out-
line ofthe general gro^uth of the Papalpozver
in the twelfth atid thirteenth centuries, the
writers enter upon the peculiarly episcopal
and clerical question, pointing out how 7nar-
vellously every little chaiige worked in one
directio7i, invariably tending to throw the
rule of the Church into the power of Rome ;

and how the growth of nexv institutions, like

the monasticordersand tlie Inquisition, gradu-
ally withdrew the conduct ofaffairs from, tlie

dated tlie' Papal influence. For all this, how
ever, unless we could satisfy ourselves with a
mere magnified table of cotitents, the reader
jnust be referred to the book itself, in which he
will find the interest sustained without flag-
ging to the end."—Pall Mall Gazette.

" In France, in Holland, and in Gerviany,
there lias already appeareda multitude ofdis-

quisitions on this sidiject. A mong these seve-

ral a7-e the acknowledged compositions ofmen
ofhigh standing in the Roman Catholic world,—men admittedly entitled to speak with the
authority that must attach to established re-

putation ; but not one of tliem has hitherto
produced a wo7-k more likely to create a deep
i7tipressio7i than the anonymous Germa7i pub-
lication at the head of this notice. It is not
a piece of 77ierely pole77iical writi7ig, it is a
treatise dealing with a large subject i7i an
i/npressive tlwughpartisan ma7t7ier, a treatise

grave z« tone, solid in matter, and brisili/ig

withforcible a>id novel illustrations."—Spec-
tator.
" Ru/nourwill, no doubt, be b7tsy 7vith its

C07ijectures as to the name which lu7-ks be7ieath

the fW77i de plutne of ' fanus.^ IVe do not
i7itend to offer a7iy co7itributio>t towards the
elucidation of tlie 7nystery, U7iless it be a con-
trib7(tio7i to say that the book bears internal
evidetice of being the work of a Catholic, a7id
that there are tiot many Catholics /« Europe
who could luive writte7i it. Taking it all in
all, it is 710 exaggeratedpraise to characterize
it as the 7nost damaging assault on Ultra-
montanism that has appeared in 77iode7^n

times. Its leaT^iing is copious and complete,
yet so adtnirably arranged thai it i7ivariably
illustrates without overlaying the argutnent.
Tlie style is clear and si7nple, aud there is no
attempt at rhetoric. It is a piece of cool

and 7nasterly dissection, all tlie more terrible

for the passionless tnaufier in which the
autlior co7iducts tlie operation."—Times.

LETTERS PROM ROME ON THE COUNCIL. By Quirinus.
Reprinted from the "Allgemeine Zeitung." Authorized Translation. Crown
8vo. \2S,
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FEMALE CHARACTERS OP HOLY SCRIPTURE. In a

Series of Sermons. By the Rev. Isaac Williams, B.D., formerly FeUow of

Trinity College, Oxford. New Edition. Crown 8vo. ^s.

THE CHARACTERS OP THE OLD TESTAMENT. In a Series

of Sermons. By the Rev. Isaac Williams, B.D., formerly Fellow of Trinity

College, Oxford. New Edition. Crown 8vo., ^s.

" This is 07ie ofthefew volutnes ofptiblished
sermotis that ixie have been able to read zvith

real pleasure. They are written with a
chastened elegance of language, andpervaded
by a spirit of earnest and simple piety. Mr.
Williams is evidently what wottld be called a
very High Churchman. Occasionally his

peculiar Church views are apparent; but
batuig a few passages here and there, these

sermons will be read with profit by all ' tulw

profess and call themselves Christians.'"'—
Contemporary Review.

" Tills is a new edition ofa very populai—

anddeservedlypopular—work on thebiography
ofthe Old Testament history. The characters

are ably andprofitably analysed, and that bj

i/ie hand of a master of style and thought. .

. . The principle ofselection fias been that

ofpromittetice; andpartly, too, that of signi-

ficance in the characters so ably deli?teaied.

A more masterly analysis of Scriptural
characters we never read, nor any which are

more calculated to impress the mind oj tJie

reader with feelings of love for what is good,

and abhorrencefor what is evil."—Rock.

THE HILLPORD CONFIRMATION : A TALE. By M. C.

Phillpotts. i8mo. \s.

APOSTOLICAL SUCCESSION IN THE CHURCH OP
ENGLAND. By the Rev. Arthur W. Haddan, B.D., Rector of Barton-

on-the-Heath, and late Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. 8vo. I2J.

"Mr. Haddan's estijnate of tlie bearing of
his subject, and of its special importance at
thepresentjuncture is characteristic, and will
well repay attention. . . Mr. Haddan
is strictly argumentative throughout. He ab-
stains with some strictness frotn everything
which would divert either his reader or hii7i-

selffrom accurate investigation ofhis reason-
ing. But his volume is thoroughly well
written, clear and forcible in style, and fair
in tone. It cannot but render valuable service
in placing the claims of the Church in their
true light before the English piiblic."—
Guardian.
"Among the many standard theological

works devoted to this iinportant subject Mr.
Haddan'swillholda highplace."—Standard.

" We should be glad to see the volume widely
circulated and generally read."—John Bull.
"^ weighty and valuable treatise, and we

hope that the study of its sound and well-
reasonedpages will do much to fix the impor-
tance, and tlie full tneaning of the doctrine

in question, in the minds of Church people.
. . . We hope that our extracts will lead our
readers to study Mr. Haddanfor themselves. "

—Literary Churchman.
"_ This is not 07ily a very able and carefully

written treatise upon the doctrine ofApostoli-
cal Succession, but it is also a calm yet noble
vindication of the validity of the Anglican
Orders : it well sustains the brilliant reputa-
tion which Mr. Haddan left behind him at
Oxford, audit supplements his other jtrofoimd
historical researches in ecclesiastical matters.
This book will remain for a long time the
classic work upon English Orders."—Church
Review.
" A very temperate, but avery well reasoned

book."—VVestminster Review.
'

' Mr. Haddan ably sustains his reputation
throughout the work. His style is clear, his
inferences are reasonable, and the publication
is especially well-timed in prospect of the
coming CEcuinenical Council."—Cambridge
University Gazette.

A MANUAL FOR THE SICK; with other Devotions. By Lancelot
Andrewes, D.D., sometime Lord Bishop of Winchester. Edited with a

Prefaceby H. P. LiDDON, M.A. Large type. With Portrait. 24mo. zs.bd.

HELP AND COMFORT FOR THE SICK POOR. By the

Author of "Sickness; its Trials and Blessings." New Edition. Small
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DEVOTIONAL COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPEL
NARRATIVE. By the Rev. Is.vac Williams, B.D., formerly Fellow of

Trinity College, Oxford. A New and uniform Edition. In Eight vols.

Crown 8vo. 5^. each.

OUR LORD'S MINISTRY.
THIRD YEAR

Teaching in Galilee.

Teaching at Jerusalem.
Last Journey from Galilee to Jerasalem.

THE IIOL y WEEK.
The Approach to Jerusalem. ,

The Teaching in the Temple.

THOUGHTS ON THE STUDY OF
THE HOL Y GOSPELS.

Characteristic Differences in the Four
Gospels.

Our Lord's Manifestations of Himself.

The Rule of Scriptural Interpretation

furnished by our Lord.
Analogies of the Gospel.
Mention of Angels in the Gospels.

Places of our Lord's Abode and Ministry.

Our Lord's Mode of Dealing with His
Apostles.

Conclusion.

A HARMONY OF THE FOUR
EVANGELISTS.

Our Lord's Nativity.

Our Lord's Ministry—Second Year.
Our Lord's Ministry—Third Year.
The Holy Week.
Our Lord's Passion.

Our Lord's Resurrection.

OUR LORD'S NATIVITY.
The Birth at Bethlehem.
The Baptism in Jordan.
The First Passover.

OUR LORDS MINISTRY.
SECOND YEAR.

The Second Passover.

Christ with the Twelve.
The Twelve sent forth.

" There is not a better co»ipauiott to be
fo7ind for the season than the beautiful 'De-
votional Coinine7itary on the Gospel Narra-
tive,' by the Rev. Isaac Williams. . . . A
rich mine for devotional and theological
study."—Guardian.

" So infinite are the depths andso i7im(Vter-

able the beauties of Scripture, atid more 'par-
ticularly of the Gospels, that there is some
difficulty in describing the manifold excellences
of Williams' exquisite Co}n7ne7itary. Deriv-
ing its profound appreciation of Scripture
from the "writings of the early Fathers, it is

only what every student kno-ws must be trice

to say that it extracts a 7vhole wealth of
meatiitigfrotn each sentence, each apparently
faint allusion, each luord in the text"—
Church Review.
"Stattds absolutely alone zn our English

literature; there is, ive should say, no chance
of its being superseded by any better book of
its kind; and its jnerits are ofthe very higJiest

order."—Literary Churchman.
'

' It would be difficult to select a more use-

ful present, at a small cost, than this series

would be to a young man on hisfirst entering
into Holy Orders, and many, 710 doubt, will
avail the7/iselves of the republicatio7i of these

useful volumesfor this purpose. There is a7i

abiindance of ser7no7i 77taterial to be draw7i
/ro)7i a7iy one ofthe7/i."—Chvrch Times.

The Discourse on the Mount of Olives.

The Last Supper.

OUR LORD'S PASSION.
The Hour of Darkness.
The Agony.
The Apprehension.
The Condemnation.
The Day of Sorrows.

The Hall of Judgment.
The Crucifixion.

The Sepulture.

OUR LORD'S RESURRECTION.
The Day of Days.

The Grave Visited.

Christ Appearing.
The Going to Emmaus.
The Forty Days.
The Apostles Assembled.
The Lake in Galilee.

The Mountain in Galilee.

The Return from Galilee.

" This is, i/i tlie truest se/ise of the word, a
' Devotio7ial Comme7itary' on the Gospel nar-
rative, opetii7ig out everywhere, as it does, tlie

spiritualbeauties and blessedness ofthe Divi/ie
77iessage ; b7ct it is soj/iethii ^

'' "lis,

it 7/ieets diffic7ilties almost on,

a7td tlirows the light of lea of
the very darkest passages in ^ i sta-

7/ie7it."—Rock.
" The author has skilfully compared and

ble7ided tJie 7ia7^atives of the diffcre7it Gospels,
so as to give a syiwptical viev) of the liistory ;

a7id thougli the C077i/7ie7ttary is called ' dezio-

tio7ial,' it is scJiolarly a7id suggestive iit other
respects. The size of the work, exte7idi7ig, as
it does, over eight vohmtes, may deter p7ir-

cJiasers a7id readers ; bjtt each volu7/ie is co7n-

plete z« itself, and we reco7n77ie7id sticdents to

taste a sample of the authoT^s q7iality. So7ne
tilings tliey 77tay g7cestio7i; but tlie volu/ncs
a7e really a lielpful and valuable addition to

our stores."—Freeman.
" The high and sole7nn verities of the

Saviour's sufferings a7id death a7-e treated
with great revere7ice and ability. The
thorough de'i'out7iess 7vfiicli peT-z'odes the book
com7/ic7tds it to our heart. There is 7/tuch

to i7istruct and help the believer i/i the Chris-
tia7i life, no tnatter to what sectio7i of tlie

Church he 7nay belo7ig."—Watchman.



KEYS TO CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE.
A KEY TO THE KNOWLEDGE AND USE OF THE

HOLY BIBLE. By the Rev. J. H. Blunt, M.A. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

"Another of Mr. BhmCs useful and work-
vianlike compilations, •zuhich will be viost
acceptable as a household book, or in schools
and colleges. It is a capital book too for
schoolmastersandpiipil teachers."—Literary
Churchman.
"As a popular handbook, setting forth a

selectioti of facts ofwhich everybody ought to

be cognizant, and as an exposition of the
claims of the Bible to he received as of super-
hiiman origin, Mr. Blunts ' Key^ will be use-

ful."—Churchman.

"A great deal of useful information is

comprised in these pages, and the book will no
doubt be extensively circtclated in Church
families"—Clerical Journal.

" We have much pleasure in recommending
a capital handbook by the learned editor of
' The Annotated Book of Common Prayer.'"—Church Times.

" Me>-its commendatioii for the lucid and
orderly arrangement in which it presents a
considerable amou>it of valuable and interesi-
in<; matter.'"—Record.

A KEY TO THE KNOWLEDGE AND USE OP THE
BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. By the Rev. J. H. Blunt, M.A.
Small 8vo. 2.s. 6d.

" A very valuable and practical manual,
fill of information, whicli is adini}-ably cal-

cula ted to instruct and interest thoseforwhom
it iv.is c~<'idciitiy specially intended—the laity

of the Church of England. It desen'es high
commendatioti."—Churchman.

" yj thoroughly soiitidatidvahiable manual."—Church Times.

" To -us it appears that Mr. Blunt has suc-
ceeded very well. A II necessajy information
seems to be inchtded, a7id the arrangement is

excellent."—Literary Churchman.
"It is the best short explanation of our

offices that we knoiv of, and would be invalu-
ablefor the 7tse ofcandidatesfor confirmation
in the higher classes."^OHi<i Bull.

A KEY TO CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE AND PRACTICE
FOUNDED ON THE CHURCH CATECHISM. By the Rev. John
Henry Blunt, M.A. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

" Of cheap and reliable text-hooks of this

nature there has hitherto been a great want.
IVe are often asked to recommend books for
use in Church Sunday-schools, and we there-

fore take this opportunity of saying that we
know ofnone more likely to be of service both
to teachers and scholars than these 'Keys.'"—
Churchman's .Shilling Magazine.
" This is another of Mr. Blunt's most use-

ful manuals, with all the precision ofa school
book, yet diverging into matters ofpractical
application sofreely as to make it most service-

able, either as a teacher's suggestion book, or
as an intelligent pupil's reading book."—
Literary Churchman.
" Will be very usefulfor the higJter classes

in Sunday-schools, or ratlier for the fuller

instruction of the Sunday-school teachers
themselves, where the parish priest is wise
enough to devote a certain time regularly to

their preparationfor their voluntary task."—
Union Review.
"Another of the many useful books on

theological and Scriptural subjects ivhich
have been written by the Rev. John Henry
Blunt. The present is entitled ' A Key to

Christian Doctrine and Practice, foiuided on
the Church Catechism' and will take its

place as an elementary text-hook upon the
Ci-eed in ourschools and colleges. The Church
Catechism is clearly andfully explained by
the autJwr in this 'Key.' Numeroiis re-
ferejices, Scriptu7-al and otherwise, are
scattered about the book.''—Public Opinion.

A KEY TO THE KNOWLEDGE OP CHURCH HISTORY.
(Ancient.) Edited by JOHN Henry Blunt, M.A. Small 8vo. 2s. 6d.

"It offers a short and condensed account of
the origin, grozuth, and condition of the
Church in all parts ofthe world,from a.d. i

do-cun to the end of thefifteenth century. Mr.
Blunt's first object has been conciseness, and
this has been admirably carried out, and to

students of Church history this feature will
readily recommend itself. As an elemeiitary
work 'A Key' will be specially valuable, in-

asmuch as it points out certain definite lines

of thought, by which those who enjoy the
opportunity may be gjcided in reading the

statements of more elaborate histories. At
the same time it is but fair to Mr. Blunt to

7-emark that, for ge7ieral readers, the little

volu77ie contains everythi7ig that could be C07i-

sistently expected i7i a volu77te of its character.

There are 7/tany notes, theological, scriptu7-al,

avd historical, ajid the 'get 7ip' of the book is

specially com77ie7idable. As a text-book for
the higher for77is of schools the work will be
acceptable to n7i77ierous teachers,"—Public
Opinion.
"It C07itai7ts S077ie co7icise 7wtes on Church

History, co77zpressed i/ito a S77iall C07ttpass, a7id
we thi7tk it is likely to be 7{seful as a hook of
refere7tce."—John Bull.
"A very terse a7id reliable collectio7i of the

77iainfactsa/tdincide7itscon7tectedwithChurch
History."—Rock.

'

' It will be excelle7it, either for school or
ho}7te use, either as a reading or as a reference
book, 071 all the 7nain facts a7id 7ia7nes a/id
co7itroversies of thefirstfifteen ce7itu7-ies. It
is both well arra7iged a7id well writte7i."—
Literary Churchman.
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KEYS TO CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE— Confimiaf.

A KEY TO THE KNOWLEDGE OP CHURCH HISTORY
(Modern). Edited by the Rev. John Henry Blunt, M.A. Small 8vo.

2s. 6d.

A KEY TO THE NARRATIVE OP THE POUR GOSPELS.
By John Pilkington Norris, M. A., Canon of Bristol, formerly one of Her
Majesty's Inspectors of Schools.

Small Svo. 2s. 6d.

" This is very viitch the hest look ofits kind
lue have seen. The onlyfault is its shortness,

whichprevents its going into tlie details niihich

luojdd support and illustrate its statements,
and which iti tlie process of ilhtstrating them
wouldfix them upon tlie minds and memories
of its readers. It is. Jwzvever, a great im-
provement upon aity book ofits kind we kno7u.

It bears all tlie marks of being the condensed
work of a real scholar, and of a divine too.

The bulk of the book is taken up with a ' Life
ofChrist' compiledfrom the Four Gospels so

as to exhibit its steps and stages a>ui salient
points. The rest oftlie book consists of inde-
pendent cfiapters on special points."—Liter-
ary Churchman.
" This book is no ordinary compendiwn, no

viere ' cra7n-book' ; still less is it an ordinary
reading bookfor schools ; but the schoolmaster,
tlie Sunday-school teaclier, and the seeker after
a coviprehensive knowledge of Divine truth
willfind itworthyof its name. CanonNorris
writes simply,_ reverently, without great dis-

play of learning, giving the result of much
careful study in a short compass, and adorn-
ing the subject by the tenderness and honesiv

with which he treats it. . . . We hope
that this little book will have a very wide
circulation and t/iat it will be studied ; a?td
we canpromise that those wlio take it up xvill

not readily p:it it down agaiti."—Record.
'

' This is a golden little volume. Having
ofte7i to criticise unsparingly volumes pub-
lisJied by Messrs. Rivington, and bearing the
deep High Church brand, it is the greater
satisfaction to be able to comjnend this book so
emphatically. Its design is exceedingly modest.
Canon Norris writes primarily to help
'younger students' in st^tdying the Gospels.

But this unpretoiding volume is one which
all students may study with, advantage. It
is an admirable manual for those who take
Bible Classes through tlie Gospels. Closely

sifted in style, so t/iai all is clearand weighty ;

full ofunostentatious learning, a7idpregnant
with s7iggestion; deeply reverent in spirit,

and altogether Evangelical in spirit ; Caiwn
Norris' book supplies a real want, and ought
to be welcomed by all earliest a?ul devout
students of the Holy Gospels."—London
Qu.ARTERLY Review.

A KEY TO THE ACTS OP THE APOSTLES. By John
Pilkington Norris, M.A.

Small Svo. 2s. 6d.

" It is a remarkably well-written and
interesting accoutit of its subject, ' The Book
of the Acts,' giving 7ts the narrative of St.

L,tike with exactly what we want in the way
of connecting links and illustratiojis. 07ie
viost notable and praiseworthy characteristic

of the book is its candour. . . . The book
is one which we ca7i heartily recommend."—
Spectator.
" OfCanon Norris's ' Key to the Narrative

ofthe Four Gospels,^ we wrote in high approval
7iot jtiany montlis ago. Tlie present is tiot less

carefullyprepared, ajid isfull of tlie 7mostefi-

tatious results of sound lear/ii/ig a7idpatie7it
thought."—London Quarterly Review.
" This little volume is o/ie of a series op

' Keys'' ofa 7/iore or less educatio7ial character,
which are /« the course of pubUcatio7i by
Messrs. Rivingto7i. It gives appare7itly a
very fair a7id tolerably exhaustive resume of
the conte7its of tlie Acts, with which it deals,
7iot chapter by chapter, but consecutively i7i

the orderofthought."—^cnooi.'QoARuCHROti-
ICLE.

'
' Fetu books have ever give7i 7is 7iiore 7m-

7nixed pleasure tha7i this. It is faultlessly
writte7i, so that it reads as pleasa7itly a7id
e7itici7igly as if it had 7iot the least i7itentio7i

ofbei7ig an ' educational' book. It is complete
a7id exiiaustive, so far as tlie 7iarrative a7id
all its bearings go, so that stude7its 7/tayfeel
that they ?ieed 7iot be hu/iti7ig up other books to

S7ipply tlie lacunse. It is the work ofa classical
scholar, a7id it leaves 7iotlii7igwa7iting z« the
way of classical illustratio7is, which z« the
case of tlie Acts are of special i77iporta7ice

.

A/fd, lastly, it is tlieologically sound."— Liter-
ary Churchman.
" This is a sequel to Ca7ion Norris's ' Key to

the Gospels' which was published i-wo years
ago, a7id which lias beco7ne a ge7ieralfavo7iriie
with those wlio wish to grasp the leading
features of the life a/id word of Christ. The
sketch of the Acts of the Apostles is do7ie z«
tlie sa7/ie style; tliere is the sa7ne revere7it

spirit a7id quiet etithusiastn runm7ig through
it, a7id the sat/ze instinct for seizi7igthe lead-
ingpoi7its 171 the 7ta7^-ative."—Record.

Other Volinncs are in ^preparation.
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RIVINGTON'S DEVOTIONAL SERIES,
Elegantly printed with red borders. l6mo. 2s. 6d. each.

THOMAS A KEMPIS, OF THE IMITATION OP CHRIST.
Also a Cheap Edition, without the red borders, is., or in Cover, 6d.

"A very beautiful edition. IVe commend it

to the Clergy as afi excellent gift-book for
teachers and other workers."—Church Times.
" This work is a precious relic of 7nediceval

tiities, and will continiie to be valued by every
section of the Christian Church."—Weekly
Review.
" A beautifullyprintedpocket edition of this

mai velloHs production of a man, who, out of
tlie dark mists ofpopery, saw so 7nuch of

experijnental religion. Those who are well
grounded in evangelicaltruth may use it with
profit."—Record.
"A very cheap and handsome edition."—

Rock.
" Thisnew edition is a marvel ofcheapness."—Church Review.
''^Beautifully printed, and very clieap edi-

tions ofthis long-used Jiand-book of devotion."—Literary World,

THE RULE AND EXERCISES OP HOLY LIVING. By
Jeremy Taylor, D.D., Bishop of Down and Connor, and Dromore.

Also a Cheap Edition, without the red borders, \s.

THE RULE AND EXERCISES OP HOLY DYING. By
Jeremy Taylor, D.D., Bishop of Down and Connor, and Dromore.

Also a Cheap Edition, without the red borders, \s.

The ' Holy Living' and the ' Holy Dying' may be had bound together in

One Volume, 5j-. ; or without the red borders, is. 6d.

"An extremely well-printed and well got
tip edition, as pretty andgraceful as possible,

and yet not too fine for real use. IVe wish
the devotions of this beautiful book were
more conunonly used."—Literary Church-
man.
" We must admit that there is a want of

helps to spiritual life amongst us. Our age is

so secular, and in religious viovenients so

bustling, that it is to be feared the inner life

is too often forgotten. Our public teacJiers

may, we are sure, gain by co7isulting books
which show how contcntedtiess and self-renun-

ciation may be increased; and in which the
pathology of all human affections is treated
with a fulness not cotmnon in our theological

class rooms "

—

Freeman.
" The publisliers have done good service by

the production of these beautiful editions of
•works, which will never lose theirpreciousness

to devout Christian spirits. It is not necessary

for us to say a word as to tlieir intrinsic

merits ; we have only to testify to the good
taste, judgment, and care shown in these

editions. They are extremely beautiful- in
typography and in the ge^ieralgetting up."—
English Independent.

" We ought jiot to conclude our notice oj

recetit devotional books, "without mefitioning
to our readers the above new, elegant, atid
cheap reprint, which we trust will 7iever be
out of date or out offavour in tlie English
branch of the Catholic Church."—-'Litkraky
Churchman.
" These manuals of piety wntten by the

pen of the most beautiful writer and the most
impressive divine of the English Church, need
no cojntnendation from us. They are ktiown
to the "world, readin alllands, and traTtslated,

ive have heard, into fifty different languages.
For two centuries they have fed the faith oJ
thousajids upon ihousa7ids of souls, 7iow we
trusthappy with their God, a7idperhaps 77iedi-

tati7ig z« Heaven with gratitude 071 their
celestial trutJis, kindled z'« tlieir souls by a
W7dter who was little short ofbei7ig i7tspired."

—Rock.
" These little volu77ies luill be appreciated

as presents of i7iesti/na5le value."—Public
Opinion.
" Eit/ier separate or bound together, 77iay

be had these two statidard works of the great
divi7ie. A goodedition very tastefullyprinted
a7id bou7id."—Record.

ASHORTAND PLAIN INSTRUCTION PORTHE BETTER
UNDERSTANDING OF THE LORD'S SUPPER; to which is annexed

the Ofhce of the Holy Communion, with proper Helps and Directions. By
Thomas Wilson, D.D., late Lord Bishop of Sodor and Man. Complete

Edition, in large type.

Also a Cheap Edition, without the red borders, is., or in Cover, dd.

" The Messrs. Rivington have published a Supper. The edition is here presented in

new and 7{7tab}ndgededition oftliat deservedly

popular work. Bishop Wilson on the Lord's
three fot"77is, suited to the various 7iie7/ibers oJ
tlie houseIiold."—VvBiAC Opinion.
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RIVINGTON'S DEVOTIONAL SERIES—Contimted.

" We cannot withJwld the expression ofoitr
ndtniration of the style and elegance in which
this work is got up.''—Press and St. James'
Chronicle.
" yj departed author beijtg dead yet speak-

eth in a way which will never be out ofdate ;

Bishop Wilson on the Lord's Supper, pub-

lished by Messrs. Rivington, in bindings to

suit all tastes and pockets."—Church Re-
view.

" We may here fitly record that Bishop
Wilson on the Lord's Sjipper has been issued
in a new but -unabridged form."—Daily
Telegraph.

INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVOUT LIFE. From the French

of Saint Francis of Sales, Bishop and Prince of Geneva. A New Translation.

" A very beautiful edition of S. Francis de
Sales' ' Devout Life :' a prettier little edition

for binding, type, andpaper, of a very great
book is not often j?<?«."— Church Review.

" The translation is a good one, and the

volume is beautifully got tip. It would serzie

admirably as a gift book to those who are able

to appreciate so spiritual a writer as St.

Francis."—Church Times.
" It has been the food and Jwpe of countless

souls ever since its first appearance two cen-

turies and a half ago, and it still ranks with
Scupoli's ' Combattimento Spiritttale,' and
Arvisenet's ' Memoriale Vitce Sacerdotalis,'

as among the very best works of ascetic

theology. We are glad to commend this care-

ful and convenient version to our readers."—
Union Review.
" We should be curious to knaiu by ho%u

many difTeyent Juiiids ' The Devout Life' of
S. Francis dc Sales had been translated into
English. At any rate, its popularity is so

great that Messrs. Rizungton havejust issued
another translation of it. The style is good,
and tJie volume is of a most convenient size."—John Bull.

" To readers of religious treatises, this

volume will be highly valued. The ' Intro-
duction to tlu; Devout Life' is preceded by a
sketch of the life of the author, aiid a dedica-
tory prayer of the author is also given."—
Public Opinion.

PRACTICAL TREATISE CONCERNING EVIL
THOUGHTS : wherein their Nature, Origin, and Effect are distinctly con-

sidered and explained, with many Useful Rules for restraining and suppressing

such Thoughts ; suited to the various conditions of Life, and the several tem-

pers of Mankind, more especially of melancholy Persons. By William
Chilcot, M.A.

" A)i elegatit edition of afi old devotional

manual by a clergyman who was a rector in

Exeter at the beginning of the last century.

It seems to contain a great deal of valuable
truth as to the sources of evil thoicghts and
the mode in which they may be expressed."—
English Independent.

" The book is worthy of a carefidperusal.

and is one which o?ice known is likely to be
rec-urred to again and again, a characteristic
not always to be jnet with in works ofour own
day."—Record.

"Messrs. Rivington have done all_ that
publishers could do to give strengthening
matter a cheerfulfonn."—Church Review.

THE ENGLISH POEMS OP GEORGE HERBERT, together

with his Collection of Proverbs, entitled Jacula Prudentum.

" This beautiful little volume will be found
specially convenient as a pocket manztal The
' yacuta Prudentum ' or proverbs, deservt to

be viore widely kno^vn than they are at
present. In many copies of George Herbert's
writings these gtiaint sayings have beeji u?i-

fortunately omitted."—Rock.
" George Herbert is too tnuch a household

name to require any itttroduction. It will be

sufficient to say that Messrs. Rivington have
published a viost compact and convenient
edition ofthe poems andproverbs of this illus-

trious English divine."—English Church-
man.

^' An exceedingly pretty edition, the most
attractiveform we have yet seetifroni this de-

lightful author, as a gift-book."—Union
Review.

"A very beautiful edition pfthe quaint old
English bard. A II lovers of the ' Holy' Her-
bert will be grateful to Messrs. Rivingtonfor
the care and pains they have bestowed in
supplying them with this and witluil conveni-
ent copy of poems so well known and so
deseniedly prized."—London Quarterly
Review.
"A very tasteful little book, and will

doubtless be acceptable to many."—Record.
" We commend this little book heartily to

our readers. It contains Herbert's English
poems and the 'Jacula Prudentian,' in a
very neat volume which does much credit to
the publishers ; it will, we hope, meet with
extensive circulation as a choice gift-book at a
moderate price."—Christian Observer.
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A^£JF THEOLOGICAL DICTIONARY.

DICTIONARY OP DOCTRINAL AND HISTORICAL
THEOLOGY. By various writers. Edited by the Rev. John Henry
Blunt, M.A., F.S.A. Editor of the Annotated Book of Common Prayer.

Second Edition.

Coniplete in one volume of 833 pages, imperial ?,vo {equal to six 8vo volumes of

400 pages each), and printed in large readable type, 42^-. or half-bound in

morocco, ^zs. 6d.

I. Nature of the work. This Dictionary consists of a series of original

Essays (alphabetically arranged, and 575 in number) on all the principal subjects

connected with the Doctrines of the Christian Church. Some idea of the subjects,

and of the length of the articles, may be formed from the following titles of those

which occupy the work from page 700 to page 720.

Sign. Spinozism. Suffragan.
Simony. Spirit. Sunday.
Sin. Spirit, The Holy. Supererogation.

Sinaitic Codex. Sponsors. Supernatural.

Socinianism. Subdeacons. Superstition.

SOLIFIDIANISM. SUBLAPSARIANISM. SuPRALAPSARIANISM.

Soul. Substance. Supremacy, Papal.

1. Object of the Work. The writers of all the Essays have endeavoured to

make them sufficiently exliaifstive to render it unnecessary for the majority of

i-eaders to go further for information, and, at the same time, sufficiently suggestive

of more recondite sources of Theological study, to help the student in following up

his subjects. By means of a Table prefixed to the Dictionary, a regular course of

such study may be carried out in its pages.

3. Principles of the Work. The Editor and his coadjutors have carefully

avoided any party bias, and consequently the work cannot be said to be either

"High Church," "Low Church," or "Broad Church." The only bias of the

Dictionary is that given by Revelation, History, Logic, and the literary idiosyn-

cracy of each particular contributor. But the Editor has not attempted to assist

the circulation of the book by making it colourless on the pretence of impartiality.

Errors are freely condemned, and truths are expressed as if they were worth ex-

pressing ; but he believes that no terms of condemnation which may be used ever

transgress the bounds of Christian courtesy.

4. Part of a Series. The Dictionary of Theology is complete in itself, but

it is also intended to form part of a Series, entitled, "A Summary of Theology,"

of which the second volume, "A Dictionaiy of Sects, Heresies, and Schools of

Thought," is in the press.

"Taken as a ivhole the articles are the is the work of a single mhid. We have here
work ofpractised writers, atid well ifformcd a wider range of tliought from a greater
and solid theologians. . . . We k>tow tio variety ofsides. We have here also the work
book of its size and bulk which supplies the ofmen who evidently kjiow wfiat they write
information here given at all ; far less which about, and are somewhat more profound\to
supplies it in an arrangement so accessible, say the least), tha?i the writers oftfie current
•with a cojnpletenessofinforjnation so thorough, Dictionaries of Sects afid Heresies."—GuAR-
andwith an ability in the treatment ofpro- dian.

found subjects so great. Dr. Hook's most "Mereantignarianism,howeverinteresting,
useful voluj7te is a work ofhigh calibre, but it has little place in it. But for all practical
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purposes its historical articles are excellent.
They are of course, and of necessity, a good
deal condensed, yet they are ivonderftilly
complete ; see for example such artichs as
'Atheism,' 'Cabbala' 'Calvinism,' 'Can-
onization,' 'Cotivocations,' 'Evangelical,'
'Fathers' 'Infant Baptism,' fy'c., &'c. But
the strength of the book lies in tlie ilieology

proper, and herein more particularly in what
one may call the jnetaphysicalside ofdoctrine :—see the articles on ' Conceptualism,' ' Doubt,'
'Dualism,' ' Election," Eternity,' 'Everlast-
ing Punishment,' 'Fatalism,' and the like.

We mentio?i these as characteristic of the

book. At tlie same time other more practical
matters are fully dealt with. There are ex-
cellent and elaborate papers on such words as
'Eucharist^ 'Confession' 'Blood,' 'Cross'
' A ntichrist, ' tosay nothing oftlie host oj minor
matters on which it is most convenient to be

able to turn to a book which gives you at a
glance the pith ofa whole library in a cohunn
or a page. Thus it will be obvious that it

takes a very much ivider ratige t/iaft any
undertakingof thesamekind in our language;
and that to those of our clergy who have not
thefortune to spend in books, and would tiot

have tlie leisure to use them if they possessed
tJiem, it will be the 7nost serviceable and re-

liable substitute for a large library we can
think of. And in many cases, while keeping
strictly within its province as a Dictionary, it

contrives to be marvellously stiggestive of
thought and reflections, which a serious
minded tnan will take with him andponder
overfor his o^vn elaboration andfuture -use.

As an example of this we viay refer to the
whole article on Doubt. It is treated of
under tlie successive lieads of,—(i) its nature

;

(2) its origin ; (3) the history of the principal
periods of Doubt; (4) the consciousness—or
actual experience of Doubt, and how to deal
with its different phases and kinds ; (5) the
relations ofDoubt to action and to belief. To
explain a little we will here quote a para-
graph or t^vo, which may not be -unacceptable

to our readers. . . . The variety of the

references given in the course of this article,

and at its conclusion, show how carefully tlie

writer has tliought outand studied his subject

in its various manifestations in many various
tninds, and illustrate very forcibly ho%u muck
reading goes to a very small ajnount of space
in anything worth tlie 7tame of 'Dictionary of
Theology.' We trust most sincerely that the

book tnay be largely used. For a present to a
clergyman on his ordination, or from a par-
ishioner to his pastor, it 7vould be most appro-
priate. It may indeed be called 'a box of
toolsfor a working clergy7nan'"—Literary
Churchman.
" Seldojn has an English work of equal

magnitude been so permeated with Catholic
instincts, and at the same time seldom has a
work on theology been kept so free from, the

drift ofrhetorical incrustation. Of course it

is not meant that all these remarks apply in
theirfull extent to every article. In a great
Dictionary there are compositions, as in a
great house tliere are vessels, ofvarious kinds.
Some of these at afuture day may be replaced
by otliers more substantial in their build,

more proportionate in their outline, and }7iore

elaborate in their detail. But admitting all
this, the wlwle retnains a home to which tlie

student will constantly recur, sure to find

spacious chambers, substantialfurniture, and
(which is most important) no stinted light."—
Church Review.
" Tlie second andfinal instalmettt of Mr.

Blunt's usefulDictionary , itself but apart ofa
more co}nprehensiveplan, is nowbefore tliepub-
lic, andfully sustains the mainlyfavourable
impression created by the appearance of. the

first part. Within the spliere it has marked
outfor itself, no equally useful book ofreference
exists in Englishfor the elucidation of theolo-

gical problems. . . . Entries which dis-

play fnuch care, research, and judgttient in
co7npilation, a/id which will 77iake the task of
tlie parish priest who is brought face to face
with any of the practical q7iestio7is which they
i7ivolve far easier tha7i lias been hitherto.

Tlie veryfact tliat theuttera7ices are here a7id
tliere so7>iewhat t7iore guarded a7id hesitating
than qjiite accords with our judg7nent, is a
gai7i 171 sofar as it protects the workfr077i the
charge ofi7iculcati7ig extre7ne views, and will
thus secure its ad7/iission in 7na7iy places where
vtoderation is accoimted tlie crow7iing grace.'—Church Times.
" The writers who are at work on it are

scholars and theologia7is, a7id earnest de-

fe7iders of the Christia7i faith. They evi-

dently holdfast thefu7ida7ne7ital doctrines of
Christia/iity, a7id have the religious i7istruc-

tio7i of the risi7ig 7/ii7iistry at heart. More-
oz'er, their sclie77ie is a 7wble one ; it does credit

not 07ily to their lear7ting a7id zeal, but also to

their tact a7td discretion.
'—London Quar-

terly Review.
" I7ifi7iitely the best book of the ki7id in the

la7tguage ; a7id, if 7iot the best co/iceivable, it

is perhaps^ the best we are ever likely to see

withi7i its C077tpass as to size a/id scope. A ecu-

rate and succi7ict ;'« state77ie7it, it may safely
be trusted as a lia7idbook as regards facts,
while in ourJ7idg77te/it, this seco7id part still

7nai7itai7is the character we gave tlie first,
na77iely, of sho^ui/tg 77tost ability in its way of
treating the 7nore abstract a7id 77ietapliysicai

side of theological questio/is. The littirgical

articles also z« this part deserve especial men-
tio7i. Tlie book is sure to 7itake its o%v7t way
by sheer force of -usefubiess."— Literary
Churchman.
"It is 7iot open to doubt that this work, of

which the seco7td a7id co7icludingpart hasjust
bee7t issued, is in every se7ise a valuable a7id
i77iporta7it 07ie. Mr. Blunt's Dictio7iary is a
tnost acceptable addition to E/iglish theological

literature. Its ge/ieral style is terse a7id
vigorous. Whilst its pages are free fro77i
wordi7iess, tliere is no7ie ofthat imdue co/iden-

sation which, under the plea ofjudicious bre-

vity, veils a tnere e77iptyjotti/ig doT.v7i offami-
liar state/zients [and 77iis-state77ie7its), at seco7id

or, it maybe, third Iia7idfr07n existi7tg works.
Dean Hook's well-k7iown Dictio7tary t7iakes

the 7iearest approach to the o/ie 7iow before 7is,

' but Mr. Blunts is decidedly the better of the

two."—English Churchman.
'

' It will befound ofad7/tirable service to all
stude7tts oftheology, as adva7ici7ig a7id 7nai7i-

tai7iing the Church's vie"MS 07i all subjects as
fall within the ra/ige offair argu77ie7it a7ia

i7iq7iiry. It is not ofte7i that a work of so

C077tprehe7isive a7id so profound a nature is

marked to the very e7id by so 77tany sig/is of
wide a7td careful research, sou7id criticism,

a7id wellfoimded a/idwell-e.xpressed belief."—
Standard.
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THlf HAPPINESS OF THE BLESSED CONSIDERED
as to the Particulars of their State : their Recognition of each other in that •

State : and its Differences of Degrees. To which are added Musings on the

Church and her Services. By Richard Manx, D.D., sometime Lord

Bishop of Down and Connor. New Edition. Small 8vo. y.6d.

"A welcome republication ofa treatise once "All recognise the authority of tlie coin-

highly valued, and which can never lose its mand to set the affections on things above,

value. Ma?iy of our readers already know and such works as the one now before us will

thefubiess and discrimination with which the befound helpful towards this good end. We
author treats his subject, "which must be one are, therefore, sincerely glad that Messrs.

of the 7nost delightfiil topics of meditation to Rivijigton have brought out a new edition

all whose heart is where the only trtie trea- of Bishop Mant's valuable treatise."—Re-
szire is, and particiilarly to those who are CORD.
entering upon the evening of life." —CnuYiCll "This beautiful and devotiotial treatise.

Review. which it is impossible to read withoutfeeling
" The value of this book needs not to be re- a more deepened interest in the eternal blessed-

ferred to, its sta?idard character having been ness which awaits the true servants of our
for many years past established. The edition God, concludes very appropriately with ' M71S-

in 7uhich it reappears has evidently been care- ings on the Church and her Services,' which
fully prepared, and will be the means of mak- we cordially recominend to ottr readers."—
ing it mo7-e generally known."—Bell's Mes- Rock.
SENGER.

THE SERVICES OP THE CHURCH. Containing the Book of

Common Prayer, the Proper Lessons and Psalms for Sundays and Holy Days,

and the Daily Lessons, according to the Use of the Church of England.

Crown 8vo. lOs. 6d.

THE BOOK OF LESSONS. Containing the Proper Lessons and

Psalms for Sundays and Holy Days, together with the Daily Lessons from

the Calendar. Crown Svo. gs.

AIDS TO PRAYER ; OR, THOUGHTS ON THE PRAC-
TICE OF DEVOTION. With Forms of Prayer for Private Use. By

Daniel Moore, M.A., Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen, and Vicar of

Holy Trinity, Paddington, Author of " Sermons on Special Occasions,"

Hulsean Lectures on "The Age and the Gospel," &c. Second Edition.

Square 32mo. 2s. 6d.

" The valuable characteristic of this work a tnatiiredfudg7nent, and ofan experimentcil

•will be recognised by ezieiy serious, thoughtful acquai>tta?ice with a subject confessedly dif-

Christian, in a word, by all who perceive and ficult, ajtd ofsupreme importance."—Record.
lament the grozving tettdency to prefer tJie " Eloq^iently, ably, andpracticallywritten."

claims of external service, ecclesiastical con- —Engllsh Churchman.
troversy, or mzdtiplied activities to the "" Aids to Prayer' has deservedly reached

practice of private devotion. 'Aids to a secondedition. The sermon tnethod ofti-eat-

Prayer' offers both ejicourageme7it and help to mcnt has been wisely discontintied." —]omi
those who aspire to higher attainments in the Bull.
Divine L ife. Every page bears the impress of

THE ATHANASIAN ORIGIN OP THE ATHANASIAN
CREED. By J. S. Brewer, M.A., Preacher at the Rolls, and Honorary

Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford. Crown Svo. 3^-. 6^/.

THE REFORMATION OP THE CHURCH OP ENGLAND :

its History, Principles, and Results, A.D. 1514-1547. By JoHN Henry
Blunt, M.A., Vicar of Kennington, Oxford. Second Edition. Svo. i6.f.

THE CHURCH BUILDER. A Quarterly journal of Church Extension

in England and Wales. Published in connection with The Incorporated

Church Building Society. With Illustrations. Annual Volumes. Crown

Svo. \s. 6d. each.
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PAROCHIAL AND PLAIN SERMONS. By John Henry
Newmax, B.D., formerly Vicar of St. Mary's, Oxford. Edited by the Rev.

W. J. CoPELAND, Rector of Farnham, Essex. From the Text of the last

Editions published by Messrs. Rivington. 8 Vols. Sold separately. Crown

8vo. 5^. each.

SERMONS BEARING UPON SUBJECTS OF THE DAY.
By John Henry Newman, B.D. Edited by the Rev. W. J. Copeland,

Rector of Farnham, Essex. With an Index of Dates of all the Sermons.

Crown 8vo. 5^.

FIFTEEN SERMONS PREACHED BEFORE THE UNI-
VERSITY OF OXFORD, between a.d. 1826 and 1843. By John
Henry Newman, B.D., sometime Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford,

New Edition. Crown 8vo. ^s.

HERBERT TRESHAM. A Tale of the Great Rebellion. By the late

Rev. J. jM. Neale, D.D. New Edition. Small 8vo. 3^-. 6d.

" IVe cordiallywelcoiiie (I new edition efDr. siirre7ider ofBristol hy Prifice Rtipert, afford
Neale s 'Herbert Treskam.' The scene is laid J>roo/o/the versatility 0/kisgenius." —CwjKCn
in the time of the great civil war, and vivid Times.
pictures are drawn of some of the startling "A pleasant Christinas present is Dr.
events tJiat then disgraced the history of this Neale's 'Herbert Treshajn.' Such a book is

cojentry. The martyrdom ofArchbishop Laud well calculated to correct current views of -L-^th

is described in a mannerfew besides its autJior century history."—Church Review.
could equal, while the narration of the disas- "Nothing could be more admirable as a
trous battle of Naseby, ajtd the disgraceful Christmaspresetit."—Church News.

THE MANOR FARM : A TALE. By M. C. Phillpotts, Author of

" The Hillford Confirmation." With Illustrations. Small 8vo. 3J-. 6(/.

" The Manor Farm, by Miss Phillpotts, andgentle daiighter. The story is a capital
author of t/ie ' Hillford Coitfirmaiion,' is a illustration of the value ofperseveraiice, and
pious story, luhich amongst other things slioivs it is a book that willbe very useful inparochial
the dawni>ig of light in superstitious minds." reading libraries "—John Bull.—Morning Post. "A prettily got-up aiid prettily written
" ' The Manor Farm ' relates hoi.u, -under little book abozie the average of the class it be-

good influence, a selfish girl became a jisefil longs /(?. "^Edinburgh Courant.

PERRANZABULOE, THE LOST CHURCH FOUND; Or
the Church of England not a New Church, but Ancient, Apostolical, and

Independent, and a Protesting Church Nine Hundred Years before the

Reformation. By the Rev. C. T. Collins Trelawny. Seventh Edition.

Crown 8vo. 3^-. 6;/.

SACRED ALLEGORIES. Illustrated Edition. By the Rev. W.
Adams, M.A., late Fellow of Merton College, O.xford.

The SHADOW of the CROSS. The DISTANT HILLS. The OLD
MAN'S HOME. The KING'S MESSENGERS. New Edition in one

Volume. Square l6mo. <yS.

The Cheap Editions may still be had, i8mo., \s. each, or dd. in Paper Covers.

ENGLISH NURSERY RHYMES. Translated into French. By
John Roberts, M.A., Fellow of Magdalene College, Cambridge. Square

i6mo. 2s. 6d.

SICKNESS ; ITS TRIALS AND BLESSINGS. New Edition.

Small 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Also a Cheap Edition, is. 6d. ; or in paper cover, i^.
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CATENA CLASSICORUM
A Series of Classical Authors. Edited by Members of both Universities, tinder the

Direction of the Rev. Arthur Holmes, M.A., SeJiior Fellow and Dean of Clare
College, Cambridge, and late Preacher at the Chapel Royal, Whitehall ; and the

Rev. Charles Bigg, M.A., late Senior Student and Tutor of Christ Church,
Oxford; Principal of Brighton College.

Sophoclis Tragoediae.
THE ELECTRA, 3^- 6^. THE AJAX, 3^- 6./.

Edited by R. C. Jebb, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, and Public Orator of the University.

Juvenalis Satirae.
Edited by G. A. SiMCOX, M,A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer of Queen's
College, Oxford. New Edition, revised. 5^,

Thucydidis Historia.
Edited by Chas. Bigg, M. A., late Senior Student and Tutor of Christ Church,
Oxford ; Principal of Brighton College.

Books I. and II., with Introductions. 6.?.

De7nosthe7iis Orationes Pttblicae.

THE OLYNTHIACS, 2s.bd. THE PHILIPPICS, 3^-

DE FALSA LEGATIONS, 6^.

Edited by G. H. Heslop, M.A., late Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Queen's
College, Oxford ; Head Master of St. Bees.

Aristophanis Comoediae.
THE ACHARNIANS and THE KNIGHTS, 4^. THE
CLOUDS, 3^. 6^. THE "WASPS, 3^- 6</.

Edited by W. C. Green, M.A., late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge
;

Assistant Master at Rugby School.

An Edition of THE ACHARNIANS and THE KNIGHTS,
Revised and especially adapted for Use in Schools, i^.

Isocratis Orationes.
AD DEMONICUM ET PANEGYRICUS. 4^. 6./.

Edited by John Edwin Sandys, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of St. John's

College, Classical Lecturer at Jesus College, Cambridge.

Pei^sii Satirae.
Edited by A. Pretor, M.A., Fellow of St. Catherine's College, Cambridge,

Classical Lecturer of Trinity Hall. 3^. bd.

Homeri Ilias.
Edited by S. H. Reynolds, M.A., late Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose

College, Oxford. Books I. to XII. 6^.

Terenti Comoediae.
ANDRIA BT EUNUCHUS. 4^. 6./.

Edited by T. L. Papillon, M.A., Fellow of New College, Oxford, late

Fellow of Merton.

Demosthcjiis Orationes.
DE CORONA. 5^-

Edited by the Rev. ARTHUR HoLMES, M.A., Senior Fellow and Dean of

Clare College, Cambridge, and late Preacher at the Chapel Royal, Whitehall.

Herodoti Historia.
Edited by H. G. Woods, Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford.

Book I. 6j. Book II. 5j-.
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RIVINGTON'S MATHEMATICAL SERIES

ALGEBRA. Part I. By J. Hamblin Smith, M.A., of Gonville and Cains

College, and late Lecturer at St. Peter'sColIege, Cambridge. Part I. i2mo.

3^. ; without Answers, 2s. bd.

" The design of this treatise is to explain all student out ofhis depth by sudden plunges, but
that is commonly included in a First Part of leads him gradually onward, never beyond his
A Igebra. In the arrajigement ofthe chapters, depthfrom any desire to hurryforward. The
I have followed the advice of experienced examples appear to be particularly 'well

teachers. I have carefully abstaiiied from arranged, so as to afford a means of steady
jnaking extracts frojn books in cojntnon use. progress. IVith such books thejudicious teacher
The o?ily work to which Iam indebtedfor any will haz>e abundant supply of examples and
material assistance is the Algebra of the late problems for those who need to have each step
Dean Peacock, which I took as the model for ensured by familiarity, and he will be able to

the commencemetit of my treatise. The ex- allow the more rapid learner to travel onward
arnples,progressive andeasy, have been selected with ease atid swiftness. We can confidently
from university and college examination recommendMr. Hamblin SmitKs books. Can-
papers, and from Old English, French, and didatespreparing for Civil Service examina-
Ger7nan works"—From the Preface. tions under the new system oj open competition

" It is evident that Mr. Hamblin Smith is willfind these works to be of great value."—
a teacher, and has written to meet the special Civil Service Gazette.
wants of students. He does 7iot carry the

EXERCISES ON ALGEBRA. By J. Hamblin Smith, M.A.
Part I. 121110. IS. 6d.

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY. By J. Hamblin Smith,
M.A. i2mo. 4^. 6d.

ELEMENTARY HYDROSTATICS. By J. Hamblin Smith,
M.A. l2nio. 3^. "

ELEMENTS OP GEOMETRY. By J. Hamblin Smith, M.A.
Containing tlie First Six and portions of tlie Eleventh and Twelfth

Books of Euclid, with Exercises and Notes, arranged with the Abbrevia-

tions admitted in the Cambridge Examinations. i2mo, 3j. 6d.

Part I., containing the "First Two Books of Euclid, with Exercises and Notes.

l2mo,.2j. ; limp cloth, is. 6d.

Part II., containing the Third- and Fourth Books of Euclid, with Exercises

and Notes. l2mo, 2s.; limp cloth, is. 6d.

Part III., containing the Fifth and Sixth and portions of the Eleventh and

Twelfth Books of Euclid, with Exercises and Notes. i2nio, 2s.; limp

cloth, is. 6d.

ELEMENTARY STATICS. By J. Hamblin Smith, M.A. 121110. 3^.

*^* GtJicr Volumes are in preparation.
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SELECT PLAYS OF SHAKSPERE

RUGB Y EDITION. With an IntTodiiction and Notes to each Play.

Smainvo.

AS YOU LIKE IT. Edited by the Rev. Charles E. Moberly, M.A.

Assistant Master in Rugby School, formerly vScholar of Balliol College, Oxford

2s.
;
paper cover, is. 6d.

MACBETH. Edited by the same. 2s.
;
paper cover, is. 6d.

CORIOLANUS. Edited by Robert Whitelaw, M.A., Assistant Master

in Rugby School, formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 2^. 6d.

;

paper cover, 2s.

HAMLET. Edited by the Rev. Charles E. Moberly, M.A. '2s. 6d. ; in

paper cover, 2s.

THE TEMPEST. Edited by J- Surtees Phillpotts, M.A., Assistant

Master in Rugby School, formerly Fellow of New College, Oxford.

[/;; prepa7-atioii.

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING, Edited by the same.
\In preparation.

*^ Other Plays are in preparation.

LATIN PROSE EXERCISES. Being Easy Graduated English

Sentences for Translation into Latin, with Rules, Explanations, a Vocabulary,

and Index. Intended for the Use of Beginners and Junior Forms of Schools.

By R. Prowde Smith, B.A., Assistant Master at the Grammar School,

Henley-on-Thames. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

SELECTIONS PROM LUCIAN. With English Notes. By Evelyn

Abbott, Assistant Master in Clifton College. Small 8vo. 3^-. 6d.

SCENES FROM GREEK PLAYS. Rugby Edition. Abridged and

adapted for the Use of Schools, by Arthur Sidgwick, M.A., Assistant

Master at Rugby School, and formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

ARISTOPHANES. The Clouds. The Frogs. The Knights. Plutus.

EURIPIDES. Iphigenia in Taurus. The Cyclops. Ion.

Small 8vo. I^. 6d. each, or IJ-. in paper cover.

MESSRS. RIVINGTON'S COMPLETE SCHOOL CATA-
LOGUE, with Press Notices and Specimen Pages, may be had on appli-
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Abbott (Evelyn), Selections from Lucian,

Adams (W.), Holy Week, .

Sacred Allegories,

A Kempis, Imitation of Christ,

Alford (Henry), Greek Testament,

New Testament for Eng
lish Readers, ....

Andrewes (Bishop Lancelot), Manual for

the Sick, .

Annotated Prayer Book, By J. H. Blunt,

Annual Register,

Aristophanis Comoedise, by W. C. Green,

Aristophanes (Scenes from), by Sidgwick,
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BiCKERSTETH (E. H.), Two Brothers,

Yesterday, To-Day
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Prayer Book Interleaved,
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Chilcot (William), Evil Thoughts,
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Companion to Old Testament,

Consolatio, by C. E. Kennaway,
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Orby Shipley, . . . .7
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